
2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

1.
EPEOO7 EK2.02
Reactor Trip
Knowledge of the interrelations between a reactor trip and the following: Breakers, relays and
disconnects

BANK CNS #1 040
With Unit 2 operating at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs:

• 1000: “A” Train SSPS is placed in TEST.
• 1005: BYA is LOCALLY closed in preparation for testing RTA.
• 1010: “A” Train SSPS is placed in NORMAL.
• 1015: RTA is opened LOCALLY.
• 1020: “B” Train SSPS is placed in TEST.
• 1025: BYB is closed LOCALLY.

Which ONE of the following describes the time at which a reactor trip will FIRST occur?

A. 1005

B. 1015

C. 1020

D. 1025

Ans: C

Ref: IPX LP, p. 16 of 39, rev. 34 and page 8
IP/1/A/3200/001 B, P. 9 of 68
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant has the misconception that the same train of SSPS in
TEST causes a reactor trip when the bypass is closed.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant believes that a train related SSPS must be in TEST to trip
the normal breaker.

C. CORRECT. One SSPS train placed in TEST while the other train’s bypass breaker is in
CONN position and CLOSED, trips both reactor trip breakers and bypass breakers. Also,
both bypass breakers being closed trips all 4 breakers. Because the “B” Train SSPS was
placed in TEST at 1020, and because BYA was already closed, the reactor trip will first occur
at that time.

D. Incorrect. Plausib[e, if the student does not recognize that a trip has already occurred. (a trip
would occur if BOTH bypass breakers were closed.) The conditions given do result in a
reactor trip, but for 1020.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with conditions involving operation of SSPS breakers in the context of
testing, and then asked to predict the effect of these operations on the relays associated with
SSPS which cause the reactor to trip.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it requires more than one mental step to arrive at
the correct answer. First the applicant must evaluate a series of operations involving SSPS
equipment in a timeline, and apply knowledge of the effect of these operations on reactor trip
breakers, arriving at the conclusion of when the reactor trip occurs.
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IP/1/A/3200/001 A
Page9of68

5.2 Precautions

5.2.1 SSPS TRAIN A, REACTOR TRIP BREAKER A (RTA), and TRAIN A ESFwill be Inoperable and logged into TSAIL during the performance of
Step 10.2.2.E or 10.2.10.

5.2.2 Connecting and closing 1BYB (lB REACTOR TRIP BYPASS BREAKER)
while testing TRAiN A will satisfy coincidence for a GENERAL WARNING
Reactor Trip. S4ii4 z(d 2,LI i’id7Z41Af.

5.2.3 Reactor Trip Breakers should NOT be CLOSED locally unless UV Coil
Voltage is present. Voltage can be verified by observing the UV Coil Voltage
meter (on the Logic Test Panel) for 43 VDC when “LOGIC A” test switch isin “OFF” position.

5.2.4 ALL unnecessary personnel Shall remain clear of area during breaker rackingoperations.

5.2.5 IF any abnormal indication is noted during performance of this procedure,
evaluate and determine if immediate corrective action is required. Initiate a
follow-up work order as necessary. (Refer to Enclosure 11.12 for list of spareparts)

5.2.6 Report TECH SPEC/SLC related equipment found Inoperable or exceeding
the TECH SPEC!SLC Allowable Value as follows:

• Report immediately to Work Supervisor any problem that renders
equipment Inoperable (incapable of performing equipment design
function; will NOT calibrate within TECH SPEC/SLC Allowable Value).

• Report immediately to Work Supervisor if equipment has exceeded TECH
SPEC/SLC Allowable Value. Work Supervisor will make an evaluation,
consulting Operations Support Manager/Engineering as necessary, of
reportability.

• Record Time/Date and Person notified on Work Order



OP/1/A16100/O1OA
PANEL: 1FO-1 Page 35 of 44

GENERAL WARNING RX TRIP E/5
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: A and B Train Solid State Protection Systems General Warning Alarm.

PROBABLE Any combination of A and B Train SSPS General Warning Alarms
CAUSE: occurring simultaneously

THE RESPONSES FOR THIS ALARM ARE LISTED N

EP/i/A/5000/E-O (REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY 1NJECTION) if the unit is above P-li

AP/i/A/5500/05 (REACTOR TRIP OR INADVERTENT S/I BELOW P-il) if the Unit is below P-il



OP/1/B/6100/O1OC
PANEL: 1AD-2 Page 52 of 66

SSPS TRAIN A GENERAL WARNING E/6
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Solid State Protection System

PROBABLE 1. Loss of power supply
CAUSE: 2. Loss of power supply 1ERPA or 1ERPB

3. Placing train in a test condition
4. Loose or removed printed circuit board

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE None
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. reason for alarm is due to a condition other than being in a testACTIONS: alignment:
1.1 Request IAE to investigate and repair.
1.2 Ensure opposite train is NOT being put in a test condition.

2. Refer to TS 3.3.2 (Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
(ESFAS) Instrumentation).

REFERENCES: 1. FSAR7.2.1.1.7
2. CNM-1399.08-15



OP/1/B/6100/O1OC
PANEL: IAD-2 Page 62 of 66

SSPS TRAIN B GENERAL WARNING F/6
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Solid State Protection System

PROBABLE 1. Loss of power supply
CAUSE: 2. Loss of power supply 1ERPC or 1ERPD

3. Placing train in a test condition
4. Loose or removed printed circuit board

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE None
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. reason for alarm is due to a condition other than being in a test
ACTIONS: alignment:

1.1 Request IAE to investigate and repair.
1.2 Ensure opposite train is NOT being put in a test condition.

2. Refer to TS 3.3.2 (Engineered Safety Feature Actuation (ESFAS)
Instrumentation).

REFERENCES: 1. FSAR7.2.1.1.7
2. CNM-1399.08-15
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x
x

TIME: 2.0 HOURS

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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REV. 34

I N L L P

Objective S L P P T

SO R SR

OOQ

1 State the purpose of the Reactor Protection System (IPX) System. X X X X

3 List the setpoint for each reactor trip.

2 List the reactor trips. X X X X

4 List the logic and interlocks associated with each reactor trip.

5 Describe the function of the Solid State Protection System (SSPS). X

x
x x

x
x
x

6 Describe the operation of the following breakers and associated
interlocks:

• Reactor trip breakers

• Reactor trip bypass breakers

x
x

x
xxx xx

x
x

x
x

7 Explain the derivation of the reactor trip setpoints.

8 Define the following:

. Safety Limit

. Limiting Safety System Setting

• Nominal Setpoint

9 List all permissive and control “P” and “C” interlocks related to reactor
trips and their function, setpoint and logic.

10 Describe the function of the “First Out” annunciator panel.

1 1 Describe the function of all instrumentation and controls associated with
the Reactor Protection System (IPX).

12 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLCs.

13 State from memory all Tech Spec/SLC actions for the system,
subsystem or components which require remedial action to be taken in
one hour or less.

xxx

x
x

x
x

xxx

x x



DUKE Energy Carolinas, LL C CA TA WBA OPERA TIONS TRAINING

c) NCP Monitor

3. Functions (Obj. #5)

a) Combines input signals into required logic.

b) Generates Rx trip signals when required.

c) Generates Safeguards actuation signals when required.
d) Provides annunciator, status lights and computer input signals.
e) Provides means for semi-automatic testing of logic circuits.

1) Fast Pulse Testing.

(a) Provides a safe method for periodic testing of Rx Trip
Breaker UV coils. This is performed by IAE.

(b) Briefly pulses off the power to the UV coil to ensure the
circuitry is operable. This is accomplished without an
actual trip being realized.

4. Each train physically and electrically separated.

5. Each of the 4 Protection Channels is physically and electrically
separated.

D. Reactor Trip Switchgear (Obj. #6)

1. Breakers (4)

a) Two Rx Trip Breakers

b) Two Bypass Breakers

c) Breakers Connected in series - Either breaker open trips Rx
d) Bypass Breakers used for Testing Rx Trip Breakers

2. Actuation of Rx Trip Breakers

a) RTA by SSPS Train A

b) RTB by SSPS Train B

3. Actuation of Bypass Breakers

a) BYAbySSPSTrain B

b) BYB by SSPS Train A

4. Resetting of S

a) “A” Train Rx Trip breaker supplies logic to “A” Train SSPS to allow
resetting of S for “A” Train., Breaker must be open to generate a P
4 signal which allows reset of “A” Train S

b) “B” Train Rx Trip breaker is train related same as “A” train above.

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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DUKE Energy Carolinas, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

5. Interlocks

a) One SSPS train placed in test while other train Bypass breaker in
CONN position and closed, trips both Rx trip breakers and Bypass
breakers.

b) Both Bypass breakers closed will trip all 4 breakers.

c) P-4 (Rx Trip) - If Rx trip breaker and its’ bypass breaker is open.
P-4 is generated from actual breaker position (NOT UV coils)

6. Reactor Trip Breaker Operation

a) Each breaker has two trip coils associated with it, undervoltage and
shunt trip.

1) Undervoltage Coil (UV coil) - when the breaker is closed, the UV
coil is energized from the SSPS and holds the UV trip
attachment trip plunger out against spring force. Upon loss of
power to the UV coil, trip plunger spring force will automatically
open the breaker. Powered by 48 VDC from the SSPS Logic
Bay. The 48 VDC power supplies are fed by ERPA and B (A
train) and ERPC and D (B train).

2) Shunt Trip Coil (ST coil) - this coil is de-energized when the
breaker is closed. When energized, the shunt trip attachment
will move the trip plunger causing the breaker to open.
Powered by EPA (A train) and EPD (B train).

b) Any AUTOMATIC Reactor Trip sends a trip signal to two (2)
breakers:

1) SSPS Train A(B) trips RTA(B).

2) SSPS Train A(B) sends a trip signal to BYB(A).
Note 1: Anytime the 48 VDC signal is lost from SSPS, a relay in parallel with the UV
relay will also de-energize and close a contact in the shunt coil circuit which will
energize the shunt coil as a backup trip.

Note 2: The reactor trip bypass breaker’s UV coil circuitry (external to the breaker)
does not have a relay in parallel with it which will energize the shunt coil as described
in Note 1.

Note 3: When a reactor trip breaker is being racked in, there is possibility a P-4
signal may be generated due to relay chattering. In order to prevent an undesired
CF Isolation signal (P-4 with Lo Tavg), the CF Isolation Reset pushbuttons must be
depressed and held while the reactor trip breakers are being racked in (PIP 97-4299)

c) All Reactor Trip Breakers and Bypass Breakers are identical. The
UV coil features in Notes I and 2 are external to the breakers
themselves allowing the breakers to be used interchangeably

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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DUKE Energy Carolinas, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

E. Loss of Coolant or Steam Break Protection
1. Function - Rx trip with Safety Injection (Se) signal due to one of threesignals.

2. Safety Injection - S initiation signals
a) Low Pzr Pressure - 2/4 channels < 1845 psig
b) High Containment Pressure - 2/3 channels> 1.2 psig
c) Manual - 1/2 pushbuttons.

F. Turbine Trip

1. Anticipates the loss of secondary heat removal when the stop valves
close

2. Trip of the Turbine is monitored by two functions.
a) Stop Valve EH Pressure Low - 550 psig, 2/4 pressure switches
b) All Turbine Stop Valves closed - 4/4 limit switches

G. General Warning Trip

1. Any combination of A and B Train SSPS General Warning alarms
occurring simultaneously.

2.4 Interlocks, Permissive and Control (Obj. #3, 4, 9)
A. Interlocks

1. Racking in to CONNECT position and closing the bypass breaker of one
train while the opposite train of SSPS is in test will result in the
automatic trip of both reactor trip breakers and both bypass breakers.

2. Racking in to CONNECT position and closing the bypass breaker of onetrain while the bypass breaker of the other train is racked to CONNECT
position and closed will result in the automatic trip of both reactor trip
breakers and both bypass breakers.

3. A “General Warning” alarm on the Solid State Protection System
(SSPS) indicates a condition exists that has degraded the protection.
The following conditions will result in a “General Warning” alarm.
a) Loss of any of the DC Power supplies in SSPS
b) Any SSPS Train in Test (incoming automatic trip signals are

blocked)

c) Any printed circuit card is improperly inserted
d) Associated bypass breaker racked in to CONNECT position and

closed

4. Solid State Protection System (SSPS) - Two general warning Hghts (one
on Train A and one on Train B) will cause a reactor trip.

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
Page 16 of 35
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2.
APEOO8 AKl.0l
Pressurizer (PZR) Vapor Space Accident (Relief Valve Stuck Open)
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to a Pressurizer
Vapor Space Accident: Thermodynamics and flow characteristics of open or leaking valves

BANK, JLI page 4475
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

Initial
• The crew is recovering from a faulted Steam Generator outside containment, upstream of

the MSIVs.
• SI has been terminated.
• The crew is maintaining the plant in a stable condition per ES-1.1 (SI Termination).
• PZR pressure is 2285 psig and stable.
• PZR level is 60% and stable.

Current
• NC pressure starts to decrease rapidly due to a significant leak on one of the PZR safety

valves.
• PRT pressure is 15 psig.

Based on the event in progress, which parameter will require the manual reinitiation of Safety
Injection, and what will the PZR Safety valve tailpipe temperature be indicating?

A. Low PZR level; 300°F tailpipe temperature.

B. Low NC subcooling; 300°F tailpipe temperature.

C. Low PZR level; 250° F tailpipe temperature.

D. Low NC subcooling; 250°F tailpipe temperature.

Answer: D

References:
ES-1.1 (SI Termination), Rev. 26
Mollier Diagram
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Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible, since 300° F would be obtained if the applicant uses the Mollier Diagram

incorrectly by using the constant entropy line straight up to the saturation curve, instead of the
correct constant pressure line up to the saturation curve. If this misconception is used, it
indicates that the applicant fails to understand and apply the thermodynamic principle of
tailpipe temperature response.

Plausible, since applicant may misapply the fact that for most small break LOCAs, pressurizer
level does indeed decrease. For THIS event (vapor space LOCA), PZR level is not a valid
indication of NC inventory, since pressure will drop to saturation in the vessel and the hot legs,
and formation of a two-phase mixture will force flow up the surge line and into the pressurizer.
This will cause pressurizer level to actually increase until the PZR is full.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since 300°F would be obtained if the applicant uses the Mollier Diagram
incorrectly by using the constant entropy line straight up to the saturation curve, instead of the
correct constant pressure line up to the saturation curve. If this misconception is used, it
indicates that the applicant fails to understand and apply the thermodynamic principle of
tailpipe temperature response. Also plausible, since the subcooling part of the distractor is
correct.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since applicant may misapply the fact that for most small break LOCAs,
pressurizer level does indeed decrease. For THIS event (vapor space LOCA), PZR level is
not a valid indication of NC inventory, since pressure will drop to saturation in the vessel and
the hot legs, and formation of a two-phase mixture will force flow up the surge line and into the
pressurizer. This will cause pressurizer level to actually increase until the PZR is full.

D. CORRECT. On a vapor space break, PZR level is not a valid indication of NC inventory,
since pressure will drop to saturation in the vessel and the hot legs, and formation of a two-
phase mixture will force flow up the surge line and into the pressurizer. This causes
pressurizer level to actually increase until the PZR is full. The enthalpy of the saturated fluid
in the vapor space does not change as it passes through a safety valve, resulting in a
temperature indication corresponding to the pressure in the PRT.

KIA Match
This question tests the knowledge of the thermodynamics of a leaking PZR safety valve, including
use of the Mollier diagram, and the operational implications of how it may affect whether manual
reinitiation of Safety Injection will be required.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must evaluate a given set of plant
conditions, then use a Mollier diagram to determine an expected tailpipe temperature, and
additionally, to evaluate the other plant conditions in making a decision on which parameter
requires reinitiation of Safety Injection.
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Objectives

I Define Temperature

2 Define Pressure

3 Define Density and Specific Volume

4 Define Enthalpy

5 Define Entropy

6 Define Specific Heat Capacity

7 Define BTU

8 Convert a known temperature from one scale to another.
9 Convert a known pressure from one scale to another.

10 State and define the different phases of water.
11 Explain each of the following:

• Saturation Temperature

• Latent heat

• Quality

• Sensible Heat

12 Given a set of conditions and using the steam tables, determine the
— thermodynamic properties and phases of water.

13 Given a set of conditions using the Mollier diagram determine the
properties and phases of water.

14 Using the ideal gas law, solve problems relating to pressure,
— temperature and volume of an ideal gas.

I N L L P

S L P PT

SO R SR

0 Q

x

x
lix

x

x

lix

rrx

Ix
x

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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DUKE POWER CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

3) Entropy is the vertical line crossing through the saturated liquid
line for 212°F

4) Ex. a saturated liquid at 212°F. P = 15 psia

h = 180.17 BTU/lbm

s = 0.3121 BTU/Ibm-°R
j) Go back to main condenser example.

1) 1 psia, saturated liquid = 100°F by T-s diagram.
2) The saturated steam changed to saturated liquid.

Note that enthalpy and entropy decreased.

5initial = 1.98 Sfjnal 0.12

3) Heat rejected from condenser was heat added to RC.
2.2 DETERMINING THE PROPERTIES OF WATER

A. Steam Tables

1. The Steam Tables consist of 3 separate tables
a) Table 1 Saturated Steam: Temperature Table

1) Consists of columns for:

(a) Temperature

(b) Absolute Pressure - corresponds to saturation pressure
for the temperature.

(c) Specific Volume

(d) Specific Enthalpy

(e) Specific Entropy
2) The v, h, and s columns each have values for saturated liquid

(Vf) saturated vapor (vg), and the change (Vfg) from liquid to
vapor.

b) Table 2 Saturated steam: Pressure Table
1) This table is set up the same as Table I except it has saturationtemperature for the pressure and the columns are reversed.

c) Table 3 Superheated steam

1) This table is set up differently. It consists of:
(a) Absolute pressure column with saturated temperature in

parentheses.

(b) Across the top row of the page is the actual temperature
of the steam in °F.

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
Page 10 of 15
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T-32
STM Table Method Actual

hf hf
Assume at 400psi

(Example of two methods)

hsc@100°F > 68 68 69.5

hsc@200°F > 168 168 169

hsc @ 300°F > 269.7 268 270.3

hsc @ 400°F > 375.1 368 375.3

Conclusions:

4) Note the increasing error with T-32 method.
5) Use steam table method

2. Saturated Liquid

a) Water at the boiling point for that pressure
b) The properties of hf, Sf, Vf, Psat, Tsat are found in the Saturated

Steam Tables.

c) Example: find hf © 100 psia

100°F

300 psia

300°F

100 psia

3. Wet Vapor

a) A combination of saturated liquid and saturated steam at the boiling
point for that pressure.

Specific enthalpy is determined by:

hwy = hf + X(hfg) Where hwy = enthalpy wet vapor
hf = specific enthalpy liquid

X = quality (% of Vapor)

hfg = latent heat

hfg = The latent heat of vaporization or condensation. Numerically,
hfg is the amount of heat which must be added to 1 Ibm of a
saturated liquid to change it to I Ibm of steam or the amount of heat

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
Page 12 of 15
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which must be removed to change 1 Ibm of saturated steam to 1
Ibm of saturated liquid.

b) X = Quality = % mass of the vapor in a mass of wet vapor.
X = 100% - M where M = % mass of the liquid in a wet vapor)

c) Example: Find hfg © I psia

100 psia

300°F

1000 psia
d) Example: Find enthalpy of wet vapor @ 500 psia if M = 15%.

1) hf hf+X(hfg)

4. Saturated Steam

a) Steam at the boiling point (no moisture, 100% vapor).
b) The properties of hg, 5g, Vg, Psat, Tsat are found on the saturated

steam tables.

c) Example:

Find: hg, 5g, Vg for the following

460°F

180°F

400 psia

1000 psia

5. Superheated Steam

a) Steam temperature is above the boiling point for that pressure.
b) The properties of h, s, v, P, and T are found in the superheated

steam tables.

c) Superheat term, Sh, refers to number of degrees above saturation
temperature.

d) Example: Find TSh @ 400, 450, 500°F when © lOOpsia.
C. Mollier Diagram (Obj. # 13)

1. A pictorial representation of steam tables (does not contain specific
volume) called an h-s diagram.

2. Examples to illustrate Mollier.

a) Find h of steam at saturation with quality of 100% and 900 psia.
1) From Mollier on saturated steam line h =

2) From steam tables h=

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
Page 13 of 15
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which must be removed to change I Ibm of saturated steam to IIbm of saturated liquid.
b) X = Quality = % mass of the vapor in a mass of wet vapor.

X = 100% - M where M = % mass of the liquid in a wet vapor)
c) Example: Find hfg © I psia

100 psia

300°F

1000 psia
d) Example: Find enthalpy of wet vapor @ 500 psia if M = 15%.

1) hfg hf+X(hfg)
4. Saturated Steam

a) Steam at the boiling point (no moisture, 100% vapor).
b) The properties of hg, Sg, Vg, Psat, Tsat are found on the saturated

steam tables.

c) Example:

Find: hg, Sg, Vg for the following

460°F

180°F

400 psia

1000 psia

5. Superheated Steam

a) Steam temperature is above the boiling point for that pressure.
b) The properties of h, s, v, P, and T are found in the superheated

steam tables.

C) Superheat term, Sh, refers to number of degrees above saturation
temperature.

d) Example: Find T5h @ 400, 450, 500°F when © lOOpsia.
C. Mollier Diagram (Obj. # 13)

1. A pictorial representation of steam tables (does not contain specific
volume) called an h-s diagram.

2. Examples to illustrate Mollier.

a) Find h of steam at saturation with quality of 100% and 900 psia.
1) From Mollier on saturated steam line h =

2) From steam tables h=

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
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DUKE POWER CA TA WBA OPERA TIONS TRAINING

b) Find the temperature and h of a system at 500 psia and 20 degrees
superheat.

1) T=

c) Find the enthalpy and temperature of a system at 300 psia for thefollowing.

1) Saturated

2) M=4%

Note that since we are under saturation line temperature is constant
3) M=12%

2.3 GAS RELATIONSHIP

A. Ideal Gases (Obj. #14)

1. Ideal gases are described as gases comprised of molecules that do notinteract with one another. The pressure exerted by an ideal gas is theforce exerted on the surface by the collision of these molecules. The
forces exerted by the molecules increase with the absolute KE as
measured by temperature. Similarly, the pressure exerted by the
molecules increases as the density of the molecules increases. So wecan say that,

P ci. pT Since p = mN, we can substitute and rearrange as follows:
Pam/V (T), or

PVaTforl Ibm

If we compare initial and final conditions on a particular system of ideal
gas we can write the equation.
(P1V1)!T1=P2V2/T2

This is the ideal gas law.

2. The Ideal Gas Law is actually a combination of 2 laws; Charles Law andBoyles law.

a) Charles Law states: The volume of a given mass of gas,
maintained at constant pressure, varies linearly with absolute
temperature or,

V1/V2=T1/T2

b) Boyles Law states: For a fixed mass of gas at a constant
temperature, the volume of gas is inversely proportional to its
absolute pressure or,

P1 V1 = P2V2

OP-CN-THF-STM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
Page 14 of 15
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3.
EPEOO9 EK2.03
Small Break LOCA
Knowledge of the interrelations between the small break LOCA and the following: SIGs

MNS 2010 NRC Exam
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The unit has experienced a Reactor Trip and Safety Injection due to a Small-Break LOCA.
• The crew has just completed the actions of E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection).
• NV pump flow to the NC system Cold Legs is 390 gpm.
• NC system pressure is 1300 psig and stable.
• SG pressures are 1092 psig and stable.
• NC system subcooling on the ICCM is 22°F and stable.

Which ONE of the following describes plant conditions upon transition to E-1 (Loss of Reactor or
Secondary Coolant)?

NC PumDs Running? SGs Needed for Heat Removal?

A. YES YES

B. YES NO

C. NO YES

D. NO NO

Ans: A

References:
E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection), Rev. 36
E-1 (Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant), Rev. 24
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. For this plant condition, even though NV pumps are running and injecting into the
NC system, since NC subcooling is not less than 0°F, NC pumps will still be running (E-0
Foldout Page requirement). Additionally, since NC system pressure is greater than SG
pressures and both NC system and SC pressures are stable, the SGs are needed for NC
system cooling.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since part us correct. Part 2 is plausible because the applicant may
conclude that the SGs are not required for NC system heat removal since there is 390 GPM of
flow to the cold legs from the NV pumps.

C. Incorrect. Part I is plausible because the applicant might conclude that NC pumps will not be
running since aSafety Injection has occurred and the NV pumps are injecting into the cold
legs at 390 GPM. However, the NC pumps are only secured in accordance with E-0 Foldout
Page criteria if the NV pumps are running and NC system subcooling has been lost. Part 2 is
correct.

D. Incorrect. Part 1 is plausible because the applicant might conclude that NC pumps will not be
running since a Safety Injection has occurred, and the NV pumps are injecting into the cold
legs at 390 GPM. However, the NC pumps are only secured in accordance with E-0 Foldout
Page criteria if the NV pumps are running and NC system subcooling has been lost. Part 2 is
plausible because the applicant may conclude that the SGs are not required for NC system
heat removal since there is 390 GPM of flow to the cold legs from the NV pumps.

KIA Match
Knowledge of the interrelations between the small break LOCA and the following: S/Gs

This K/A is met because the applicant must evaluate a given situation where a small break LOCA
has occurred and determine that the SGs are still required for NC system heat removal.

Cognitive Level: High
This question requires more than one mental step. First the applicant must analyze the given
conditions and compare them to recalled memory (E-0 Foldout Criteria) to determine that the NC
Pumps will still be running. Additionally, the applicant must analyze the given conditions to
determine that with NC system pressure is stabilizing above the secondary safety valve set
pressure, that break flow is not sufficient to remove all decay heat energy and that the SGs are
required for NC system heat removal.
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

OBJECTIVES

INLLP

Objective S L P P T

SORSR

OOQ
I State the Purpose of EPI1!A15000/E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety — X X —

Injection).

2 State the Purpose of EP/1/A15000/ES-O.0 (Rediagnosis). — — X X
3 State the Purpose of EPIIIAI5000IES-0.l (Reactor Trip X X

Response).

4 State the Purpose of EPI1IAJ5000IES-0.2 (Natural Circulation X X
Cooldown).

5 State the Purpose of EPII/AI5000IES-O.3 (Natural Circulation X X
Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel (with RVLIS)).

6 Recognize the SYMPTOMS for entry into EPIIIA!50001E-0 X X X
(Reactor Trip or Safety Injection).

7 State from memory the Immediate Actions of EPI1/AI5000IE-0 X X X
(Reactor Trip or Safety Injection).

8 Explain the bases of Enclosure I (Foldout Page) actions of X X X
EPIIIAJ5000/E-0 (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection).

9 Explain the bases of Enclosure I (Foldout Page) actions of X X X
EPIIIAJ5000/ES-0.0 (Rediagnosis).

10 Explain the bases of Enclosure 1 (Foldout Page) actions of X X X
EPI1IAI5000IES-0.1 (Reactor Trip Response).

11 Explain the bases of Enclosure I (Foldout Page) actions of X X X
EPII IAI5000IES-0 .2 (Natural Circulation Cooldown).

12 Explain the bases of Enclosure I (Foldout Page) actions of X X X
EP/1 IAI5000IES-0 .3 (Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam
Void in Vessel (with RVLIS)).

13 Explain the Bases, including any identified knowledges/abilities, X X X
for all of the steps, notes, and cautions in EPI1IN5000IE0
(Reactor Trip or Safety Injection).

14 Explain the Bases, including any identified knowledges/abilities, X X X
for all of the steps, notes, and cautions in EPII/AI5000IES-0.0
(Rediagnosis).

OP-CN-EP-EPI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 9
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I NLLP

Objective S L p p T

SORSR

OOQ
15 Explain the Bases, including any identified knowledges/abilities, X X X

for all of the steps, notes, and cautions in EPIIIAJ5000IES-O.1
(Reactor Trip Response).

16 Explain the Bases, including any identified knowledges/abilities, X X X
for all of the steps, notes, and cautions in EPIIIAI5000IES-O.2
(Natural Circulation Cooldown)

17 Explain the Bases, including any identified knowledges/abilities, X X X
for all of the steps, notes, and cautions in EPI1IAJ5000IES-O.3
(Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel (with
RVLIS)).

18 Given a set of specific plant conditions and all required X X X
procedures, use the rules of usage and outstanding PPRBs to
identify the correct procedure flowpath.

OP-CN-EP-EPI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 9
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/E-O
C. Operator Actions

STEP 18: Control S/G levels as follows:

PURPOSE:

To ensure CA flow to the steam generators.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

CA flow is necessary for secondary heat sink. If S/G level is in the narrowrange in at least one S/G, a heat sink is available. Therefore, CA flow isneeded only to maintain level. If adequate CA flow for decay heat removalcannot be established, the transition to the FR-H.1 (Response To Loss OfSecondary Heat Sink), is necessary to establish an alternate source of feedflow or an alternate heat sink.

A range for S/G level control was specified so that the operator would not beso involved in maintaining an exact level in the S/Gs that other operatoractions would be delayed (DW-84-O1O).

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

This step allows the operators to reset and throttle CA flow to S/Gs afteradequate heat sink is verified. This direction has been added for thefollowing reasons:

• Several operator feedback items have been received concerning overfillingS/Gs. By providing procedural direction to control feed flow to S/Gs atthis point, the potential to limit overfilling the S/Gs is reduced. This isespecially a concern if the event started at less than 100% power or lowdecay heat levels.

• Attempting to control S/G levels at this point also may aid the operator indiagnosing a SGTR in subsequent steps based on the inability to control aparticular S/G level

Unit 1 and Unit 2 difference - The S/G upper control band N/R level setpointis based on the ERG generic upper limit for Unit 1 and the no-load level forUnit 2 since different model S/Gs are used for each unit.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

A question was asked as to whether this step could be used to isolate afaulted S/G. The PPRB response states that the intent of the step is toverify proper heat sink and not for faulted S/G isolation and shall not beinterpreted this way. Throttling of CA is allowed when the S/G of concernmeets the minimum S/G level criteria for heat sink. If a faulted S/G does notmeet this criteria, then CA flow should not be throttled to that S/G (PPRBEP/1/A/5000/O1, 07/30/92).

The substep for throttling feedflow when at least one level is above 11% doesnot have an RNO. The AER term ‘throttle’ is meant to be interpreted globally,and encompass any available and reasonable means, such as normal control,open/close T&T valve, open/close block valves, or dispatching operators forlocal control. (PPRB E-O, 11/18/96)

CA is to be throttled only to S/G’s that have achieved 11% narrow range level.Although prompt action to throttle each S/G as it reaches minimum level can bebeneficial in a cooldown scenario, that is not the function of this step.This step deals with heat sink. The steps that address cooldown are inEnclosure 3, and those steps do allow throttling to S/G’s that are less than11%, with additional guidance to ensure minimum heat sink is maintained. (PPRBOPS-6336)
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/E-O
C. Operator Actions

STEP 23: Verify NC subcooling based on core exit T/Cs - GREATER THAN 0°F.
PURPOSE:

To trip NC pumps if required conditions are satisfied.

To ensure that seal cooling flow is continued even if NC pumps are stopped.
APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

Forced loop flowrates induced by NC pump operation maintain the inner vesselmixture level above the hot leg nozzle elevation. This allows for continuedcirculation of liquid around the loops, providing a source of liquid to thebreak region. Therefore, continued NC pump operation prolongs the period ofliquid break discharge as the NC System drains. The prolonging of the liquidbreak discharge further depletes the liquid mass inventory remaining in the NCSystem. Immediately following NC pump trip for these cases, loop flowratedecreases and steam-water phase separation occurs. A rapid reduction in NCSystem mixture level results, which may partially uncover the fuel. ProlongedNC pump operation and the resultant additional liquid mass depletion cangreatly affect the degree and the duration of core uncovery. Depending onplant type and break size, a range of NC pump trip times may yield PCTsgreater than the FSAR case result.

If NC pumps remain operational throughout the transient depletion of primaryliquid mass is maximized. Nevertheless, PCIs remain well below FSAR caseresults due to enhanced core cooling caused by the high core steam flowratesindicative of NC pump operation. However, continuous operation of NC pumpsduring a LOCA cannot be guaranteed since tripping of the NC pumps would occurupon a loss of offsite power or other essential support conditions which canbe postulated to occur at any time. The reason for purposely tripping the NCpumps during accident conditions is to prevent excessive depletion of NCSystem water inventory through a small break in the NC System which might leadto severe core uncovery if the NC pumps were tripped for some reason later inthe accident. The NC pumps should be tripped before NC System liquidinventory is depleted to the point where tripping of the pumps would cause thebreak to immediately uncover.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that a fundamental condition which mustbe satisfied for NC pump trip during an emergency condition is that at leastone high pressure S/I pump be in operation and capable of delivering flow tothe NC System. If this fundamental condition is not met, the NC pumps shouldnot be tripped regardless of whether or not the trip setpoint (loss ofsubcooling) is reached. Analysis has shown that if the S/I system is not inoperation, the NC pumps can be operated to provide core heat removal. Asdiscussed in WCAP-9753, for SBLOCAs with the high head safety injection pumpsnot in operation, the NC pumps continue to provide core heat removal via thebreak and the S/Gs. With the NC pumps running, the NC System can safely bedepressurized to the point where the accumulators and the ND pumps can ensurecore heat removal before symptoms of Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) areexhibited.

The effectiveness of the NC pump Number 1 seal is not affected by pumprotation. To ensure continued performance of the seal, cool filtered watershould be continuously supplied. The operator should not isolate the sealinjection lines unless directed to in the procedures.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

This is a continuous action step and is on Enclosure 1 fold out page.
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ION I PAGE NO. ICNS [ REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECT
I 32 of 61 IEP/1IN5000IE-O

i Enclosure 1 - Page 1 of 1 I Revision 361Foldout Page I I

IF any S!G(s) suspected ruptured, THEN perform the following:

• WHEN the following conditions met:

• Total CA flow - GREATER THAN 450 GPM

AND

• All intact S/G(s) N/R level - GREATER THAN 11 %(29% ACC)

THEN throttle feed flow to ruptured S/G(s) to maintain ruptured S/G(s) N/R level between
11 %(29% ACC) and 39%.

2. NC Pump Trip Criteria:

• if the following conditions are satisfied, THEN trip all NC pumps while maintaining seal
injection flow:

• At least one NV or NI pump - ON

• NC subcooling based on core exit T/Cs - LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 0°F.

3. CA Suction Source Switchover Criteria:

• IF either of the following annunciators are lit, THEN REFER IAP/1/N5500/006 (Loss of S/G
Feedwater):

• 1AD-5, H/4 “CACST LO LEVEL”

OR

• IAD-8,BI1 “UST LO LEVEL”.

4. Position Criteria for INV-202B and INV-203A (NV Pumps A&B Recirc Isol):

• IF NC pressure is less than 1500 PSIG AND NV S/I flowpath is aligned, THEN close I NV-202B
and 1 NV-203A.

• IF NC pressure is greater than 2000 PSIG, THEN open I NV-202B and 1 NV-203A.

5. Cold Leg Recirc Switchover Criterion:

• IF FWST level decreases to 37% (1AD-9, D/8 “FWST 2/4 LO LEVEL” lit), AND an S/I has
occurred, THEN Q IQ EP/1/A/5000/ES-1 .3 (Transfer To Cold Leg Recirculation).



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

4.
EPEOII 2.1.7
Large Break LOCA
Ability to evaluate plant performance and make operational judgments based on operating
characteristics, reactor behavior, and instrument interpretation.

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit was initially at 100% power.
• A double-ended break of Loop IA Cold Leg occurred.
• 1 ETB has deenergized due to an overcurrent actuation.
• E-1 (Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant) was implemented.
• The crew has performed the appropriate steps of ES-i .4 (Transfer to Hot Leg

Recirculation).

For the above conditions, and per ES-i .4;

which 1 MC-1 I control panel indication is used to determine if hot leg recirculation has been
established;

AND

is hot leg recirculation flow adequate?

Control Panel Indication Hot Leg Recirc
Flow Adequate?

A. ND flow to Hot Legs B and C YES

B. ND flow to Hot Legs B and C NO

C. NI Pump discharge flow YES

D. NI Pump discharge flow NO

Ans: C

References:
E-1 (Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant), Rev. 24
ES-I .4 (Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation), Rev. 5
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible, since ES-i .4, Step 6 does have you check ND flow. However, once you

have an NI pump running, you leave ES-i .4, and return to procedure in effect. Part 2 is
plausible, since it is correct. there IS adequate equipment available to provide hot leg recirc.
flow.

The panel indication for verifying this is incorrect, but plausible since this is one of the
indications listed in ES-i .4 (Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation) that would be used IF the ND
pumps were used. However, one NI pump is available (the other train has lost power), and is
adequate for providing hot leg recirc. flow.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since only ONE train of a safety related pump is available during a
LOCA. However, the only pump needed for adequate hot leg recirculation is ONE NI pump
(NO ND pumps are needed). The control panel indication used to determine if hot leg recirc.
is occurring is plausible IF the applicant concludes the ND pumps are needed, since this
would be used if the ND pumps were used.

C. CORRECT. Per ES-1.4 (Transfer to Hot Leg Recirculation), only one train of NI is needed for
establishing adequate hot leg recirculation. NO trains of ND are needed. NI train flow is listed
as the indication to be used for verifying hot leg recirculation flow. The NI Pump discharge
flow indication on I MC-1 I is the instrument which provides this information.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since only one train of safety related pumps is available during a LOCA.
However, the only pump needed for adequate hot leg recirculation is ONE NI pump (NO ND
pumps are needed). Panel indication used for verifying hot leg recirculation flow is correct,
and adds overall plausibility to this distractor. If the applicant believes there is NOT adequate
equipment available (since there is only ONE ND pump and only ONE NI pump), they could
select the NI pump discharge flow as an indication to use, and monitor any flow from the
single NI pump.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with conditions involving a Large Break LOCA and required to evaluate
plant performance in the context of a loss of a significant portion (one train) of safeguards electrical
power, due to i ETB being deenergized. Loss of this train of power is significant in matching the
K/A, since it affects the correct operational judgment the applicant is tasked with making, as
explained in the distractor analysis for the correct answer.

Further, the applicant must make a decision (based on the operating characteristics of the plant
that have resulted from the loss of one train of safeguards power) on how to interpret the indication
for whether hot leg recirculation has been established. The “reactor behavior” aspect of this K/A is
addressed in two ways: by providing BOL conditions in the stem (requiring the applicant to judge
the significance, if any, of time in core life), and also by the fact that the applicant must understand
the function of hot leg recirculation in context of the core and ensuring no blockages in the flow
channels between the fuel rods, and then just what components of the safeguards equipment is
needed in order to satisfy that function.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves a level of analysis of a given situation,
applying system knowledge, including electrical, and safety injection system, then evaluating and
making judgements on the adequacy of hot leg recirculation flow.
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CNS TRANSFER TO HOT LEG RECIRCULATION PAGE NO.EPIIIN5000IES-1.4
1 of 5

Revision 5

A. Purpose

This procedure provides the necessary instructions for transferring the safety injectionsystem to Hot Leg Recirculation.

B. yrnptoms or Entry Conditions

This procedure is entered from:

a. EPI1!A/50001E-1 (Loss Of Reactor Or Secondary Coolant), Step 20, when the specifiedtime interval has elapsed.

b. When a decision is made, based upon the recommendation of station management, thattransfer to Hot Leg Recirc is required. Transfer to Hot Leg Recirc might be requiredeventually, after transferring to Cold Leg Recirc during the implementation of:

• EP!1/AI5000IES-1 .2 (Post LOCA Cooldown And Depressurization)

• EP/1/A/5000/ECA-3.1 (SGTR With Loss Of Reactor Coolant - Subcooled RecoveryDesired)

• EP/1/A15000/ECA-3.2 (SGTR With Loss Of Reactor Coolant - Saturated RecoveryDesired).



CNS TRANSFERTO ROT LEG RE.CIRCULATION PAGE NO.EPIl/N5OOOJS-l .4
2 of 5

Revision 5

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
C. Operator Actions

1. Align NI pumps for Hot Leg Recirc as
follows:

a. Stop NI Pump 1A.

— b. Close 1NI-118A(NI Pump 1AC-Leg Inj b. Perform the following:Isol).
— 1) Dispatch operator to close 1 NI-il 8A

(NI Pump iA C-Leg lnj Isol)
(AB-553, GG-HH, 53-54, Rm 235).

2) WHEN 1NI-118A is closed, THEN
perform steps I .c through i.e.

_3) QIQStep1.f.

— c. Place “PWR DISCON FOR 1NI-i2iA”
switch in “ENABLE”.

— d. Open 1NI-121A (NI Pump IA To — d. Dispatch operator to open iNI-121A (NIH-Legs B&C). Pump IA To H-Legs B&C) (AB-572,
FF-GG, 52, Rm 318).

_e. WHEN 1NI-i2lAisopen, THEN start
NI Pump 1A.

_f. StopNIPumpiB.

— g. Close 1NI-i5OB (NI Pump lB C-Leg Inj g. Performthefollowing:
Iso I).

— 1) Dispatch operator to close 1NI-150B
(NI Pump lB C-Leg Inj Isol)
(AB-550, HH-JJ, 53-54, Rm 234).

— 2) WHEN 1NI-150B is closed, THEN
perform steps i.h through 1.1.

_3) QTStep2.

— h. Place “PWR DISCON FOR lNl-162A”
switch in “ENABLE”.

i. Close INI-162A(Nl To C-Legs lnj Hdr — i. Dispatch operator to close INI-162A (NIIsol). To C-Legs lnj Hdr Isol) (AB-567, JJ-51,
Rm 318A).



CNS TRANSFER TOHOT LEG RECIRCULATION PAGE NO.EPI1IN5OOOIS-I .4
3 of 5

Revision 5

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
1. (Continued)

— j. Place “PWR DISCON FOR 1NI-152B”
switch in “ENABLE”.

— k. Open 1NI-152B (NI Pump lB To k. Dispatch operator to open 1NI-152B (NIH-Legs A&D). Pump lB To H-Legs A&D) (AB-580,
GG-HH, 52-53, Rm 419).

— I. WHEN 1NI-152B is open, THEN start
NI Pump lB.

2. Verify flow from at least one train of NI. Perform the following:

a. Notify station management that NI flow
not indicated.

b. QQStep4.

— 3. RETURN TO Procedure and step in
effect.

4. Align ND pumps for Hot Leg Recirc as
follows:

a. Verify the following valves - CLOSED. a. Perform the following:

—. 1 ND-I B (ND Pump IA Suct Frm
— 1) Contact station management forLoop B) guidance to align NI or ND for Hot

—. 1ND-2A (ND Pump lASuct Frm Leg Recirc.
Loop B)

—. 1 ND-36B (ND Pump I B Suct Frm — 2) RETURN T Procedure and step inLoop C) effect.
—. 1ND-37A (ND Pump lB Suct Frm

Loop C)
• 1ND-32A (ND Train 1A Hot Leg lnj

Isol)
—• 1 ND-65B (ND Train 1 B Hot Leg Inj

Isol).

— b. Place “PWR DISCON FOR lNl-183B”
in “ENABLE”.



CNS TRANSFERTO HOT LEG RECIRCULATION PAGE NO.EPII IAJ5000IES-1 .4
4 of 5

Revision 5

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4. (Continued)

— c. Open I NI-I 83B (ND Hdr A&B Hot Leg c. Perform the following:lnj Isol).
1) Close ND train discharge

crossovers:

—. 1ND-32A(ND Train lAHot Leg
lnj Isol)

—. 1ND-65B (ND Train lB Hot Leg
lnj Isol).

— 2) Open 1 Nl-173A (ND Hdr 1A To Cold
Legs C&D).

— 3) Dispatch operator to open 1NI-183B
(ND Hdr A&B Hot Leg lnj Isol)
(AB-571, EE-FF, 52-53, Rm 333A).

— 4) WHEN 1NI-183B is open, THEN
perform Step 4.

5) GOTOStep5.

d. ForANDTrain:

— I) VerifylNS-43A(NDPmp1ATo
— I) IStep4.e.Cont Spray Hdr) - CLOSED.

— 2) Place “PWR DISCON FOR
1NI-173A” switch in “ENABLE”.

3) Close 1NI-173A(ND Hdr 1ATo _3) Dispatch operator to close 1NI-173ACold Legs C&D). (ND Hdr IA To Cold Legs C&D)
(AB-566, HH-52, Rm 318A).

— 4) Open 1 ND-32A (ND Train 1A Hot — 4) Dispatch operator to open 1 ND-32ALeg lnj Isol). (ND Train IA Hot Leg lnj Isol)
(AB-568, LL-MM, 51-52, Rm 434).



T CNS TRANSFER TO [lOT LEG RECRCULAT[ON
- PAGE NO.EPIIIAJ5000IES-1 .4 5 of 5

Revision 5

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4. (Continued)

e. ForBNDTrain:

— 1) Verify 1 NS-38B (ND Pmp 1 B To — 1) Q f Step 5.
Cont Spray Hdr) - CLOSED.

— 2) Place “PWR DISCON FOR
lNl-178B” switch in “ENABLE”.

— 3) Close lNl-178B (ND Hdr lB To 3) Dispatch operatorto close lNl-178BCold Legs A&B). (ND Hdr I B To Cold Legs A&B)
(AB-561, FF-GG, 52-53, Rm 318A).

— 4) Open 1 ND-65B (ND Train I B Hot — 4) Dispatch operator to open 1 ND-65BLeg lnj Isol). (ND Train lB Hot Leg lnj Isol)
(AB-570, KK-LL, 51-52, Rm 435).

— 5. Ensure Monitor Light Panel Group 6 HLR
lights - LIT. jiZd12A... 3’i’&j jrZdF j

6. Verify flow to NC hot legs from at least — Contact station management forone train of ND. guidance to align ND for Hot Leg Recirc.

— 7. RETURN] procedure and step in
effect.

END



1MD5
1 ‘2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NIPMPA NDHDRA NDHDRTO NIPMPTO NLPMPB. NIPMPA NIPMPA NIPMPB NIPMPB NDHDRTO NDHDRB NIPMPB
COLD LEG COLD LEG HOT LEGS COLD LEG HOT LEqS HOT LEG I-JOT LEGS HOT LEG HOT LEG HOT LEG COLD LEG COLD LEG
[Ni ISOL C&D ISOL [NJ ISOL [NJ ISOL NJ ISOE [NJ ISOL NJ ISOL NJ ISOL NJ ISOL [NJ ISOL A&B ISOL [NJ ISOL
NI U8A NI 173(A) NI 183 (B) NI 162A NI 152 (B) NI 121A NI 121 (A) NI 152B NI 162 (A) NJ 183B NI 178 (B) NI 150BA CLOSED CLOSED NOT CLOSED CLOSED NOTCLOSED OPEN NOT CLOSED OPEN NOT OPEN OPEN CLOSED CLOSED

IMC-11 1MC-I I 1MC-11 1MC-11 1MC-l1 IMC-11 IMC-11 1MC1 i 1MC1 1 1MC-1 I IMC-I I IMC-1 I

1 MD5 S/I OFF, CLR OFF, HLR ON

NOTE: ITEMS IN RED ARE ITEMS NOT ON ACTUAL WINDOWS, AND ARE FOR INFORMATION ONLY

b

1MD 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
NDHDRB NDHDRA
COLD LEG COLD LEG
A&B ISOL C&D ISOL

A NI 178 (B) NI 173 (A)
NOT OPEN NOT OPEN

IMC-11 1MC-11

1MD7 S/I OFF, CLR OFF, HLR ON

ITEMS IN RED ARE ITEMS NOT ON ACTUAL WINDOWS AND ARE FOR INFORMATION ONLY.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

5.
APEOI 51017 AA2.08
Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) Malfunctions
Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the Reactor Coolant Pump
Malfunctions (Loss of RC Flow): When to secure RCPs on high bearing temperature

BANK CNS #805
With Unit I reactor at 11% power, the following NC Pump 1A temperatures are noted:

Time: 1102 1105 1108

Stator Winding 305°F 307°F 312°F
Motor Bearing 178°F 182°F 186°F
Pump Bearing 216°F 227°F 230°F

Which ONE of the following describes the time that an NC Pump IA parameter FIRST exceeds a
value which requires manual action;

AND

what is the manual action(s) required?

A. 1105 - Trip the reactor and then trip NCP IA.

B. 1105 - Trip NCP 1A ONLY.

C. 1108 - Trip the reactor and then trip NCP IA.

D. 1108-Trip NCP IA ONLY.

Ans: A

References:
OP/1/AI61501002A (Reactor Coolant Pump Operation), Rev. 65
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. At 1105 the pump bearing temperature has exceeded 225°F, requiring a manual
trip of the NC Pump, per OP/1/A16150/002A (Reactor Coolant Pump Operation). Note: P-8
(48% power), is the setpoint for an automatic reactor trip on one loop loss of flow. The loss of
one NC Pump will not cause an automatic reactor trip. However, the operating procedure
contains a NOTE just prior to pump trip criteria which states if the Unit is in Mode 1 or 2, the
reactor shall be tripped prior to tripping the NC Pump. There are no automatic NC Pump trips
associated with temperatures.

Per the Operating Procedure OP/11N61 50/002A, the NC pump shall be stopped if any of
these parameters are exceeded: Pump bearing - 225°F, motor bearing - 195°F, or motor
winding -311°F.

B. Incorrect. The applicant correctly recognizes that at 1 105 a pump trip parameter was
exceeded (pump bearing temperature). It is also plausible for an applicant to believe that
since the reactor power level is below P-8 (48%), and at this value there is NO automatic
reactor trip for loss of loop flow, that the reactor does not need to be tripped. However, the
operating procedure contains a NOTE just prior to pump trip criteria which states if the Unit is
in Mode 1 or 2, the reactor shall be tripped prior to tripping the NC Pump.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since a pump trip parameter has been exceeded. However, the
applicant has failed to recognize that at an earlier time (1105) the pump bearing temperature
trip criteria was exceeded. This distractor has further plausibility, since tripping the reactor
first, and entering E-0 is correct.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since a pump trip parameter has been exceeded. However, the
applicant has failed to recognize that at an earlier time (1105) the pump bearing temperature
trip criteria was exceeded. It is also plausible for an applicant to reason that since the reactor
power level is below P-8 (48%), and at this value there is NO automatic reactor trip for loss of
loop flow, that the reactor does not need to be tripped. However, the operating procedure
contains a NOTE just prior to pump trip criteria which states if the Unit is in Mode I or 2, the
reactor shall be tripped prior to tripping the NC Pump.

K1A Match:
The applicant is presented with several trends of parameters associated with a Reactor Coolant
Pump, including motor, pump bearing, and stator winding temperatures, and then is required to
interpret these trends, and then determine if the parameters are severe enough to require securing
the RCP, or tripping the reactor. The K/A specifically calls out pump bearing temperature. The
correct answer to this question requires the applicant to recognize that a pump bearing
temperature limit has been exceeded, and conclude that action needs to be taken based on
another parameter which exceeded prescribed limits first.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must associate multiple data points
and operating parameters of a Reactor Coolant Pump (NC), evaluate the conditions, and recall
operating parameter limits. This information must then be integrated to conclude what the required
action is.

Page 10 of 232
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Case Ill. NC Pump Motor Malfunction:

• Any NC pump motor bearing KC flow alarms (IAD-6) - LIT

• Any NC pump oil reservoir level alarms (1AD-6) - LIT

• NC pump stator winding temperature (OAC) - INCREASING

• NC pump motor bearing temperature (OAC) - INCREASING

• NC pump motor amps - ERRATIC.



CNS MALFUNCTION OF REACTOR COOLANT PUMP PAGE NO.
API1IAJ5500/008

Case II 11 of 22

Loss of Seal Water Injection Revision 18

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

1. Monitor Enclosure I (Foldout Page).

CAUTION Failure to restore NC pump seal cooling within 10 minutes will cause
damage to the NC pump seals resulting in NC inventory loss.

2. Verify the following parameters for all NC Perform the following:
Pumps:

a. IF in Mode I or 2, THEN:
—. #1 seal outlet temperature - LESS THAN _A

235° F — 1) IF all NC pumps affected, THEN
V place steam dumps in pressure

—. Lower bearing temperature - LESS mode.
THAN 225°F

— 2) Trip reactor.
—. #1 seal delta P - GREATER THAN

200 PS ID. 3) WHEN reactor power less than 5%,
THEN perform the following:

— a) Trip the affected NC pump(s).

— b) Ensure the normal spray valve
associated with the tripped NC
pump(s) - IN MANUAL AND
CLOSED.

— 4) GO TO EP/1/A/5000/E-0 (Reactor
Trip Or Safety Injection).

— b. Trip the affected NC pump(s).

— c. Ensure the normal spray valve
associated with the tripped NC pump(s)
- IN MANUAL AND CLOSED.

— d. GOTOAP/1/A/5500/004 (Loss of
Reactor Coolant Pump).



OP/1/AJ6150/002 A
Page3of4

2.4 The NC Pump shall be stopped if any of the following occur.

NOTE: If in Mode 1 or 2, the Reactor shall be tripped manually prior to stopping the NC Pump.

• Any pump bearing exceeds 225°F.

• No. 1 seal outlet temp. reaches 235°F.

• Pump shaft vibration exceeds 20 mils.’

• Any motor bearing exceeds 195°F.

• Motor winding temp. exceeds 311°F.

• Motor frame vibration exceeds 5 mils.

• #1 Seal AP decreases to less than 200 psid.

NOTE: Direct OAC points/indications are NOT available for S/G secondary water temperature.
If there is CF or SM flow, use associated temperature points from OAC as S/G
temperature. If there is no CF/SM flow for a reasonable time (operator judgment), use
primary temperature as S/G temperature. If S/Gs are saturated, secondary pressure may
be used to get S/G temperature from steam tables. Other indications may also be
available.

2.5 A reactor coolant pump shall NOT be started with one or more of the NC cold leg
temperatures <210°F unless the secondary water temperature of each steam generator is
<50°F above each of the NC cold leg temperatures. (Tech Spec 3.4.6)

2.6 For starting duties of Reactor Coolant Pumps see the OAC Large Motor Restart Monitor
(LMR) or The Unit One Revised Data Book, Figure 9 (Permissible Successive Attempts
to Start Motors) if the OAC is NOT available.

2.7 Simultaneous loss of Thermal Barrier KC and Seal Injection Flow at NC temperatures
> 180°F could destroy pump internals. A complete status evaluation and inspection shall
be performed prior to restarting affected pumps.

‘Pump shaft vibration limit may be increased to 30 mils if the following conditions are met:

• Unit 1 isinMode3,4or5,
• Engineering evaluation of operating with increased vibration has been performed, and
• OSM concurs with increasing the limit.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

6.
APEO22 2.4.34
Loss of Reactor Coolant Makeup
Knowledge of RO tasks performed outside the main control room during an emergency and the
resultant operational effects.

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• At 0320, a Loss of All AC Power occurred.
• At 0350, ONE operator was dispatched to the Standby Shutdown Facility and placed the

Standby Makeup Pump in service.
• The Standby Makeup Pump has now been operating for 2 hours.

Which ONE of the following is correct regarding the above conditions?

A. There should have been TWO operators dispatched, due to Independent Verification
requirements.

B. The Spent Fuel Pool level has decreased by approximately 5 inches.

C. Damage to the NC Pump seals is expected to have occurred, due to previous loss of seal
injection.

D. Damage to the Standby Makeup Pump has occurred due to excessive operation.

Ans: C

References:
OP/1/A/6100/004, Rev. 53
ECA-0.0, Background Document, Step 4
ECA-0.0, (Loss of All AC Power), Step 4
AP/1/A15500/021, (Loss of Component Cooling), Rev. 37
AP/1/A15500/021, Background Document, Step I

Page 11 of 232
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Per the Operating Procedure for Standby Shutdown Facility Operations,
independent verification is not required, due to time and manpower considerations. However,
this distractor is plausible, since the equipment involved is required in order to prevent
damage to the NC Pump seals, and a subsequent loss of NC inventory, and it is reasonable
for an applicant to believe that due to the plant conditions, independent verification is required.

Also plausible, because for certain emergency events TWO operators are dispatched; e.g:

E-3, (Steam Generator Tube Rupture), Step 4, RNO, step for several valve operations celating
to S/G isolation.
ES-I .3, (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirc), Step 5, RNO, step for several valve operations relating
to containment sump suction valves.

Also plausible, because ECA-0.0, (Loss of All AC), section for operations at the Standby
Shutdown Facility, requires that TV’IO operators be dispatched. In this case, the applicant
may have recalled this action, but incorrectly applied it, since one of the operators is sent to a
switchgear room related to the 8SF, and the other operator is dispatched to establish seal
injection.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the Standby Makeup Pump does take suction off the Spent Fuel
Pool. However, the applicant incorrectly recalls the rate, since the Standby Makeup Pump
results in the Spent Fuel Pool level decreasing by 1 foot for every 10 hours of operations of
the pump. For the given conditions in the stem, the Spent Fuel Pool level will only lower by
just over 2 inches.

C. CORRECT. During a Loss of All AC Power, the plant has also lost Component Cooling
system equipment. The abnormal procedure for loss of component cooling contains a
CAUTION that NC pump seal cooling OR seal injection must be restored within 10 minutes or
else seal damage will occur. The stem conditions are that 30 minutes elapsed, before getting
the Standby Makeup Pump in service - far beyond the required 10 minutes.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since there is a CAUTION in the operating procedure for CVCS
regarding excessive operation of the Standby Makeup Pump, and that it could be damaged;
however, this is for operating in the recirculation mode, and does not apply for the given
conditions.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because stem conditions involve a plant event which requires operation of a
component outside the control room, which could be performed by an RO. The conditions also
state how this component was operated, and then the applicant is tested on the effects of how it
was operated (damage to RCP seals).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant is required to recall several facts
regarding operating concerns for a pump, effects of a loss of ac power, level response for the
Spent Fuel Pool when the Standby Makeup Pump is operating, independent verification
requirements, then integrate this information to evaluate which of the choices is the correct effect
of the conditions.
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Shutdown Outside the Control Room From
Hot Standby to Cold Shutdown

1. Purpose

To describe the procedure for cooling down the NC System from Hot Standby to Cold
Shutdown when the control room is uninhabitable.

2. Limits and Precautions

2.1 This procedure is Reactivity Management related because it controls activities that can
affect core reactivity by changing NC System temperature. (R.M.)

2.2 The following Limit and Precautions are Reactivity Management related: (R.M.)

2.2.1 It is recommended that the target NC System cooldown rate be 80°F/hr. The
Tech Spec NC cooldown limit of 100°F in any one hour period shall NOT be
exceeded

2.2.2 It is recommended that the ND system boron concentration be greater than the
NC System shutdown boron concentration required at the time ND is placed in
service.

2.3 Do NOT isolate the ND inlet lines from ioop B & C hot legs unless there is a steam
bubble in the PZR. This is to ensure a relief path exists from the NC loops to the ND
suction line relief valves when the NC System is at low pressure (less than 450 psi) and
solid.

2.4 Boron concentration in the PZR shall be maintained within ± 50 ppm of the NC System.

2.5 After manual operation, maintenance or packing adjustment of any motor operated safety
related valve, it shall be cycled electrically to ensure reliable automatic operation.

2.6 When manually operating any motor operated valve, minimize the torque applied to the
handwheel.

2.7 If it is determined that essential plant equipment required to continue cooldown has been
damaged by fire, refer to OP/1/A!6100/020 (Operational Guidelines for Achieving Cold
Shutdown Following a Fire ii the Plant) for guidelines on manual operation of essential
systems and implementation of damage control procedures.

2.8 Due to the H2 pressure maintained in the VCT (30-40 psig), it is possible for VCT head
pressure to be greater than FWST head pressure. Whenever the FWST is supplying the
NV pumps, a VCT outlet valve shall be closed or 112 pressure reduced (15-20 psig) to
allow suction from the FWST and prevent possible air binding of the NV pumps (if VCT
empties).



OP/1/A/6 100/004
Page 3 of 3

2.9 Due to time and manpower considerations, independent verification is NOT required by
this procedure.

2.10 Containment entry is required for placing steam generators in wet layup recirculation.

3. Procedure

Refer to Section 4 (Enclosures).

4. Enclosures

4.1 Unit Shutdown and Cooldown

4.2 Local Operation of S/G PORVs

4.3 Equipment Positioned on Transfer to ASP

4.4 Equipment Positioned When Safety Injection Setpoint is Reached During NC Cooldown

4.5 Aux Shutdown Panels Controls Checklist

4.6 Reducing the Volume Control Tank (VCT) Hydrogen Pressure

4.7 Swapping ASP Supply Unit Cooling Water



DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L P
Objective S L P P T

SO R SR

OOQ
I State the purpose(s) of the KF System X X X X
2 Given a drawing of the KF System, designate the major components X X X Xand trace the system flowpaths for different modes of operation — —

3 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply the Limits and Precautions X X X X Xassociated with OP/I /N6200/005.

4 Describe the function and operation of KF local controls X X X X —

5 State the type of power supplies to the KF Pumps X X X X —

6 State normal cooling water supply and cooling and purification loop flow X X X Xrates

7 Describe methods used to adjust spent fuel cooling and purification flow X X X Xrates

8 Describe why it is important to control purification loop flow X X — — —

9 State the normal skimmer loop flow rate X X X X —

10 Describe methods used to control KF skimmer loop flow X X X X —

11 Describe KF System interconnections with other systems X X X X X
12 Describe parallel cooling loop operation X X X X —

13 State KC pump flow limitations when shifting spent fuel cooling loops X X X Xper operating procedures

14 Describe typical parameter values during normal operations X X X X X
15 Describe system/operator action during abnormal conditions per X X X X XAPII/A155001026 (Loss of Refueling Canal or Spent Fuel Pool Level)
16 List the trips and interlocks associated with the KF System X X X X X
17 State the volume/level relationship of the spent fuel pool

— — X X X
18 Describe draining the spent fuel pool to the FWST or RHT per the X X Xoperating procedure

19 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X Xmaterials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Technical
Specifications and Selected Licensee Commitments

20 State the system designator and nomenclature for major components X — — — —

OP-CN-FH-KF FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 31
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

3. One skimmer loop

a) one skimmer pump

b) one suction strainer

c) one discharge fHter

d) suction/discharge fromlto spent fuel pool
4. Makeup supply (Obj # 11)

a) YM (unborated water source)
b) RMWST (unborated water source)
c) RHT (borated water source with a varying concentration)
d) FWST (borated water source)
e) RN system (unborated water source) is assured makeup supply.
f) Spent Fuel Pool Makeup General Information Items

1) Review guidance in procedure on Chemistry notification when
SFP makeup is being performed. Also note COLR requirements
on boron concentration in the Spent Fuel Pool. (PIP 0-C95-
1438)

2) If using the FWST, do not allow FWST water level to go below
that specified in Tech. Spec. 3.5.4 or SLC’s 16.9-11 and 16.9-1 2.

3) One foot of level in the spent fuel pool is equal to 17,000 gallons
of water. (Obj. #17)

4) Nuclear Service Water (RN) is the assured source and last resort
supply of makeup water to the Spent Fuel Pool.

1.4 General Design Information

A. Total volume of water in spent fuel pool (—630,000 gal)
1. Can be circulated through purification system every 24 hours.

a) Must have both pre-filters and post filters in service to achieve this.
B. Components in purification loop designed to withstand shutoff head of the

refueling water pump. (FW System 205 psig)
1. The refueling water pump develops a higher head than does the pool

cooling pumps.

C. The evolution to empty the transfer canal takes approximately 8 to 10 hours
using a 600 volt motor driven sump pump. This pump is not a permanent
pump and is only installed when needed for emptying or filling the fuel pool
transfer canal.

OP-CN-FH-KF FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

Page 8 of 30
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-O.O
C. Operator Actions

STEP 4: Establish NC pump seal injection from the SSF:

PURPOSE:

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The standby makeup pump and SSF D/G can be used to supply NC pump sealinjection in the event all AC power is lost. Commitments have been made to beable to establish this alternate seal injection supply within 10 minutes.Therefore, this is an immediate action step that must be performed uponidentification of its necessity.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

Time Critical Operator Action - Operators must activate the SSF and establishbackup seal injection flow from the Standby Makeup Pump within 10 minutes.CNS-1560.SS-OO-0001, Rev 0, Design Basis Specification for the StandbyShutdown Facility (SSF) (PIP 98-0197)

The BOP shall be responsible for performing the immediate action to dispatchoperators to establish NC pump seal injection from the SSF (PPRB
ECA-0.0/93-O72)

Page 4 of 46 Revision 10



CNS LOSS OFALLAC POWER PAGE NO1EP/1/AT5000/ECA-O.O 3 of 196
Revision 38

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
4. Establish NC pump seal injection from

the SSF:

—. Dispatch operator to SSF to establish NC
pump seal injection. REFER IQ
Enclosure 2 (Establishing NC
Makeup/Seal Injection From The
SSF).

—. Dispatch operator to 1 ETA switchgear
room to align alternate power supply to
1 EMXS. REFER 1Q Enclosure 1 (Align
Alternate Power Supply To 1 EMXS)



f CNS LOSS OF COMPONENT COQUNG PAGE NO.AP/1/A15500/021 2 of 39
Revision 37

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

CAUTION Failure to restore NC pump seal cooling via thermal barrier cooling or NV
seal injection within 10 minutes will cause damage to the NC pump seals
resulting in NC inventory loss.

1. Monitor Enclosure I (Foldout Page).

2. Verify at least one KC pump - ON. Perform the following:

a. Start at least one KC pump.

b. if no KC pump can be started, THEN
perform the following:

— 1) if S/I has actuated on either unit,
THEN Step 4.

CAUTION YD can only
supply one Unit’s
NV pump at a
time.

— 2) Determine which unit will receive
alternate NV pump cooling from YD.

— 3) if Unit 2 selected to receive YD
cooling to 2A NV pump, THEN GO

Step 4.

(RNO continued on next page)



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR AP/1/A/5500/O21

STEP 1 CAUTION 1 : Failure to restore NC pump seal cooling via thermal barrier
cooling or NV seal injection within 10 minutes will cause
damage to the NC pump seals resulting in NC inventory loss.

PURPOSE:

To warn the operators of establishing alternate NC pump
seal cooling.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The standby makeup pump and SSF D/G can be used to supply
NC pump seal injection in the event seal cooling is lost to
the NC pump seals. Commitments have been made to be able
to establish this alternate seal injection supply within 10
minutes.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

Time Critical Operator Action - Operators must activate the
SSF and establish backup seal injection flow from the
Standby Makeup Pump within 10 minutes assuming a loss of
seal cooling. CNS-1560.SS-O0-0001, Rev 15, Design Basis
Specification for the Standby Shutdown Facility (SSF) (PIP
98-0197).

Page 1 of 26 Revision 1



Enclosure 4.24
OPI1IA/62001001

Recirculàtlon Of Standby Makeup Pump #1 Page 5 of 6

______

3.8.18 IF a solid stream of water did NOT emerge immediately when either 1NV-8 87 or
1NV-869 was opened, perform the following:

3.8.18.1 Close the following valves:

_____ _____

1NV-865A (Standby M/U Pmp Suct Frm Xfer Tube)

_____

1NV-933 (Stdby Makeup Pmp Recirc Line Iso!)

_____

3.8.18.2 Fill and vent the Standby Makeup Pump per OP/1/A!6200/001 M
(Fill And Vent of the NV System).

_____

3.8.18.3 Notify the NV System Engineer of venting. {PIP 07-2203}

Person notified

_________________________________________

3.8.18.4 Initiate a PIP to document the need for venting.

3.8.18.5 After the Standby Makeup Pump has been filled and vented per
OP/1/A/6200/001 M (Fill And Vent of the NV System), open the
following valves:

_____ _____

• INV-865A (Standby M/U Pmp Suct Frm Xfer Tube)

_____

• 1NV-933 (Stdby Makeup Pmp Recirc Line Iso!)

3.9 IF it is desired to pressurize the piping downstream of 1NV-872A (Stdby M/U Pmp Filt
Otit) during this run of the Standby Makeup Pump, perform the following:

_____

3.9.1 Verify 1NV-876 (Stdby M/U To Cont Equip Smp 1A) is closed from the SSF
Control Board, OCNSL0001.

_____

3.9.2 Close 1NV-877 (Stdby M/U To NC Pmp Seal Jnj) from the SSF Control Board,
OCNSL0001.

3.9.3 Open 1NV-872A (Stdby M/U Pmp Filt Otlt).

CAUTION: Operating the Standby Makeup Pump in recirculation for an extended period of time may
d#A’dcause pump damage. Secure the pump as soon as possible. r

3.10 Start Standby Makeup Pump #1 from the SSF Control Board, OCNSL000 1. The pump will
operate in recirculation back to its own suction.

3.11 WHEN recirculation is no longer desired, stop Standby Makeup Pump #1 from the SSF
Control Board, OCNSL0001.



CNS STEAM GENERATORTUE RUPTURE PAGE NO.EPIIIA]SOOOIE-3 4 of 110
Revision 35

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4. (Continued)

b. Verify SIG(s) 1 B and 1 C - INTACT. b. Perform the following:

— 1) if both motor driven CA pumps
available, THEN close the “CAPT
TRIP TN CTRL”.

— 2) if CA Pump #lis the only source of
feedwater, THEN maintain steam
flow to the CAPT from at least one
S/G.

3) I SIG lB is ruptured, THEN:

— a) Djcht oprts to unlock
‘,,4c- OFtLI’” and close 1 SA-1 (lB SIG Main

Steam to CAPT Maintenance
4 Isol) (DH-624, FF-53, Rm 572)
0/6?’ (Breakaway lock installed).

— b) IF iSA-i cannot be closed,
THEN diptch goperatojs to
unlock and close 1SA-3 (lB S/G
Main Steam to CAPT Stop
Check) (AB-551, DD-53, Rm
217) (Breakaway lock installed).

4) IF S/G 1C is ruptured, THEN:

— a) Dispatch two operators to unlock
and close 1SA-4 (IC S/G Main
Steam to CAPT Maintenance
Isol) (DH-624, FF-53, Rm 572)
(Breakaway lock installed).

— b) if 1SA-4 cannot be closed,
THEN dispatch two operators to
unlock and close ISA-6 (1C S/G
Main Steam to CAPT Stop
Check) (AB-551, DD-53, Rm
217) (Breakaway lock installed)
(Ladder needed).

— 5) WHEN the ruptured S/G steam
supply to CA Pump #1 is isolated,
THEN open the “CAPT TRIP TN
CTRL”.



CNS TRANSFER TO COLD LEG RECIRCULA11ON PAGE NO.EPI1IAI5000/ES-1 .3 6 of 38
Revision 22

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
5. (Continued)

c) WHEN the ND pump(s) suction
valve from the FWST is closed,
THEN perform the following:

(1) Attempt to manually open
affected containment sump
suction valve(s).

—. lNl-185A(ND Pump 1A
Cont Sump Suct)

—. lNl-184B (ND Pump lB
Cont Sump Suct).

(2) IF affected containment
sump suction valve will not

A open, THEN dispatch twoOr A’6’ operators to open affected
valve(s):

—. lNl-185A (ND Pump 1A
Cont Sump Suct)
(AB-545, EE-FF, 52-53,
Rm 217)

—. lNl-184B (ND Pump lB
Cont Sump Suct)
(AB-545, FF-GG, 52-53,
Rm 217).

3) jf both containment sump suction
valves are closed, THEN:

a) jf a valid red orange path
procedure is in effect, THEN
RETURN TQ procedure in
effect.

— b) ]Q.EP/1/AI5OOO/ECA-1.1
(Loss Of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation).

, ‘5.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

7.
APEO25 AK3.03
Loss of Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the Loss of Residual Heat
Removal System:
Immediate actions contained in EOP for Loss of RHRS

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

Initial
• The Unit is in Mode 4.
• NC temperature is 220°F and slowly decreasing.
• IA ND Pump is running in RHR mode.
• lB NC Pump is in service.

Subsequently

• I RAD-3, All, 1 EMFI HI RAD 522 FF-57, AUX BLDG 522 Trip 2 alarm is received.
• 1 RAD-1, B13, 1 EMF41, AUX BLDG VENT HI RAD Trip 2 alarm is received.

Which ONE of the following describes;

(1) the required immediate action(s),

AND

(2) why is the action(s) taken for this event?

A. (1) Secure 1A ND Pump ONLY.
(2) Reduce the rate of leakage.

B. (1) Secure IA ND Pump AND lB NC Pump.
(2) Reduce the rate of leakage.

C. (1) Secure 1A ND Pump ONLY.
(2) Minimize heat input to the system.

D. (1) Secure IA ND Pump AND lB NC Pump.
(2) Minimize heat input to the system.

Ans: B

References:
API19, (Loss of Residual Heat Removal System), Rev. 54
FR-H. 1, (Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink), Background Document for Step 20
E-0 Background Document for Step 2 (RC Pump trip criteria)
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct. Securing only the 1A ND Pump is plausible if the
applicant has misdiagnosed the event, and incorrectly concluded that AP/1 9, Case I applies
(Loss of ND Train Without Large Vent Path Established). With that misconception, this
answer would be correct.

B. CORRECT. The applicant should diagnose that this event warrants AP/1 9 entry into Case II
(Leak in ND), and therefore the immediate action is to secure operating ND pumps AND
secure operating NC pumps. The ieason for performing this action per Background
Document is to reduce the rate of leakage out the break in the system (i.e., with ND in
service, the NC system is also affected).

C. Incorrect. Securing only the IA ND Pump is plausible if the applicant has misdiagnosed the
event, and incorrectly concluded that AP/1 9, Case I applies (Loss of ND Train Without Large
Vent Path Established). With that misconception, this answer would be correct. The
plausibility for minimizing heat input into the system as the reason for the immediate actions is
because an NC pump does put heat into the system, however, per the Background
Documents, including the hierarchy of safety functions, reducing the rate of leakage is the
primary concern, and the reason for the immediate actions.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 1 is correct. The plausibility for minimizing heat input into the
system as the reason for the immediate actions is because an NC pump does put heat into
the system, however, per the Background Documents, including the hierarchy of safety
functions, reducing the rate of leakage is the primary concern, and the reason for the
immediate actions.

K/A Match
This question matches the K/A because it involves a loss of RHR and then tests knowledge on the
reasons for these immediate actions. This K/A is an APE level K/A and is therefore tested at that
level, along with the fact that the immediate actions for a loss of RHR at Catawba are not located
in an EOP, but are only the abnormal procedure for that event.

Cognitive Level - High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze and evaluate plant
conditions (radiation monitor responses) to diagnose that a leak on the RHR system is occurring,
and then select the appropriate immediate action and recall the reasons for taking those actions.

Page 14 of 232



CNS LOSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM PAGE NO.
APII/A15500/019 2 of 164

Revision 54

Case II. Leak in ND:

• Pzr level - DECREASING

• NC pressure - DECREASING

• NC vessel level - DECREASING

• PRT level - INCREASING

• NDflow-HIGH

• Any of the following EMF indications - INCREASING OR IN ALARM:

• EMF-41 (Aux Bldg Ventilation)

• Any area monitor EMF.

• Containment sump level - INCREASING

• lAD-b, C/i “ND & NS ROOMS SUMP LEVEL EMERG HI” - LIT

• lAD-b, C12 “ND & NS ROOMS SUMP LEVEL HI-HI” - LIT

• Refueling Canal level - DECREASING.

Case III. Loss of ND With Large Vent Path Established:

• IAD-9, B/5 “ND TRN A TO NC C-LEGS LOOPS C-D [0 FLOW” - LIT

• IAD-9, B/6 “ND TRN B TO NC C-LEGS LOOPS A-B LO FLOW” - LIT

• ND pump(s) - OFF

• ND pump motor amps - ERRATIC

• ND pump discharge pressure - LOW AND ERRATIC

• NC temperature - INCREASING

• Fluctuations in flow noise at operating ND pumps

• “ND FLOW” SPDS status block - YELLOW

• Extended loss of RN or KC heat sink.



C. Operator Actions

Stop any malfunctioning ND pump. d44, ..4 4)’
77 4,/Ai€:4

V64i /1.

NOTE • Unit I Revised Data Book, Figures 13, 14A- 14F and 15A- 15F, contains
curves that show the time required to reach saturated conditions assuming no
make up available.

• Enclosure 1 contains curves that show the time required to uncover the core
assuming no makeup available.

• Enclosure 2 shows the required NC System makeup needed to remove-core
decay heat based on time after shutdown.

— 2. if NC System is in Vacuum Refill
condition, THEN GO TO Case V (Loss
of ND in Vacuum Refill).

— 3. if NC System is in Mid Loop condition,
THEN GO TO Case IV (Loss of ND in
Mid Loop).

4. if Large Vent Path is established, THEN
GO TO Case lii (Loss of ND With
Large Vent Path Established).

— 5. Stop any NC System draining in
progress.

6. Ensure the following ND System letdown
valves - CLOSED:

—• 1 NV-i 35 (ND Flow To Letdn Hx)

—• I ND-24A (ND Hx A Otlt To Letdn Hx)

• 1ND-58B (ND Hx B OtItTo Letdn Hx).

— 7. Stop any dilutions in progress.

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I



CNS I LOSS OF RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVALSYSTEM I PAGE NO. I
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Revision 54Leak in ND

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
C. Operator Actions

Secure operating ND pump(s).

Secure operating NC pump(s).

— 3. if. leak known to be in Auxiliary Building,
THEN ]Q Step 5.

4. Ensure containment integrity as follows:

— a. Initiate containment closure. REFER
TO Enclosure 6 (Activation of
Containment Closure).

b. Initiate additional action as required to
ensure Containment Equipment Hatch -

CLOSED.

— c. Initiate additional action as required to
ensure Containment Air Locks -

CLOSED.

5. Verify NC inventory trend as follows: Control charging as required to maintain
the following:

—. NC System - DEPRESSURIZED
—. NC pressure - STABLE

OR
—. Pzr level - STABLE

—. NC pressure - DECREASING
—. NC level - STABLE

OR
—. ND pressure - LESS THAN 385 PSIG.

—. Pzr level - DECREASING

OR

—. NC level - DECREASING.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EPII/AI5000IFR-H.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 20: Ensure all NC pumps - OFF.

PURPOSE:

NC pumps running can also reduce the effectiveness of bleed and feed. NC pump
heat input to the NC System will result in increased steam generation hindering the
depressurization of the NC System during bleed and feed. The higher pressure
produced by NC pump operation will reduce S/I flow and increase inventory lost
through the Pzr PORVs (Section 2.5).

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

PLANT SPECIFIC IN FORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

Time Critical Operator Action sequence - See Step 23.

Page 30 of 68 Revision 3



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/E-O
End osure 1 Fol dout Page

STEP 2: NC Pump Trip Criteria:

PURPOSE:

To trip NC pumps if required conditions are satisfied consistent with
ERG Executive Volume guidance on NC pump trip criteria.

To -ensure that seal cooling flow is continued even if NC pumps are
stopped.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The NC pump trip criteria should be monitored continuously while in the E-O
procedure. While the operator is in this procedure, it is generally -early in
the transient with higher decay heat levels present.

Forced loop flowrates induced by NC pump operation maintain the inner vessel
mixture level above the hot leg nozzle elevation. This allows for continued
circulation of liquid around the loops, providing a source of liquid to the
break region. Therefore, continued NC pump operation prolongs the period of
liquid break discharge as the NC System drains. The prolonging of the liquid
break discharge further depletes the liquid mass inventory remaining in the NC
System. Immediately following NC pump trip for these cases, loop flowrate
decreases and steam-water phase separation occurs. A rapid reduction in NC
System mixture level results, which may partially uncover the fuel. Prolonged
NC pump operation and the resultant additional liquid mass depletion can
greatly affect the degree and the duration of core uncovery. Depending on
plant type and break size, a range of NC pump trip times may yield PCTs
greater than the FSAR case result.

If NC pumps remain operational throughout the transient depletion of primary
liquid mass is maximized. Nevertheless, PCTs remain well below FSAR case
results due to enhanced core cooling caused by the high core steam flowrates
indicative of NC pump operation. However, continuous operation of NC pumps
during a LOCA cannot be guaranteed since tripping of the NC pumps would occur
upon a loss of offsi te power or other essential support conditions which can
be postulated to occur at any time. The reason for purposely tripping the NC
pumps during accident conditions is to prevent excessive depletion of NC
System water inventory through a small break in the NC System which might lead
to severe core uncovery if the NC pumps were tripped for some reason later in
the accident. The NC pumps should be tripped before NC System liquid
inventory is depleted to the point where tripping of the pumps would cause the
break to immediately uncover.

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that a fundamental condition which must
be satisfied for NC pump trip during an emergency condition is that at least
one high pressure S/I pump be in operati on and capable of delivering flow to
the NC System. If this fundamental condition is not met, the NC pumps should
not be tripped regardless of whether or not the trip setpoint (loss of
subcooling) is reached. Analysis has shown that if the S/I system is not in
operation, the NC pumps can be operated to provide core heat removal . As
discussed in WCAP-9753, for SBLOCAs with the high head safety injection pumps
not in operation, the NC pumps continue to provide core heat removal via the
break and the S/Os. With the NC pumps running, the NC System can safely be
depressurized to the point where the accumulators and the ND pumps can ensure
core heat removal before symptoms of Inadequate Core Cooling (ICC) are
exhibited.

Continued On Next Page.
Page 50 of 54 Revision 23



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination
r] (*:i
I—ic-

8.
EPEO29 EA2.06
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS)
Ability to determine or interpret the following as they apply to a ATWS: Main turbine trip switch
position indication

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power
• BOTH CF pumps tripped.
• SSPS failed to process a reactor trip.

Assuming NO other equipment malfunctions, which ONE of the following describes the status of
the listed indications? (Assume no operator action.)

lAD-I, BI1, AMSAC Turbine Trip annunciator Turbine Control Panel
Turbine Trip Light

A. Alarming LIT

B. Alarming OFF

C. NOT alarming LIT

D. NOT alarming OFF

Ans:A

References:
Design Basis Document for ATWS, 3.2.2, page 6 of 13, rev. 4.
UFSAR Chapter 7, Section 7.7.1.11
lAD-i, B/i, AMSAC Turbine Trip alarm

Page 15 of 232



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. When both CF (Main Feedwater) Pumps trip, a signal (from CF low control oil
pressure) is processed to trip the main turbine. The stem conditions clearly state that NO
other equipment malfunctions occur. Therefore, to arrive at the correct answer, the applicant
must apply knowledge and comprehension as follows:

• When both CF pumps trip, the AMSAC alarm comes in.
• The AMSAC alarm sends a signal to trip the Main Turbine. This alarm, though the title

might imply that the turbine HAS tripped, only means that a turbine trip signal was sent
out, NOT that the turbine has actually tripped.

• The Main Turbine does trip (since there are no other equipment malfunctions), and
therefore, the EHC Panel RED Turbine Trip Light will be LIT.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the AMSAC alarm will be alarming. The EHC Panel RED Turbine
Trip Light not lit is plausible if the applicant believes the reactor should have tripped (when the
CF pumps tripped, and a low SG level resulted), but that the reactor did NOT trip, and
misapplies it to conclude that since the reactor did not trip, it will not process a trip signal to
trip the main turbine, and that the EHC Panel light will not be lit. However, in making this
selection, the applicant misinterprets the interrelationship between the CF Pumps tripping and
the status of the main turbine (there is a separate circuitry which processes a trip signal to the
main turbine when the stop valves for both CF pumps are closed).

C. Incorrect. Plausible that an applicant could misunderstand the function of the AMSAC feature
by correctly recalling that since the reactor should have tripped (and should have sent a trip
signal to the main turbine), but did not trip, that there was, therefore, no signal sent to trip the
main turbine, and that an alarm with the title “AMSAC Turbine Trip” would NOT be in alarm.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant confuses ATWS with AMSAC (ATWS Mitigation Actuation
Circuitry) and erroneously concludes that since the reactor did not trip, the turbine would not
have tripped, and that manual action is required for both the reactor and the turbine, in order
to get them tripped. With this misunderstanding of the function of ATWS as compared to
AMSAC, it is plausible that the applicant could make this selection.

K/A Match
With ATWS conditions, the applicant must determine if an alarm associated with ATWS will be in
alarm, and based on that determination, interpret the status of an indication for whether the turbine
has tripped. It is not a “switch”, perse, but meets the intent of the K/A, since it is an indication of
turbine trip status, and is on the control panel for the main turbine.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves a level of analysis of a given set of
conditions, applying system knowledge and solving a problem of what would be the effect and how
the system would respond to the conditions in the stem.

Page 16 of 232



Spec. CNS-1465.OO-OO-0017
Date: December 14, 1994
Rev. 4
Page 6 of 13

CF1Vs do not isolate all main feedwater. The Unit 2 Main feedwater flow to the upper nozzle alone isabove the minimum flow for an ATWS (Reference 4.1.2 and 42.4).
The main feedwater pump turbine trip sensing devices are pressure switches which sense oil pressure onthe trip header. Each pressure switch has a status indicating light located on each feedwater pump turbinepanel. The pressure switches are calibrated and tested at each refueling outage (Reference 4.1.2 and
44).
3.2.1.10 Inadvertent Actuation
The design shall be such that the frequency of inadvertent actuation is minimized (Reference 4J).
3.2.1.11 Component Reliability
A high system and component reliability shall be a design objective.
3.2.1.12 Completion of Mitigating Action Once It Is Initiated
AMSAC shall be designed so that, once actuated, the completion of mitigating action shall be consistentwith the plant turbine trip and auxiliary feedwater circuitry. Section 3.2.2.3,2 provides a full descriptionof the completion of the mitigating actions.

32.2 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The AMSAC design is based on conditions that indicate a loss of main feedwater event, which, ifaccompanied by a failure of the RPS to scram leads to over pressurization of the Reactor Coolant System(RCS). The AIvISAC system monitors both main feedwater pumps for operating status. It also monitorsthe position of the CFCV, the CFBCV, and the CFIV (Unit 1 only). Catawba Unit 2 is designeddifferently from Unit 1, due to the different design of the Unit 2 steam generators. The Unit 2 steamgenerators receive approximately 13% of the feed flow through the CFPBV. This upper nozzle flow isfrom the main supply line prior to the CFIV such that all feedwater flow to the nozzle is sufficient toprotect the RCS from over pressurizing. For this reason, the CFIV are not monitored as part of AMSACfor Catawba Unit 2.

AMSAC actuation will occur if both main feedwater pumps trip or the main feedwater flow to the steamgenerators (3 out of 4 logic) is blocked due to valve closure. When an actuation occurs, the AMSACcircuitry will:

• Trip the main turbine

• Start both motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps

• Close the steam generator blowdown and sampling valves
The actuation of the turbine trip on feedwater flow path valve closure is performed via the TurbineControl system which is independent and separate from the RPS. A “first-out’ annunciator installed inthe control room will alert the operator that the turbine has tripped due to the AMSAC logic. A secondannunciator alarms the loss of both main feedwater pumps condition. Relay logic is provided to indicatewhen each feedwater flow path has been closed for 30 seconds.
After actuation of the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, isolation of the steam generator blowdownand sampling valves occur as part of the normal control features for each system.
A Failure in the main feedwater system, upstream of the feedwater pumps, that could result in the loss ofmain feedwater to the steam generators (e.g., tripping of all condensate pumps), will result in automaticmain feedwater pump trip on low suction pressure. Therefore, actuation of AMSAC based on failures of

VERIFY HARD COPY AGAINST WEB SITE IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO EACH USE



Catawba Nuclear Station UFSAR Chapter 7

Tuckman to the NRC, dated December 6, 1990). Specifically, inspections will be periodically performed
based on estimations from the data obtained in the above and future inspections, and that future action to
assure thimble tube integrity (e.g., repositioning, capping or replacement) will be determined by the
results of future re- inspections and the recommendations of the Westinghouse Owners Group Report of
the subject. NRC approval of the DPC responses for IE Bulletin 88-09 was issued in a letter to M.S.
Tuckman on May 16, 1991.

7.7.1.93 Control and Readout Description
The control and readout system provides means for inserting the miniature neutron detectors into the
reactor core and withdrawing the detectors while plotting neutron flux versus detector position. The
control system is located in the control room. Limit switches in each transfer device provide feedback of
path selection operation. Each gear box drives an encoder for position feedback. One five path operation
selector is provided for each drive unit that is then used to route a detector into any one of up to ten
selectable paths. A common path is provided to permit cross calibration of the detectors.
The control room contains the necessary equipment for control, position indication, and flux recording for
each detector.

A ‘flux-mapping” consists, briefly, of selecting (by panel switches) flux thimbles in given fuel assemblies
at various core quadrant locations. The detectors are driven to the top of the core and stopped
automatically. An x-y plot (position versus flux level) is initiated with the slow withdrawal of the
detectors through the core from the top to a point below the bottom. In a similar manner other core
locations are selected and plotted. Each detector provides axial flux distribution data along the center of a
fuel assembly.

Various radial positions of detectors are then compared to obtain a flux map for a region of the core.
The number and location of these thimbles have been chosen to permit measurement of local to average
peaking factors to an accuracy of ±5 percent (95 percent confidence). Measured nuclear peaking factors
will be increased by 5 percent to allow for this accuracy. If the measured power peaking is larger than
acceptable, reduced power capability will be indicated.

Operating plant experience has demonstrated the adequacy of the Incore Instrumentation in meeting the
design bases stated.

77.1.1O Boron Concentration Measurement System
This system is not currently used at Catawba due to maintenance problems that have not been resolved
satisfactorily. In its place, Catawba relies on sampling of the Reactor Coolant System for soluble boron
concentration.

The Boron Concentration Measurement System was designed for use as an advisory system. It was not
designed as a safeguards system or component of safeguards system. The Boron Concentration
Measurement System was not part of a control element or control system, nor was it designed for this use.
No credit is taken for this system in any accident analysis.

7.7.1.11 ATWS Mitigation Actuation Circuitry
An Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) is an anticipated occurrence (such as loss of feedwater,
condenser vacuum, or offset power) which is accompanied by a failure of the Reactor Trip System (RTS)
to shut down the reactor.

The ATWS Mitigation System and Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) at Catawba Nuclear Station is based on
the Westinghouse Owners Group WCAP-l0858-PA, Rev. 1, Generic Design 3. The AMSAC design for

(18 APR 2009) 7.7 - 15



UFSAR Chapter 7 Catawba Nuclear Station

Catawba is based on conditions that indicate a loss of main feedwater event, which if accompanied by afailure of the RPS to scram leads to overpressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). The systemmonitors the position of all Main Feedwater Control Valves, Feedwater Bypass Control Valves, andFeedwater Isolation Valves (Unit 1 only) and the operating status of both main feedwater pumps. Thegeneric design and the Catawba specific AMSAC design have been approved by NRC as meeting thecompliance requirements of the ATWS rule, 1OCFR5O.62 (References 3, 4, 5, ).
Description

AMSAC actuation will occur when either both main feedwater pumps trip or when main feedwater flowto the steam generators is blocked due to valves closing in the line. When an actuation occurs, theAMSAC circuitry will perform the following:

1. Trip the main turbine
2. Start both motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps
3. Close the steam generator blowdown and sampling valves
Annunciators, status indicators, and computer alarms in the control room are also available.
To monitor the operating status of the main feedwater pumps, pressure switches are used that monitor thehydraulic control oil pressure to the stop valves. Each of the feedwater pump turbine stop valves willclose when the pump turbine trips. The pressure switches monitor the hydraulic oil pressure holding thestop valves open. When a loss of pressure is indicated by 2 of the 3 pressure switches on a pump, thelogic circuit will enable the AMSAC circuitry for the tripped pump. If both pump logic circuits areenabled, the AMSAC circuitry will actuate and perform as outlined earlier.
Position of the main feedwater control valves, feedwater control valve bypass valves and main feedwaterisolation valves (Unit 1 only) is monitored by limit switches on the valves. These switches are set toenable the AMSAC circuitry when a control valve in a main feedwater flow path is less than 25% open,with the associated control valve bypass valve less than 50% open or when a Feedwater Isolation Valve isclosed (Unit 1 only). Minimum AMSAC flow requirements can be maintained with the control valveclosed and the control valve bypass valve 50% open. Therefore, the control valve indication isinterlocked with the bypass valve indication such that both the control valve and the bypass valve must beclosed to the stated setpoints to indicate the blocked flow path.
If 3 out of 4 flow paths are blocked, the AMSAC circuitry will actuate and perform as outlined earlier. Abypass/reset pushbutton with a bypass indication light is installed on a control room control board. Thebypass/reset pushbutton provides backup capability by the operator to bypass or reset the AIvISACcircuitry should the 2/2 turbine impulse pressure logic (indicating % Reactor Power) fail to perform itsautomatic bypass/reset ftinctions described below. This bypass is initiated automatically when ReactorPower is below 40% (as indicated by turbine impulse pressure) and after a 120 second time delay. Thisbypass resets automatically when the Reactor Power is above 4O%. A 30 second delay is also installedfor the control valve and control valve bypass valve portions of the AMSAC circuitry. This delay willprevent normal valve movements from causing spurious AMSAC actuations at all power levels.
The AMSAC circuitry responds to an ATWS event through new inputs to existing control circuitry. Theturbine trip is initiated by an input to the Turbine Control System. Starting the motor driven auxiliaryfeedwater pumps and closing the blowdown and sampling valves is initiated by an input on the non-safetyside of an existing isolation device in the auxiliary feedwater controls. The isolation device separates thenon-safety signals from the safety related controls system.
Seismic reviews have been completed for mounting the bypass switch on the control board and formounting the limit switches onto the control and isolation valves. A 10 CFR 50 Appendix R review hasalso been performed.

7.7 - 16
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Catawba Nuclear Station UFSAR Chapter 7

A principal criteria applied to AMSAC is that the AMSAC functions be accomplished without relying on
the existing reactor shut down system. Separate equipment is used for AMSAC and for the Reactor
Protection System (RPS). The pressure switches which monitor the main feedwater pumps have no RPS
interface. The limit switches which monitor the main feedwater control and isolation valves for AMSAC
provide no signals to the RPS. The AMSAC logic circuitry has a non-interruptible non-safety 125 VDC
power source. The Auxiliary Feedwater, Steam Generator B lowdown and Steam Generator Sampling are
systems which are safety related or have safety related components and receive an AMSAC input. The
interface with these systems is through an existing non-safety/safety isolation device and is designed so
that the safety related system will perform as designed coincident with a postulated failure of the non-
safety AMSAC input.

Non-safety related equipment in the AMSAC circuitry is subject to specific quality assurance identified in
NRC Generic Letter 85-06, “Quality Assurance Guidance for ATWS Equipment that is Not Safety-
Related’, (Reference 13).

7.7.2 Ana’ysis
The plant control systems are designed to assure high reliability in any anticipated operational
occurrences. Equipment used in these system is designed and constructed with a high level of reliability.
Proper positioning of the control rods is monitored in the control room by bank arrangements of the
individual position columns for each rod cluster control assembly. A rod deviation alarm alerts the
operator of a deviation of one rod cluster control assembly from bank demand position. There are also
insertion limit monitors with visual and audible annunciation. A rod bottom alarm signal is provided to
the control room for each rod cluster control assembly. Four excore long ion chambers also detect
asymmetrical flux distribution indicative of rod misalignment.

Overall reactivity control is achieved by the combination of soluble boron and rod cluster control
assemblies. Long term regulation of core reactivity is accomplished by adjusting the concentration of
boric acid in the reactor coolant. Short term reactivity control for power changes is accomplished by the
Plant Control System which automatically moves rod cluster control assemblies. This system uses input
signals including neutron flux, coolant temperature, and turbine load.

The axial core power distribution is controlled by moving the control rods through changes in reactor
coolant system boron concentration. Adding boron causes the rods to move out thereby reducing the
amount of power in the bottom of the core, this allows power to redistribute toward the top of the core.
Reducing the boron concentration causes the rods to move into the core thereby reducing the power in the
top of the core, the result redistributes power towards the bottom of the core.
The plant control systems will prevent an undesirable condition in the operation of the plant that, if
reached, will be protected by reactor trip. The description and analysis of this protection is covered in
Section 7.2. Worst case failure modes of the plant control systems are postulated in the analysis of off-
design operational transients and accidents covered in Chapter 1 5, such as, the following:
1. Uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly withdrawal from a subcritical condition.
2. Uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly withdrawal at power

3. Rod cluster control assembly misalignment

4. Loss external electrical load and/or turbine trip

5. Loss of all AC power to the station auxiliaries (Station Blackout)
6. Excessive heat removal due to feedwater system malfunctions

7. Excessive load increase incident

(18 APR 2009) 7.7- 17



OP/1/A/6100/O1OA
PANEL: 1FO-1 Page 42 of 44

TURB TRIP CAUSES RX TRIP F/5
SETPOINT: 2/4 ETS Header Pressure 550 PSIG decreasing or 4/4 Turbine Stop Valves

closed and power P-9 setpoint.

ORIGIN: 4/4 Stop Valves Closed 2/4 ETS Header Pressure

1LHLL 0393 1LHPS 5700
1LHLL 0473 1LHPS 5710
1LHLL 0553 1LHPS 5720
1LHLL 0633 1LHPS 5730

PROBABLE Turbine Trip above or at P-9 setpoint
CAUSE: 5_4 h’ 44fr4W 4.’4A1

THE RESPONSES FOR THIS ALARM ARE LISTED IN

EP/1/A15000/E-0 (REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION) if the Unit is above P-il

AP/i/A15500/05 (REACTOR TRIP OR INADVERTENT S/I BELOW P-il) if the Unit is below P-li
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©DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L L
OBJECTIVES S L P P 0

SO R SR
00

1 State the purpose of the CF System. X X X X
2 State the purpose of the major components of the CF System. X X X X
3 List the CF System interlocks. X X X X X
4 Deleted

/
5 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply Limits and Precautions X X X X X

associated with related station procedures.
6 . . . . XXXXXDescribe the Unit 1 CF flowpaths during the following normal plant

evolutions:

. Unit Startup to point where flow is transferred to the Main CF
Nozzles

. Power escalation to Rated Power

. Power reduction to point where CF flow is transferred to the
Auxiliary Nozzles

7 Deleted (Unit 2)
8 XXXDiscuss the CF System’s major components response to the following

conditions:

. Loss of one CFP with greater than 56% load

. Full Load Rejection from Rated Power

. Hi Hi Doghouse Level (Inner or Outer) (Train A or B)

. CF Isolation Signal (Train A or B)

. H1HiS/GLevel(P-14)

. Safety Injection Signal (Ss)

. Auto start of CA

. Transfer of controls to the SSF

. Transfer of controls to the ASP
9 Describe the operation of the ATWS Mitigation System Actuation X X X

Circuitry.
— — — —

10 Given a set of plant conditions and access to reference materials, X X X
determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech Specs/SLC’s.

11 State the system designator and nomenclature for major components X

OP-CN-CF-CF(DCS) FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 02
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G. Transfer to SSF (OBJECTIVE 8)
1. During postulated sabotage and fire events when the SSF is manned,

certain CF components receive Auto Close signals on Transfer to SSF to
prevent loss of SIG inventory.

2. The valves receiving Auto Closesignals are the “S/GCF Cont Isolation
Bypass” valves and the “S/G CA Nozzle Tempering Isolations.

H. Transfer to the ASP (OBJECTIVE 8)
1. The valves receiving Auto Close signals are the “S/G CF Bypass to CA

Nozzle”, “S/G CF Ctrl”, “S/G CF Byp CtrI”, and the S/G CF Cont Isol”.
CM/CF “Hot Restart”
1. Following trip of both Main Feedwater Pumps the feed system

depressurizes due to sample flows and miscellaneous valve leakage. As
pressures throughout the system decrease to the saturation pressure
corresponding to the temperatures present, steam voids will form. These
steam voids must be purged or slowly collapsed prior to initiating normal
system flows to prevent possible severe water hammer. Voids will be
removed from the feedwater piping downstream of the feedwater control
valves and tempering flow isolation valve by placing a CF Pump in
service and performing a controlled pressurization of the affected piping.

J. ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuit (AMSAC) (OBJECTIVE 9)
1. Provides an independent means of mitigating the consequences of a

coincident loss of feed capability and failure to trip the reactor. This
circuitry was added to the CF, CA and EHC systems to meet the
requirements of IOCFR5O.62. (Refer to AMSAC Logic Drawing in this
lesson plan)

2. AMSAC functions on conditions where the S/G’s suffer a loss of feed
capability:
a) Loss of both Feed Pumps
b) Loss of CF flow path (when above 40% load)

3. Loss of both Feed Pumps
a) This portion of AMSAC functions at any power level.
b) When a feed pump trip occurs, control oil pressure decreases

causing the turbine steam valves to close. Pressure switches were
added to the turbine trip system to monitor oil pressure to give a 2/3
coincidence logic on low oil pressure (75 psig). This logic supplies
AMSAC with the “Feed Pump Tripped” signal. Should both
feedpumps trip, then AMSAC is actuated.

c) The AMSAC signal is sent to the Main Turbine Supervisory Circuits
to generate a 125 VDC trip and a Motor Driven CA Pump Start. The
Turbine trip from AMSAC cannot be BLOCKED but CA “AUTO-
START-DEFEAT” will still function to block this start signal as with
the other Auto Starts.

OP-CN-CF-CF(DCS) FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 02
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“3 OF 4 CF CTRL
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AMSAC Logic
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9.
EPEO38 EAI.15
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
Ability to operate and monitor the following as they apply to a SGTR: AFW source level and
capacity (chart)

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit was at 100% power when a tube rupture on I B SIG occurred.
• The crew is implementing E-3, (Steam Generator Tube Rupture).
• Both motor driven CA Pumps are running.
• CA system valve control has NOT been reset.
• The UST (Upper Surge Tank) level begins decreasing rapidly.
• The following alarms annunciate:

• I AD-5, Eli, CA PUMPS TRAIN A LOSS OF NORM SUCT
• 1 AD-5, E/2, CA PUMPS TRAIN B LOSS OF NORM SUCT

Which ONE of the following completes the statement below?

The MINIMUM level to be maintained in the INTACT SIGs is

_____________,

and 5 seconds after
the above annunciators are received, the motor driven CA pumps will

A. 11%; start taking suction from RN

B. 29%; start taking suction from RN

C. 11%; trip on low suction pressure

D. 29%; trip on low suction pressure

Ans: A

References:
I AD-5, Eli, CA PUMPS TRAIN A LOSS OF NORM SUCT
1 AD-5, E12, CA PUMPS TRAIN B LOSS OF NORM SUCT
E-3, (Steam Generator Tube Rupture)
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. There are two different minimum SG levels given in 2-3, (Steam Generator Tube
Rupture); 29% for ACC (Adverse Containment Conditions) - defined as containment pressure
having exceeded 3.0 psig. The prescribed level for non-adverse containment conditions is
given as 11%. The applicant must determine that non-adverse containmentconditions exist
and therefore, the minimum level to be maintained in the intact SGs is 11%.

The stem conditions clearly specify that the CA system valve control signal has NOT been
reset. When the alarms for loss of normal suction for the CA pumps comes in, and IF the
system was initiated by an auto start signal (which it was), then the CA pumps’ suction will
swap to RN after a 5 second time delay.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the AFW suction source aspect is correct. 29% is plausible, since
that is the minimum level IF there were Adverse Containment Conditions - defined as
containment pressure having exceeded 3.0 psig. If the applicant fails to recognize that non-
adverse containment conditions exist, then this selection would be correct.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since 11% is the correct minimum level for the intact SGs. Believing that
the CA pumps will trip on low suction pressure is plausible, because the CA pumps would
indeed trip on low suction pressure if the given alarms annunciated, and the pumps had been
manually started, or CA system valve control had been reset. In this case, the applicant has
reversed the effects of the loss of normal suction pressure alarm condition, and with that
misconception, believes that the pumps will trip on low suction pressure.

D. Incorrect. 29% is plausible, since that is the minimum level IF there were Adverse
Containment Conditions - defined as containment pressure having exceeded 3.0 psig. If the
applicant fails to recognize that non-adverse containment conditions exist, then this selection
would be correct. Believing that the CA pumps trip on low suction pressure is plausible,
because the CA pumps would indeed trip on low suction pressure if the given alarms
annunciated, and the pumps had been manually started, or CA system valve control had been
reset. In this case, the applicant has reversed the effects of the loss of normal suction
pressure alarm condition, and with that misconception concluded that the pumps will trip on
low suction pressure.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is presented with plant conditions involving a Steam
Generator Tube Rupture on SG 1 B. The “operate” aspect of the K/A is addressed since the
applicant must understand what effect there is of NOT having reset the CA system valve control
actuation. The “monitor” aspect is met by evaluating and understanding the effects of the rapidly
lowering Upper Surge Tank level indication and the alarms for loss of normal suction to auxiliary
feedwater.

“Operate” and “monitor” the AFW source level is met by testing knowledge of the effects of the
rapidly lowering UST level on the loss of normal suction pressure alarm condition for the AEW
pumps.

Likewise, “operate” and “monitor” the AFW source level and capacity is met by testing
comprehension of whether the given conditions will support further operation of the AFW pumps,
OR if the pumps will trip on low suction pressure.
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Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze a set of conditions,
applying system knowledge of interlocks, automatic swapover of a suction source for AFW, and
determine the final source of suction for AFW, including the required S/G level to be maintained. A
two step mental process is involved in selecting 11% vs. 29%, by recalling and applying the
definition of Adverse Containment Conditions and how that affects the required level.
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I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

10. Control intact SIG levels as follows:

— a. Verify N/R level in all intact SIGs a. Perform the following:GREATER THAN jj (29% ACC).
— 1) Maintain total feed flow greater than

450 GPM to intact S/Gs until at least
one intact SIG N/R level greater
than 11% (29% ACC).

2) if total feed flow greater than
450 GPM cannot be established,
THEN contact station management
for guidance to establish feed flow
from one of the following alternate
sources:

•CF

•CM

• Alternate low pressure water
source.

b. Throttle feed flow to maintain all intact b. if N/R level in any intact SIG continuesSIG N/R levels between 16% to increase in an uncontrolled manner,(29% ACC) and 50%. THEN:

— 1) Stop NC system cooldown.

_2) RETURNIStep1.



OP/1/B/6 100/01 OF
PANEL: 1AD-5 Page 35 of 58

CA PUMPS TRAIN A LOSS OF NORM SUCT Eli
SETPOINT: 10.5 psig decr on 2/3 pressure switches

ORIGIN: 1. 1CAPS522O
2. 1CAPS5221
3. 1CAPS5222

PROBABLE 1. Depletion of all condensate sources (UST, CA CST, Hotwell)CAUSE: 2. Loss of source due to pipe break
3. Partial or complete loss of source due to air leakage into the system

from a pipe crack or failure to isolate a depleted source
4. Taking suction from the Hotwell without first breaking vacuum
5. Failure of the common impulse line to the three pressure switches

AUTOMATIC 1. IF the system was initiated by an auto start signal, the CA pumps’ACTIONS: suction will swap to RN after a 5 second time delay.

NOTE: The CA pumps will not trip following a manual start (or the CA system has been reset) ifthe associated control room switch is in “BLOCK”:

• “CA PUMP 1A LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”
• “CA PUMP lB LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”
• “CA TD PMP LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”

2. the system was initiated by a manual pump start, the pumps will
trip.

3. IF no CA pumps are running, an impulse line failure is the probable
cause and no automatic actions will occur.

IMMEDIATE Refer to AP/1/A/5500/006 (Loss of S/G Feedwater).
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY the suction has swapped to RN, attempt to minimize the amountACTIONS: of RN water pumped to the S/Gs.

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0147-06.06
2. CNEE-0147-Ol.01



OP/1/B/6 100/01 OF
PANEL: 1AD-5 Page 36 of 58

CA PUMPS TRAIN B LOSS OF NORM SUCT E/2
SETPOINT: 6.2 psig decr on 2/3 pressure switches

ORIGIN: 1. 1CAPS523O
2. 1CAPS5231
3. 1CAPS5232

PROBABLE 1. Depletion of all condensate sources (UST, CA CST, Hotwell)CAUSE: 2. Loss of source due to pipe break
3. Partial or complete loss of source due to air leakage into the system

from a pipe crack or failure to isolate a depleted source
4. Taking suction from the Hotwell without first breaking vacuum
5. Failure of the common impulse line to the three pressure switches

AUTOMATIC 1. IF the system was initiated by an auto start signal, the CA pump&ACTIONS: suction will swap to RN after a 5 second time delay.

NOTE: The CA pumps will not trip following a manual start (or the CA system has been reset) if
the associated control room switch is in “BLOCK”:

• “CA PUMP 1A LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”
• “CA PUMP lB LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”
• “CA TD PMP LO SUCT PRESS TRIP BLOCK”

2. IF the system was initiated by a manual pump start, the pumps will
trip.

3. IF no CA pumps are running, an impulse line failure is the probable
cause and no automatic actions will occur.

IMMEDIATE Refer to AP/1/A/5500/O06 (Loss of S/G Feedwater).
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY IF the suction has swapped to RN, attempt to minimize the amount
ACTIONS: of RN water pumped to the S/Gs.

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-O147-O6.O6
2. CNEE-0147-03.03
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I NLLP

Objective S L P P T
SORSR

00Q

I Explain the purpose of the CA System. X X X X

2 List all of the sources of water available to the CA pumps, and the X X X X X
order of preference of each.

3 Explain the normal and recirculation flow paths associated with the X X X X X
CA System.

4 List the automatic start signals (including setpoint) for the motor X X X X X
driven and turbine driven CA pumps

5 Explain the trip and reset procedures for the CAPT Trip/Throttle X X
valve.

6 Explain CAPT local operation. X X — —

7 Given appropriate plant conditions apply Limits and Precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

8 Draw the CA system per the Simplified Flow Diagram. X X

9 Describe the use of the Auto Start Defeat circuitry. X X X

10 Describe the operation of CA System Valve Control reset circuitry. X X X

11 Discuss how to regain control of CA pumps following CA auto start X X X
coincident with sequencer actuation.

12 Explain CA pump low suction pressure protection. — X X X

13 Given a set of plant conditions and access to reference materials, X X X
determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech Spec/SLC’s. — — —

14 State from memory all Technical Specification and SLC actions for X X
the applicable systems, subsystems, and components which
requ ire remedial action to be taken in one hour or less.

15 List the system designator and major component nomenclature. X

16 State the basis and required time for the CA System “mission time”. — X X X

Time: 3 hours

OP-CN-CF-CA FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 57
Page 3 of 40
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2) A second valid S/G lo lo Level is received. The CA “RESET”
lights will go “out”, the T/D CA Pump will start and its flow
control valves get an open signal. The motor driven CA
Pumps will NOT restart and their flow control valves will
NOT move. After the transient, the remaining two intact S/G
levels return to normal, CA SYS VLV CTRL is RESET, the T/D
flow control valves are manually throttled and the TID CA Pump
secures. (Two S/G lo lo level annunciators remain lit.)

3) A third valid SIG lo lo level is received. No Auto Start is
generated. The CASYS VLV CTRL RESETs remain lit. No
pumps start. No valves move.

B. Loss of Normal Suction Pressure Protection (Obj # 12)
1. Provides a method to supply alternate suction sources to the CA pumps in

the event that the Normal Sources, Condensate Grade Water, become
inadequate. Annunciator alarms are provided for indications of Low
inventory in these tanks. A low Level alarm exists on the UST at 50% to
allow the operator time to initiate make-up to preclude swapover to RN. If
this action can not be performed, the operator must isolate the UST and
break Condenser vacuum.
a) Each train of pressure switches share a common Impulse line. Should

that line fail and pressure decrease, all three (3) pressure switches will
sense a low pressure condition.

b) The Loss of Normal Suction Pressure Actions are on a FIVE (5)
Second Delay for ALL three channels.

c) If both trains of “CA SYS VLV CTRL” are RESET following an
automatic start of the CA system and “CA PUMPS LOSS OF
NORMAL SUCT’ (AD-5 E-1 or 2) is received, the CA pumps will trip
and if manually restarted will trip again in 5 seconds. To avoid this
dilemma the operator must manually swap CA suction to the RN
supply and then restart the CA pumps.

d) If any of the RN to CA valve’s switches are selected to closed, the
auto swap to RN for the associated pump is disabled, and therefore,
the pump will be inoperable.

e) ‘A’ Train, ‘B’ Train and RC Low Suction Pressure Setpoints (10.5, 6,
and 9.3 psig respectively) are different due to pressure tap locations
(Elevations). They should all occur at same time on suction pressure
decrease.

2. “A” Train Loss of Normal Suction Protection
a) Three (3) pressure switches monitor the suction pressure to “A” MD

and TD pump. Should 2/3 devices sense 10.5 PSIG decreasing (Unit
I and Unit 2), the following occurs:

OP-CN-CF-CA FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 57
Page 15 of 40
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1) For”A” pump, if Auto Start received AND CA NOT RESET
AND Pump IS Running then l(2)CA15A and 1(2)RN250A
OPEN

2) For 1(2) TD pump, if AUTO START received AND CA NOT
RESET then 1(2)CAII6A and l(2)RN250A OPEN.

3) 1 (2)AD-5 El :“CA PUMPS TRAIN A LOSS OF NORM SUCT”
alarms on decreasing pressure and I (2)AD-5 Fl: “VLV RN250
RN HDR TO CA PMP SUCT ISOL OPEN” alarms when
RN250A is intermediate or full open.

3. “B” Train Loss of Normal Suction Protection
a) Three (3) pressure switches monitor the Suction Pressure to “B” MD

and TD pump. Should 2/3 device sense 6.2 PSIG on Unit 1, 6.0
PSIG on Unit 2 decreasing, the following occurs:

1) For “B” pump, if Auto Start received AND CA NOT RESET
AND Pump IS Running then l(2)CAI8B and 1(2)RN31OB
OPEN

2) For 1(2) TD pump, if AUTO START received AND CA NOT
RESET then l(2)CA85B and 1(2)RN3I0B OPEN.

3) 1(2)AD-5 E2:”CA PUMPS TRAIN B LOSS OF NORM SUCT”
alarms on decreasing pressure and F2: “VLV RN3IO RN HDR
TO CA PMP SUCT ISOL OPEN” alarms when RN3IOB is
intermediate or full open.

b) RC System Loss of Normal Suction Source
1) The RC piping buried within the Turbine Building provides a

separate, redundant Sabotage Proof source of Feed Water to
the SIG’s. This Source is a part of the SSF Complex and can
supply the S/G’s with enough feed to maintain the plant at Hot
Standby Conditions for 3.5 days.

2) Three (3) pressure switches monitor suction pressure at the
same location as the RN pressure switches.

3) At 9.3 PSIG decreasing (2/3 coincidence) 1(2)CA174 and
I (2)CAI 75 WILL OPEN.

4) 1 (2)AD-5 G4:”SSF CA XFER TO RC” indicates when SSF
source lined up to CA system.

5) RC swapover is independent of an auto start signal.
c) Manual Start Low Suction Pressure Protection

1) Should the CA system be operating in MANUAL “CA SYS
VLV” be RESET, the auto open feature is blocked and the CA
Pump that is running will trip.

2) This Trip feature operates on a time delay of five (5) seconds.
The low pressure condition must exist continuously for 5
seconds to initiate a trip.

OP-CN-CF-CA FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 57
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10.
APEO4O AK2.01
Steam Line Rupture
Knowledge of the interrelations between the Steam Line Rupture and the following: Valves

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit was initially at 100% power.
• A Steam Line break occurs on the Main Steam line from iC SIG, outside of containment.
• Pressurizer pressure is stabilizing at approximately 1400 psig.

Which ONE of the following identifies expected valve positions which are ALL correct?

A. 1NV-15B, (Letdown Containment Isolation) OPEN
1VI-77B (VI to Containment Isolation) OPEN

B. 1NV-15B, (Letdown Containment Isolation) CLOSED
IVI-77B (Vito Containment Isolation) CLOSED

C. 1NV-15B, (Letdown Containment Isolation) OPEN
1VI-77B (Vito Containment Isolation) CLOSED

D. 1NV-15B, (Letdown Containment Isolation) CLOSED
1VI-77B (VI to Containment Isolation) OPEN

Ans: D

References:
OP-CN-PS-NV(DCS), Lesson Plan for CVCS
OP-CN-SS-VI, Lesson Plan for Instrument Air
OP-CN-ECCS-ISE, Lesson Plan for Engineered Safeguards
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant misinterprets that the steam line break is outside of
containment, and incorrectly concludes that NO containment isolation occurs (whether a
Phase A or Phase B). With this misconception, this answer would be correct.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant has correctly concluded that some type of
containment isolation has occurred. In this case, the applicant misapplies knowledge of a
Phase B actuation, recalling that more valves isolate on a Phase B than on a Phase A, and
then misapplying this information to make an incorrect conclusion.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant misapplies their understanding of a Phase B containment
isolation, and reverses the valves that receive a close signal.

D. CORRECT. Since the steam line break is outside containment, a containment high pressure
(and Phase B) is not required, and will NOT initiate. The steam line break does cause NC
system pressure to lower significantly, and based on the given Pressurizer pressure, a Safety
Injection signal will actuate (when pressure lowers to < 1845 psig). The SI causes a Phase A
to actuate. 1-NV-15B, (Letdown Containment Isolation) and 1VI-77B (VI to Containment
Isolation) both auto close on a Phase A.

KIA Match
The applicant is given conditions involving a steam line rupture outside of containment, and then
must analyze the effect of this steam break location on safeguards actuations, and valves
associated with containment isolation.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant analyzes a set of conditions, and then
recalls a setpoint, and applies that knowledge to the set of conditions to identify expected valve
positions, based also on application of system knowledge.
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5) NV849 flow rate is very sensitive in the 95-110 gpm demand
range.

6) NV849 controls for a very steady flow rate once set.
F. Letdown Orifice Header Relief (NV14)

1. Overpressure protection for low pressure piping and tube side of LID heat
exchanger.

2. Relief setpoint is 600 psig.
3. Relieves to Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT)
4. Capacity —max L/D flow rate through all orifices.

G. Letdown Containment Isolation (NVI5B)
1. Control: Operated from MCB
2. Automatically Closes:

a) Containment Isolation (St)
3. Automatically Opens:

a) ASP “B” to LOCAL
H. ND Flow to Letdown HX (NV1 35)

1. Open when ND system is in RHR Mode and NC system cleanup desired.
2. Control and indication on MCB
3. Fails closed on loss of instrument air.
Letdown heat exchanger
1. Single shell, multi pass

2. NV L/D flow thru tube side, KC thru shell side
3. L/D flow temperature is controlled to between 85°F - 115°F (Desired

operating temperature for demineralizer resin) via automatic control of
KC1 32.

a) As L/D temperature increases the demineralizer will release boron
causing a higher boron concentration to be sent to the NC system.

b) Conversely, as L/D temperature decreases the demineralizer will
accept more boron, thus, causing a dilution of the NC system.

4. Operating parameters

a) NV (tube side) Inlet temperature; 290° F — 300° F
b) NV (tube side) Outlet temperature; between 85° F - 115° F
c) KC (shell side) temps.

1) lnlet—95°F

2) Outlet—127°F
d) L/D heat exchanger outlet temperature has two transmitters.

1) One controls KC132 to maintain between 85°F - 115°F at heat
exchanger exit.

OP-CN-PS- NV(DCS) For Training Purposes Only REV. 04
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4) Main Fire Pump “B” or “C” should be manually started prior to
aligning RF to “E” and “F” VI Compressors to minimize water
hammer resulting from Fire Pump auto start on low RE header
pressure

5) Discharge is manually aligned to the Low Pressure Service
Water System (RL)

c) Station Air (VS)

1) VS can provide backup air to VI via 1VS-78. IVS-78 will
automatically open when VI pressure drops to 76 psig.

2) VS is supplied to VI via 2 oil removal filters.
d) Engineered safety features actuation system

Sp signal closes the containment isolation valve 1 (2) Vl-77B
upon receiving an isolation signal.

B. Basic Flow Paths (Obj. #3)

1. AirFlow

a)

b)

Air intakes located in Service building basement.
Three compressors direct compressed air to the air receivers, which
are used to smooth out surges and act as storage volume.

c) Downstream of the air receivers are dryers to remove moisture.
d) Header splits into branches for Turbine Buildings, Service Buildings,

Aux Building, and Containment Buildings.

2. Recirculated Cooling Water Flow (KR) Provides cooling to:
a) 1st Stage Intercooler

b) 2nd Stage Aftercooler

c) Oil Cooler

3. Fire Protection System (RE) (Obj. #29)

a) Normally isolated

b) Manually aligned to provide cooling water for the compressor
intercooler, aftercooler and oil cooler during a blackout (“E” and “F”
VI compressors only)

c) Either “B” or “C” Main Fire Pump should be manually started prior to
aligning RE to “E” and “F” VI Compressors to limit water hammer
caused by Main Fire Pump auto start due to low Fire Protection
Header pressure

d) Discharge of the coolers must be manually aligned to the Low
Pressure Service Water (RL) System.

OP-CN-SS-VI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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c) If Ss signal can not be reset, sequencer control must be removed to
regain control of that train’s equipment. This would be true if NO P-4
is present or power is lost to SSPS cabinet.

d) “Auto S.l. Blocked” on Sl-13 status light illuminates.
e) P-4 must be cleared before another auto S can occur once the

operator has RESET. P-4 can be cleared by closing the reactor trip
breakers. So this means that ALL AUTO S/I functions are blocked. A
Status light of this condition is provided on SI-I 3.

B. Phase “A” Isolation (ST)

(St) Phase A Isol

1. 2 Signals can actuate an ST.

a) Manual: One pushbutton per train under Plexiglas cover on MCII
b) Safety Injection (Se) Train A (B) directly actuates Train A (B) ST.

2. Reset (Phase A Reset Button)

a) One per train

b) Functional with an Ss still present

3. Phase A Isolation indication on AD 13

4. Phase A Isolation isolates all Containment penetrations, which are non
essential to reactor / containment safety or cooling.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 18 of 27

Rev. 44
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Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Catawba Operations Training

(Sp) Phase B Isolation

1. 2 signals can actuate an S

(SP)
Phase B

a) Manual: One pushbutton per train under Plexiglas cover on MCI 1
(Phase B, NS-VX Initiate, Cont Vent Isol Button)

b) Hi-Hi Containment Pressure: 2/4 Containment Pressure Channels
greater than or equal to 3.0 PS 1G. An annunciator (AD-l 3) signals
Control Room on HI HI Containment Pressure on any one channel.
1) The “Phase B, NS-VX Init and Cont Vent lsoI” Button, when

depressed, will initiate all three functions.
2. Reset (Phase B Reset Button)

a) Allows manual control of S valves.

b) One pushbutton for each train (NS board)
c) Functional with any pressure in Containment.

3. Phase B Isolation indication: annunciator on ADI3.
4. Phase B Isolation, completes the isolation of non-essential containment

penetrations including KC to the NCP’s.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 19 of 27
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

11.
APEO54 AKI.02
Loss of Main Feedwater (MEW)
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to Loss of Main
Feedwater (MEW): Effects of feedwater introduction on dry S/G

BANK - WBN 2008
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• Following a reactor trip the plant experienced a total loss of feedwater.
• The condition caused the crew to initiate NC bleed and feed.
• Subsequently CAPT #1 (Turbine Driven AEW) was restored to service and the crew is ready

to establish feedwater flow to the selected steam generator.
• Other plant conditions include:

Selected SIG Wide Range level is 4%.
NC loop hot leg temperature at 558°F.
Core exit thermocouple temperatures are STABLE.

Per FR-H.1, (Loss of Secondary Heat Sink), feedwater flow will be re-established to the selected
SIG at

A. the minimum detectable flow in gpm.

•B. less than 100 gpm until WR level is >12%.

C. a rate which results in NC hot leg temperature decreasing.

D. a rate which results in CETs decreasing.

Ans: B

References:
FR-H.1, Enclosure 8, Step 3, 4, 5, 6.
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the feedwater flow would be correct for the conditions where a
steam generator was being fed to prevent dryout.

B. CORRECT. The feedwater flow is correct for this condition which meets the “hot, dry”
conditions and for core exit thermocouples not rising.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the feedwater flow would be correct for the condition where core
exit thermocouples were decreasing.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the maximum flow rate to more than one SG is only used if core
exit thermocouples continue to increase after feed flow was established.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because conditions in the stem involve a loss of feedwater. The applicant is
then tested on the operational implications of how feedwater flow is reestablished to a dry S/G
(very low level: 4%).

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS I RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK I PAGE NO.EPI1IN50OOR-H.l I 79of 101 IEnclosure 8 - Page 2 of 3
I Revision 36SIG CA Flow Restoration f j

f ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

— 3. Throttle open CA flow control valve to if CA flow cannot be established to atselected SIG to establish feed flow rate least one SIG, THEN perform theless than or equal to 100 GPM. following:

a. Dispatch operator to verify proper CA
valve alignment. REFER ]E. Enclosure
2 (Local CA Flowpath Restoration).

— b. QjQ.Section C. (Operator Actions),
Step 34.

— 4. Maintain feed flow rate less than or equal
to 100 GPM until WIR SIG level is greater
than 12% (21% ACC).

CAUTION Feed flow rates should be controlled to increase SIG level and preventexcessive NC system cooldown.

— 5. WHEN W/R SIG level is greater than 12%
(21% ACC), THEN feed flow can be
increased to the desired rate.

— 6. Slowly establish flow to any intact SIG
with WIR level greater than 12%
(21% ACC).

7. Verify the following:
— Do not continue in this enclosure until

both conditions are met.• NC T-Hot associated with the S!G(s)
being fed - DECREASING

• Core Exit T/Cs - DECREASING.



CNS I RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECQNDARY HEAT SINK PE NO.
EPIIIAJ5000IFR-H.l Enclosure 8 - Page 1 of 3 78 of 101 I

Revision 361SIG CA Flow Restoration I

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

NOTE • It may be preferable to feed 1 B or IC SIG first, to maintain steam supply to
CAPT.

• Selecting S/G with highest level will reduce risk of thermal shock to S/G when
reestablishing feed flow.

• The available feed source will also determine which SIG can be fed.

Select one SIG to be fed.

— 2. Verify core exit TICs - STABLE OR Perform the following:
DECREASING.

— a. Throttle open CA flow control valve to
establish flow rate required to decrease
core exit T/Cs temperature.

— b. if core exit T/Cs continue to increase,
THEN throttle open CA flow control
valves to feed other S/Cs as needed to
decrease core exit T/Cs temperature.

c. IF CA flow cannot be established to at
least one S/C, THEN perform the
following:

— 1) Dispatch operator to verify proper
CA valve alignment. REFER TO
Enclosure 2 (Local CA Flowpath
Restoration).

— 2) ] Section C. (Operator
Actions), Step 34.

_d. Q]Step6.



PAGE NG. I
CNS

GENERATORS[ EP/1IN
UNCONTROLLED DEPRESSURIZATION OF ALL STEAM

5000IECA-2.1
18of98

Revision 31

f ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
3. Monitor shutdown margin during

cooldown as follows:

— a. Notify station management to monitor
shutdown margin during NC System
cooldown.

— b. Request periodic NC boron samples
from Primary Chemistry.

c. WHEN each NC boron sample
obtained, THEN:

— 1) Perform shutdown margin
calculation. REFER TO
OP/0/A!61 00/006 (Reactivity
Balance Calculation).

— 2) Verify NC boron concentration - 2) Perform the following:GREATER TI-IAN OR EQUAL TO
REQUIRED BORON • Borate as required to restoreCONCENTRATION. shutdown margin.

• Notify Station Management.

4. Control feed flow as follows: ,

— a. Verify all S/G N/R levels - GREATER — a. Maintain at least 50 GPM feed flow toTHAN 11 % (29% ACC). any S/G with a N/R level less than 11%
(29% ACC).

— b. Verify cooldown rate based on NC b. Perform the following:T-Colds - LESS THAN 100°F IN AN
HOUR.

— 1) Reduce feed flow to 50 GPM to
each S/G.

_2) IQStep4.d.

— c. Verify N/R level in all S!Gs - LESS — c. Throttle feed flow to maintain N/R levelTHAN 50%. less than 50% in all SIGs.
— d. Verify all NC T-Hots - STABLE OR d. Throttle feed flow or dump steam toDECREASING. stabilize NC T-Hots.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-2.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 4: Control feed flow as follows:
-

PURPOSE:

To control feed flow to minimize the effects of the cooldown due to thesecondary depressurization and to subsequently control the transient.

To alert the operator to maintain a minimum feed flow to minimize anysubsequent thermal shock to S/G components.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

Depending upon the size of the effective break areas for the steam generators,the cooldown rate experienced after reactor trip could exceed 100°F/hr. Areduction of feed flow to the steam generators has three primary effects:

a. To minimize any additional cooldown resulting from the addition offeedwater,

b. To prevent steam generator tube dryout by maintaining a minimum feed flowto the steam generators, and

c. To minimize the water inventory in the steam generators that eventually isthe source of additional steam flow to containment or the environment.
The minimum feed flow value is representative of a minimum measurable feedflow to a steam generator.

As steam flow rate drops, the feed flow will eventually increase the steamgenerator inventory. Feed flow is controlled to maintain steam generatornarrow range level less than 50% to prevent overfeeding the steam generators.
In addition, as S/G pressure and steam flow rate drop, NC System hot legtemperatures will stabilize and start increasing. The operator controls feedflow or dumps steam to stabilize the NC System hot leg temperatures. Thisallows the safety injection flow to establish conditions for S/I terminationand minimizes thermal stresses that may be generated.

If feed flow to a S/G is isolated and the S/G is allowed to dry out,subsequent re-initiation of feed flow to the S/G could create significantthermal stress conditions on S/G components. Maintaining a minimum verifiablefeed flow to the S/G allows the components to remain in a “wet” condition,thereby minimizing any thermal shock effects if feed flow is increased.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The plant equivalent flowrate to establish when all S/Gs are faulted is 50 GPMdue to the relatively high instrument inaccuracy at low flowrates. Under mostscenarios, 50 GPM indicated feed flow reasonably assures that flow isestablished to the S/G(s) (PIP 2-C95-O646).

Unit 1 and Unit 2 difference - The S/G upper control band N/R level setpointis based on the ERG generic upper limit for Unit 1 and the no-load level forUnit 2 since different S/G models are used for each unit. The lower end ofthe range is 11% (29% ACC) for Unit 1, and 9% (21% ACC) for Unit 2. Thevalues are different due to the different model S/Gs, but in each case theyare the values for “Narrow range level just on-scale”.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

Page 4 of 62 Revision 4



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

12.
APEO56 AA183
Loss of Offsite Power
Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the Loss of Offsite Power:
Instrument air pressure gauge

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• VI compressor E is tagged out.
• A Loss of Offsite Power occurs.
• The operating crew is performing actions in AP/22, (Loss of Instrument Air).
• VI pressure is 60 psig and decreasing.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) what is the primary motive force for the S/G PORVs, considering the current conditions;

AND

(2) if the operators will have ensured that the Unit air-operated valves are in their failure mode
positions?

A. (1) N2
(2) YES

B. (1) N2
(2) NO

C. (1)Vl
(2) NO

D. (1)VI
(2) YES

Ans: B

References:
AP/22, (Loss of Instrument Air), Rev. 29
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the effect on the S/G PORVs is correct. This occurs at 80 psig, per
the Abnormal Procedure 22 for loss of instrument air. The YES response for ensuring air-
operated valves are in their failure mode position is plausible, since 60 psig is a significantly
lower pressure than normal (—100 psig). However, the AP specifies 40 psig as the value for
ensuring valves are in their failure position, using an Enclosure 7 (Unit 1 VI Valve Failure
Positions).

B. CORRECT. AP/22, (Loss of Instrument Air) tells the operators that at 80 psig, N2 will become
the primary motive force for the SIG PORVs, and that when VI pressure is less than 40 psig,
operators will use Enclosure 7 (Unit 1 VI Valve Failure Positions) to ensure valves are in their
failed position. Since VI pressure is 60 psig in the stem conditions, the operators have not yet
performed the step for checking air operated valves’ failure mode positions.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant fails to recall that 80 psig is a value given for several
conditions, including S/G PORVs now using N2 as the primary motive force, since VI pressure
is at 60 psig. This distractor is also plausible since item (2) is correct; operators do not
perform the enclosure for valves in the failed position until instrument air pressure is less than
40 psig.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant fails to recall that 80 psig is a value given for several
conditions, including SIG PORVs now using N2 as the primary motive force. The YES
response for ensuring air-operated valves are in their failure mode position is plausible, since
60 psig is a significantly lower pressure than normal (—100 psig). However, the AP specifies
40 psig as the value for ensuring valves are in their failure position, using Enclosure 7 Unit I
VI Valve Failure Positions).

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the question involves loss of offsite power conditions, and the
applicant is tested on the importance of (interpret) a given instrument air system pressure, with a
trend, and what that means for the operators at a certain point in the procedure.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR PAGE NO.
APIO/A155001022 4 of 87

Revision 29

L ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

NOTE • At 80 PSIG N2 becomes the primary motive force for the SIG PORVs.

• At 80 PSIG the CA valve accumulators will begin to discharge.

• At 80 PSIG the PZR PORVs may be affected.

— 6. Verify VI pressure - GREATER THAN 80 Perform the following:
PSIG.

— a. if 1AD-8, F/3 “VI DRYER BYPASS VLV
OPEN” is dark, THEN dispatch operator
to open lVl-671 (VI Dryers Manual
Bypass) (SB-564, T-35).

— b. Dispatch operator to ensure 1VI-499 (VI
Compressor D To VS Header) (SB-582,
U-T-32) is closed.

c. IF PZR PORVs are required for current
plant condition, THEN ensure the
following valves - OPEN AS
REQU I RED:

• 1 Nl-438A (Emer N2 From CLA A To
1 NC-34A)

—. 1 Nl-439B (Emer N2 From CLA B To
1 NC-32B)

—. 2N1-438A (N2 To 2NC-34A From
Accum 2A)

—. 2N1-439B (N2 To 2NC-32B From
Accum 2B).

— d. if. fuel handling is in progress, THEN
notify fuel handling supervisor to place
components being handled in a safe
position.

_e. ]QStep9.

— 7. fflJ ANY TIME VI pressure is less than
80 PSIG, THEN RETURN ] Step 6.



CNS LOSS OF INSTRUMENT AIR PAGE NO.AP/O/A155O0/022
Enclosure 3 - Page 16 of 26 27of 87

Unit I Loss Of VI System Actions Revision 29

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

15. (Continued)

Manually throttle steam flow to
CA Pump #1 by dispatching an
operator to remove the locks and
throttle the following valves:

• 1 SA-3 (lB S!G Main Steam to
CAPT Stop Check) (AB-551,
DD-53, Rm 217) (Breakaway
lock)

—. ISA-6 (IC SIG Main Steam to
CAPT Stop Check) (AB-551,
DD-53, Rm 217) (Breakaway
lock)(Ladder needed).

—. ].QStep16.

— 3) Throttle the CA flow control valves
to maintain SIG NIR level in all
intact S/Gs between 11% - 78%.

— e. IF ANY TIME flow control to S/Gs is
subsequently lost becomes erratic,
THEN perform Step 15.d.

— 16. if AT ANY TIME VI pressure is less than
40 PSIG, THEN ensure valves are in their
failed position. REFER TQ Enclosure 7
(Unit I VI Valve Failure Positions).

17. if AT ANY TIME VI pressure is 0 PSIG,
THEN REFER TO Enclosure 9 (Unit I
VI Instrumentation Failures) for
instrumentation that will be failed.

18. Determine required notifications:

—. REFER] RP/01A150001001
(Classification Of Emergency)

—• REFER ]. RPIOIBI5000/013 (NRC
Notification Requirements).



LOSS OF INSTRUMENTAIR I PAGE NO.
CNS

I 69of87
AP/01N5500/022

Enclosure 7 - Page 1 of 2 I Revision 29Unit I VI Valve Failure Positions I

CA System:

Valve Fail Position

1CA-149 (S/G 1A CF Byp To CA Nozzle) Closed
1CA-150 (S/G lB CF Byp To CA Nozzle) Closed
1CA-151 (S/G 1C CF Byp To CA Nozzle) Closed1CA-152 (S/G 1D CF Byp To CA Nozzle) Closed
1CA-185 (S/G 1A CA Nozz Tempering Isol) Closed1CA186 (S/G lB CA Nozz Tempering Isol) Closed1CA-187 (S/G 1C CA Nozz Tempering Isol) Closed1CA-188 (S!G 1D CA Nozz Tempering Isol) Closed

2. KCSystem:

Valve Fail Position

1KC-132 (Letdn Hx Otlt Temp Ctrl) Open
1KC-149 (KF Hx 1A Cool Wtr Otlt) Open
1KC-156 (KF Hx lB Cool Wtr Otlt) Open

3. NC System:

Valve Fail Position

1NC-25A (Rx Head Gasket Leakoff Isol) Open
1NC-27 (Pzr Spray Ctrl Frm Loop A) Closed
1NC-29 (Pzr Spray Ctrl Frm Loop B) Closed
1NC-58A (PRT Spray Supply Isol) Closed
1NC-107 (PRT To NCDT Pumps Suct) Closed



LOSS OF INSTRUMENTAIR I PAGE NOCNS I i 70of87AP/O/N5500/022

i
Enc’osure 7 - Page 2 of 2 I Revision 29Unit I VI Valve Failure Positions I

4. NV System:

Valve Fail Position

1NV-32B (NV Supply To Loop A Iso]) Open
1NV-39A (NV Supply To Loop D Iso]) Open
1NV-52A (NC Pump 1A Seal Return) Open
1NV-63B (NC Pump lB Seal Return) Open
1NV-74A (NC Pump 1C Seal Return) Open
1NV-85B (NC Pump 10 Seal Return) Open
1NV-1O1A (NC Pumps #1 Seal Byp) Closed
1NV-1O2A (NC Pump 1A Standpipe Fill) Closed
1NV-1O7B (NC Pump lB Standpipe Fill) Closed
1NV-112A (NC Pump 1C Standpipe Fill) Closed
1NV-117B (NC Pump 10 Standpipe Fill) Closed
1NV-153A (Letdn Hx Otlt 3-Way Valve) To VCT
1NV-353 & 364 (Mixed Bed Demin 1A Iso]) Open
1NV-368 & 379 (Mixed Bed Denim lB Iso]) Closed
1NV-466A (VCT Vent To WG Hdr) Closed
1NV-849 (Letdn Flow Var Orif Ctrl) Open
1NV-857 (Pzr ND Aux Spray Ctr]) Closed

— 5. RN System:

Valve Fail Position

1RN-29l (1A KC Hx Outlet Throttle) Open
1RN-351 (lB KC Hx Outlet Throttle) Open

6. SM System (rear of IMC-9):

Valve Fail Position

1SM-86 (S/G 1D Ot]t Bldwn Orif Byp) Open
1SM-87 (S/G 1C Ot]t Bldwn Orif Byp) Open
1SM-88 (S/G lB Ot]t Bldwn Orif Byp) Open
1SM-89 (S/G 1A Otlt B]dwn Orif Byp) Open
1SM-155 (Main Turb S/V #1 Inlt Drn) Open
1SM-l58 (Main Turb S/V #2 Inlt Drn) Open
1SM-161 (Main Turb S/V #3 Inlt Drn) Open
1SM-164 (Main Turb S/V #4 In]t Drn) Open



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

13.
APEO62 2.4.6
Loss of Nuclear Service Water
Knowledge of EOP mitigation strategies.

NEW
Considering the guidance provided in AP/20, (Loss of Nuclear Service Water System):

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) the RN flow requirement for continuous operation,

AND

(2) what is a correct sequence of actions for restoring the required flow?

A. (1) Total RN system flow less than 25,800 gpm.
(2) Secure unneeded RN pump(s).

Initiate manual RN strainer backwash on unaffected RN pump(s).

B. (1) Each RN jump flow greater than 8600 gpm.
(2) Establish flow through NS Heat Exchangers.

Secure unneeded RN pump(s).

C. (1) Total RN system flow less than 25,800 gpm.
(2) Initiate manual RN strainer backwash on unaffected RN pump(s).

Secure unneeded RN pump(s).

D. (1) Each RN pump flow greater than 8600 gpm.
(2) Secure unneeded RN pump(s).

Establish flow through NS Heat Exchangers.

Ans: D

References:
AP/20, (Loss of Nuclear Service Water System), Rev. 39
OP/0/A16400/006C, Rev. 268
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since 25,800 gpm is a value listed in the Limits and Precautions section,
but it is misapplied here, and is the maximum flow for one RN pump, not total system flow.
The given sequence of the two actions is correct.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the flow requirement is correct, per the procedure. The sequence
of actions is also plausible, since putting additional flow (through containment spray heat
exchangers, for instance) would raise pump flow, and if that action then resulted in meeting
the flow requirement, then the second action would not be required. If it did not meet the flow
requirement, it is plausible for an applicant to believe that securing unneeded RN pumps
would result in MORE flow through the remaining RN pump. If you secure one RN pump, the
remaining pump will have more flow.

The sequence for establishing flow through the NS Heat Exchangers and then potentially
securing unneeded RN pump(s) is also plausible, if the applicant confuses a <4650 gpm
restriction on flow through an NS heat exchanger (to protect hx tubes from excessive
vibration), and believes that you may need to secure a pump to prevent exceeding this
requirement.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since 25,800 gpm is a value listed in the Limits and Precautions section,
but it is misapplied here, and is the maximum flow for one RN pump, not total system flow.
Initiating manual RN strainer backwash is plausible, since this is one of the actions listed in
the Limits and Precautions section for maintaining RN flow requirements. However, it is
misapplied here, and is not in the correct sequence of actions, per the procedure.

D. CORRECT. Per the operating procedure, each RN (service water) pump’s minimum flow is
8600 gpm for continuous operation. The given sequence of actions to restore flow is correct,
per AP/20.

KIA Match
This K/A is an abnormal procedure K/A with a topic of EOP mitigation strategies. An operationally
valid question relating to this topic, was more conducive for the APE aspect of the K/A. To meet
this intent, the applicant is tested on procedural strategies for preventing a loss of nuclear service
water, AND how to restore the system if these emergency plant conditions have resulted in the
service water system being outside of prescribed operating limits.

Cognitive Level: Low
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Nuclear Service Water System

1. Purpose

To describe the procedures for operating the RN System.

2. Limits and Precautions

2.1 After manual operation, maintenance or packing adjustment of any safety related valve,
it shall be cycled electrically to insure reliable automatic operation.

2.2 RN Pump minimum flow is 8600 gpm for continuous operation. Flow rates between
8600 gpm and 4000 gpm are allowable for up to 2 hours in a 10 hour period. It is
preferred to maintain RN flow 10,000 gpm.

2.3 The following sequence is recommended to relieve a RN Pump low flow condition:

2.3.1 Secure excess RN Pump(s).

2.3.2 Initiate manual RN Strainer backwash on non-affected RN Pump(s).

2.3.3 Establish flow through the RN Crossover Flush Header.

2.3.4 Establish flow through NS Heat Exchanger(s).

2.4 Maximum RN flow for one pump is 25,800 gpm. During pump manipulations max flow
rate may be exceeded and low pressure conditions occur when reducing operating pumps
while the RN system stabilizes. Stabilization is expected to occur within 10 minutes of
the manipulation.

2.5 When securing one of two operating RN Pumps, RN high flow alarm may be
momentarily received if total RN flow is greater than 32,000 gpm. A total flow greater
than 37,000 gpm may result in momentarily exceeding of the 25,800 gpm maximum
allowable flow.

2.6 Maximum drawdown of the SNSWP for RN System operation is 571.5 feet elevation by
Control Room indications or 571 feet by local indication.

2.7 RN flow through the NS Hxs shall be limited to 4650 gpm to prevent flow induced
vibration problems in the NS Hxs.

2.8 Before contact with raw water or exposure to a raw water mist or spray, refer to Catawba
Safe Work Practice 13.5 (Waterborne Pathogens (Raw Water Systems)) for guidance and
requirements on personal protective equipment, respiratory protection, personal hygiene
and the posting of areas.



OP/O/A/6400/006 C
Page 3 of 5

2.9 If the RN System will be aligned to the SNSWP, notify the RN System Engineer or the
Systems Engineering Supervisor.

2.10 Starting an RN Pump while its associated DIG is paralleled to the grid may result in an
overcurrent trip of the DIG breaker. {PJP 99-1648 }

2.11 Additions from RN Chemical Addition to the RN System must be secured at least 30
minutes before any section of RN piping that is to be drained to the WZ sump in the
Auxiliary Building is isolated.

2.12 Prior to aligning RN system discharge to the SNSWP, Chemistry will determine if the
Chemical Addition system will be secured and a sample must be taken by Chemistry.

2.13 If Chemical Additions are required to be secured before aligning to the SNSWP, the
Chemical Addition system to the RN system must be secured at least 30 minutes prior to
discharge to SNSWP.

2.14 Prior to realigning RN System discharge from the SNSWP to the lake, OPS must ensure
from Chemistry that the weekly NDPES sample has been taken. {PIP C-05-01603}

2.15 Unless supported by an Engineering evaluation, do NOT place the RN System intake
and return in configurations outside of those addressed in this procedure. Reconfiguring
the system to allow continued operation with inoperable valves per the DBD can result in
alignments NOT supported by the pump flow balance. {PIP 07-4392}

2.16 If RN is aligned to Lake Wylie and lake level is 562.0 ft, the possibility exists that
running both RN pumps in either pit will result in an automatic swap to the SNSWP.

2.17 This procedure is part of an aging management program credited for license renewal, as
described in the license renewal specification CNS-1274.00-00-0016, Section 4.16.1.
Refer to UFSAR Section 18.2.12.1, Component Cooling Heat Exchangers, when making
changes to this procedure.

2.18 If environmental conditions are trending toward partial or total intake blockage,
consideration shall be given to shifting suction sources. Symptoms of intake blockage
include intake pit low level, intake screen high differential level, pump discharge strainer
high differential pressure or visual observation. {SOER 07-02}

3. Procedures

Refer to Section 4 (Enclosures).
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I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

Start idle RN pump(s) as required.

2. Ensure Unit I and Unit 2 OATC monitors
Enclosure I (Foldout Page).

— 3. Verify RN System - IN NORMAL DUAL Perform the following:
SUPPLY HEADER ALIGNMENT.

a. if RN aligned for single header
operation with “A” train supply header
isolated, THEN Q]Q Case Ill (Loss
of RN With “A” Supply Header
Isolated).

— b. if RN aligned for single header
operation with “B” train supply header
isolated, THEN QjQ Case IV (Loss
of RN With “B” Supply Header
Isolated).

4. Verify each operating RN pump Perform the following:
discharge flow - GREATER THAN 8,600
GPM. a. Stop any RN pump(s) not required to

support system operation.

b. Ensure the following suction valves to
lake - OPEN:

• 1RN-IA (RN P/H Pit A Isol From
Lake)

• 1 RN-2B (RN P/H Pit A Isol From
Lake)

—. 1RN-5A (RN P/H Pit B lsol From
Lake)

• IRN-6B (RN P/H Pit B lsol From
Lake)

(RNO continued on next page)
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I Revision 39Loss of RN Train

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
— 8. Verify each operating RN pump Perform the following:discharge flow - GREATER THAN 8,600

GPM. a. Do not exceed 4650 GPM through an
NS Hx.

— b. Align RN flow through NS Hx(s) as
needed to increase each operating RN
pump’s discharge flow to greater than
8,600 GPM. REFER TO
OPIO/A/64001006C (Nuclear Service
Water System).

— 9. Verify RN - AVAILABLE TO ALL UNIT Dispatch operator to locally remove anyI AND UNIT 2 DIG(S). DIG(s) without a cooling water supply
from standby readiness. REFER ]:

• OP/1/N6350/002 (Diesel Generator
Operation)

OP/2/A16350/002 (Diesel Generator
Operation)

10. Determine VCIYC status as follows: — Align VCIYC to operating RN train.
REFER TO 0P101A16450101 I (Control

—• Verify VC/YC - ALIGNED TO Room Area VentilationlChilled WaterOPERATING RN TRAIN. System).

—• Verify YC Chiller - RUNNING.

— 11. Determine and correct cause of loss of
RN train.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

14.
APEO65 AK3.03
Loss of Instrument Air
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the Loss of Instrument Air:
Knowing effects on plant operation of isolating certain equipment from instrument air

BANK - WBN 2009
Unit I is operating at 100% power when an air leak develops in the Turbine Building. The Turbine
Building NEO reports that the leak is immediately upstream of the air operator for I CF-6, (CF
Pump IA Recirc. Control).

If the NEC isolates air to stop the leak, ICF-6 will (1) , causing main feedwater
pumpfinal speed to be (2)

(Assume no actions taken by the Main Control Room Operator during the event.)

(1) (2)

A. OPEN HIGHER

B. OPEN LOWER

C. CLOSE HIGHER

D. CLOSE LOWER

Ans: A

References:
OP-CN-CF-IFE(DCS)U1, Lesson Plan for Steam Generator Water Level ‘Control, Rev. 2
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. 1 CF-6 fails open on loss of air. As 1CF-6 opens, less flow will be supplied to the
condensate and feedwater systems. Overall system flow requirements remain unchanged, and
the main feedwater pump speed must increase to compensate for the valve repositioning.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since 1CF-6 does fail open on loss of air. Applicant confuses the effect of
the response on feed pump speed.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the response of the main feedwater pump is correct. Applicant may
confuse valve failure mode with reducing feed flow, thereby requiring the feed pump speed to
compensate by rising.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the failure mode for various valves in the plant is CLOSED. If the
applicant believes the failure response is correct, then the response of the main feedwater
pump is also correct.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the question involves an abnormal condition for loss of instrument air
to a valve which affects feedwater. The “reasons for knowing effects on plant operation of isolating
certain equipment from instrument air” is tested because the applicant must have this knowledge
(of the reason) in order to predict how pump speed will respond; i.e., the reason the pump speeds
up is because of the failure mode of the valve when the air is isolated.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must recall system knowledge (valve
failure mode and feed pump speed response) and apply it to predict the overall response of the
system.
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a) The CF to CA isolation valve is OPENED. Permissive light will then
extinguish.

b) The CF Containment Isolation Valve is CLOSED.
c) The CF Containment Isolation Bypass Valve is OPENED.

3. Subsequent valves do not begin to position until previous valves have aligned.
4. For each valve in the sequence, a timer is started. If the valve fails to reachthe required position within its allotted time, the automatic swap is terminated toallow the operator to investigate the problem.

2.13 Feedwater Pump Speed Control Program (OBJECTIVE 14)
A. Feed Pump speed is controlled to maintain the Feedwater Regulating Valves tooperate within an optimum range.
B. Feed Pump Speed Demand Signal is derived by selecting the highest signal fromthe four (4) Total Feedwater Flow Demand siqnals coming from the four (4) S/Ginlet headers ‘-‘ &0L4,O /cP-, PWL-/A/4 O,’#1’) 2

5j”éj JQl4dj /WWi1% 7’ ‘%4M/ 6t/LetJ 1A’ riØ‘.

C. If any Steam Generator is being fed from the CA nozzle, the Feedwater pumpspeed program adds 150 RPM to the Feedwater pump speed to compensate forincreased line resistance.

2.14 CFPT Speed Control SLIM Stations (2) (OBJECTIVE 15)
A. The highest signal from the four (4) Total Feedwater Flow Demand signals, comingfrom the four (4) S/G inlet headers, is inputted to the controllers and compared toCF Pump Speed Bias signal.

1. The output of each controller provides a speed signal to its respective feed
pump

2. Speed Bias Control

a) Only available as a Soft Control

b) The “Soft Control” graphic has Increase/Decrease pushbuttons to allow one
CFPT to assume more of the load than the other.

1) Depressing the INCREASE pushbutton will cause CFPT A speed to
increase and CFPT B speed to decrease. Depressing the
DECREASE pushbutton will cause CFPT B speed to increase and
CFPT A speed to decrease.

2) A setting of ZERO means both pumps are equally sharing the load.
3) A setting greater than 0% sets CFPT A to assume more load than “B”.
4) A setting less than 0% sets CFPT B to assume more load than “A”.

B. A minimum of one FRV or one FRBV must be in automatic before the CFPTs can
be placed in automatic. IF the CFPT is in Automatic and all FRVs and FRBVs are
placed or swap to manual, then the CFPTs will also go to manual.

OP-CN-CF-IFE(DCS)U1 For Training Purposes Only Rev. 2
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15.
APEO77 AAI .03
Generator Voltage and Electric Grid Disturbances
Ability to operate and/or monitor the following as they apply to Generator Voltage and Electric Grid
Disturbances: Voltage regulatorcontrols

BANK Taskmaster EGB-057-D SIG MOD
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is operating at 100% power.
• Main Generator hydrogen pressure is at 60 psig.
• A grid disturbance then occurs.
• The operator observes the following indications in the Control Room:

• Turbine Load: 1225 MWs
• MegaVARS: - 500 MVARs(a negative value)
• Generator Voltage: 20.8 Kilovolts
a lAD-i, C14 GEN EXCITATION LIMITER ACTIVE is in alarm.
a lAD-i, D/5GEN VOLT REG COMMON TROUBLE is in alarm.
• GEN VOLT REG EMERGENCY MANUAL MODE indicating light is LIT.

Which ONE of the following describes how the operator will operate the Turbine Generator
controls, per AP137, (Generator Voltage and Electric Grid Disturbances) to address these
conditions?

Reference Provided

A. Maintain turbine load at 1225 MWs.
Manually lower excitation current to change MVARs by a value of 250 MVARs.

B. Maintain turbine load at 1225 MWs.
Manually raise excitation current to change MVARs by a value of 250 MVARs.

C. Decrease turbine load to 1180 MWs.
Operate the VOLTAGE ADJUST AUTO setpoint to a higher value.

D. Decrease turbine load to 1180 MWs.
Operate the VOLTAGE ADJUST AUTO setpoint to a lower value.

Ans:B

References:
lAD-I, C/4 GEN EXCITATION LIMITER ACTIVE
lAD-I, D/5GEN VOLT REG COMMON TROUBLE
AP/37, (Generator Voltage and Electric Grid Disturbances), Rev. 00
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since maintaining turbine load at its present value is correct; changing
turbine load is not required for these conditions. Manually reducing excitation current will
actually make this condition worse, since it will move the generator operating point on the
Generator Capability Curve farther downward into an even less acceptable operating region.
This action is plausible however, if the applicant has misdiagnosed the given conditions by
reasoning that the GEN EXCITATION LIMITER ACTIVE alarm means that exciter current is
already HIGH, and therefore, needs to be lowered, and if they also do not have a thorough
understanding of negative VARs and response to control manipulations.

B. CORRECT. Changing turbine load is not required for this condition. Manually raising
excitation current by 250 MVARs moves the generator operating point on the Generator
Capability Curve straight upward and into the acceptable operating region.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since decreasing turbine load does actually move the operating point on
the Generator Capability Curve to the left, closer to, but not actually in, an operating region.
Operating the VOLTAGE ADJUST AUTO setpoint to a higher value is plausible, since it will
raise excitation (and reduce the negative MVARs value to a point closer to “0”). However, by
selecting this operation, the applicant has failed to understand the significance of the
Emergency Manual Mode of voltage regulation. This indicating light, -combined with the alarm
for Generator Voltage Regulator Common Trouble, indicates a failure of the auto control
feature of generator voltage.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, because decreasing turbine load does actually move the operating point
on the Generator Capability Curve to the left, closer to, but not actually in, an operating region.
Operating the VOLTAGE ADJUST AUTO setpoint to a lower value is plausible, if the applicant
has misdiagnosed the given conditions by incorrectly concluding that the GEN EXCITATION
LIMITER ACTIVE alarm means that exciter current is already HIGH, and therefore, needs to
be lowered, which reducing the voltage setpoint would do. However, by selecting this
operation, the applicant has failed to understand the significance of the Emergency Manual
Mode of voltage regulation. This indicating light, combined with the alarm for-Generator
Voltage Regulator Common Trouble, indicates a failure of the auto control feature of generator
voltage.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the stem conditions involve a grid disturbance and the use of an
abnormal procedure attachment to demonstrate the ability to operate and monitor the generator
voltage regulator controls, including excitation to address the conditions.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze the given conditions,
then use a capability curve to plot data points on, and then determine how generator voltage
controls are operated in order to place operating data point in the acceptable operating region.
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OP/1/B/6100/O1OB
PANEL: lAD-i Page 26 of 64

GEN EXCITATION LIMITER ACTIVE C/4
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: 1/2 limiters from U70, DO-13-Limiter Active Digital Output:
1. Over excitation limiter
2. Under excitation limiter

PROBABLE 1. One of Voltage Regulator Limiters in service
CAUSE: 2. Malfunction of Voltage Regulator

AUTOMATIC 1. Voltage Regulator Limiter in service
ACTIONS: 2. Voltage Regulator Limiter failure to control causes Channel

transfer to Standby Channel.
3. Voltage Regulator Limiter failure to control in both Channels

causes transfer to Emergency Manual Backup (EGC).

IMMEDIATE 1. IF in Manual control, place in Auto or adjust voltage.
ACTIONS: 2. IF Voltage Regulator Limiters operation is unexpected, contact

SOC (System Operations Center) to determine if Grid stable.
3. IF generator trips, perform the following:

3.1 Monitor turbine speed and exhaust hood temperatures.
3.2 Ensure turbine trips if trip setpoints are reached.

4. IF turbine trips, refer to AP/1/A/5500/002 (Turbine Generator
Trip).

5. j reactor trips, refer to EP/1/A15000/E-O (Reactor Trip or Safety
Injection).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify IAE to check Voltage Regulator if required.
ACTIONS: 2. Notify EGB System Engineer.

REFERENCES: 1. CNM-1300.Ol Series
2. CNEE-Ol 10-02 Series
3. NSMCN-11420



- OP/1/B/6100/OIOB
PANEL: lAD-i Page 38 of 64

GEN VOLT REG COMMON TROUBLE D15
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Contact U70, DO-l8-Common Alarm

PROBABLE 1. Malfunction of Voltage Regulator
CAUSE: 2. Channel failure trouble

3. PT failure in Controlling Channel

AUTOMATIC 1. Controlling Channel failure causes transfer to Standby
ACTIONS: Channel.

2. PT failure in Controlling Channel and Standby Channel failed causes
transfer to Manual.

3. Controlling Channel failure and Standby Channel failed causes
transfer to Emergency Manual Backup (EGC).

IMMEDIATE None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: 1. If an alarm condition results in a transfer of Controlling Channel, only the
alarms/faults received on the Controlling Channel will be displayed on the Alarm
Screen. A flashing digital LED located inside AVR Cabinet EG1 for Channel 1 and
Cabinet EG2 for Channel 2 will display the code for the last alarm/fault received on
the non-controlling Channel. Faults have display priority over alarms.

2. Faults are investigated and cleared by JAB.

3. NOT acknowledge/reset alarms without first noting the code(s) displayed on the
Alarm Screen.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Dispatch an operator to the Ui Voltage Reg Local Control Panel
ACTIONS: (TB-619, 1G-18) to investigate.

2. Contact IAE and EGB System Engineer.
3. Log alarm in Unit Logbook.

REFERENCES: 1. CNM-1300.Ol Series
2. CNEE-O1 10-02 Series
3. NSMCN-11420
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B. Component Description - (Obj. 3) (See Figure 1)

1. Alternator (Exciter)

a) A small generator, similar to the main generator, driven by the
turbine/generator shaft

b) Exciter field is supplied by the ABB Unitrol 5000 Automatic Voltage
Regulator System. The exciter supplies the main generator field.

2. Voltage Regulator

a) The ABB Unitrol 5000 Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) has two
physically separate channels, designated channel 1 and channel 2
which can be operated remotely from the control room or locally using
the local control panel (LCP).

b) Each channel has automatic and manual capability. Only one
channel is active at a time. The inactive channel, as well as the
manual feature of the active channel, is following the control signal of
the active channel so that any channel transfer will be as smooth as
possible.

c) In automatic, the voltage regulator controls generator terminal voltage
through a control feedback loop.

d) In manual, the voltage regulator controls exciter field current. The
operator must monitor voltage to ensure the generator is operated as
required because there is no feedback loop in manual.

e) The excitation system also features twoadditional autonomous
emergency channels (Extended Gate Controller or EGC) that function
should both the auto and manual features be lost. This feature will be
referred to as the emergency manual controller or channel in this
document.

f) In emergency manual, the voltage regulator controls exciter field
current. The operator must monitor voltage to ensure the generator is
operated as required because there is no feedback loop in manual.

g) Each channel has a power converter bridge (AC input, DC output),
supplied from load centers LXA/LXB through motor control centers
MXA!MXF through new 600V/1 05V channel transformers, to power
the exciter field.

h) Each channel has a contactor (field circuit breaker) and a lockable
disconnect switch referred to as a “five pole disconnect switch” (to
disconnect both the power supply input and the field output), which
allows for online maintenance of the inactive channel.

i) The two channels share common control circuit boards (I/O or
input/output boards) which receive signals from the control room
switches and provide output signals to the OAC and to other plant
control relays.

OP-CN-GEN-EGB For Training Purposes Only REV 37
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J. The emergency manual channel, like the manual mode of the main channel,
is equipped with an exciter field current regulator. The emergency channel is
equipped with over voltage protection and a gate control, which is
independent of the main channel. The operative effect of the emergency
channel field current regulator is identical to that of the main channel field
current regulator. The emergency channel only regulates the generator field
current and not generator voltage.

K. Remote Controls (CONTROL ROOM):

1. Excitation START/STOP Pushbutton

a) A momentary pushbutton switch, with dual indicating lights, that starts
or stops the entire excitation system.

b) When the START button is depressed, the field contactors in each
channel close, providing power from the I 05v transformer up to the
input of the power bridge (thyristors) in each channel going to the
exciter field. Additionally, the system software is started which sends
an excitation start signal which begins applying the gate firing in the
active channel. At this point power is supplied to the exciter field and
power is produced from the exciter. (The start button does nothing to
the rectifiers going to the main generator field. These are not
controlled in any manner.) Voltage is ramped up to —95% and sits
there until something changes (tie to the grid, operator input, etc).

1) Permissives for excitation START include no Unitrol 5000 faults
and no excitation trip inputs from external generator protective
relays.

c) When STOP button is depressed, the gate firing will be shutoff and
the contactors opened, IF the generator is disconnected from the
gr

2. Voltage Adjust RAISE/LOWER Pushbutton

a) A momentary pushbutton switch, with MIN/MAX lights, that is used for
adjusting voltage while in either manual or automatic control mode.

b) There are separate limit settings for the manual mode and the auto
mode of operation.

c) In the auto mode, the RAISE/LOWER buttons change the terminal
voltage. In no-load operation, changing this setpoint adjusts generator
voltage. In parallel operation, changing this setpoint adjusts reactive
power. When the preset MIN/MAX limit is reached, the appropriate
light is turned on. OAC points will alarm for the respective limit. Any
further RAISE/LOWER commands beyond the limit are prevented.

d) In the manual mode, the RAISE/LOWER buttons change the exciter
field current. When not connected to the power grid, the adjustment
changes generator voltage; with the generator loaded the adjustment
changes reactive power.

OP-CN-GEN-EGB For Training Purposes Only REV. 37
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e) In manual mode, only an under excitation limiter (prevents magnetic
slipping of the generator) and a Volts/Hertz Limiter (prevents
magnetic saturation) are available. Also the RAISE/LOWER
commands are not always prevented by a limiter, as in auto mode
requiring the Operator to ensure the operating limits of the rotor and
generator (according to the Generator Capability Curve) are not
exceeded.

f) In emergency manual mode, the regulator maintains the firing angle
of the bridge; the RAISE/LOWER buttons change the bridge firing
angle.

g) In the manual and emergency manual modes, the operator will need
to monitor the terminal voltage and make adjustments as necessary
to maintain terminal voltage.

3. MANUAL/AUTO Regulator Pushbutton

a) This switch selects manual or automatic mode of voltage regulator
control. AUTO is in the top position and MAN on the bottom. There
are two indicating lights, AUTO on the left and MAN on the right.

b) In AUTO, generator voltage is regulated so that a constant voltage is
produced at the generator terminals.

c) In MANUAL, exciter field current is regulated and excitation must be
monitored by the Operator.

1) With a fluctuating generator load, the generator excitation (exciter
field current setpoint) must be adjusted manually so that the
generator voltage remains constant.

d) It is possible to switch between operating modes at any time,
because the inactive regulator always automatically follows the active
regulator.

e) If a fault is detected in the AUTO mode (switch to manual mode), it is
not possible to switch back to AUTO mode until the fault has been
rectified.

f) The switch from AUTO to MANUAL is prevented if there is a fault in
the MANUAL mode.

g) The generator can operate in AUTO mode within permitted operating
ranges, which lie outside of the permitted (and set) operating ranges
for MANUAL mode. In these cases, the MANUAL regulator can no
longer follow the AUTO regulator.

4. Regulator LOCAL/REMOTE Control Pushbutton

a) A single maintained pushbutton switch, with dual indicating lights, that
prevents/allows control of the AVR from the LCP. This is a permissive
switch for the control room Operator to allow control at the LCP.

OP-CN-GEN-EGB For Training Purposes Only REV. 37
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M. Unit Interface Controller

1. This system monitors and communicates information between the
System Operating Center (SOC) and plant operators concerning unit MW
and MVAR load. This is for INFORMATION ONLY; the SOC does NOT
have control over the nuclear units.

N. Setpoints/Limits and Precautions related to generator excitation: (Obj. 20)
1. Setpoints

a) Generator Excitation Limiter Active

1) Limiter in action for over or under excitation (2 separate limiters)
b) Excessive Generator Volts/Hertz or Over Excitation

1) Greater than 22400 Volts/Hertz

OR

2) Over Excitation Limiter in action (160% normal field current)
c) Generator Voltage Regulator Common Trouble - Common alarm to

both channels

1) Voltage regulator malfunction

2) Channel failure

3) PT failure in controlling channel

d) Generator Voltage Regulator Emergency Manual Mode
1) Status light SIOl .02.01 indicates that the regulator has

transferred to Emergency Manual regulation
2) OAC alarm also occurs to indicate Emergency manual.

2. Limits and Precautions related to generator operation
a) OP/I (2)/B/6300/001 (Turbine Generator Operation)

0. Operation: (Obj. 4 and 5)

1. Generator Startup, Regulator Shifting, and Paralleling to the Grid are
performed by using Enclosure 4.1.

a) This enclosure covers initial startup of the generator including
powering up the exciter field, using manual or automatic control,
transferring between regulators, and paralleling the generator to the
grid.

b) Subsequent voltage regulator operation from the control room uses
Enclosure 4.13.

c) Subsequent voltage regulator operation from the generator voltage
regulator local control panel uses Enclosure 4.14.

2. Generator Shutdown is performed using Enclosure 4.4.

OP-CN-GEN-EGB For Training Purposes Only REV. 37
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GENERATOR VOLTAGE AND ELECTRIC GRID
AP111A155001037 2 of 20

Revision 0

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
B. Symptoms

• Case I Abnormal Generator or Grid Voltage:

• lAD-i 1, K16 “230 KV Switchyard Voltage LO” - LIT

• lAD-I, C/4 “GEN Excitation Limiter Active” - LIT

• OAC point C1E1795 (230KV Y BUS VOLTS) - IN ALARM LO

• OAC point C1E1797 (230KV R BUS VOLTS) - IN ALARM LO

• OAC point C1A0567 (Unit I Generator Volts) - IN ALARM HI

• OAC point C1A0567 (Unit 1 Generator Volts) - IN ALARM LO

• OAC point C1A1631 (Unit 1 Generator MEGAVARS) - IN ALARM HI

• OAC point C1A1631 (Unit 1 Generator MEGAVARS) - IN ALARM LO

• Generator voltage and MVARs fluctuating

• Generator Capability Curve Exceeded

• TCC notification that “Real Time Contingency Analysis” (RTCA) indicates Switchyard voltage
would NOT be adequate if the unit should trip.

• Case II Abnormal Generator or Grid Frequency:

• OAC point C1A0561 (Generator Frequency) - IN ALARM LO

• OAC point C1E1794 (230KV Y BUS Frequency) - Indicated Frequency less than 59.8 Hz

• OAC point C1E1796 (230KV R BUS Frequency) - Indicated Frequency less than 59.8 Hz

• SOC or TCC notification of Grid frequency disturbances

• lAD-I, D16 “EHC System Fault” (EHC Alarm Panel input indicates Generator Frequency
Correction activated) - LIT.
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ORIGINAL BANK QUESTION FOR QUESTION #15

Taskmaster Bank EGB-057-D sig mod.

Current Unit 1 main generator operating conditions:

• MegaWATTS: 1225 MWs

• MegaVARS: -500 MVARs

• Power Factor: 0.935 leading

• Generator Voltage: 20.8 Kilovolts

• Generator Hydrogen Pressure: 60 psig

With the attached “Generator Capability Curve”, locate your initial conditions and choose a course
of action that will move your operating point in the correct direction to place the generator in the
operating condition with a combination of maximum MegaWATTs and minimum MVARS supplied
by your generator.

A. Maintain turbine load at 1225 MWs; Increase excitation to +50 MVARs.

B. Maintain turbine load at 1225 MWs; Increase excitation to -250 MVARs.

C. Decrease turbine load to 1200 MWs; Decrease excitation to -250 MARs.

D. Decrease turbine load to 1200 MWs; Decrease excitation to +50 MVARs.

Ans: B
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16.
WEO4 EKI.1
LOCA Outside Containment
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to the (LOCA
Outside
Containment): Components, capacity, and function of emergency systems.

Bank WBN 2009 Fall
Given the following Unit 2 conditions:

• The crew has entered ECA-1 .2, (LOCA Outside Containment) from E-D, (Reactor Trip or
Safety Injection) based upon high radiation levels in the Auxiliary Building.

• After closing 2Nl-173A (ND Hdr 2A to Cold Legs C&D), the following -conditions exist:

• FWST level continues to decrease.
• NC pressure is slowly increasing.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) the status of the LOCA,

AND

(2) an action that, if taken, will mitigate any adverse parameter trend?

A. (1) The LOCA is isolated;
(2) Stop 2A ND Pump and close 2FW-27A (ND Pump 2A Suct from FWST).

B. (1) The LOCA is isolated;
(2) Leave 2A ND Pump running and aligned through 2ND-32A (Train 2A Hot Leg lnj Isol) and

2ND-65B (Train 2B Hot Leg lnj lsol).

C. (1) The LOCA is NOT isolated;
(2) Re-open 2Nl-173A, and close 2Nl-178B (ND Hdr 2B to Cold Legs A&B).

D. (1) The LOCA is NOT isolated;
(2) Leave 2Nl-173A closed and close 2N1-178B (ND Hdr 2B to Cold Legs A&B).

Ans: A

References:
System Drawing for ND
EP Background Document for ECA-1 .2, for Step 3, Applicable ERG Basis Section
ECA-1 .2, (LOCA Outside Containment), Rev. 3
ECA-1 .2 Background Document for Steps 2, 3
OPI1IAJ6100/O1OJ, Alarm Response 1AD-9, C/8, FWST LO LEVEL, Rev.66
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. ECA-1 .2, “LOCA Outside Containment” lists NC pressure increasing as
indication that the LOCA has been isolated. For the conditions in the stem, even though the
LOCA has been isolated, the level in the FWST is still lowering, indicating that the leak is
somewhere on the A Train ND piping between NI-i 73A (RHR Header 2A to Cold Legs C&D)
and the FWST. One consideration during a LOCA outside of containment is to maintain
FWST inventory (since there is no inventory entering the containment sump). The EP
Background Document for ECA-1 .2 states that operators need to take actions to isolate any
potential leak paths and loss of inventory from the FWST. The Annunciator Response
Procedure for FWST low level directs operators to attempt isolating a piping break or leak
which is causing a loss of inventory in the FWST. Stopping the associated (2A) ND Pump
when closing the suction valve from the FWST is done to preserve the ND Pump from running
with no suction.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since selection of the LOCA status is correct. The applicant has
recognized that a Safety Injection Signal has caused an automatic start of both ND Pumps,
and may believe that SI pumps should not be shutoff. The flowpath of injecting through ND
32A and ND-65B is indeed “open” from Train A to Train B, and may result in some flow to the
NC System through the Cold Legs, depending on flow and pressure from B Train. However,
the applicant has failed to recognize the importance of the FWST level continuing to lower,
indicating a leak, or pipe break, which will be isolated by isolating A Train from the FWST,
since it has been confirmed that the leak was on Train A of ND. The applicant should have
recognized this when analyzing the conditions in the stem for NC pressure slowly rising after
closing NI-i 73A.

C. Incorrect. This incorrect answer is plausible for potentially two reasons:

1 .)Since the FWST level continues to lower, the applicant could conclude that there is still a
LOCA which has not been isolated.

2.)The applicant misinterprets guidance in the EP Background Document for ECA-1 .2 which
states that for some breaks SI flow may cause an increase in RCS pressure, independent
of break isolation. However, the conditions given make it clear that SI flow is not a factor in
raising RCS pressure, since it is stated that NC pressure begins rising only after a valve is
closed (the one which isolates the LOCA).

With this incorrect conclusion, it is reasonable (plausible) that you would continue on with the
actions of ECA-1 .2, and isolate the other train of ND (Train B) by closing NI-i 78B to see if that
stops the LOCA.

D. Incorrect. See explanation for Answer C for plausibility of the misconception that the leak has
been isolated. The second part of the answer is plausible, since Nl-173A will remain closed.
Moving on in the procedure to isolate another potential leakage path is plausible, if you have
already concluded that the leak has not yet been isolated. The applicant has misunderstood
the actions of ECA-1.2 by believing that as you isolate potential leakage paths, you leave
them closed and go on to the next potential leakage path.
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KIA Match
This question tests the applicant’s knowledge of: 1.) components of emergency systems: the
applicant must understand how the components of the RHR and Safety Injection system interface
with each other (valves, tanks, and pumps), and the implications of these relationships in
assessing whether the leak has been isolated; 2.) capacity of emergency systems: the FWST
has a certain capacity to hold water; it is still losing water, and the applicant must determine how
the emergency systems are to be operated to address and mitigate this condition; and 3.)
function of emergency systems: this aspect is largely addressed by the components aspect of the
K/A, and the applicant is tested on the function of the FWST by knowing where in the system this
tank is located, and how it interfaces with other components of the emergency systems.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must evaluate a set of plant
conditions, apply system knowledge, including piping layout, and interfaces between -components
in the system. The question then requires the applicant to determine the significance of a pressure
increase and a level decrease in the context of a LOCA, and after a valve closure which was
intended to isolate the leak. The applicant must determine, from this information, if the leak has
been isolated, and if there is still a problem, and what should be done.
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CNS LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT PAGE NO.

EP/1/A15000/ECA-1 .2 4 of 7
Revision 3

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

I

1. (Continued)

— 3) 1NI-183B (ND HdrA&B Hot Leg lnj
Isol).

3) Perform the following:

— a) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
lNl-183B” in “ENABLE”.

— b) Close 1NI-183B.

— c) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
lNl-183B” in “DISCON”.

— c. Verify I NV-857 (Pressurizer Aux Spray
Ctrl) - CLOSED.

2. Attempt to identify and isolate break as
follows:

a. Isolate ND header lAto cold legs as
follows:

— d) if valve cannot be manually
closed, THEN dispatch operator
to close INI-183B (ND HdrA&B
Hot Leg lnj Isol) (AB-571,
EE-FF, 52-53, Rm 333A).

c. Perform the following:

— 1) Manually close valve.

— 2) jf 1 NV-857 cannot be manually
closed, THEN dispatch operator to
close I NV-862 (ND To Pzr Spray
Isol Otsd Cont) (AB-552, DD-52, Rm
217).

— 1) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
INI-173A” in “ENABLE”.

— 2) Close lNl-173A (ND Hdr 1A To
Cold Legs C&D).

— 3) Verify NC pressure - INCREASING. 3) Perform the following:

— a) Open INI-173A.

— b) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
INl-173A” in “DISCON”.

— c) ]Step2.b.



LQCA OUTSIDECONITAINMENT -

CNS
EP/1IAI5OOOIECA-1 .2 PAGE NO.

5 of 7
Revision 3

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
2. (Continued)

_4) GOjStep3.

b. Isolate ND header I B to cold legs as
follows:

— 1) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
1NI-178B” in “ENABLE”.

— 2) Close INI-178B (ND Hdr lB To
Cold Legs A&B).

— 3) Verify NC pressure - INCREASING. 3) Perform the following:

— a) Open INI-178B.

— b) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
lNl-178B” in “DISCON”.

_c) jStep2.c.

_4) ]Step3.



CNS LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT PAGE NO
EP/1/A15000/ECA-1 .2 6 of 7

Revision 3

j ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
2. (Continued)

c. Isolate NI header to cold legs as
follows:

1) Verify following NI pump miniflow — 1) Stop NI pumps.
valves - OPEN:

—. 1NI-115A(Nl Pump lAMiniflow
Isol)

—. 1NI-144A (NI Pump lB Miniflow
Isol)

—. 1NI-147B (NI Pump Miniflow Hdr
To FWST IsoI).

— 2) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
1NI-162A” in “ENABLE”.

3) Close 1NI-162A (NI To C-Legs Inj
Hdr Isol).

— 4) Verify NC pressure - INCREASING. 4) Perform the following:

— a) Open 1NI-162A.

— b) Place the “PWR DISCON FOR
1NI-162A” in “DISCON”.

— c) if the NI pumps were stopped,
THEN start NI pumps.

5) Initiate actions as required to
complete leak isolation.



CNS LOCA OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT PAGE NO.EPI1IAI5000JECA-1.2 7of7
Revision 3

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

NOTE NC system re-pressurization may be delayed following leak isolation if NC systemis saturated or a cooldown is in progress.

3. Verify leak path is isolated as follows:

a. NC pressure - INCREASING.
— a. jQ EPI1IAI5000IECA-1 .1 (Loss

Of Emergency Coolant Recirculation).

b. Initiate actions as required to complete
leak isolation.

— c. Q] EP/1/AI5000IE-1 (Loss Of
Reactor Or Secondary Coolant).

END



I) NUS VvR Pross <35 psig
2) FWST Isols closed
3) Cont Sump Valves closed
4) Supplies to NV and NI Pumps

closed
5) ND Aux Spray Valves closed

RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM (ND)
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-1.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 2: Attempt to idetify and isolate break as follows:

PURPOSE:

To attempt to identify and isolate a LOCA outside containment.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

This step instructs the operator to sequentially close and open all normallyopened valves in paths that penetrate containment to identify and isolate thebreak outside containment. Again, as in Step 1, the valving connecting the
low pressure (600 psig) ND System to the high pressure (2500 psig) NC System
is of primary interest, since the probability of a break occurring outside
containment is most probable to occur in the low pressure ND System piping.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

When the NI valve to the cold legs is isolated, NI pump miniflow is ensured orthe NI pumps are shutdown until after the valve is reopened.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

When the NC System is saturated, NC pressure response to isolating the break
may be delayed. Ensure time is allotted to verify the action taken is
successful or not before continuing in the procedure.
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/l/A/5000/ECA-l.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 3: Verify leak path is isolated as follows:

PURPOSE:

To determine if the LOCA outside containment has been isolated from previousactions.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

This step instructs the operator to check NC System pressure to determine ifthe break has been isolated by previous actions. If the break is isolated inStep 2, a significant NC System pressure increase will occur due to the S/Iflow filling up the NC System with break flow stopped.

The operator transfers to E-l (Loss Of Reactor Or Secondary Coolant), if thebreak has been isolated, for further recovery actions. If the break has notbeen isolated, the operator is sent to ECA-l.l (Loss Of Emergency CoolantRecirculation), for further recovery actions since there will be no inventoryin the sump.

Even though the NC leak may be isolated, the potential exists for FWSTinventory to be lost to the auxiliary building for a LOCA that occurs outsidecontainment in the ND System piping. The FWST could be drained to theauxiliary building if the NC System pressure is reduced to below the statichead pressure in the FWST. If this condition occurs, actions should be takento isolate this potential leak path and loss of inventory from the FWST(DW-94-03)

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

It should be noted that for some breaks SI flow may cause an RCS pressureincrease independent of break isolation. It should also be noted that forlarger breaks, RCS repressurization may be delayed following break isolation.Additionally, if the RCS is saturated or a cooldown is in progress, RCSrepressurization will proceed more slowly. Other means of verifying breakisolation should be checked. For example, increasing RVLIS trend due toinjection flow, decreasing trends in local abnormal conditions and localobservation (if practical) may be useful.
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

17.
WEO5 EAI.1
Loss of Secondary Heat Sink
Ability to operate and / or monitor the following as they apply to the (Loss of Secondary Heat Sink)
Components, and functions of control and safety systems, including instrumentation, signals,
interlocks, failure modes, and automatic and manual features.

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit was initially at 100% power.
• An accident has occurred.
• NC System pressure is 2335 psig.
• Only ONE Charging (NV) pump is available.
• NO Safety Injection (NI) pumps are available.
• The criteria for initiating NC bleed and feed have just been met, per FR-H. 1, (Response to

Loss of Secondary Heat Sink).
• It has been two hours since the reactor tripped.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) if NC heat removal will be adequate;

AND

(2) how will the PORVs be operated?

A. (1) Adequate, since at least one NV OR NI pump will provide adequate heat removal.
(2) Nitrogen is aligned ONLY to I NC-32B and I NC-34A.

B. (1) NOT adequate, since at least one NV AND one NI pump is required for adequate heat
removal.

(2) All PZR PORVs are operated using only Instrument Air.

C. (1) Adequate, since at least one NV OR NI pump wW provide adequate heat removal.
(2) All PZR PORVs are operated using only Instrument Air.

D. (1) NOT adequate, since at least one NV AND one NI pump is required for adequate heat
removal.

(2) Nitrogen is aligned ONLY to 1 NC-32B and 1 NC-34A.

Ans: A

References:
FR-H.1, (Response to Loss of Secondary Heat Sink), Rev. 36.
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per the Background Document for Step 22, “Verify NC System feed path...,” at
least one NV (Charging) OR one NI (injection) pump is required for adequate flow. Step 23 of
FR-H.1 instructs the operators to align N2 to PORVs INC-32B and INC-34A only.

B. Incorrect. It is plausible for an applicant to reason that a charging AND an injection pump
would be needed for adequate flow for bleed and feed and since this evolution attempts to
remove heat in a prompt manner, implying that more flow is needed than what could be
obtained from a single NV pump. Use of instrument air (VI) to operate the PORVs is plausible,
since FR-H.1 contains instructions on using VI for this purpose. However, it is only if N2 is not
available (and there are no conditions in the stem to this effect). To use instrument air requires
resetting a Phase B and reestablishing instrument air to containment.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since adequate heat removal will occur. Use of instrument air (VI) to
operate the PORVs is plausible, since FR-H.1 contains instructions on using VI for this
purpose. However, it is only if N2 is not available (and there are no conditions in the stem to
this effect). To use instrument air requires resetting a Phase B and reestablishing instrument
air to containment.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the nitrogen alignment is correct. It is plausible for an applicant to
reason that a charging AND an injection pump would be needed for adequate flow for bleed
and feed and since this evolution attempts to remove heat in a prompt manner, implying that
more flow is needed than what could be obtained from a single NV pump.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with numerous plant conditions, related to a loss of secondary heat sink
(feedwater). The question then tests how the PORVs are operated for bleed and feed, and
includes knowledge of the function and and manual features of the PORVs {addressed with the
nitrogen backup feature). The applicant must also interpret the indication given for NC system
pressure, and relate that to the capacity of the single charging pump, combined with two PORVs to
be used, for providing adequate heat removal when initiating bleed and feed.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK PAGE NO.
EP/1/AI5000IFR-H.1 28 of 101

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

— 20. Ensure all NC pumps - OFF.

21. Initiate S/I.

22. Verify NC System feed path as follows:

a. Perform the following for affecteda. Verify the following pumps

At least one NV pump
train(s):

_1)
—. At least one NI pump.

_2)

Reset ECCS.

Reset D/G load sequencer.

— 3) Start pumps.

— 4) IEATANY TIME a BIO occurs,
THEN restart S/I equipment
previously on.

— 5) if at least one NV pump in service,
THEN ] Step 22.b.

6) if all the following conditions are
met, THEN Q IQ Step 22.b:

—. At least one NI Pump - ON

—. Time between reactor trip and
implementation of this procedure
- GREATER THAN 90 MINUTES.

— 7) Continue attempts to restore NV
and NI to service.

— 8) RETURN ] Step 6.

f?’2’/



CNS RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SINK PAGE NO.
EPIIIN5000/FR-H.1 29 of 101

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
22. (Continued)

V. Verify “NV S/I FLOW” - INDICATING b. Perform the following:
FLOW.

1) Ensure the following pumps - ON:

—. NV Pumps
—. NI Pumps.

2) IF at least one NV pump in service,
THEN perform the following:

a) Ensure the following valves -

OPEN:

—. 1 NV-252A (NV Pumps Suct
From FWST)

—. 1NV-253B (NV Pumps Suct
From FWST).

b) Ensure the following valves -

CLOSED:

• 1NV-188A (VCT OtIt Isol)

• 1NV-189B (VCT Otlt Isol).

c) Ensure the following valves -

OPEN:

—. 1 NI-9A (NV Pmp C/L Inj isol)

—. 1NI-IOB (NV Pmp C/L Inj
Isol).

3) if NI Pump IA is in service, THEN
ensure the following valves - OPEN:

—. 1NI-103A(NI Pump lASuct)

—• INI-118A(Nl Pump IA C-Leg Inj
Isol)

—• 1NI-162A (NI To C-Legs Inj Hdr
Isol)

—• INI-IOOB (NI Pmps Suct From
FWST).

(RNO continued on next page)



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EPI1IAI5000IFR-H.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 22: Verify NC System feed path as follows:

PURPOSE:

To verify that an effective high pressure feed path is established before establishing
the NC System bleed path.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

For the feed path to be effective, the operator should ensure that the valves for
operating pumps are properly aligned and at least one NV pump or NI pump is
running. The operator should manually align valves and start pumps, if necessary,
to establish an effective NC System feed path.

Although only the minimum charging is specified to establish an effective NC
System feed path, the operator should attempt to maximize NC System feed flow
by operating as many NV pumps and NI pumps as possible. This will maximize NC
System bleed and feed heat removal effectiveness.

If the minimum specified charging is not running, the operator should not open
pressurizer PORVs to establish an NC System bleed path since a severe core
uncovery will result. For this case, the operator is instructed to continue attempts to
establish secondary feed flow by returning to Step 6 since this is the only action that
can prevent core uncovery.

If only NI pumps are available and NC System pressure is greater than the shutoff
head of the NI pumps, the feed path must be maintained and the bleed path
established to allow depressurization of the NC System. The NC System will
eventually depressurize to the operating range of the NI pumps, thus, establishing
the NC System feed flow.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

One NI pump running will provide acceptable ECCS flow only if S/I initiation occurs
after the Rx has been tripped for 90 minutes. The 90 minute time limit allows the
core decay heat rate to drop below the point where a single NI pump will provide
enough flow to overcome the steam pressure created by the heat input into the NC
system from reactor core. The steam pressure created inside the NC system by the
core that has been shutdown for less than 90 minutes will prevent a single NI pump
from providing acceptable EECS flow. If the PZR PORVs are opened with a single
NI pump running and the time since reactor shutdown is less than 90 minutes, then
the core decay heat removal will be inadequate and core uncovery will result.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

Continued On Next Page.
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CNS RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY. HEAT SINK PAGE NO.
EPI1IAI5000IFR-H.l 30 of 101

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
22. (Continued)

4) if. NI Pump lB is in service, THEN
ensure the following valves - OPEN:

—
. 1NI-135B (NI Pump lB Suct)

—. 1NI-150B (NI Pump lB C-Leg lnj
Isol)

—

. INI-162A (NI To C-Legs In] Hdr
I sol)

—. 1NI-100B (NI Pmps Suct From
FWST).

5) IF no feed path can be aligned,
THEN:

— a) Continue attempts to establish
feed path.

— b) RETURN ] Step 6.

23. Establish NC System bleed path as
follows:

a. Ensure all Pzr PORV isolation valves -

OPEN.

b. Select “OPEN” on the following PZR
PORVs:

• I NC-34A (PZR PORV)
I NC-32B (PZR PORV).



CNS RESPONSE TO LOSS OF SECONDARY HEAT SLF\ll( PAGE NO
EPI1IAI5000IFR-H.l 31 of 101

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
23. (Continued)

c. Align N2 to the Pzr PORVs by c. Perform the following:
opening the following valves:

— 1) Ensure Phase B containment
—. 1 Nl-438A (Emer N2 From CLA A To isolation signals - RESET.

I NC-34A)
— 2) Ensure 1VI-77B (VI Cont Isol) -

—. 1NI-439B (Emer N2 From CLA B To OPEN.
I NC-32B).

— 3) IF VI pressure less than 85 PSIG,
THEN dispatch operator to ensure
proper VI compressor operation.

— d. Verify power to all Pzr PORV isolation d. Perform the following:
valves - AVAILABLE.

1) Dispatch operator to restore power
to affected Pzr PORV isolation
valve(s):

—. 1 EMXD-FO2C (PORV Isol Motor
(1 NC31 B)) (AB-560, BB-50, Rm
372)

—. 1 EMXC-FO3C (Pressurizer Power
Operated Relief Isol. Valve
INC33A) (AB-577, BB-50, Rm
496)

• 1 EMXD-FO5A (PORV Isol Motor
(1NC35B)) (AB-560, BB-50, Rm
372).

2) WHEN power is restored, THEN:

— a) OPEN Pzr PORV isolation
valves.

— b) Ensure two Pzr PORVs and
associated Pzr PORV isolation
valves - OPEN.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EPIIIAI5000/FR-H.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 23: Establish NC System bleed path as fOllOws:

PURPOSE:

To open two Pzr PORVs to establish an NC System bleed path.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The operator ensures that the pressurizer block valves are open and opens two
pressurizer PORVs to establish an NC System bleed path. These valves must be
maintained in the open position until secondary heat sink is restored.

Once the pressurizer PORVs are open, the NC System will depressurize and the
NV pumps and/or NI pumps will deliver subcooled flow to the NC System. This will
provide adequate NC System heat removal until flow can be established to the
steam generators to restore secondary heat sink.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

The operator should verify that the pressurizer PORVs do not automatically close
following release of the control board switches. If the pressurizer PORVs do
automatically close due to a spring return to auto switch, the operator should
manually maintain the control board switches in the open position.

The operator may observe increasing pressurizer level after the pressurizer PORVs
are opened. Eventually the pressurizer may become water solid with water relief
occurring through the pressurizer PORVs.

This step is arranged with the intent to minimize time required to establish NC bleed
flow. This sequence makes use of the reasonable assumption that the plant
systems will at least partially respond in accordance with its design basis. The step
is arranged to verify isolation valves open, and select OPEN on Two of the PZR
PORVs. It is likely the PORVs will open at this point, but the step only requires that
the switch be positioned at this point. Assurance is provided by the remaining step
22 substeps, in conjunction with step 23, to ensure that necessary support, such as
Nitrogen Backup, Instrument Air pressure, and Isolation valve power and position
are all supplied as required to achieve the overall goal of TWO PORVs open for NC
bleed path. This optimized change in sequence wasprompted by the Nuclear
Safety Analysis study documented in calculation CNC-1 552.08-00-0285 (McGuire
and Catawba Nuclear Stations- All Units, Loss of Feedwater Feed and Bleed
Analysis).

DISCUSSION OF WHY TWO PRZ PORVs ARE USED - The CNS Emergency
Operating procedures are based on the Generic Westinghouse Owners Group
Emergency Operating Guidelines (WOG ERGs). These generic guidelines are, in
turn, based on a plant similar to Catawba, but with only two NC PORVs. The
generic WOG ERG guidelines used verbiage to open both PORVs (which is ALL
they have). Additionally, the generic Westinghouse Feed and Bleed Analysis used
a reference plant with 3 PORVs, but each PORV was smaller, in relation to the core
power, than Catawba’s PORVs. Based on these items of information, Catawba
originally used all three NC PORVs in the feed and bleed sequence. The Nuclear
Safety Analysis Study, however, indicated this was not the optimum configuration.
Safety Analysis determined that opening a third flowpath did not appreciably assist
in removing additional decay heat, but only caused more voiding and caused
additional PTS concerns. ECCS flow is limited by NC pressure, which will go down
to saturation pressure, whether two or three PORVs are opened. Using just two Pzr
PORVs is recommended by safety analysis.
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18.
WEll EK3.4
Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the (Loss of Emergency
Coolant Recirculation):

RD or SRO function within the control room team as appropriate to the assigned position, in such a
way that procedures are adhered to and the limitations in the facilities license and amendments
are not violated.

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• With the Unit initially at 100% power, a LOCA occurs on the ND line outside containment.
• The crew enters ECA-1 .2, (LOCA Outside Containment).
• It is determined that the LOCA cannot be isolated.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) what procedure will be entered;

AND

(2) what does the reactor operator do which will maintain ECCS pump suction?

A. (1) ES-i .2, (Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization)
(2) Depress DEFEAT pushbutton for C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP SWAP TRN A.

B. (1) ES-i .2, (Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization)
(2) Verify ENABLE light LIT for C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP SWAP TRN A.

C. (1) ECA-1 .1, (Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation)
(2) Depress DEFEAT pushbutton for C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP SWAP TRN A.

D. (I) ECA-i .1, (Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation)
(2) Verify ENABLE light LIT for C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP SWAP TRN A.

Ans: C

References:
ECA-1 .2, (LOCA Outside Containment), Rev. 3
ECA-1 .1, (Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation), Rev. 34
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 (the DEFEAT pushbutton) is correct. Entry into ES-i .2 is
plausible, since the same steps do appear in this procedure <for DEFEAT pushbutton
operation), however, ES-I .2 is not the correct procedure because none of the conditions in
the stem match entry conditions for ES-1.2.

B. Incorrect. Entry into ES-i .2 is plausible, since the same steps do appear in this procedure (for
DEFEAT pushbutton operation), however, ES-i .2 is not the correct procedure because none
of the conditions in the stem match entry conditions for ES-I .2.

Verifying the ENABLE light LIT is plausible, since this is an action contained in a related
procedure .(.ES1 .2), but it is misapplied here for the given conditions. It is also plausible if the
applicant has a misconception on the need to conserve FWST inventory for the given
conditions. With this misconception, this answer would be correct.

C. CORRECT. ECA-1 .i Step 5 directs the operator to depress the DEFEAT pushbutton, for the
purpose of defeating the the swapover from the FWST to the containment sump, in order to
preserve the contents of the FWST

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the first part is correct. Verifying the ENABLE light LIT is plausible,
since this is an action contained in a related procedure (ES-i .2), but it is misapplied here for
the given conditions. Also plausible, if applicant confuses ECA-I .1 as containing this action,
when in fact, it is in another procedure (ES-i.2).

KIA Match
WEll EK3.4
Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the (Loss of Emergency
Coolant Recirculation):

RO or SRO function within the control room team as appropriate to the assigned position, in such a
way that procedures are adhered to and the limitations in the facilities license and amendments
are not violated.

Stem conditions involve the performance of the loss of emergency coolant recirculation procedure,
and the applicant must recognize which key function is performed by the RO during this procedure,
including the reason for it (affecting FWST level).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves more than one mental step, and the
application of knowledge of the loss of emergency coolant recirculation event, including
appropriate procedures, and then to determine the correct action and procedure.
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CNS LOCA OUTSIDE CQNTAINIMENT PAGE NO.EP/1/AIOOO/ECA-1 .2 7 of 7
Revision 3

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

NOTE NC system re-pressurization may be delayed following leak isolation if NC system
is saturated or a cooldown is in progress.

3. Verify leak path is isolated as follows:

a. NC pressure- INCREASING. — — —p a. GO TO EPI1IN5000IECA-1.1 (Loss
Of Emergency Coolant Recirculation).

— b. Initiate actions as required to complete
leak isolation.

c. EP!1!AI5000IE-1 (Loss Of
Reactor Or Secondary Coolant).

END



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-1.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 3: Verify leak path is isolated as follows:

PURPOSE:

To determine if the LOCA outside containment has been isolated from previous
actions.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

This step instructs the operator to check NC System pressure to determine if
the break has been isolated by previous actions. If the break is isolated in
Step 2, a significant NC System pressure increase will occur due to the S/I
flow filling up the NC System with break flow stopped.

The operator transfers to E-l (Loss Of Reactor Or Secondary Coolant), if the
break has been isolated, for further recover actions. If the break has not
been isolated, the operator is sent to ECA-l 1 (Loss Of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation), for further recovery actions since there will be no inventory
in the sump.

Even though the NC leak may be isolated, the potential exists for FWST
inventory to be lost to the auxiliary building for a LOCA that occurs outside
containment in the ND System piping. The FWST could be drained to the
auxiliary building if the NC System pressure is reduced to below the static
head pressure in the FWST. If this condition occurs, actions should be taken
to isolate this potential leak path and loss of inventory from the FWST
(DW-94-03)

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

It should be noted that for some breaks SI flow may cause an RCS pressure
increase independent of break isolation. It should also be noted that for
larger breaks, RCS repressurization may be delayed following break isolation.
Additionally, if the RCS is saturated or a cooldown is in progress, RCS
repressurization will proceed more slowly. Other means of verifying break
isolation should be checked. For example, increasing RVLIS trend due to
injection flow, decreasing trends in local abnormal conditions and local
observation (if practical) may be useful.

Page 3 of 3 Revision 1



CNS LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT RECRCULAT1ON - PAGE NO.EPI1IAI5000IECA-1 .1 6 of 83
Revision 34

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4. Ensure S/I - RESET:

— a. EGOS. a. Perform the following:

1) if either reactor trip breaker is
closed, THEN dispatch operator to
open Unit 1 reactor trip breakers.

2) WHEN trip breakers open, THEN
reset ECCS.

b. DIG load sequencers. b. Dispatch operator to open the affected
sequencer(s) control power breaker:

1EDE-FO1F (Diesel Generator Load
Sequencer Panel 1 DGLSA) (AB-577,
BB-46, Rm 496)

—. 1EDF-FO1F (Diesel Generator Load
Sequencer Panel 1 DGLSB) (AB-560,
BB-46, Rm 372).

c. fflJ ANY TIME a BlO occurs, THEN
restart S/I equipment previously on.

5. Depress the “DEFEAT” pushbuttons on
the following switches:

—. “C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP
SWAP TRN A”

—. “C-LEG RECIR FWST TO CONT SUMP
SWAP TRN B”.

6. Verify adequate FWST level as follows:

— a. FWST level - GREATER THAN 5%. a. Q IQ Step 33.

b. lFJ ANY TIME FWST level is less
than 5%, THEN QQ Step 33.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-l.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 5: Depress the “DEFEAT” pushbuttons on the following switches:

PURPOSE:

To prevent inadvertent loss of FWST inventory due to automatic
swi tchover.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The reference plant has an automatic switchover function on the
suction valves to the ND pumps from the containment sump. This
function actuates following an S/I when FWST low-low level is
reached, and automatically opens the S/I pump sump suction valves.
This configuration allows loss of the remaining FWST contents to the
containment sump, and possible damage to the S/I pumps.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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CNS POST LOCA COOLDOWN AND DEPRESSLIRIZATION PAGE NO.
EP/1IA!5000!ES-1 .2 43 of 79

Revision 26

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

37. Verify all NC pumps - OFF. IFJ ANY TIME NC pump number I seal
P is less than 200 PSID OR number I
seal leakoff flow is less than 0.2 GPM,
THEN:

a. Stop affected NC pump(s).

b. Ensure spray valve associated with
secured NC pump(s) - IN
MANUAL AND CLOSED.

— 38. Perform applicable steps of
0P111A161001002 (Controlling Procedure
For Unit Shutdown).

39. Verify conditions to place ND in service
as follows:

a. All NC T-Hots - LESS THAN 350° F. — a. IQ. Step 40.

b. NC pressure - LESS THAN 385 PS 1G. — b. ] Step 40.

c. Obtain station management
concurrence to place ND System in
RHR mode.

d. WHEN station management
concurrence is obtained, THEN:

1) Reset the following temperature
control valves:

—. “1KC-57A ND HX 1A FLOW
CTRL Ss RESET”
“1ND-26 ND HX IA OTLT CTRL
Ss RESET”

—. “1ND-27 ND HX 1A BYP CTRL
Ss RESET”

—. “1KC-82B ND HX lB FLOW
CTRL Ss RESET”

—. “1ND-60 ND HX lB OTLT CTRL
Ss RESET”

• “1ND-61 ND HX lB BYP CTRL
Ss RESET”.



CNS POST LOCA COQLDQWJ’l AND DEPRESSURIZATION PAGE NO.
EPT1/A15000!Es-1 .2 44 of 79

Revision 26

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
39. (Continued)

2) Perform the following for the train of
ND to be placed in RHR mode:

• ND Train 1A:

— a) Ensure ND Pump 1A - OFF.

— b) Verify 1 NS-1 8A (NS Pmp A b) Perform the following:
Suct From Cont Sump) -

CLOSED.
— (1) Ensure NS Pump 1A-

OFF.

— (2) Reset Train A NS.

(3) Close 1NS-18A.

— c) Depress the “DEFEAT’
pushbutton for “C-LEG
RECIR FWST TO CONT

• SUMPSWAPTRNA”.

OR

• NDTrainlB:

•

— a) Ensure ND Pump 1 B - OFF.

— b) Verify iNS-I B (NS Pmp B b) Perform the following:
Suct From Cont Sump) -

CLOSED.
— (1) Ensure NS Pump lB -

OFF.

— (2) Reset Train B NS.

— (3) Close iNS-lB.

— c) Depress the “DEFEAT”
pushbutton for “C-LEG
RECIR FWST TO CONT
SUMP SWAP TRN B.”

— 3) Place one train of ND in RHR mode.
REFER] OP!1/N62001004
(Residual Heat Removal System).



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ES-1.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 38: Verify conditions to place ND in service as follows:

PURPOSE:

To check for required conditions and then place ND System in service,
if appropriate.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The ND System is designed to operate below specific NC System
pressure and temperature conditions. The plant engineering staff is
consulted to determine if the ND System should be placed in service
according to plant specific procedures when required conditions are
established.

For smaller breaks, some (or all but one) of the S/I pumps will have
been stopped and most of the FWST water will still be available by
the time ND System entry criteria are satisfied. For these cases,
the NO System could be placed in service in its usual alignment (with
ND pumps taking suction from the hot legs). The high-head and/or NV
pump(s) left running would remain aligned in the cold leg injection
mode taking suction from the FWST. If normal charging could be
established, the injection source would be from the FWST.

For larger breaks, the FWST level will eventually decrease to the
switchover setpoint and at least one ND pump must be used for cold
leg recirculation. The ES-1.2 foldout page alert the operator to this
and directs him to ES-l.3, TRANSFER TO COLD LEG RECIRCULATION. If
the ND System is not placed in service, the safeguards systems can
remain in the long term recirculation mode with the core residual
heat being dissipated through the safeguards (ND) heat exchangers.
See subsection 3.2, Key Utility Decision Points.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

If NC System subcooling criteria for stopping the NV pump (Step 19),
stopping the NI pump (Step 20), or for establishing normal charging
(Step 21) are not satisfied, a ND pump may be started to provide
injection flow after the NV or NI pumps are stopped or to permit the
establishing of normal charging flow and C-Leg injection line
isolation. For this situation, the ND pump would not be available
for the closed-loop RHR system cooling mode of operation.
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DUKE POWER CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

1. Continue affempts to Restore Emergency Coolant Recirculation.

a) The operator is to try to restore the equipment needed for
recirculation in order to avoid performing any extreme recovery
actions. These actions will be continued throughout the procedure.

2. Increase/Conserve FWST Level

a) Makeup is added to the FWST and FWST outflow is minimized by
stopping any unnecessary containment spray pumps and
decreasing SI pump flowrate.

3. Depressurize SGs to Cooldown and Depressurize the NC System

a) A controlled cooldown is initiated early to decrease the overall
temperature of the NC system in order to reduce the need for heat
removal. The SGs are further depressurized to decrease the NC
pressure and temperatures for the following reasons:

1) to inject the SI accumulators;

2) minimize break flow from a LOCA; and

3) to reach ND system conditions.

4. Try to Add Makeup to the NC System from Alternate Source

a) At this point there is no SI flow injecting since the FWST is empty
and recirculation capability is lost. Therefore, the operator should
provide makeup from any alternate source to cool the core.

C. Use the “Enhanced Background Document” for detailed step description.

2.7 EP/1/AI5000IECA-1 .2 (LOCA Outside Containment)

A. Overview

1. Purpose: This procedure provides actions to identify and isolate a
LOCA outside containment.

2. There is one explicit transition to this guideline, which is contained in E
0, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection), on abnormal radiation in the
auxiliary building due to a loss of NC inventory outside containment. If
the leak is isolated based upon increasing NC pressure, the operator is
transferred to E-1, (Loss of Reactor or Secondary Coolant). If the leak
cannot be isolated, the operator is sent to ECA-1 .1, (Loss of Emergency
Coolant Recirculation), since eventually there will not be any inventory in
the containment sump to provide recirculation.

B. Major Action Summary

1. Verify Proper Valve Alignment

a) All normally closed valves in lines that penetrate containment are
verified closed. If a normally closed valve is open, this action may
isolate the break.

OP-CN-EP-EP2 FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-1.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 39: Oepressurize intact S/Gs to atmospheric pressure as follows:

PURPOSE:

To depressurize the S/Gs (and, therefore, the NC System) to
atmospheric pressure.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

Oecreasing steam generator pressures will also decrease the NC System
pressure and temperature. The purpose of the depressurization in
this step is twofold. First, NC System pressure and temperature are
decreased to RHR System conditions. Second, steam generator pressures
(and thus NC System pressure) are decreased to atmospheric pressure
to reduce break flow. At this time in the guideline there is no S/I
flow to the NC System. If the LOCA is a stuck open PORV (i.e., break
is at a high NC System elevation), depressurizing the NC System to
atmospheric pressure increases the time to uncover the core by many
hours. Even for lower elevation NC System breaks (e.g., cold leg
break), the time to core uncovery is increased by depressurizing the
NC System to atmospheric pressure.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

When conducting a cooldown at a specified rate in the emergency
procedures, any previous cooldowns that may have been conducted
within the last hour need to be considered to ensure that the overall
cooldown rate limit for the current hour is not exceeded. For
example, if an earlier procedure required a cooldown at maximum rate
(FR-H.1 or E-3 etc.), then when any subsequent cooldown is initiated,
the previous cooldown must be considered if it occurred within the
last hour (PPRB EP/1/A/5000/1E, 03/26/94).

Continued On Next Page.
Page 47 of 55 Revision 3



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ECA-1.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 36: Depressurize intact S/G(s) to inject CLAs as follows:

PURPOSE:

To inject the accumulators into the NC System by reducing pressure.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

As mentioned in the previous step, the NC System will be saturated at
this time and therefore, NC System pressure is approximately equal to
S/G pressure. In this step the intact S/Gs are depressurized (and
thus the NC System) to inject the accumulators. S/G depressurization
is used here due to its accuracy: i.e., the NC System pressure
instrument may have high inaccuracies since it is located inside
containment.

Steam is dumped as necessary to maintain RVLIS indication at the top
of the core from the accumulator water injection. In other words,
the S/Gs are depressurized relatively slowly such that the
accumulator water injection is minimized, extending the time to
depletion of the accumulators. When S/G pressures of less than
65 PSIG are reached, the accumulator contents will have been injected
into the NC System and the S/G depressurization is stopped. 3

A steam generator pressure limit is set to preclude significant
nitrogen injection into the NC System.

Instrument uncertainties are not included in the determination of the
steam generator pressure limit to preclude a bias toward either
having more accumulator water injected into the NC System or having
less nitrogen injected into the NC System.

If the condenser and PORVs, are not available, the operator is
instructed to use any plant specific means of removing water or steam
from the S/Gs. This could include opening the blowdown lines or
operating the steam driven AFW pump.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The RVLIS OP required is in table format since the values seen by the
RVLIS system will depend on which train of RVLIS used.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/l/AI5000IFR-H.l
C. Operator Actions

Continued From Previous Page.

Time Critical Operator Action - Operators will determine that other means of core
heat removal are unavailable, align N2 to the Pzr PORVs and open all
PORVs to establish core cooling. (WCAP-9914, “PORV Sensitivity Study for
LOFW-LOCA Analysis”, July, 1981.) Calculation CNC-l 552.08-00-095 (Emergency
Procedure Setpoints) was revised 11/2/99, based on a study done by NEA (see PIP
98-3866). There are two time frames associated with activity, the basic difference is -S tc
whether the bleed and feed setpoint has been reached before or after entry into LL
FR-H.1.

4 MINUTE TIME CRITICAL - Assumes FR-H.1 is entered at some point above the
bleed and feed setpoint, and that FR-RI is in progress to establish secondary feed.
A 4 minute clock starts when the actual bleed and feed setpoint is reached, and
ends when the PORVs are open. (see PIP 98-0196)

j S
8 MINUTE TIME CRITICAL - This time critical is based on Duke calculation 4I d.DPC-1552.08-00-0184 (McGuire and Catawba Nuclear Stations-All Units, Loss of
Feedwater Feed and Bleed Analysis)(see PIP 98-3866). This time critical assumes
that all secondary feed is lost, that the reactor does not trip until Lo-Lo Steam
Generator level. Maximum assumptions are made for instrument error and core
decay heat load. Unit two values are used, since Unit two steam generators have
the least available inventory under these conditions. The 8 minute clock starts at
reactor trip, and ends when the Pzr PORVs are opened.

DISCUSSION OF 90 MINUTE criterion associated with NI pumps - Success of feed
and bleed depends on the ability to feed more inventory than is lost through the
bleed path. The inventory loss is a function of NC pressure and PORV size. The
feed is a function of NC pressure and pump capability. NC pressure is part of both
equations. NC pressure will not decrease below the saturation pressure for the
current NC temperature. The current NC temperature will not decrease until flow
into the system is greater than the flow needed to remove the current level of decay
heat. If and attempt to initiate bleed and feed with only NI pumps is made when
decay heat /current temperature combination are too great, the NC system will not
depressurize sufficiently to allow the NI pumps to maintain NC inventory OR to
lower temperature. Core uncovery will result. Calculation DPC-1 552.08-00-01 84
(McGuire and Catawba Nuclear Stations-All Units, Loss of Feedwater Feed and
Bleed Analysis) indicates that if the reactor has been tripped for at least 90 minutes
PRIOR to entering FR-H.1, decay heat will have dissipated sufficiently that the feed
and bleed will be successfully with a NI pump. Special note should be taken of the
90 minutes. This clock starts when the reactor is tripped, and ENDS when the entry
conditions for FR-H.1 are met. Credit is not allowed for any time that may pass
during implementation of FR-H.1, prior to reaching the actual bleed and feed
setpoint. The restrictions of this 90 minute time frame is a result of the way the
analysis was conducted. Although time spent in FR-H.I prior to reaching the bleed
and feed setpoint is obviously beneficial, the effects are not sufficiently analyzed to
credit.

LOW PRESSURE WATER SOURCE - If less than 2 Pzr PORVs are open, the
RNO to this step makes an additional attempt at restoring secondary cooling. The
method employed possesses some risk to tube failure, and employs water sources
that are not likely to be available if the reader has reached this point in the
evolution. The guidance is relatively general. The intent is that the operator is to
line up a complete flow path from any available water source, through any available
flow path, and then open the steam generator PORVs on intact S/Gs. When S/G
pressure decreases below the head of the given water source, some amount of flow
will initiate.
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

19.
APEOOI AAI.05
Continuous Rod Withdrawal
Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they apply to the Continuous Rod Withdrawal:
Reactor trip switches

BANK - WBN May 2009
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 80% power with all systems aligned normal.
• Selected Turbine Impulse Pressure signal output fails HIGH.
• Control rod Bank D is at 180 steps.

For the above conditions, the control rods will be continuously _(1)_____ . If the rods continue to
move after controls are shifted to MANUAL the operator will initiate a reactor trip, and then confirm
that the reactor is tripped by observing the (2)

(1) (2)
A. Inserting Reactor Trip Breakers GREEN lights LIT,

and the Bypass Breaker indicating lights
DARK.

B. Inserting GREEN lights LIT on both the Reactor Trip
Breakers and Bypass Breakers.

C. Withdrawing Reactor Trip Breakers GREEN lights LIT,
and the Bypass Breaker indicating lights
DARK.

D. Withdrawing GREEN lights LIT on both the Reactor Trip
Breakers and Bypass Breakers.

Ans: C

References:
AP/1/N5500f015, (Rod Control Malfunctions), Rev. 14
E-0, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection), Rev. 36
E-0, (Reactor Trip or Safety Injection), Background Document for Step 2
System Drawing: RCS Temperature Control, Rod Speed, Rev. 1 B
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible since Column 2 is correct. Column I is plausible if applicant reverses the

response of Turbine Impulse Pressure instrument failing high and has the misconception that
this equates to a power level which requires rods to insert to maintain Tavg.

B. Incorrect. Plausible if applicant reverses the response of Turbine Impulse Pressure instrument
failing high and believes this equates to a power level which requires rods to insert to maintain
Tavg. Column 2 is plausible if applicant fails to recall that the Bypass Breakers are normally
racked out.

C. CORRECT. The rods will be withdrawing due to the rate circuit detecting turbine power
changing at a greater rate than reactor power and because the Tref is greater than actual
Tavg. With all systems normal the bypass breakers would be racked out with no control power
connected and when the reactor was tripped there will be green indicating lights LIT for each
breaker.

D. Incorrect. Plausible since rods will be withdrawing. Column 2 is plausible if applicant fails to
recall that the Bypass Breakers are normally racked out.

KIA Match
APEOOI AAI.05
Continuous Rod Withdrawal
Ability to operate and I or monitor the following as they apply to the Continuous Rod Withdrawal
Reactor trip switches

Applicant must determine that a continuous rod withdrawal is occurring, and after taking the
appropriate action (which is to trip the reactor; i.e., “operate”), must interpret (monitor)indications
for the reactor trip breakers.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must interpret a failure of a turbine
impulse pressure instrument and determine the effect that has on rod control response, and
associated breaker indications.
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© DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CAIAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L L

OBJECTIVES S L P P 0
SO R SR

00

I State the purpose of IRX. x x x

2 Describe the purpose and interconnections of the functional blocks of x x x
IRX per the training handout.

3 List the inputs to IRX and explain where each is used, including inputs to x x x
other systems.

4 List and describe the interlocks associated with IRX. — x x x

5 Given the failure of any input signal, describe the effects and indications x x x
associated with the rod control system.

OP-CN-IC-IRXIDCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV4
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3. Selected Turbine Impulse Pressure-i is used for turbine power input to
the reactor control system and the coastdown temperature circuit.

4. Signal goes to the following in the reactor control system:
a) Power Mismatch circuit as turbine power
b) Temperature Error circuit as Tref
c) Tref indication in QAC and on the DCS graphics

C. Tref Program Circuit
1. Uses Selected Turbine Impulse Pressure-i (Turbine Power) to generate

a Tref signal, proportional to turbine load (0% to 100%), from 557°F to
585. i °F for Unit I.

2. Tref output signal to:

a) T-REF/T-AVG Hl/LO Alarm - Alarm at plus or minus 3°F difference
(AD2, A-4).

b) MCB recorder and OAC input
3. Tref Filter - Acts as lag circuit for transient suppression. Has a 30 second

lag.
4. Tref compared with Selected Tavg-i - Produces a temperature error

signal which is combined with Power Mismatch to generate a Combined
Error signal which is used for rod speed and direction.
a) Temperature Error indication (Tavg — Tref)

1) Indication on MC-i
2) Sent to the DCS graphics
3) Indicates difference between Selected Tavg-i and Tref.
4) On the meter a positive error calls for rod insertion and a

negative error calls for rod withdrawal.
D. Power Mismatch Circuit

1. Function - Generate a power mismatch signal as a function of changing
Selected Nuclear Power-2 and/or Selected Turbine Impulse Pressure-i
(rate of change between the two).
a) Calculation: Nuclear Power minus Turbine Impulse Power= Power

Mismatch
b) Anticipates temperature error due to power mismatch

2. Selected Nuclear Power-2
a) Compares 4 PR channels through four median select circuits
b) These median signals (4) are sent to a high select logic whose

output is the second-highest of the four nuclear power signals.
c) Output goes to summing unit for comparison with turbine power
d) The summing unit produces a difference or error signal.

3. Derivative Function Use (OBJECTIVE 2)

OP-CN-IC-IRKIDCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV4
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CNS ROD CONTROL MALFUNCTIONS PAGE NO.
AP111A155001015

Case II 9 of 11
Continuous Rod Movement Revision 14

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Qprator Actions

Ensure “CRD BANK SELECT” switch - IN
MANUAL.

Verify all rod motion - STOPS. Perform the following:

— a. Trip reactor.

— b. QIQ EP/1IN5000IE-O (Reactor Trip
Or Safety Injection).

NOTE For T-Ref failures, T-Ref will need to be determined for current power level.

— 3. Manually adjust control rods as Adjust the following as necessary to
necessary to maintain T-Avg within 1°F maintain T-Avg within 1°F of T-Ref:
of T-Ref.

—
. Turbine load

—. NC System boron concentration.



CNS REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION PAGE NO.
EPI1!N5000IE-O 4 of 61

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE 1 RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

Monitor Enclosure I (Foldout Page).

Verify Reactor Trip: Perform the following:

—. All rod bottom lights - LIT — a. Manually trip reactor.

—. All reactor trip and bypass breakers - b. IF reactor will not trip, THEN
OPEN concurrently:

• hR amps - DECREASING. —. Implement EPI1IAI5000IF-O (Critical
Safety Function Status Trees).

—. GO]Q EPI1!AJ5000IFR-S.1
(Response To Nuclear Power
Generation/ATWS).

Verify Turbine Trip: Perform the following:

—
. All turbine stop valves - CLOSED

— a. Manually trip the turbine.

b. if turbine will not trip, THEN:

— 1) Depress the “MANUAL” pushbutton
on the turbine control panel.

— 2) Rapidly unload turbine by
simultaneously depressing the
“CONTROL VALVE LOWER” and
“FAST RATE” pushbuttons.

3) if turbine will not runback, THEN
close:

—• All MSIVs
—

. All MSIV bypass valves.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/E-O
C. Operator Actions

STEP 2: Verify Reactor Trip:

PURPOSE:

To ensure that the reactor has tripped.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

Reactor trip must be verified to ensure that the only heat being added to the
NC System is from decay heat and reactor coolant pump heat. The safeguards
systems that protect the plant during accidents are designed assuming that
only decay heat and NC pump heat are being added to the NC System. If the
reactor cannot be tripped, a transition is made to FR-S.1 (Response To Nuclear
Power Generation/ATWS), to deal with ATWS conditions.

Irnmedi ate actions are those actions which the operator should be able to
perform before opening and reading his emergency procedures. In general,
immediate actions are limited to the verification of automatic protection
features of the plant. Although the immediate actions should be memorized by
the operator, they need not be memorized verbatim. The operator should know
them well enough to complete the intent of each step, which is to verify that
the automatic actions have occurred. The order in which they should be
performed should also be consistent with the step sequence requirements, i.e.,
the order of Steps 2 through 5 are important.

In the ERGs, the purpose of this step, is to ensure that the reactor has
tripped so that only decay heat and reactor coolant pump heat are being added
to the reactor coolant system. The typical indications used to confirm a
reactor trip are control rod position, reactor trip and bypass breaker
position, and neutron flux. Since all three are expected to be in their
post-trip position, they are checked in the Action/Expected Response column.
If any of the three indications are not indicating reactor trip, the operator
enters the RNO column and manually trips the reactor. The operator must then
make a decision if the reactor has tripped (i.e., only decay heat and NC pump
heat is being added to the NC System). If all instruments indicate a reactor
trip except one reactor trip breaker, then the reactor is tripped and the
intent of the step is met. The operator would proceed to the next step in
E-O. If by looking at his instrumentation the operator determines that the
reactor has not tripped, he would transfer to FR-S.1, ATWS. This procedure
would direct him to manually insert the control rods, trip the turbine, and
emergency borate the NC System. The key to the intent of this step, is that
the operator interprets that the reactor has tripped, therefore the intent of
the step is met (DW-88-O33).

Continued On Next Page.
Page 2 of 54 Revision 23
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2010 CNS 100 Questions NRC Initial License Examination

20.
APEO28 AA2.12
Pressurizer (PZR) Level Control Malfunction
Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the Pressurizer Level Control
Malfunctions:
Cause for PZR level deviation alarm: controller malfunction or other instrumentation malfunction

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• Channel I Pressurizer Level has been removed from service for calibration.
• Channel II Pressurizer Level begins to malfunction and is drifting LOW.

Which ONE of the following describes expected alarms and how the operators will respond to
these conditions?

A. 1AD-2, F19 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION, AND
1AD-6, C19 PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL
Take manual control of INV-294 and reduce charging flow.

B. 1AD-2, F19 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION, AND
1AD-6, C/9 PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL
Verify Pressurizer level is automatically controlling at 60%.

C. 1AD-2, F19 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION ONLY
Take manual control of 1NV-294 and reduce charging flow.

D. 1AD-2, F19 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION ONLY
Verify Pressurizer level is automatically controlling at 60%.

Ans: C

References:
1AD-2, Ff9 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION
IAD-6, C/9 PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL
Drawing: Pressurizer Level Control, Rev. I B
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the operators will have to take manual control of Pressurizer level
due to the nature of the failure {see explanation in CORRECT answer below). The alarm
group is plausible, since one of the alarms is correct (DCS Alternate Action does alarm);
however, even though actual Pressurizer level will go high, this alarm is blocked when the
DCS Alternate Action alarm actuates.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, that Pressurizer level would be automatically controlling at 60% is
plausible, since 60% is the level setpoint for the high level deviation alarm. Receiving the high
level deviation is plausible, since Pressurizer level will be going high, however, this alarm is
blocked when the DCS Alternate Action alarm actuates.

C. CORRECT. For the given conditions, the DCS Alternate Action alarm will come in. When this
alarm is active, it blocks actuation of the PZR Hi Level Dev. Control alarm. During normal
operations, all three of the Pressurizer Level Channels will have approximately the same
value (in % level), and at full power these are all normally 55%. For controlling Pressurizer
level, the median selected value is used. For instance, if the three channels were indicating:
53%, 54%, and 55%, the value used would be 54%.

Then if Channel I Pressurizer Level is removed from service, the circuit “sees” the following
three values:

Channel I 0%
Channel II 54%
Channel III 55%

Since the median selected value is used, Pressurizer level will be controlled at 54%. This
54% value is compared to the programmed level value (from the I NV-294, Charging Flow
Controller, and derived from power level - 55% for 100% power). 1NV-294 will adjust
charging flow to match the two level values.

When Channel II starts to drift LOW, the circuit continues to use the median selected value.
This means, that whatever value Channel II has, tls is the signal sent to the controller for
I NV-294 (Charging Flow control). This controller compares the two values, will see the LOW
value (from Channel II) and respond as if THAT were the actual Pressurizer level, and then
RAISE charging flow to match the two signals. To address this, the operators will have to take
manual control and lower charging flow to maintain ACTUAL Pressurizer level at the program
value for the given power level (55% at 100% power). If the operators take p action, and
Channel II continues drifting LOW, when the control deadband is exceeded, the DCS
Alternate Action occurs. This will hold the last “good” value of Pressurizer level (Channel II)
and will continue to increase actual Pressurizer level.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the DCS Alternate Action alarm is the only alarm that will come in.
Pressurizer level automatically controlling at 60% is plausible, since 60% is the level setpoint
for the high level deviation alarm.
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K!A Match
The K/A is matched because the stem conditions involve a pressurizer level control malfunction,
requiring the applicant to determine and interpret the cause of the pressurizer level deviation. This
is accomplished by selection of expected alarms (which are indicative of the cause of the alarm),
and then select the appropriate action to take (interpret).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves a set of conditions the applicant must
analyze for determining the cause of the level deviation, by recalling controller circuit design,
including failure modes, and then selecting the correct action.
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OP/1/B/6 100/01 0C
PANEL: IAD-Z Page 65 of 66

DCS ALTERNATE ACTION F19
SETPOINT: A control function has switched to Alternate Action.

ORIGIN: Output from DCS

PROBABLE 1. Loss of more than one control channel
CAUSE: 2. High deviation between channels

3. Bad quality on a controlling channel
4. Feedwater going to single element control
5. Errors on both primary and backup RU

AUTOMATIC 1. Affected SLIM and soft M/A station may shift to manual.
ACTIONS: 2. IF input value cannot be determined, controller output will hold at last

known good value.

IMMEDIATE Refer to DCS alarm screen to determine specific cause.
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY None
ACTIONS:

REFERENCES: CNM 1399.03-0629.00 1 Drop 11 Sheet 306



OP/l/B/6100/O1OG
- PANEL: 1Ai-6 Page 42 of 94

PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL C19
SETPOINT: Actual level above programmed by> 5% level

ORIGIN: Instrument DCS Description
1NCLT5 160 NCAA5 165 PZR LEVEL CH 1
1NCLT515O NCAA5155 PZRLEVELCH2
1NCLT517O NCAA5 179 PZR LEVEL CH 3

PROBABLE
CAUSE:

NOTE: PZR press and level channels have common reference legs. PZR press Ch. 3 and 4 share
a reference leg with PZR level Ch. 3 and PZR level cold cal. PZR press Ch. 1 shares a
reference leg with PZR level Ch. 1 and PZR press Ch. 2 shares a reference leg with PZR
level Ch. 2.

1. Charging and/or letdown flow mismatch
2. Load transient

AUTOMATIC All backup heaters turn on
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Monitor pressurizer level and reference level to determine if the
ACTIONS: reference is normal.

2. IF reference malfunction indicated, place the charging flow in manual
at the appropriate man/auto station.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to OP/1IA/6200/001 (Chemical and Volume Control System) for
ACTIONS: controlling letdown and/or charging.

2. Refer to TS Table 3.3.1-1 for required number of channels.
3. Refer to AP/1/A/5500/012 (Loss of Charging or Letdown).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



OP/1/B/6100/O1OG
PANEL: 1AD-6 Page 43 of 94

PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL (Cont’d) C/9
REFERENCES: 1. FSAR, Figure 7.2.1-1 (11 of 16) (Instrumentation and Control System

Diagrams)
2. CNEE-0173-03.08 (Elementary Diagram Process Control System

(ETA) Annun. and Status Light Monitoring Points)
3. Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints for Nuclear

Steam Supply Systems CNM-1201 .00-39
4. TSTable3.3.1-1
5. CD 100607, 7300 Process Control System Replacement Project
6. CNIVI 1399.03-0629.00 1 Drop 9 Sheet 307
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I NLLL

OBJECTIVES S L P P 0
SORSR

00

I State the purpose of the Pressurizer Level Control (ILE) System. X X

2 Describe the pressurizer level control program including values and X X X
signal sources for program development. —

3 Describe why a cold calibrated channel is required. X X

4 Given the required references, determine the following for both X X
Hot Cal and Cold Cal PZR Level channels:

. actual level
. .

. indicated level

. instrument temperature 11

. using information given for one type of level (hot or cold fr j1N
cal) determine indicated level for the other channel. —

—

5 Discuss control room controls and indications associated with ILE. X X X

6 Describe all automatic functions, alarm and control, that occur X X X
when pressurizer level deviates from program level, including
setpoint changes and level channel failures. — — —

7 Describe protection signals, trips, interlocks and permissives x x x
associated with ILE including setpoints.

8 Describe the actions which must be taken to restore pressurizer X X X
heater operation following a pressurizer low level heater cutoff. — — —

9 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X X
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
SpecsfSLCs.

10 State from memory the power supplies to the PZR Level Channels X X
1, 2, and 3 and the ILE System controllers

TIME: 2.0 HOURS

OP-CN-PS-ILE-DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 2
Page 3 of 29
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2. Backup Controlling level (Selected PZR Level -2)
a) At less than 17% level will cause the following: (OBJECTIVE 7)

• NV-IA Closes
• NV-10, 11, 13 Close
• PZR Heaters off
• Gives “PZR LO LEVEL HTR OFF & LETDN SECURED” alarm
• Minimize possibility of PZR level uncovering the heaters

3. Alternate Action for Pressurizer Level Control (either Selected PZR
Level-I or Selected PZR Level-2)

a) If Alternate Action occurs in either Selected Level (two bad level
inputs to the median selector)

I) It will block the low level alarm including letdown isolation and
heater cutoff@ 17% level on the affected selected channel.

b) Additionally an Alternate Action in Selected Level-I
1) Pressurizer Level Master will swap to Manual and the last good

level signal will be used by the controller
2) Blocks high level alarm @ 70%

c) High/Low Level Deviation Alarm, 1AD-6, E/9, will occur if Selected
Level-I is > 5% from program. The alarm is blked.if Alternate
Action occurs or the plant is not in Modes 1-4.

D. PZR Level Master M/A Station (Soft Control only)
I. Inputs are Selected Level -1 (actual) and Reference Level (developed

from Selected Tavg)
2. Output signal is level error [Selected Level minus Reference Level]
3. A P1 controller provides the output signal and will increase the output

for the time the error signal has existed.
4. Output signal goes to the Charging Flow M/A Station for control of

NV-294, NV Pumps A&B Discharge Flow Control valve

OP-CN-PS-ILE-DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 2
Page 9 of 29



Enclosure 4.148
OP/1!B/6750/002

PZR Level Alternate Action Page 1 of 2

ORIGIN: PZRLVL1-AA PZRLVL2-AA

PROBABLE Median Select CANNOT determine a good value from the three pressurizer level inputs.
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. DCS ALTERNATE ACTION annunciator on IAD-2, F/9.
ACTIONS:

2. PZR level is held at last good value.

3. IF PZRLVL1-AA, the following are blocked:
• High level alarm
• High level deviation
• Low level alarm
• Low level deviation
• PZR heaters off interlock
• Letdown isolation

4. IF PZRLVL1-AA, PZR Level Master M/A switches to manual.

5. IF PZRLVL2-AA, the following are blocked:
• Low level alarm
• PZR heaters off interlock
• Letdown isolation

OPERATOR ACTIONS ON NEXT PAGE
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PZR HTRS-OFF
LO-LVL ALM

SELECTED
CHARGING

FLOW

NV- 294
POSITION

OP-CN-PS-ILE-DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

Page 25 of 29
REV2

Selected Tavg

Protection

I NV2A, 10,11,13 PZR HTRS-OFF I NVIA, 10,11,13
CLOSED LO-LVLALM CLOSED

NV-294 CONTROL
SLIM/Soft Control
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21.
APEO36 AK3.01
Fuel Handling Incidents
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the Fuel Handling Incidents:
Different inputs that will cause a reactor building evacuation.

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• The refueling crew is lowering an irradiated fuel assembly next to a new fuel assembly in
the core for Unit 1.

• When the assembly is halfway inserted, it drops completely into the core.
• The SRO observes a notable amount of bubbles from the associated core location.
• The RO notes that source range count rates increased by 0.2 decades and are stabilizing.

Which ONE of the following describes:
(1) an expected alarm;

AND

(2) how this alarm will impact evacuation ofcontainment?

A. (1) 1AD-2, D13 & D14 SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN
(2) Causes an automatic actuation of the Containment Evacuation alarm.

B. (1) 1AD-2, D13 & D14 SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN
(2) Requires Control Room crew to manually actuate the Containment Evacuation alarm.

C. (1) 1RAD-3, D12 1EMF-17 REACTOR BLDG REFUEL BRIDGE
(2) Causes an automatic actuation of the Containment Evacuation alarm.

D. (1) 1RAD-3, D12 IEMF-17 REACTOR BLDG REFUEL BRIDGE
(2) Requires Control Room crew to manually actuate the Containment Evacuation alarm.

Ans: C

References:
IAD-2, D13 & D14 SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN
1RAD-3, D12 1EMF-17 REACTOR BLDG REFUEL BRIDGE
AP/11A55001025, “Damaged Spent Fuel”, Step 4 of Section C., “Operator Actions.”
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since this alarm condition is indeed an input to the Containment
Evacuation alarm, and if this alarm actuates, it will cause the Containment Evacuation alarm
to automatically actuate. However, the applicant has misinterpreted the conditions in the stem
by not recognizing that the source range count rates rose by only 0.2 decades and are
stabilizing. The alarm setpoint for the SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN alarm is 1/2
decade (0.5) above existing level, above what actually occurred in the stem conditions.
Therefore, this alarm will not actuate, and it will not have an impact on containment
evacuation alarm actuation.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since this alarm condition is indeed an input to the Containment
Evacuation alarm, and if this alarm actuates, it will cause the Containment Evacuation alarm
to automatically actuate. However, the applicant has misinterpreted the conditions in the stem
by not recognizing that the source range count rates rose by only 0.2 decades and are
stabilizing. The alarm setpoint for the S/R HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN alarm is 1/2
decade (0.5) above existing level, above what actually occurred in the stem conditions.
Therefore, this alarm will not actuate, and it will not have an impact on containment
evacuation alarm actuation. It is plausible for an applicant to conclude that a manual
actuation of the Containment Evacuation alarm is needed, sirce the abnormal procedure for a
Fuel Handling Incident does contain an RNO step to manually sound the containment
evacuation alarm. This procedure is AP/1/A5500/025, “Damaged Spent Fuel”, Step 4 of
Section C., “Operator Actions.” However, due to the radiation monitor actuation on the
Refueling Bridge, an automatic actuation of the Containment Evacuation alarm will already
have occurred.

C. CORRECT. In accordance with Annunciator Response Procedure OP/1/B/6100/O1OZ, 1RAD-
3, D/2, IEMF17 REACTOR BLDG REFUEL BRIDGE, when radiation monitor 1EMF-17
alarms, it sends a signal to automatically actuate the Containment Evacuation alarm, as long
as power level is below permissive P-6 (10 E--10 amps). For the given conditions, the
applicant must recognize that this radiation monitor would be in alarm.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since this radiation monitor could reach its alarm setpoint, given the fuel
handling incident conditions. It is also plausible for an applicant to be confused about the
output signal of this radiation monitor reaching its high alarm setpoint. There are radiation
monitors in the plant which provide an alarm function only; e.g., EMF-41, Aux. Bldg., EMF
26, Steam Line, etc. It is plausible for an applicant to conclude that a manual actuation of the
Containment Evacuation alarm is needed, since the abnormal procedure for a Fuel Handling
Incident does contain an RNO step to manually sound the containment evacuation alarm.
This procedure is AP/1/A5500/025, “Damaged Spent Fuel”, Step 4 of Section C., “Operator
Actions.”
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KIA Match
The applicant is presented with a fuel handling incident in the reactor building and then tested on
the reason that a reactor building evacuation would be initiated during those conditions; i.e., in this
case, “reason” is interpreted as why did the reactor building evacuation occur, NOT why would you
want a reactor building evacuation to occur. Testing why would you want an evacuation to occur is
not discriminatory enough, since evacuating an area is almost always for personnel protection, and
is not conducive to writing a discriminating question.

Therefore, “reason” was interpreted as why did the reactor building -evacuation occur. The
applicant is then tested on which inputs, of the conditions given, wiIlcause an alarm, and the
reactor building evacuation.
Cognitive Level: Low
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OP/1/B/6 100/01 OC
PANEL: 1AD-2 Page 37 of 66

SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN 1)13
SETPOINT: ‘A decade above existing shutdown level

ORIGIN: Bistable in either source range drawer

PROBABLE 1. Reactivity addition due to cooldown, dilution, Xe decay, or
CAUSE: rod withdrawal

2. Failure to block on normal startup
3. Instrument malfunction
4. Radiation detection

AUTOMATIC Containment Evacuation Alarm actuated if below P-6
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Stop any positive reactivity addition in progress.
ACTIONS: 2. IF refueling, suspend all fuel movement.

3. IF due to failure to block during startup, block both source ranges
by placing “HI FLUX SHUTDOWN” switches to block.

4. IF due to boron dilution, refer to AP/1/A/5500/013 (Boron
Dilution).

5. IF due to instrument malfunction, refer to AP/1/A/5500/016
(Malfunction of Nuclear Instrumentation System).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to TS 3.1.1 (Shutdown Margin (SDM)).
ACTIONS: 2. Contact the Upper andlor Lower Hatch Watch and report the validity

of the Containment Evacuation Alarm.

REFERENCES: TS 3.1.1 (Shutdown Margin (SDM))



OP/1/B/6100/O1OC
PANEL: 1AD-2 Page 38 of 66

SIR HI FLUX LEVEL AT SHUTDOWN D14
SETPOINT: 1/2 decade above existing shutdown level

ORIGIN: Bistable in either source range drawer

PROBABLE 1. Reactivity addition due to cooldown, dilution, Xe decay, or rod
CAUSE: withdrawal

2. Failure to block on normal startup
3. Instrument malfunction

AUTOMATIC Containment Evacuation Alarm actuated if below P-6
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Stop any positive reactivity addition in progress.
ACTIONS: 2. IF refueling, suspend all fuel movement.

3. IF due to failure to block during startup, block both source ranges
by placing “HI FLUX SHUTDOWN” switches to block.

4. IF due to boron dilution, refer to AP/1/A]5500/013 (Boron
Dilution).

5. IF due to instrument malfunction, refer to AP/1/A15500/016
(Malfunction of Nuclear Instrumentation System).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to TS 3.1.1 (Shutdown margin (SDM)).
ACTIONS: 2. Contact the Upper and/or Lower Hatch Watch and report the validity

of the Containment Evacuation Alarm.

REFERENCES: TS 3.1.1 (Shutdown margin (SDM))



OP/1/B/6 100/01 OZ
PANEL: 1 kAD- Page 19 of 32

1EMF17 REACTOR BLDG REFUEL BRIDGE D12
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints).

ORIGIN: 1EMF-17 low range G-M detector (trip 2 contacts).

PROBABLE 1. Radioactive spill or leak in containment.
CAUSE: 2. Fuel element damage (refueling in progress).

AUTOMATIC IF below P-6, containment evacuation alarm actuated.
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Verifj automatic action occurs.
ACTIONS: 2. IF valid alarm, ensure all personnel are evacuated from containment.

3. IF below P-6, contact upper and lower RP Hatch Watches and report
the validity of the alarm.

4. Monitor 1EMF-l7 activity levels.
5. IF 1EMF-39 is inoperable, secure any VQ in progress per

OP/1/A16450/017 (Containment Air Release And Addition System).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. IF operable, monitor 1EMF-38, 39, 40 (Containment Atmosphere)
ACTIONS: activity levels.

2. Notif’ Radiation Protection personnel of this alarm.
3. Refer to RP/0/A/5000/010 (Conducting a Site Assembly or

Evacuation) to determine the need of a site assembly.
4. Refer to the appropriate coolant leak procedure for the condition of the

plant:
• AP/l/A15500/10 (Reactor Coolant Leak)
• AP/ 1 /A/5 500/27 (Shutdown LOCA)
• AP/l/A/5500/19 (Loss of Residual Heat Removal System) Case 11

5. Refer to AP/1/A15500/25 (Damaged Spent Fuel).

REFERENCES: 1. CNM-1346.05-33
2. NSM CN-0000l
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22.
APEO6O AK3.03
Accidental Gaseous-Waste Release
Knowledge of the reasons for the following responses as they apply to the Accidental Gaseous
Radwaste:
Actions contained in EOP for accidental gaseous-waste release

NEW
During a fuel handling accident with VP in operation, which ONE of the following describes the
correct sequence of required VP operation and containment closure, per AP/25 (Damaged Spent
Fuel), and what is the reason for that required sequence?

A. Shutdown VP first, and then establish containment closure.
Prevent an unmonitored release to the environment.

B. Establish containment closure first, and then shutdown VP.
Prevent an unmonitored release to the environment.

C. Establish containment closure first, and then shutdown VP.
Prevent creating a vacuum in containment.

D. Shutdown VP first, and then establish containment closure.
Prevent creating a vacuum in containment.

Ans: B

References:
AP/25, (Damaged Spent Fuel), Rev. 16
OPI1/A16450/015, Containment Purge System, Rev. 48
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct. The sequence of operations is plausible if the
applicant reverses them, by not applying system understanding of the potential for adverse
consequences (unmonitored release).

B. CORRECT. Per AP/25, (Damaged Spent Fuel), Step 7 and the Caution just prior to the step,
securing VP before containment closure is etablished could result in unmonitored releases to
the environment. Securing the purge first, may cause a positive pressure in containment (in
relation to the aux. bldg.), thereby creating the potential for a release into the aux. bldg.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the required sequence is correct. The second part (vacuum in
containment) is also plausible since there is guidance in another procedure (the operating
procedure for Containment Purge System Startup) cautioning the operator about the potential
for creating a vacuum inside containment, but it is misapplied for the given conditions.

for plausibility of c2, d2, see OP/1/A16450/015, End. 4.1, page 4

D. Incorrect. The sequence of operations is plausible if the applicant reverses them, by not
applying system understanding of the potential for adverse consequences (unmonitored
release). The vacuum in containment is plausible since there is guidance in another
procedure (the operating procedure for Containment Purge System Startup) cautioning the
operator about the potential for creating a vacuum inside containment, but it is misapplied for
the given conditions

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the conditions in the stem involve a fuel handling accident with
containment purge in service. The applicant is tested on the reasons for why containment closure
is established prior to shutting down the purge evolution. This is an APE K/A, and as such, is
tested by giving conditions involving the abnormal procedure case which presents a potential for
an accidental gaseous waste release.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS DAMAGED SPENT FUEL PAGE NO.
APII/N5500/025 3of16

Damaged Fuel in Reactor Building Revision 16

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

5. Notify the Containment Closure
Coordinator to perform the required
actions of OPIO!A/61 00/014 (Penetration
Control For Mode 5 and 6):

• Ensure Equipment Hatch - CLOSED.

• Ensure at least one door on each of the
following - CLOSED:

—. Upper Personnel Airlock

• Lower Personnel Airlock.

• Isolate affected penetrations.

— 6. Ensure any containment air release from
VQ-STOPPED.

CAUTION Securing VP before establishing containment closure may result in
unmonitored releases to the environment.

— 7. WHEN containment closure is
established, THEN shutdown VP System.
REFER TO Enclosure 4 (VP Shutdown).

8. Notify the following of damaged fuel
assembly in the Reactor Building:

• RP

—. Reactor Engineer.

— 9. Verify proper VCIYC system operation.
REFER TO Enclosure 2 (Control Room
Ventilation System Verification).

— 10. Place Containment Auxiliary Charcoal
Filter System in service. REFER ]Q
OPII/A!64501001 (Containment
Ventilation System).



EncIoure4.1 OP/1/A16450/015
Containment Purge System Startup Page 5 of 5

3.9.4 Verify the following valves located on 1ELMCOO21 (1RB-ECP-3) (AB-594,
MM-52) open:

LI 1VPOO1B (Upper Cont Purge Supply Outside Isol)
U 1VPOO3B (Upper Cont Purge Supply Outside Isol)
El 1VPOO6B (Lower Cont Purge Supply Outside Isol)
U 1VPOO8B (Lower Cont Purge Supply Outside Isol)
El 1VPO1 lB (Upper Cont Purge Exhaust Outside Isol)
U 1VPO13B (Upper Cont Purge Exhaust Outside Isol)
El 1VPO16B (Lower Cont Purge Exhaust Outside Isol)

CAUTION: • Supply and exhaust air flow rates shall be identical to prevent pressurization or
vacuum inside containment.

• Do NOT exceed the Recommended Release Rate on the GWR Permit Report.

3.10 Establish Containment Purge supply and exhaust air flow at 1ELCPO11O (1RB-CP-1)
(AB-594, LL-52, Rm 500) at a rate greater than 10,000 CFM and less than or equal to the
“Recommended Release Rate (cflri)” specified on the GWR Permit Report as follows:

El 3.10.1 Maintain supply and exhaust air flow rates equal as indicated on the following
gauges while adjusting flow in the following step:

• “1VPP5 150 (CPS-AFMD-1) CONT. PURGE SUPPLY AIR FLOW”
• “1VPP5200 (CPE-AFMD-1) CONT. PURGE EXHAUST AIR FLOW”

U 3.10.2 Simultaneously adjust the following minimum position switches in the
“DECREASE” (counter-clockwise) direction to increase supply and exhaust air
flow rates to achieve the desired flow rate while maintaining air flow rates
balanced:

• “CONTAINMENT AREA PURGE SUPPLY”
• “CONTAINMENT AREA FILTER EXHAUST”

3.11 Notify RP shift personnel that containment purge has been initiated.
Person notified

___________________________________

3.12 File this enclosure in the Control Copy folder of this procedure.
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23.
APEO67 AK1.01
Plant Fire On Site
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to Plant Fire on
Site: Fire classifications, by type

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• A fire is occurring on one of the turbine bearings.

Considering the classification of this fire, which one of the following is the correct sequence of how
the deluge system is actuated, AND when the alarms are received in the control room?

Events (listed in random order):

1. lAD-i, TURBINE OIL FIRE TURB TRIP, alarms.
2. OAC alarm is received for high temperature at fire detector.
3. The deluge valve automatically opens.
4. Operator activates the breakglass station at 1MC9 to open the deluge valve.

A. 1,2,3

B. 2,3,1

C. 2,4,1

D. 1,2,4

Ans: C

References:
OAC Alarm Screen for Turbine Bearing Heat Actuated Devices
lAD-i, B/10 (TURBINE OIL FIRE TURB TRIP), Rev. 54
DBD for Fire Protection System, 3.2.2.1.8, Rev. 18
OP-CN-SS-RFY, Lesson Plan for Fire Protection Systems, page 17, 18, Rev. 22
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. The Turbine Oil Fire Turb Trip alarm as the first event is plausible, since an
applicant could reason that a fire at the turbine would cause the turbine to automatically trip,
and if the applicant correctly recalls that the oil pumps also trip when this alarm activates, it
adds further plausibility to this selection. Believing that the deluge valve automatically opens
is also plausible, since there are other components and systems in the pant which utilize this
type of system; e.g., transformers use a deluge system for oil fires.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the OAC alarm as the first event is correct. Believing that the
deluge valve automatically opens is also plausible, since there are other components and
systems in the plant which utilize this type of system; e.g., transformers use a deluge system
for oil fires. Event 1 as last is correct, and therefore plausible.

C. CORRECT. Due to the concern for damaging the main turbine bearings due to erroneous
discharge of water, the turbine bearing fire protection system is a manually actuated preaction
system. The control and deluge valves associated with these systems are the same type as
automatic water spray systems; however, actuation of the deluge valve is manual and not by
the heat actuated fire detectors.

The Main Turbine Bearing fire protection system piping is normally dry downstream of the
deluge valve. This piping is pressurized with air, which is monitored by a pressure switch. If
sufficient heat is in the area of a sprinkler head, the heat sensitive element will be destroyed
and the sprinkler head will open. Once the sprinkler head opens, the pressure switch senses
the drop in air pressure and alarms to the Control Room. The deluge valve will not open and
water is not discharged on the turbine bearings. The Control Room operators will make the
decision on opening the deluge valve as described below.

Upon receipt of the alarm in the Control Room (OAC - Operator Aid Computer) (Event #2),
the operators can decide if the deluge valve should be opened. If the decision is made to
open the deluge valve, this is done by activating the breakglass station on a vertical control
panel in the control room (Event #4). Opening the deluge valve allows water to enter the
preaction system distribution piping. Water will not be discharged on the turbine bearings
unless sufficient heat is also present at the sprinkler heads, located at the turbine bearings, to
cause the heat sensitive element in the sprinkler head to break, and spray the area with water.

Per the Annunciator Response Procedure for lAD-I, TURBINE OIL FIRE TURB TRIP, this
annunciator alarms when the breakglass station in the control room (Panel 1MC9) is actuated
(Event #1). This action trips the main turbine and all main turbine lube oil pumps. Note the
above Events in bold, and that the correct sequence is 2, 4, 1.

D. Incorrect. The Turbine Oil Fire Turb Trip alarm as the first event is plausible, since an
applicant could reason that a fire at the turbine would cause the turbine to automatically trip,
and if the applicant correctly recalls that the oil pumps also trip when this alarm activates, it
adds plausibility to this selection.

The OAC alarm as the second event is plausible, since it does come after the Turbine Oil Fire
Turb Trip. The applicant may conclude that the OAC alarm is then used to confirm the validity
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of the first alarm, since the QAC does provide indication of heat actuated detector alarm (high
temperature) status.

The third event (activates breakglass station) is a correct action, and is therefore plausible. It
is plausible to have this event as the third event, since it comes after the operator checking
the QAC alarm, and because this sequence is correct.

KIA Match
The operational implications of the fire classification by type is that the classification of fire is a
Class B fire, or oil fire. Many locations where Class B fires occur utilize a Heat Actuated Device,
which automatically deluges the component with water spray in order to extinguish the fire. But in
this particular case (operational implication), inadvertent discharge of water is a significant concern
due to potential damage to the main turbine bearings. This particular application has a special
operational implication, because even though it is a Class B fire situation, and therefore typically
employs a automatic deluge system, manual actuation of the deluge system is required.

Cognitive Level: Low
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OP/l/B/6100/O1OB
- PAWEL: lAD-i - Page 22 of 64

TURBINE OIL FIRE TURB TRIP B/i0
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Breakglass station at 1MC9

PROBABLE Operator Action
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. Turbine trip
ACTIONS: 2. All main turbine lube oil pumps trip

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify automatic action occurs.
ACTIONS: 2. Go to AP/l/A/5500/002 (Turbine Generator Trip).

SUPPLEMENTARY Dispatch operators to inspect turbine area for possible fire and/or
ACTIONS: damage.

REFERENCES: 1. CN-1499-07.02
2. CNEE-0121.O1.02
3. CNEE-0122.01.01 through 01.19
4. CNEE-0133-01.01, 02, 03



Spec. CNS-1599.RF-OO-0001
Date: Septembej 19, 1994
Rev. 18
Page 21 of64

3.2.2.1.7 Fire Suppression By Automatic Water Spray (Deluge) Systems
Automatic water spray systems are normally provided to protect equipment containing significantquantities of lubricating or hydraulic oil, i.e. transformers, Main Turbine Oil Tank, Hydrogen Seal OilUnit, etc. Appendix C provides a detailed listing of automatic water spray systems. These systems arealso commonly referred to as ‘Mulsifyre” systems and normally consist of the following:
• Control valve

• Deluge valve

• Heat actuated fire detectors

• Alarm device

• Distribution piping

• Open water spray nozzles

The control valves used for automatic water spray systems are normally locked/sealed open OutsideScrew and Yoke (OS&Y) gate valves. Reference 3.7.4.1.8 provides details of valve types.
Deluge valves are normally provided in the automatic water spray system piping downstream of thecontrol valve. The function of the deluge valve is to isolate the open water spray nozzles from the watersupply. The clapper in the deluge valve is normally held closed by differential water pressure pressingagainst a latch pin assembly. During fire conditions the heat actuated fire detectors open a solenoid valvewhich relieves the differential water pressure. Upon relief of the differential water pressure the latchingpin assembly allows the deluge valve clapper to lift. Water is then supplied to the open water spraynozzles and is discharged for fire suppression.

If an automatic water spray system is actuated it is important that an alarm be provided to the ControlRoom so the appropriate response can be initiated. Automatic water spray systems are normally providedwith heat actuated fire detectors that open the differential water pressure solenoid relief valve,as discussedabove, and provide an alarm to the Control Room.

The UL Listed deluge valve is also equipped with alarm trim. When the deluge valve clapper is lifted awater flow path is opened to a pressure switch. The increased water pressure on the pressure switch
causes the pressure switch contacts to close and provide an alarm to the Control Room. This alarm
normally utilizes the same circuitry as the heat actuated fire detectors; therefore, this pressure switch
alarm serves as a backup to the alarm provided by the heat actuated fire detectors.
Automatic water spray systems are also provided with local alarms. Local alarms are produced by electricbells that are actuated by same circuitry providing the Control Room alarm.
3.2.2.1.8 Fire Suppression By Manual Preaction Systems

The Main Turbine Bearings are protected from fire by manual preaction sprinkler systems. These systemsconsist of the following:

• OS&Y control valve (RF 959)

• Deluge valve (RF 960)

• Supervisory air supply

• Dry piping distribution system

• Closed sprinkler heads

VERIFY HARD COPY AGAINST WEB SITE IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO EACH USE



Spec. CNS-1599.RF-OO-0001
- Date: September 19, 1994

Rev. 18
Page 22 of 64

In order to reduce the potential of main turbine bearing damage due to erroneous discharge of water, theturbine bearings fire protection system is a manually actuated preaction system. The control and thedeluge valves associated with these systems are the same type as provided for the automatic water spraysystems; however, actuation of the deluge valve is accomplished manually and not by the heat actuatedfire detectors.

The heat actuated fire detectors associated with the Main Turbine Bearings fire protection system providean alarm to the Control Room when temperatures in the area of the detector exceed the rating of thedetector. The detectors do not send a signal to the solenoid valve associated with relieving the delugevalve differential water pressure. Upon receipt of the alarm in the Control Room, the operators can decideif the deluge valve should be opened. If the decision is made to open the deluge valve, this function canbe accomplished electrically in the Control Room or in the Turbine Building or manually at the delugevalve. Opening the deluge valve allows water to enter the preaction system distribution piping. Water willnot be discharged on the turbine bearings unless sufficient heat is also present at the sprinkler heads,located at the turbine bearings, to cause the heat sensitive element in the sprinkler head to have beendestroyed.

The Main Turbine Bearing fire protection system distribution piping is normally dry downstream of thedeluge valve. This piping is pressurized with air supplied from the Station Air System (VS) through valveRF 405. The air pressure in the piping is monitored by pressure switch RFPS561O. If sufficient heat is inthe area of a sprinkler head, the heat sensitive element will be destroyed and the sprinkler head will open.Once the sprinkler head opens, pressure switch RFPS561O senses the drop in air pressure and alarms tothe Control Room. The deluge valve will not open and water is not discharged on the turbine bearings.The Control Room operators can open the deluge valve electrically or manually as discussed above.
3.2.2.1.9 Fire Suppression By Automatic Preaction Systems
The Waste Solidification Building is protected from fire by an automatic preaction sprinkler systems toprevent freezing of the water in the distribution piping. This system consists of the following:
• OS&Y control valve 1RF 296

• Deluge valve 1RF 297

• Supervisory air supply

• Dry piping distribution system

• Closed sprinkler heads

In order to reduce the potential of freezing the water in the Waste Solidification Building fire protectionsystem piping, the Waste Solidification Building fire protection system distribution piping is normally drydownstream of the deluge valve. This arrangement is accomplished by utilizing an automatic preactionfire protection system. The control and the deluge valves associated with these systems are the same typeas provided for the automatic water spray systems; however, actuation of the deluge valve is
accomplished by rate compensation heat detectors which are part of EFA System zone 228.
Should the Waste Solidification Building heat detectors reach alarm conditions solenoid valve
0RFSV2970 is opened which allows the clapper in valve 1RF 297 to open. Water is introduced into thefire protection system piping but will not be discharged until sufficient heat is present at a sprinkler headto destroy the sprinkler head heat sensitive element. Once the sprinkler head heat sensitive element isdestroyed, water can be discharged for fire suppression.
The distribution piping is pressurized with air supplied from the Station Air System (VS) through valve1RF 414. The air pressure in the piping is monitored by pressure switch ORFPS6O4O. Monitoring the air

VERIFY HARD COPY AGAINST WEB SITE IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO EACH USE
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24.
APEO68 2.4.45
Control Room Evacuation
Ability to prioritize and interpret the significance of each annunciator or alarm.

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• lAD-i 8, A18, UNIT I INTAKE HI CHLORINE 1A, has just alarmed.
• There is a strong chlorine odor in the Control Room.
• The crew then performs the immediate action required by the annunciator response

procedure for the chlorine odor.
• The decision has been made to evacuate the Control Room, per AP/017, (Loss of Control

Room).

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) which, if any, additional control board annunciator will alarm when the RO takes the
immediate action required by chlorine odor alarm ONLY;

AND

(2) what indicates that the SRO’s actions are complete in the Control Room?

A. (1) 1AD-l3, F/5, HVAC PANEL TROUBLE, LIT.
(2) 1AD-18, N8, UNIT 1 INTAKE HI CHLORINE IA, DARK.

B. (I) NO additional annunciator will alarm.
(2) 1AD-18, A18, UNIT I INTAKE HI CHLORINE 1A, DARK.

C. (1) NO additional annunciator will alarm.
(2) 1AD-5, G/l, AUX SHUTDOWN PNL A IN LOCAL CTRL, LIT.

D. (1) 1AD-13, F/5, HVAC PANEL TROUBLE, LIT.
(2) IAD-5, Gil, AUX SHUTDOWN PNL A IN LOCAL CTRL, LIT.

Ans: C

References:
lAD-I 3, F/5, HVAC PANEL TROUBLE
1AD-18, N8, UNIT I INTAKE HI CHLORINE IA
AP/017, (Loss of Control Room), Rev. 53
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. The required action is to isolate the train of CRHVAC air intake for which the
chlorine alarm condition exists. The other train (“B”) takes suction from the other side of the
building, and depending on the extent of the chlorine problem, may or may not, also be in
alarm. This distractor is plausible if the applicant believes that shutting down the intake fan is
the correct action, when all that is required is to isolate the intake header itself. This does
NOT cause the HVAC Panel Trouble alarm, but shutting down the fan would.

B. Incorrect. Applicant correctly recognizes that the required action does not cause an alarm. It
is plausible to reason that taking a corrective action to address an alarm condition, would
result in that alarm condition clearing, and therefore, that the alarm itself would clear. Even if
the chlorine outdoors was dissipated, and the chlorine alarm setpoint (1 ppm) was no longer
exceeded in the Control Room, the alarm would not clear until manual action is taken to
LOCALLY reset the alarm.

C. CORRECT. The action required to address the chlorine alarm is to isolate the train of
CRHVAC air intake for which the chlorine alarm condition exists. Even with this train of air
intake isolated, there is still fresh air being provided to the Control Room intake, using the
same fan, but from a physically separated source from the chlorine alarmed source. The
listed alarm (Aux Shutdown Panel in Local Control) will alarm when the local operator has
operated the switch locally which removes all control functions from the Control Room.

D. Incorrect. The required action is to isolate the train of CRHVAC air intake for which the
chlorine alarm condition exists. The other train (“B”) takes suction from the other side of the
building, and depending on the extent of the chlorine problem, may or may not, also be in
alarm. This distractor is plausible if the applicant believes that shutting down the intake fan is
the correct action, when all that is required is to isolate the intake header itself. This does
NOT cause the HVAC Panel Trouble alarm, but shutting down the fan would. It is plausible to
believe that taking a corrective action to address an alarm condition, would result in that alarm
condition clearing, and therefore, that the alarm itself would clear. Even if the chlorine
outdoors was dissipated, and the chlorine alarm setpoint (1 ppm) was no longer exceeded in
the Control Room, the alarm would not clear until manual action is taken to LOCALLY reset
the alarm.

KIA Match
Plant conditions given in the stem involve a strong chlorine odor in the control room, leading to a
decision to evacuate the control room. The applicant is given alarms related to this condition and
tested on the significance of these alarms, and must understand actions associated with these
conditions, and which alarms would be caused by taking these actions. The prioritize aspect of the
K/A is addressed by testing knowledge of which alarm is the “go - no-go” for determining that
conditions are now met for actually leaving the Control Room.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a higher cognitive level question because the applicant must recall what each alarm means
with regards to the operation of the system. The applicant must then analyze from the multiple
alarms given in the initial conditions the overall impact on the system. Since the question requires
multiple mental steps to arrive at the correct answer, this is a higher cognitive level question.
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OP/1/B/6100!O1ON
- Panel 1ADI13 Page 47 of 50

HVAC PANEL TROUBLE F/5
SETPOINT: 1. Alarm on HVAC Trouble Annunciator Panel 1AD-19 Actuated

2. Alarm on HVAC Critical Annunciator Panel 1AD-18 Actuated

ORIGIN: 1. Any alarm on 1AD-19
2. Any alarm on 1AD-18

PROBABLE 1. lAD- 19 Annunciator Actuated
CAUSE: 2. 1AD-18 Annunciator Actuated

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE Dispatch an operator to investigate alarm.
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY Take corrective action as necessary per OP/1/B/6100/O1OR
ACTIONS: (Annunciator Response For Panel 1AD-19) or OPI1IBI6100!O1OP

(Annunciator Response For Panel 1AD-18).

REFERENCES: Annunciator List



OP/1/B/6100/O1OP
Panel IAD-18 Page 10 of 78

UNIT 1 INTAKE HI CHLORINE lÀ A/8
SETPOINT: 1 ppm

ORIGIN: 1VCMT5 140

PROBABLE 1. High chlorine detection
CAUSE: 2. Detector power failure

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: An alarm is considered valid if chlorine odor is detected in the Control Room.

IMMEDIATE IF chlorine odor is detected in the Control Room, ensure at least one of
ACTIONS: the following valves are closed (1MC3):

• 1VC-6A (CRA Filt Inlet) cAv5A14W’’‘‘

• 1VC-5B (CRA Filt Inlet) ,ø..,9.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to TS 3.7.10 and SLC 16.6-4.
ACTIONS: 2. Dispatch operator to locally acknowledge the alarm by depressing the

“AIR button located on 1VCMT5 140 (AB-582 CC-46 Pin 494).
jt6’f4”3. chlorine odor is detected, perform the following:

3.1 Notify Chemistry to check the operation of station chlorine systems.
3.2 Request chlorine sampling by Safety section personnel to verify a

valid alarm.
3.3 WHEN desired to restore VC system to normal lineup, refer to

OP/0/A!6450/01 1 (Control Room Area VentilationlChilled
Water System).

4. IF chlorine odor is NOT detected, perform the following:
4.1 Request chlorine sampling by Safety section personnel to

verify the alarm is NOT valid.
4.2 Notify IAE/SPOC to perform a Channel Operational

Test.

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0131-06.51.04
2. CNEE-013 1-06.22
3. CNEE-0131-06.21
4. CNM-12 10.09.143 (Chlorine Detector Tech Manual)
5. CN-1578-l.0 (VC)



OP/l/B/6100/O1cJF
ANEL lA:5 Page 47 of 58

AUX SHUTDOWN PNL A IN LOCAL CTRL Gil
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Switch SPA67 (Local/Remote Switch located on Aux Shutdown Panel A)

PROBABLE 1. Local/Remote Switch on the Aux Shutdown Panel A placed
CAUSE: in ‘Local”

2. Flooding of Aux Shutdown Panel A

AUTOMATIC See OP/1/A16l00/004 (Shutdown Outside the Control Room From Hot
ACTIONS: Standby to Cold Shutdown) for valves that reposition upon transfer to Aux

Shutdown Panel A.

IMMEDIATE Realign the affected systems valves listed in OP/1/A16 100/004
ACTIONS: (Shutdown Outside the Control Room From Hot Standby to Cold

Shutdown) to their position prior to transfer per their normal operating
procedures.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Monitor affected plant parameters closely until Control Room
ACTIONS: control has been completely regained.

2. the transfer was caused by flooding, shut down the unit per
OP/1/A/6100/002 (Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown) and
OP/1/A/6100/020 (Operational Guidelines for Achieving Cold
Shutdown Following a Fire in the Plant).

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0l47-07.01 Series
2. OP/1/A/6100/004 (Shutdown Outside the Control Room From Hot

Standby to Cold Shutdown)



CNS LOSS O CONTROL ROOM
-

- PAGE NO.AP/1/A155001017 1 of 78
Revision 53

A. Purpose

To describe the steps to be taken to achieve and maintain Hot Standby in the event the control
room must be evacuated.

B. Symptoms

• CASE I Control Room Uninhabitable:

• Toxic gas release requiring evacuation of the Control Room.

• CASE II Loss of Plant Control Due to Fire or Security Event:

• Fire in the Control Room making the Control Room uninhabitable

• Security threat with imminent loss of Control Room to terrorists

• Loss of control of both trains of equipment required to maintain safe shutdown function from
Control Room and Aux Shutdown Panel due to fire or security event.



CNS I LQSSOFCONTRQLROA)M PAGE NO. I
APJI/N5SOO/O1

7• I 3 of 78 ICase l
Revision 531Control Room Uninhabitable I

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
8. Trip the following NC pump breakers:

• All NC pump safety breakers

—
. All NC pump motor supply breakers.

— 9. Ensure INV-IOA (Letdn Orif lB OtIt Cont
Isol) - CLOSED.

10. Notify Unit I ASP (x5549, x5548) and
AFWPTCP (x5552) to shift to local
control.

— 11. Announce the following twice over plant
wide communications system: “Unit I
control is being transferred to aux
shutdown panels. All personnel perform
required actions”.

12. WHEN the control room is to be
evacuated, THEN:

— a. Notify all unassigned control room
personnel to report to ASP.

— b. Obtain the contents of the security key
box located at the Control Room
Supervisor desk.

c. GotoUnitlASP.

END



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

25.
APEO76 AK2.01
High Reactor Coolant Activity
Knowledge of the interrelations between the High Reactor Coolant Activity and the following:
Process radiation monitors

NEW
Which ONE of the following describes the operation of I EMF-48, (NC Sample Line Reactor
Coolant) during implementation of AP/18, (High Activity in Reactor Coolant), including where the
sample is drawn from and which event(s) can it be used for diagnosing?

Sample Drawn From Diagnose Which Event

A. Cold Leg failed fuel OR crud burst

B. Cold Leg failed fuel ONLY

C. Hot Leg failed fuel ONLY

D. Hot Leg failed fuel OR crud burst

Ans: D

References:
API18, (High Activity in Reactor Coolant), Step 1, Rev. 015
OP-CN-PS-NC, Lesson Plan for Reactor Coolant System, Page 33, Rev. 43
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since failed fuel or crud burst is correct. Drawing the sample from the
cold leg is plausible if applicant has the misconception that a “cooler” sample is used when
drawing a sample.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant has the misconception that this radiation monitor is only used
for high reactor coolant activity from failed fuel and not a crud burst, since a crud burst could
be material other than failed fuel, and believe that the monitor only detects the type of activity
generated from failed fuel. Drawing the sample from the cold leg is plausible if applicant has
the misconception that a ‘cooler” sample is used when drawing a sample.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the source of the sample from the hot leg is correct. It is plausible
for an applicant to have the misconception that this radiation monitor is only used for high
reactor coolant activity from failed fuel and not a crud burst, since a crud burst could be
material other than failed fuel, and believe that the monitor only detects the type of activity
generated from failed fuel.

D. CORRECT. Per AP/18, (High Activity in Reactor Coolant), the sample analysis from 1EMF-48
is used to determine the source of the activity: it could be from failed fuel, OR a crud burst, or
a failed radiation monitor. System design is that the monitor tap is from the hot leg.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is tested on an interrelation between the process
monitor 1 EMF-48 and the abnormal event of a high reactor coolant activity, including how the
sample results are used during implementation of the abnormal procedure. The applicant is also
tested on how the monitor interfaces with the system; i.e., what part of the system is the sample
taken from, and how the sample is used to determine which “parameters” of the system (failed
fuel, crud burst) are of an operational concern during an abnormal event (High Reactor Coolant
Activity).

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS HIGH ACTIVITY IN REACTOR COOLANT PAGE NO.
APII/A/55001018 1 of 4

Revision 15

A. Purpose

• To verify proper response in the event of high activity in the NC System.

B. Symptoms

• Primary sample results indicate increasing activity level

• NC filter area monitors alarm - LIT:

• 1RAD-3, D13 “1EMF 18568 KK -56 NC FILTER IA”
• IRAD-3, D/4 ‘IEMF 19568 KK,LL -56 NC FILTER 1B”

• IRAD-3, E14 ‘IEMF 48 NC SAMPLE LINE REACTOR COOLANT’ - LIT.



CNS HIGH ACTIVITY IN REACTOR COOLANT PAGE NO.
API1IAI5500/018 2 of 4

Revision 15

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

1. Notify Primary Chemistry to sample and
perform an isotopic analysis (total
activity) of the NC System to determine
source of high activity:

—. Crud burst
—. Failed fuel
—. Contaminated (inoperable) EMF.

— 2. Verify “LETDN HX OTLT TEMP” - LESS Perform the following:
THAN 136°F.

— a. Ensure INV-153A (Letdn Hx OtIt 3-Way
Valve) - IN “VCT” POSITION.

— b. Determine and correct cause of letdown
heat exchanger high temperature.

— c. WHEN ‘LETDN HX OTLT TEMP” is
less than 136°F, THEN RETURN TO
Step 2.

_d. QQStep5.

3. Ensure at least one of the following
mixed bed demineralizers is in service as
follows:

—. NV-353 & 364 (Mixed Bed Demin 1A
Isol) - OPEN

OR

• NV-368 & 379 (Mixed Bed Demin lB
Isol) - OPEN.

4. Ensure INV-153A (Letdn Hx Otlt 3-Way
Valve) - IN “DEMIN” POSITION.

— 5. Notify Radwaste Chemistry to ensure
VCT purge to WG System - IN SERVICE.



CNS HIGH ACTIVITY IN REACTOR COOLANT PAGE NO.
AP/11N55001018 3 Of 4

Revision 15

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

6. WHEN notified by Primary Chemistry the
cause of the high activity in reactor
coolant, THEN perform one of the
following:

—. if the cause of high activity is due to
crud burst, THEN coordinate and
perform any recommendations by
Primary Chemistry for any fol[ow up
actions.

—. if the cause of high activity is due to
contaminated EMF, THEN notify
Radiation Protection.

—
e jfthecause of high activity is due to

failed fuel, THEN notify the Reactor
Group Duty Engineer for further
guidance.

NOTE • Current license conditions have reduced the NC System Equilibrium Dose
Equivalent 1-131 (DEl) limits required to comply with TS 3.4.16 (RCS Specific
Activity). The reduced Condition A limits are defined in Step 7.c. (PIP
C-06-6676)

Current license conditions do not use Tech Spec Figure 3.4.16-1 to determine
the NC System DEl Transient limit. The reduced transient limit is 26 uCi/gm,
as described in Step 7.c.

7. Perform the following:

— a. Request Chemistry determine current
Equilibrium NC Dose Equivalent Iodine
1-131 concentration (DEl).

b. IF AT ANY TIME letdown flow is
increased to greater than 80 GPM,
THEN notify Primary Chemistry that
lower DEl limits are in effect due to NV
letdown flows greater than 80 GPM.



DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC ATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L L

OBJECTIVES S L P P

SO R S

00

9 Examine NC system operations.

. Explain NC system leak testing X X X

• Given appropriate plant conditions, apply limits and precautions associated X X X
with related station procedures.

. Explain controlling NC level in a drained condition.
>

• List the symptoms for entry into AP1/A/5500/0i 0 (Reactor Coolant Leak)

10 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference —

? x x x
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLC’s.

11 State the system designator and nomenclature for major components. X

12 Describe “Critical Valves” as specified in OP/i (2)/A/61 00/001 X X
(Controlling Procedure For Unit Startup). Include in discussion which
valves are designated as critical valves, how they may be identified
locally, and actions taken to ensure these valves are closed prior to
commencing normal power operations. — — —

13 Describe the EMFS’s associated with NC and be able to describe the X X X
automatic actions that occur when they reach the Trip 2 setpoint.

14 State from memory all T.S actions for the applicable systems, X X
subsystems and components which require remedial action to be taken
in 1 hour or less.

15 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply limits and precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

TIME: 2.0 HOURS

OP-CN-PS-NC FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 43
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

• If below P-6 (i.e. source range trip is not blocked), actuates
containment evacuation alarm

• If at Least one train of SSPS is not in test, initiates
containment ventilation isolation (SH). SH will shutdown and
isolate VP and isolate VQ.

3) EMF-39 isolates VP without going through SSPS.

4) EMF-38(L) and EMF-39 (L) are not seismically qualified and
must be assumed to be inoperable following a seismic event.
Refer to RP/007 (Natural Disasters and Earthquakes).

b) Containment Iodine is sampled using grab sample cartridges.

1) EMF-39 (Modes 1-4): When not venting or purging, trip 2 alarm
setpoint shall be 3 times containment atmosphere activity. Trip
I setpoint will be 70% of trip 2.

2) Symptom for entry to AP/1 0 (Reactor Coolant Leak) and AP/25
(Damaged Spent Fuel).

c) EMF-48 (NC Monitor)

1) Monitors NM downstream of hot leg sample heat exchanger for
indication of fuel cladding failure

2) A 1 minute transport time delay (via extra length of pipe) allows
for decay of N-16.

3) No automatic actions associated with this EMF.

4) Symptom for entry to AP/1 8 (High Activity in Reactor Coolant).

8. The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) shall be properly vented when SG
nozzle dams are in use or the RCS cold leg is open> 1 in2. This vent
path is provided to assure that the nozzle dams are not dislodged due to
pressurization that could result on a loss of decay heat removal event
resulting in core boiling. In addition, in the absence of a sufficient vent
path, pressurization in combination with cold leg openings could allow
water to be ejected from the vessel and lead to core uncovery. Per SLC
16.5-9 this vent path can be:

a) Reactor Vessel F-Lead Removed

-or

b) A loop with no hot leg nozzle dam installed and either

1) A hot leg diaphragm and manway removed -or-

2) A cold Leg diaphragm and manway removed

OP-CN-PS-NC FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 43
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26.
WEO8 EKI.2
Pressurized Thermal Shock
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to the
(Pressurized Thermal Shock)
Normal, abnormal and emergency operating procedures associated with (Pressurized Thermal
Shock).

BANK - WBN May 2009
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• A Main Steam Line Break has occurred inside containment.
• Containment pressure is 2.9 psig.
• The crew has entered FR-P.1, (Response to Imminent Pressurized Thermal Shock

Condition).
• NO NCPs are operating.
• An NC System pressure reduction is in progress using a PZR PORV.
• NC System subcooling is at 3OF.

Which ONE of the following describes the required action, per FR-P. 1?

A. Continue with the depressurization of the NC System.

B. Dump steam from an intact S/G to increase subcooling.

C. Start NCP B to promote thermal mixing of NC System and ECCS fluids.

D. Close the PORV to stop NC System depressurization.

Ans: A

References:
FR-P.I, (Response to Imminent PTS Condition), Rev. 20
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. The step for NC System depressurization (FR-P. 1, step 20) provides criteria for
stopping the depressurization. The subcooling requirement for stopping the depressurization
is < 10 subcooling. The conditions in the stem state that subcooling is 30F.

B. Incorrect. A large cooldown has already occurred, and no further cooldown is allowed until
after a soak has taken place. Plausible, since dumping steam will improve the subcooling, but
restrictions to further cooldown apply.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since this action would be taken if the safety injection termination
conditions could not be met. Since a depressurization is in progress, the SI termination has
already been accomplished.

D. Incorrect. There is another subcooling value prescribed in FR-P.1 (50), but this subcooling
value relates to SI termination criteria. It is plausible that an applicant could misapply that
value here, and select an action which would potentially raise (or stop a reduction of)
subcooling.

KIA Match
Stem conditions include implementation of the procedure for Pressurized Thermal Shock.
Applicant must evaluate these conditions, and recall procedure guidance, and determine which of
the listed choices will result in the desired operating result for mitigation of the PTS concern.

Cognitive Level: Low
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I RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZED THERMAL I II CNS I SHOCK CONlT[ON I PAGE I

I PI1IAI5O00IFR-P.1 [ 23 of 55 I
I Revision 201

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
19. Verify all NC pumps - OFF. jfJ ANY TIME NC pump number I seal

AP is less than 200 PSID Q, number I
seal leakoff flow is less than 0.2 GPM,
THEN:

a. Stop affected NC pump(s).

b. Ensure spray valve associated with
secured NC pump(s) - IN
MANUAL AND CLOSED.

NOTE The upper head region may void during NC system depressurization if NC pumps
are not running. This will result in a rapidly increasing Pzr level.

20. Depressurize NC System to decrease NC
subcooling as follows:

— a. Ensure operator monitors criteria on
Enclosure 5 (NC System
Depressurization Limits).

b. WHEN the following criteria are met,
THEN stop depressurization started in
the following step:

—. NC subcooling based on core exit
T/Cs - LESS THAN 10°F

OR

• Pzr level - GREATER THAN 76%
— (73% ACC)

OR

—• NC pressure - LESS THAN
110 PSIG.



RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZED THERMAL

EP/1/A15000/FR-P.1 25 of 55
Revision 20

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

20. (Continued)

3) IF no Pzr PORV available AND
letdown is isolated, THEN
depressurize using NV aux spray as
follows:

a) Ensure the following valves -

CLOSED:

I NC-27 (Pzr Spray Ctrl Frm
Loop A)

—. I NC-29 (Pzr Spray Ctrl Frm
Loop B)

—. I NV-39A (NV Supply To Loop
D Isol)

—. 1 NV-32B (NV Supply To Loop
A Isol).

— b) Maintain charging flow less than
180 GPM.

c) Throttle 1 NV-37A (NV Supply To
Pzr Aux Spray) and charging
flow as required.

— d) Do not continue in this
procedure until criteria given in
the previous step are met.

CAUTION An increase in NC System pressure may result in excessive reactor
vessel stress.

— 21. Maintain NC pressure and temperature
stable while performing subsequent
steps of this procedure.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/FR-P.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 21: Maintain NC pressure and temperature stable while performing
subsequent steps of this procedure.

PURPOSE:

To alert the operator that pressure stress is a significant contributor to
total vessel wall stress and that stable NC System conditions should be
maintained.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The thermal stress due to a rapid cooldown and the pressure stress are
additive in the vessel wall. Use of charging and Pzr heaters in subsequent
steps should be controlled so as not to increase NC System pressure.
Maintaining a stable pressure will ensure that pressure stress in the vessel
wall will remain at or below the minimum pressure stress established in the
previous step. Stable temperature will result in decreasing thermal stresses
as the temperature gradient is reduced by conduction through the wall.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/FR-P.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 29: Determine NC System soak requirements as follows:

PURPOSE:

To see if a “soak” period is required prior to further cooldown.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

If NC System cold leg temperature has decreased more than 100°F in any one
hour period, then a “soak” period is required to allow the thermal stresses
imposed on the reactor vessel wall to decrease before further cooldown is
allowed. The “soak’ is a period of steady state operation during which any
temperature decrease or pressure increase are to be avoided. This time period
allows thermal gradients in the reactor vessel wall to be reduced, thus
reducing corresponding stresses. Any actions that will not cause either an NC
System cooldown or NC System pressure increase and are specified by any other
guideline in effect are permitted during this “soak” period.

For the RED or ORANGE priority safety function status, the cooldown rate
restriction is 50°F/hr after the soak and the allowable NC System pressure and
temperature operating band is between the minimum subcooling curve and the
200°F subcooling curve.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

All cold leg temperatures (including stagnant loops) are used to determine the
temperature of the reactor vessel with respect to the PTS guidance in the
ERGs. Note that the temperature measurement of interest is the vessel
downcomer temperature and not the temperature of the cold leg itself. T-cold
would be measuring as close to the downcomer temperature as possible even if
the loop is stagnant.(DW 94-012)

When conducting a cooldown at a specified rate in the emergency procedures,
any previous cooldowns that may have been conducted within the last hour need
to be considered to ensure that the overall cooldown rate limit for the
current hour is not exceeded. For example, if an earlier procedure required a
cooldown at maximum rate (FR-H.1 or E-3 etc.), then when any subsequent
cooldown is initiated, the previous cooldown must be considered if it occurred
within the last hour (PPRB EP/1/A/5000/1E, 03/26/94).
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CNS RESPONSE TO IMMINENT PRESSURIZED THERMAL

EPI1IAI5000IFR-P.1 SHOCK CONDITION

Revision 20

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

7. Verify SIl termination criteria as follows: Perform the following:

—. NC subcooling based on core exit T/Cs - — a. if NC subcooling based on core exit
GREATER THAN 50°F. T/Cs is greater than 0°F AND all NC

pumps are off, THEN start an NC
Verify RVLIS indication adequate as pump. REFER IQ. Enclosure 3 (NC
follows: Pump Start).

—. if all NC pumps are off, THEN verify — b. GO TO Step 29.
“REACTOR VESSEL LR LEVEL” -

GREATER THAN 61%.

—. if at least one NC pump is on, THEN
verify “REACTOR VESSEL DIP” -

GREATER THAN REQUIRED D/P
FROM TABLE BELOW:

Required REACTOR VESSEL DIP’

TRNA TRNB
Number of With NC Pump 1A With NC Pump 1C
NC Pumps

On On Off On Off

4 80% N/A 80% N/A

3 60% 32% 60% 32%

2 45% 20% 45% 20%

1 35% 14% 35% 14%
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27.
WEO9 EA2.1
Natural Circulation Operations
Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to the (Natural Circulation Operations)
Facility conditions and selection of appropriate procedures during abnormal and emergency
operations.

BANK WBN Fall 2009
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• A reactor trip occurred.
• The crew was performing ES-0.1-, (Reactor Trip Response) when a loss of off-site power

occurred.
• The crew then transitions to ES-0.2, (Natural Circulation Cooldown) to cool down the plant.

Which ONE of the following identifies

(1) potential subsequent conditions which involve entry into ES-0.3, (Natural Circulation
Cooldown with Steam Void In Vessel).

AND

(2) why the Reactor Vessel UR level is maintained at greater than 73% during the performance of
ES-0.3?

A. (1) If NCS subcooling drops to [ess than 20°F.
(2) To prevent loss of natural circulation due to steam voiding in the SIG tubes.

B. (1) If NCS subcooling drops to less than 20°F.
(2) To ensure pressurizer level is adequate to accommodate void collapse.

C. (1) If plant conditions require a cooldown rate faster than allowed by ES-O.2.
(2) To prevent loss of natural circulation due to steam voiding in the S/G tubes.

D. (1) If plant conditions require a cooldown rate faster than allowed by ES-0.2.
(2) To ensure pressurizer level is adequate to accommodate void collapse.

Ans: C

References:
ES-0.2, (Natural Circulation Cooldown), Rev. 21
ES-0.3, (Natural Circulation Cooldown with Steam Void in Vessel), Rev. 12
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct. 20°F subcooling is plausible as entry to ES-0.3,
since the guidance for this subcooling value is contained in ES-0.3, Step 4, but the applicant
has confused the significance of this value. ES-0.2 is the procedure in effect.

B. Incorrect. 20°F subcooling is plausible as entry to ES-0.3, since the guidance for this
subcooling value is contained in ES-0.3, Step 4, but the applicant has confused the
signficance of this value, and ES-0.2 is the procedure in effect.

“Ensuring Pressurizer level is adequate to accommodate void collapse” as the reason for
maintaining RVLIS greater than 73% is plausible since ES-0.3, Step 5 Background Document
explains that the Pressurizer should not be allowed to drain to the point where the heaters are
uncovered; the concern being a redistribution of the void. This information is correct for the
performance of ES-0.3, but not for ES-0.2, which is the correct procedure.

C. CORRECT. Step 14, of ES-0.2 instructs the operators that if at any time the cooldown rate
must be faster than 50° per hour, to go to ES-0.3. The Background Document for ES-0.3
explains that the reason for 73% RVLIS upper range is to ensure that natural circulation is not
disrupted.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the first part is correct. “Ensuring Pressurizer level is adequate to
accommodate void collapse” as the reason for maintaining RVLIS greater than 73% is
plausible since ES-0.3, Step 5 Background Document explains that the Pressurizer should not
be allowed to drain to the point where the heaters are uncovered; the concern being a
redistribution of the void. This information is correct for the performance of ES-0.3, but not for
ES-0.2, which is the correct procedure.

KIA Match
This question tests the applicant’s ability to determine why (interpret) a certain procedure is used
during a natural circulation cooldown, and what it is about that procedure that makes it the correct
one to use.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS NATURAL CIRCULATION 000LDQWN PAGE NO.EPI1IAJ5000IES-O.2 12 of 30
Revision 21

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
— 14. if AT ANY TIME the cooldown rate must

be increased to greater than 50°F in an
hour, THEN QjQEPI1IAI5000IES-0.3
(Natural Circulation Cooldown With
Steam Void In Vessel).

CAUTION Depressurizing the NC System with a stagnant NC loop will result in void
formation when NC pressure reaches saturation pressure in the stagnant
loop.

15. Initiate NC System depressurization as
follows:

a. Verify all CRD vent fans - ON. a. Perform the following:

— 1) Maintain NC subcooling based on
core exit T/Cs greater than 100°F.

— 2) ]EQ Step 15.c.

— b. Maintain NC subcooling based on core
exit T/Cs greater than 50°F.

c. Verify letdown - IN SERVICE. c. Perform the following:

— 1) Depressurize using one Pzr PORV
to maintain required subcooling.

2) GOTOStepl6.

— d. Verify power to 1 NV-37A (NV Supply To d. Perform the following:
Pzr Aux Spray) - AVAILABLE.

— 1) Depressurize using one Pzr PORV
to maintain required subcooling.

_2) GOTQ.Stepl6.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ES-O.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 14: IJE AT ANY TIME the cooldown rate must be increased to greater than50°F in an houLjHEN GO TO EP/1/A/5000/ES-0.3, NATURAL CIRCULATIONCOOLDOWN WITH STEAM VOID IN VESSEL.

PURPOSE:

To make the operator aware that, if a rapid cooldown is required, otherprocedures exist which allows for void formation and a continued
cooldown/depressuri zation.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

From this point onward in ES-0.2 the operator has the option of changingprocedures if and when he determines a need to cooldown and depressurize morequickly than at the present rate. ES-O.3, NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN WITHSTEAM VOID IN VESSEL is used in this case.

The major factor which could require a more rapid cooldown/depressurizationthan procedure ES-0.2 allows is limited condensate storage. T-Hot plants withno CRDM fans operating and limited condensate storage are more likely to useprocedure ES-0.3 for their natural circulation cooldown and depressurization
since procedure ES-0.2 has more restrictive cooldown rates and is very time
consuming. Catawba is a I-Cold Plant.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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NATURAL CIRCULATION COOLDOWN WITH STEAM VOID
EPI1IAf5000IES-O.3 6 of 15

Revision 12

ACTION/EXPECTED
RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1

5. Control Pzr level as follows:

— a. Verify Pzr Level - GREATER THAN a. Perform the following:
25%.

—. Control charging and letdown as
necessary to increase Pzr level to
greater than 25%.

—. Maintain charging flow less than
180 GPM.

b. Verify Pzr Level - LESS THAN 90%. b. Perform the following:

1) Operate Pzr heaters to maintain Pzr
pressure stable.

2) Decrease Pzr level to less than 90%
by one of the following methods:

• Control charging and letdown

OR

—
. Continue cooldown to shrink NC

System inventory.

— 6. Verify “REACTOR VESSEL UR LEVEL” - Perform the following:
GREATER THAN 73%.

— a. Increase NC System pressure to restore
“REACTOR VESSEL UR LEVEL” to
greater than 73%.

— b. Control NC System depressurization in
subsequent steps to maintain
“REACTOR VESSEL UR LEVEL”
greater than 73%.

— c. RETURN] Step 4.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ES-O.3
C. Operator Actions

STEP : Verify ‘REACtOR VESSEL UR LEVEL” - GREATER THAN 73%.

PURPOSE:

To ensure that the void does not enter the hot legs and disrupt naturalci rcul ati on.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

If steam enters the hot legs, it would most likely be condensed by thesubcooled hot leg fluid. However, there may be the potential for some steamto enter the hot legs and reach the top of the S/G U-tubes, thereby disruptingthe natural circulation flow circuit. By monitoring RVLIS and limiting thevoid growth to the top of the hot legs (repressurizing the NC System if
necessary), the potential for introducing voids into the S/G U-tubes is
minimized. An uncertainty is applied to the reading to ensure that the voidwill actually be above the hot legs, even when assuming worst case channelinaccuracies.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The substep in the RNO, to control NC System depressurization in subsequent
steps, was added to avoid potential operator confusion when the transition is
made back to Step 4. Step 4 has the operator conduct a cooldown and
depressurization and this step repressurizes the NC System to collapse the
void. The operator may get confused as to which action is appropriate if therepressurization is still in progress when the transition is made back to Step
4.

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A/5000/ES-O.3
C. Operator Actions

STEF 5: Control Pzr level as follows:

PURPOSE:

To keep the Pzr level on the normal span between 25% and 90% (i.e., to preventlosing Pzr level, high or low).

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

As the void grows in the vessel the Pzr level will increase (Pzr controls arein manual). It is important to prevent a water solid Pzr and the resultantloss of pressure control. In the same way the Pzr should not be allowed todrain and uncover the heaters. Though this is less likely to occur, a voidredistribution could cause this situation. Normal charging and letdown (witha saturated Pzr) is used to either increase or decrease level. The Pzr levelcan also be decreased by continuing NC System cooldown to shrink inventory.Before performing any level decrease, however, the Pzr heaters should beenergized to maintain Pzr pressure stable.

The operator should be aware that the Pzr will not respond in the normalmanner if a void is present. If letdown is greater than charging, the Pzrpressure will decrease, the vessel void will grow and the Pzr level willincrease. In the same way when charging is greater than letdown, the Pzrpressure will increase, the vessel void will shrink, and the level will
decrease. If inventory shrink is used to reduce Pzr level, careful attentionshould be paid to the Technical Specification pressure-temperature limits.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:
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28.
SYSOO3 K1.13
Reactor Coolant Pump System (RCPS)
Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect relationships between the RCPS and
the following systems: RCP bearing lift oil pump

BANK CNS #634
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is in Mode 3 with 1A, lB and 1C NC Pumps in service.
• One oil lift pump for 1 D NCP is in service.

Which ONE of the following describes the input(s) to an interlock which must be met to allow 1 D
NCP to be started from the Control Room?

A. Annunciator 1AD-6 C/4 (NCP D MTR Upper BRG KC Outlet HI/LO Flow) dark ONLY.

B. Annunciator IAD-6 F14 (NCP D Upper/Lower Oil Reservoir Lo Level) dark ONLY.

C. Greater than or equal to 500 psig oil lift pressure ONLY.

D. Greater than or equal to 500 psig oil lift pressure AND Annunciator 1AD-6 F/4 NCP D
Upper/Lower Oil Reservoir Lo Level) dark.

Ans: C

References:
OP-CN-PS-NCP, Lesson Plan for Reactor Coolant Pumps, Rev. 22
OPI1IA/6150/002 A, (Reactor Coolant Pump Operation)< Rev. 65
OP/1/B/6100/OIOG, Alarm Response 1AD-6, C/4 NCP D MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET HI/LO
FLOW
OP/1/B/6100/O1OG, Alarm Response IAD-6, Ff4 NCP D UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO
LEVEL
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since this this alarm window being dark is a condition associated with
requirements of normal operation of the RCP. The applicant has become confused and
believes that since this is a parameter required for normal operation, it is a start permissive,
reasoning that establishing normal operating parameters prior to operating the equipment is a
desirable condition.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the response is partially correct. However, the applicant has failed
to recognize that in addition adequate oil vel, there must also be adequate lift oil pressure
prior to starting a large pump, such as the reactor coolant pump.

C. CORRECT. The oil lift system is interlocked with the motor starting circuit and prevents NC
Pump motor start until oil pressure is greater than or equal to 500 psig (sensed in the oil lift
system). Only one oil lift pump can operate at any given time. A local, key operated switch on
each NCP oil lift pump allows running oil lift pumps locally for hand rotation of an NC Pump.
Running the pumps locally bypasses the oil lift pump interlocks. The annunciator is an admin
requirement by the procedure.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since part of this response is correct. It also appears plausible to believe
that, since lift oil pressure is a start permissive, that other parameters associated with the oil
system would also be required to be satisfied prior to starting a large reactor coolant pump;
i.e., also need adequate oil level.

K/A Match
Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect relationships between the RCPS and
the following systems: RCP bearing lift oil pump

This question tests at the fundamental knowledge level a start permissive (cause-effect) relating to
the bearing lift oil pump.

Cognitive Level: Low
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e) Oil circulated through upper bearings and cooler
1) During NCP operation, swirling oil is peeled off the runner of

the thrust bearing by a component called a viscosity pump and
a part of the upper oil pot called the flow chamber is
pressurized. This circulates oil through the cooler and up to
the radial guide bearing.

2) Oil is piped up and splashed into upper radial bearing.
3) Thrust bearing faces (2) run submerged in oil

f) While the NCP is stationary no oil is supplied to the thrust bearing
shoes or upper guide bearing. Prior to NCP start one oil lift pump
is started to feed these two bearings oil for lubrication until the
NCP comes to normal speed. The oil supplied from the lift pump is
supplied to both surfaces of the thrust bearing with sufficient
pressure to lift and separate the thrust bearing shoes from the
runner. This:

1) Prevents bearing damage

2) Reduces starting torque

g) Oil lift motors

1) 10 HP, 3 phase, AC motors (2)

2) Mounted external on upper motor casing
3) Provides .001” - .003” oil film between runner and thrust

bearing

4) Normal press —1250 psig

h) Permissive Interlock (Obj #10)

1) The oil lift system is interlocked with the motor starting circuit
2) Prevents NCP motor start until oil pressure is greater than or

equal to 500 psig (sensed in the oil lift system)
3) Only one oil lift pump can operate at any given time
4) A Local, key operated switch on each NCP oil lift pump allows

running oil lift pumps locally for hand rotation of NCP. Running
the pumps locally bypasses the oil lift pump interlocks.

i) Oil added/removed/changed locally
C. Motor/Pump Coupling

1. Solid 24” OD Flanges (2)

a) Motor section

1) Carbon steel

2) Forged integrally

OP-CN-PS-NCP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 22
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Eiiclosirre
OP/1/A16150/002 A

Startup and Operation of the NC Pumps Page 5 of 7

2.8 Verify upper and lower oil pot levels normal, for the pump to be started, via one of the
following:

El Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pumps graphic NCPMPALL)
OR

O Visual inspection (local)
OR

• Associated annunciators DARK:

[] “NCP A UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO LEVEL” 1AD-6 F/i
El “NCP B UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO LEVEL” 1AD-6 F/2
El “NCP C UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO LEVEL” 1AD-6 F/3
El “NCP D UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO LEVEL” 1AD-6 F/4

NOTE: KC flow is NOT required to the Thermal Barrier Hx whenever NC System temperature is
less than 200°F.

2.9 Verify KC flow to the Thermal Barrier Heater Exchanger normal, for the pump to be started,
via one of the following:

El Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pumps graphic (NCPMPALL)
OR

• Associated annunciators DARK:

El “NCP A THERMAL BARRIER KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 E/i
0 “NCP B THERMAL BARRIER KC OUTLET HIILO FLOW” 1AD-6 E/2
El “NCP C THERMAL BARRIER KC OUTLET HL/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 E/3
El “NCP D THERMAL BARRIER KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 E/4

2.10 Verify KC flow to the Upper Motor Bearing Oil Cooler normal, for the pump to be started,
via one of the following:

El Unit 1 Reactor Coolant Pumps graphic (NCPMPALL)
OR

• Associated annunciators DARK:

El “NCP A MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 C/i
El “NCP B MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 C/2
El “NCP C MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET I{I/LO FLOW” 1AD-6 C/3
El “NCP D MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW” iAD-6 C/4

M64 77 %AIO’ 74 €64t7’,€ COQL4i

‘,4’ /,v4’7 ‘““



OP/1/B/6100/OIOG
PANEL: IAD-6 Page 36 of 94

NCP D MTR UPPER BRG KC OUTLET HI/LO FLOW C14
SETPOINT: 1. 200 gpm increasing

2. 140 gpm decreasing

ORIGIN: 1KCFS598O

PROBABLE 1. Malfunction of flow control valve 1 KC-489 (NC Pump 1 D Mtr Upr
CAUSE: Brg Cir Flow Ctrl)

2. Loss of KC flow

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify actual flow conditions.
ACTIONS: 2. Monitor upper bearing temperature.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to AP/1/A]5500/008 (Malfunction of Reactor Coolant Pump).
ACTIONS: 2. IF alarm is due to a loss of KC flow, refer to API1/A155001021 (Loss

of Component Cooling).

REFERENCES: 1. CNM- 1201.00-39 Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations, and
Setpoints for Nuclear Steam Supply Systems)

2. CNEE-0142-01 .43
3. NSMCN-11372



OP/1/B/6100/OIOG
PANEL: IAD-6 Page 83 of 94

NCP B UPPER/LOWER OIL RESERVOIR LO LEVEL F14
SETPOINT: 1 .25 below sightglass center line

ORIGIN: 1. 1NCLS 5240 (NC Pump D Lower Oil Reservoir Level)
2. 1NCLS528O (NC Pump D Upper Oil Reservoir Level)

PROBABLE 1. Oil leak
CAUSE: 2. Oil use in excess of normal rates

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Monitor 1D NC pump bearing temperatures.
ACTIONS: 2. Identify the affected reservoir from the OAC alarm screen:

• CIQ3 196 (NC Pmp D Upper Oil Reservoir Lvi)
• C1Q3198 (NC Pmp D Lwr Oil Reservoir Lvi)

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to AP/1/A15500/008 (Malfunction of Reactor Coolant Pump).
ACTIONS: 2. Refer to OP/1/A/6150/002B (NC Pump Motor Oil Fill & Drain

System).
3. Refer to TS 3.4.4.

REFERENCES: 1. Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations and Setpoints for Nuclear
Steam Supply Systems CNM-1201.00-39

2. CNEE-0150-01.32
3. CNEE-0150-01.31
4. NSMCN-11329



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

29.
SYSOO3 K3.01 RO
Reactor Coolant Pump System (RCPS)
Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the RCPS will have on the following: RCS

BANK MNS 2010 NRC Exam
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is operating at 40% power.
• NCP IC trips on overcurrent.

Assuming no operator action, which ONE of the following describes the effect on the Departure
from Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) AND reactor thermal power?

A. DNBR will INCREASE.
Reactor power decreases and stabilizes at a new lower thermal power.

B. DNBR will DECREASE.
Reactor power decreases and stabilizes at a new lower thermal power.

C. DNBR will INCREASE.
Reactor power initially decreases and then returns to 40% thermal power.

D. DNBR will DEOREASE.
Reactor power initially decreases and then returns to 40% thermal power.

Ans:D

References:
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. The first part is plausible if the applicant confuses DNBR with an actual departure
from nucleate boiling, since the likelihood of an actual departure from nucleate boiling has
increased. The second part is plausible if the applicant neglects toconsider the long-term
effect of the NC pump trip. Reactor power will initially decrease due to the decrease in flow.
However, power will not stabilize at the new lower power, but will return to 40% thermal power
since steam demand has remained constant.

B. Incorrect. The first part is correct. DNBR does decrease. The second part is plausible if the
applicant neglects to consider the long-term effect of the NC pump trip. Reactor power will
initially decrease due to the decrease in flow. However, power will not stabilize at the new
lower power but will return to 40% thermal power since steam demand has remained
constant.

C. Incorrect. The first part is plausible if the applicant confuses DNBR with an actual departure
from nucleate boiling since the likelihood of an actual departure from nucleate boiling has
increased. The second part of answer is correct.

D. CORRECT. The decrease in reactor coolant flow with reactor power, temperature (core delta
T), and pressure remaining the same will cause a decrease in DNBR. In this case Actual
Heat Flux (AHF) remains the same while the Critical Heat Flux (CHF) (amount of heat
required to cause a departure from nucleate boiling) will decrease. Therefore DNBR
•(CHF/AHF) decreases. Since steam demand has not changed core thermal power
(Q=mcpdelta-T) must remain the same steady-state to steady-state. However, reactor power
will initially decrease due to the immediate effect of the loss of flow (mass flow rate decreases)
while core delta-T initially has not changed. After the initial decrease in reactor thermal
power, the colder water returning to the reactor will cause an increase in reactor power, core
delta-T will increase, and core thermal power will return to 40% thermal power based on
steam demand. The increase in core delta-T will result in the water at the core exit being
closer to vaporization, and therefore CHF decreases causing an additional decrease in DNBR.
The conclusion is that DNBR decreases and reactor power will initially decrease and then
return to 40% thermal power.

K/A Match
The K/A is matched because the question presents the applicant with a set of condition involving
an overcurrent malfunction on one of the Reactor Coolant Pumps. The applicant must predict the
effect this has on the reactor coolant system.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves recall and application of thermodynamic
principles in the context of an operational situation. The applicant must analyze the stem
conditions, including the initial power level of the unit, and make a prediction on the effect of the
malfunction of the Reactor Coolant Pump.
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

OBJECTIVES

I NLLP

Objective S L P P T
SORSR

00Q
I Discuss the requirements that must be met to assure that the X X

design bases criteria are satisfied.

2 Provide the following information concerning fuel assemblies: X X
. Number of assemblies in the core.
. Number of fuel rods per assembly. 77
. Number of control rod guide thimbles per assembly.
. Number of incore instrument thimbles per assembly.

3 Describe the DNB curve and explain why the fuel clad is operated X X X
in the nucleate boiling region of the curve. —

4 Define and discuss departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) X X X

5 Describe how changes in the following will affect DNBR: X X X
. Coolant temperature

. Primary system pressure

. Core power and axial imbalance

. Core flow and flow channeling

6 Describe how Departure form Nucleate Boiling is avoided during X X X
normal operations and during transients. — — —

7 Qualitatively assess the effects of a degradation in core flow upon X X X
the core fuel rods.

— — —

8 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X X
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLCs.

OP-CN-CTH-CTH FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 22
Page 3 of 33



DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

2.4 DNBR (Obj. #4)
A. DNBR is the ratio between the heat flux which is predicted to cause the

boiling crisis for a given set of conditions (critical heat flux or CHF) to the heat
flux which exists in the flow channel at the point in question (actual local heat

DNBR=CHF CHP”
,od6- /I-

AHF
B. DNBR at Nominal Conditions

1. Typical flow channel(minimum) 2.9
2. Average channel DNBR 7.2

C. Limits provided by the nuclear control and protective systems assure that the
design basis is met for condition II events.
1. DNBR of greater than or equal to 1.14

D. DNB core safety limits are a function of the following:
1. Coolant temperature
2. Primary system pressure
3. Core power and axial imbalance
4. Core flow

E. Since DNBR is not an “observable” parameter, the operator must look at the
above parameters, which determine the DNBR. The operator would be
getting close to DNB and lowering DNBR if any of the following changes
were made: (Obj. #6)
1. Moderator temperature increase causes CHF to decrease.
2. Pressure decrease causes CHF to decrease.
3. Power increased or axial imbalance increase causes AHF to increase.
4. Flow decrease causes CHF to decrease.

2.5 Technical Specification Limits
A. Refer to Tech Spec. 2.1.1 Safety Limits and 3.4.1 DNB parameters and

basis. (Obj. #8)

3. SUMMARY

3.1 Review requirements to satisfy design basis criteria

3.2 Review DNB, DNBR and conditions affecting DNBR

3.3 Review Tech Spec 3.4.1 and 2.1 .1

3.4 Review objectives with class and ask questions.

OP-CN-CTH-CTH FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 22
Page 9 of 33



DUKE ENERGY Basic Nuclear Training

Once the reactor has operated at power, xenon and other fission product poisons begin to build
to their equilibrium values. This buildup adds negative reactivity to the reactor. Boron
concentration changes or control rod withdrawal must compensate for this negative reactivity.
The control rods are normally kept almost fully withdrawn to maintain the axial flux difference
(axial imbalance or I at ONS) within limits to optimize fuel utilization. Xenon buildup is
normally compensated for by dilution. Since xenon buildup is a relatively slow process, this
presents no significant problem for the reactor operator.

I
E
M
p
E
R
A
T
U
R
E

Figure 2 Reactor Coolant Temperature verses Reactor Power (B&W)

2.3 LOAD CHANGES AT POWER

Objectives 4, 5,

Once power passes the point of adding heat into the power range of operation, the combined
effects of moderator temperature feedback and fuel temperature feedback cause the reactor
characteristics to change. Now, secondary system steam demand controls the steady state reactor
power level. For power to be stable (constant), two conditions must be satisfied: 1) the reactivity
must be balanced (that is, keff = 1) and 2) the power mismatch must be 0. The power mismatch
(PMM) is defined to be the difference between heat production by the reactor and heat removal
by steam demand.

PMM = QPROD QREM

Equation 1

If reactivity is not balanced, then keff l and power must change. If the PMM 0, then
moderator temperature is changing and reactivity is being inserted into the core. If the PMM is

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
8 of 23
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DUKE ENERGY Basic Nuclear Training

positive (heat production > heat removal) moderator temperature must increase. If the PMM is
negative (heat production <heat removal) then moderator temperature must decrease.

There are two important aspects of understanding this behavior at power. First is to observe that
above the POA.H the reactor acts as a “load follower,” that is, it will attempt to match supply
(heat production or power) to demand (heat removal or steam flow). Secondly, the combined
effects of moderator temperature changes and fuel temperature changes will try to bring the
reactor back to steady state conditions if it is taken away from a steady state with no required
action by automatic or manual controls.

Let’s illustrate this with some examples.

Objective 7

Example 1 — Reactivity insertions with no change in steam demand

Assume first that control rods are withdrawn without any change in secondary system steam
demand. The rod withdrawal adds positive reactivity, keff becomes greater than 1, and power
starts to increase. Since steam demand hasn’t changed, a positive PMM core causes the
moderator temperature to increase as fuel temperature increases. Both of these add negative
reactivity. The power increase stops when the reactivities are balanced but power is still greater
than demand (still +PMM). Moderator temperature continues to increase, adding negative
reactivity and driving keff below 1. Power now decreases and fuel temperature decreases, adding
positive reactivity. When power decreases back to match steam demand (PM..M = 0), moderator
temperature stops increasing, and power stops decreasing. The positive reactivity added by the
rod withdrawal is balanced by negative reactivity added by an increase in moderator temperature
(reactivity is balanced) and the reactor is back to steady state. Reactor power has returned to its
original value and moderator temperature is higher.

For control rod insertions, the opposite of the above occurs, the insertion adds negative
reactivity, keff becomes less than 1, power starts to decrease (net reactivity becomes negative),
adding positive reactivity as fuel temperature decreases, and the negative PMM causes
moderator temperature to decrease, adding positive reactivity. The power decrease stops when
the reactivity is balanced but power is still less than steam demand (still —PMM). Moderator
temperature continues to decrease, adding positive reactivity and power increases back to match
steam demand, adding negative reactivity as fuel temperature increases. When the PMM 0 the
moderator temperature stops decreasing, and power remains constant. The reactivity is balanced,
the PMM = 0, and the reactor is back to steady state. The negative reactivity added by the rod
insertion is balanced by positive reactivity added by a decrease in moderator temperature.

This example illustrates the inherent stability of the reactor. We disturbed the reactivity balance
by moving control rods. With no further actions, the reactor returned to steady state through the
interaction of moderator temperature reactivity feedback and fuel temperature reactivity
feedback. The reactor always tries to return to a steady state condition, not necessarily the same
as before the transient but a steady state condition with reactivity balanced and PMM = 0.

Example 2 — Changes in steam demand with no automatic or operator action

Now assume that steam demand is increased with no control rod motion available (rod control
system in manual). As steam flow increases, the additional steam necessary is produced by
taking more energy from the Reactor Coolant System. The PMM becomes negative, causing T
to begin decreasing. The colder water returning to the core provides better neutron moderation,
adding positive reactivity (reactivity balance becomes positive), causing reactor power to begin
increasing. The increasing fuel temperature adds negative reactivity. Eventually, the positive
BNT-RTO8 FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY Rev 1
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

30.
SYSOO4 K3.08
Chemical and Volume Control System
Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the CVCS will have on the following: RCP
seal injection

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 45% power during a power escalation.
• The control power for I NV-309, (Seal Water Injection Flow) control valve is lost.

Which ONE of the following describes the effect on NC Pump seal injection flow, and whether LCO
3.5.5, (Seal Injection Flow) entry is required?

Seal Iniection Flow LCO 3.5.5 Entry Conditions

A. Decreases NO

B. Decreases YES

C. Increases NO

D. Increases YES

Ans:A

References:
LCO 3.5.5, Seal Injection Flow
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. 1-NV-309, (Seal Water Injection Flow) -control valve fails open on loss of control
power. By selecting this answer, including the LCD aspect, the applicant demonstrates a
complete understanding of the charging system (including its ECCS function) and its
relationship with seal injection for the NC Pumps. LCD 3.5.5 requirements are in place to
ensure that the ECCS function of charging is maintained; specifically to require that seal
injection flow is adjusted so that it is <40 gpm, even with the charging flow control valve (1-
NV-294) full OPEN. The applicant recognizes that the given failure of 1-NV-309 (Seal Water
Injection Flow), actually increases charging to the NC system, and decreases flow to the NC
Pump seals. And even though the title of LCD 3.5.5 is “Seal Injection Flow,” it is actually an
LCD designed to ensure ECCS capability.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the valve response is correct. 1-NV-309, -(Seal Water Injection
Flow) control valve does fail open on a loss of control power. If the applicant understands that
the purpose of LCD 3.5.5 is to maintain the ECCS function of charging, it is also plausible to
believe that LCD entry is required, if they do not have a solid understanding of the physical
location of the seal injection control valve in the charging system. This valve failing open
increases charging flow to the NC system, and decreases seal injection flow, which actually
satisfies the LCD requirements of < 40 gpm seal injection flow to an even greater degree.

C. Incorrect. It is plausible for an applicant to correctly recognize that 1-NV-309 fails open on a
loss of control power, and then conclude this means MORE seal injection flow will be
provided. However, in selecting this answer, the applicant has failed to understand the
physical and functional design of how this valve functions in one of two potential ways, as
follows:

1. Applicant correctly recognizes that the valve fails DPEN on a loss of control power,
but incorrectly concludes this means more seal injection flow;

DR
2. Applicant incorrectly concludes that the valve has failed CLDSED, but correctly

applies understanding of its function and design; i.e., If the valve were closed, seal
injection flow would increase. With this misunderstanding, it is plausible for the
applicant to conclude that entry conditions for LCD for seal injection flow are NOT
met.

d. Incorrect. It is plausible for an applicant to correctly recognize that 1-NV-309 fails open on a
loss of control power, and therefore, reason that this means MDRE seal injection flow will be
provided from the charging system. With this INCDRRECT information that seal injection flow
is too high (greater than the 40 gpm requirement of LCD 3.5.5), the applicant concludes that
LCD 3.5.5 entry conditions exist.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with conditions involving a malfunction of a valve associated with the
NV (CVCS) system, and must know two effects of this malfunction - the effect on seal injection
flow, and whether a seal injection flow LCD entry condition is met.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves analysis of a given situation, and
requires the applicant to apply system knowledge (including failure modes), system interlace
information, Tech. Spec. entry conditions, to arrive at the correct answer.
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Seal Injection Flow
• • &5.5
3.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS (ECCS)

3.5.5 Seal Injection Flow

LCO 3.5.5 Reactor coolant pump seal injection flow shall be <40 gpm with centrifugal
charging pump operating and the charging flow control valve full open.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Seal injection flow not A.1 Adjust manual seal 4 hours
within limit, injection throttle valves to

give a flow within limit with
centrifugal charging pump
operating and the charging
flow control valve full open.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

Catawba Units I and 2 3.5.5-1 Amendment Nos. 173/1 65



Seal Injection Flow

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
3.5.5

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.5.5.1 NOTE
Not required to be performed until 4 hours after the
Reactor Coolant System pressure stabilizes at
> 2215 psig and < 2255 psig.

Verify manual seal injection throttle valves are adjusted 31 days
to give a flow within limit with centrifugal charging pump
operating and the charging flow control valve full open.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.5.5-2 Amendment Nos. 173/165



CNS LOSS OF VITAL OR AUX CONTROL POWER PAGE NO-.
AP111A155001029 9 of 210

Revision 22

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

NOTE Loss of power to most EMFs associated with annunciator panel 1 RAD-2 indicates
a potential loss of 1 KXPB.

9. Verify I KXPB - ENERGIZED.

NOTE 1NV-849,1NV-148 and
1 NV-309 fail Open on a loss
of 1KXPB.

Perform the following:

• if 1 NV-309 cannot control seal water
flow, THEN dispatch operator with radio
to perform the following:

— a. Close 1 NV-308 (Seal Wtr lnj Flow
Ctrl Iso!) (AB-554, JJ-54, Rm 233)
(Ladder needed).

b. Throttle 1 NV-31 1 (Seal Wtr lnj Flow
Ctrl Byp) (AB-555, JJ-54, Rm 233) to
establish 32 GPM total seal water
flow.

— . if “NV” letdown flow is greater than 120
gpm, THEN ensure 1NV-1OA (Letdn Orif
lB OtIt Cont Isol) closed.

— . if “ND” letdown in service, THEN throttle
1 NV-i 35 (ND Flow To Letdn Hx) to
maintain desired flow.

— 10. Verify all Vital and Aux Control Power DC
— if any Vital or Aux Control Power DC bus

buses - ALIGNED TO AN OPERATING is energized solely from its battery,
CHARGER. THEN TQ Enclosure I (Response

To Degraded DC Bus Voltage).
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

31.
SYSOO5 K1.l0
Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause-effect relationships between the RHRS and
the following systems: CSS

NEW
Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) one of the criteria given in ES-I .3, (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation) for initiation of ND
auxiliary containment spray;

AND

(2) why that criterion is important?

A. (1) At least 50 minutes after the reactor trip.
(2) To meet decay heat removal requirements.

B. (I) NO greater than 50 minutes after the reactor trip.
(2) To ensure containment pressure will remain below design pressure.

C. (1) Both ND pumps must be operating.
(2) To ensure containment pressure will remain below design pressure.

D. (1) Both ND pumps must be operating.
(2) To meet decay heat removal requirements.

Ans: A

References:
DBD for Containment Spray, Section 2.3.2
ES-I .3, (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation),
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. ES-i .3 (Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation), Step 8 gives two criteria for initiation
of ND auxiliary containment spray: 1.) containment pressure greater than 3 psig, and 2.)
time since reactor trip greater than 50 minutes. This time frame is important since it allows the
RHR (ND) system to remove enough decay heat initially after the reactor trip, before also
being used to assist the Containment Spray (NS) in maintaining containment pressure below
its design pressure limit.

B. Incorrect. Both items in this distractor are plausible when taken together, due to the logic of
reasoning that if containment spray did not initially control containment pressure adequately
(and the applicant must determine this is the case, since this is the OTHER criterion for using
ND auxiliary spray), then you would need assistance in maintaining this fission product barrier
intact as soon as you can get it. The applicant may remember the 50 minutes, but makes the
incorrect conclusion that you need aux. spray before 50 minutes. In making this
determination, the applicant has demonstrated a lack of understanding of an important
interface between the RHR and the Containment Spray systems. The 50 minute time is
important since it allows the RHR (ND) system enough “run time” to remove enough decay
heat initially after the reactor trip, before then also being used to assist the Containment Spray
(NS) in maintaining containment pressure below its design pressure limit.

C. Incorrect. By making this selection, the applicant demonstrates some understanding of the
relationship between the ND system and the NS system, recognizing that ND pumps are used
for auxiliary containment spray. The distractor is also plausible, since maintaining
containment pressure below design limits is a goal of ES-i .3, but it is misapplied here.

D. Incorrect. By making this selection, the applicant demonstrates some understanding of the
relationship between the ND system and the NS system, recognizing that ND pumps are used
for auxiliary containment spray. The distractor is also plausible, since removing decay heat is
at some level of concern throughout the type of event where ES-i .3 would be implemented.
However, the applicant has failed to recognize that only ONE ND train is needed for assisting
NS to maintain containment pressure below design limits - in fact, that is the reason for
waiting until at least 50 minutes has passed since the reactor trip. After 50 minutes, the ND
system will have removed enough decay heat to then be capable of providing auxiliary
containment spray.

KIA Match
In order to answer this question, the applicant must demonstrate a thorough understanding of the
relationships and physical connections between the ND (RHR) system and the NS (CSS) system.
This is tested by asking for the significance of a criterion in the procedure for transferring to cold
leg recirculation: when is the RHR used to supplement CSS, and why that criterion is important.

Cognitive Level: Low
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EP!11A15000!ES-1.3 12 of 38

Revision 22

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

8. Verify criteria for initiation of ND aux
containment spray:

— a. Containment pressure - GREATER a. Perform the following:
THAN 3 PSIG.

— 1) IFAT ANY TIME containment
pressure exceeds 3 PSIG, THEN
perform Step 8.

— 2) Observe Caution prior to Step 9 and
IQ Step 9.

— b. Time since reactor trip - GREATER b. Perform the following:
THAN 50 MIN.

— 1) Designate someone to notify
Control Room Supervisor when
50 mm from reactor trip has
elapsed.

— 2) WHEN the time since reactor trip is
greater than 50 mm, THEN perform
Step 8.

— 3) Observe Caution prior to Step 9 and
]Step 9.

c. Verify the following valves - CLOSED: — c. Observe Caution prior to Step 9 and
TO Step 9.

• 1NS-43A (ND Pmp 1ATo Cont Spray
Hdr)

—• INS-38B (ND Pmp lB To Cont Spray
Hd r).



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/1/A!5000/ES-1.3
C. Operator Actions

STEP 11: Verify following criteria for initiation of ND aux containment spray:

PURPOSE:

During a LOCA, assuming single failure of one train of NS, the
remaining train of NS must be supplemented by one train of ND
auxiliary containment spray to maintain containment within design
pressure limits (ND DBD Section 20.1.2.3).

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

Time Critical Operator Action - Actions to initiate ND Aux spray
should begin as close as possible to 50 minutes, with the intent ND
injection flow not be diverted from core earlier than 45 minutes and
ND aux spray initiated not later than 60 minutes after initiation of
the LOCA/Rx Trip. Refer to CNC-1552.08-OO-O195, FSAR 6.3.2.5, FSAR
Table 6-93, CNC-1552.08-OO-O278, and PIP C99-0641. (PIP C98-O189) 11

The FSAR requires ND aux containment spray to ensure containment
pressure does not exceed design limits during single train operation.
However, this alignment is not initiated based on a specific
containment pressure, it is a scheduled action. Therefore, to be
conservative and ensure ND aux spray is initiated when assumed, if
containment pressure is still above 3 P51G. (indicating that NS is
not effectively reducing containment pressure) ND aux spray operation
is pursued.

Continued On Next Page.
Page 21 of 30 Revision 11
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32.
SYSOO5 K4.05
Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
Knowledge of RHRS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which provide or the following
Relation between RHR flowpath and refueling cavity

BANK CNS # 482
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is in Mode 6.
• Refueling cavity is filled to 23 feet.
• Core reload is in progress.
• NC temperature is 145°F.
• IA residual heat removal (ND) train is in operation.

A leak has been reported on the 1A ND pump motor cooler. To repair the leak, cooling flow to the
motor cooler must be isolated. Maintenance estimates it will take 70 minutes to complete repairs.

What is the reason for having one ND loop in operation in this condition and how does this affect
the ability to continue core reload?

A. Provides an indication of reactor coolant temperature.
Core reload must be stopped.

B. Ensures that a -core Keff of less than or-equal to 0.95 is maintained during fuel handling
operations.
Core reload must be stopped.

C. Provide an indication of reactor coolant temperature.
Core reload may continue provided no operations are permitted that would dilute the refueling
cavity boron concentration.

D. Ensures that a core Keff of less than or equal to 0.95 is maintained during fuel handling
operations.
Core reload may continue provided no operations are permitted that would dilute the refueling
cavity boron concentration.

Ans:A

References:
T.S. 3.9.4 and Bases
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per the Tech. Spec. Basis for Refueling Operations (TS 3.9.4), LCO Section, at
least ONE RHR loop must be operable, one purpose of which is to provide indication of RCS
temperature. Per the Tech. Spec. 3.9.4, Condition A, if these RHR loop requirements are
NOT met, then movement of irradiated fuel assemblies into the core must be suspended
immediately.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct.

Because the pump is stated as inoperable, core loading must stop. If the pump were not
inoperable, core loading is allowed to continue without ND for up to one hour provided no
change in [B]. This allows loading near the edges of the core where flow may interfere with
setting fuel assemblies. The indication of temperature is one of the bases for this LCO.
Maintaining core Keff < 0.95 is the bases of LCO 3.9.1 which is boron concentration during
refueling operations. The confusion is that the ND bases is for MIXING of the borated water
to prevent potential criticality.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 1 is correct. The 3.9.4 LCO is modified by a Note that allows
the required operating RHR loop to be removed from service for up to 1 hour per 8 hour
period, provided no operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS boron concentration
with coolant at boron concentrations less than required to meet the minimum boron
concentration of LCO 3.9.1. Boron concentration reduction with coolant at boron
concentrations less than required to assure the minimum required RCS boron concentration is
maintained is prohibited because uniform concentration distribution cannot be ensured without
forced circulation. This permits operations such as core mapping or alterations in the vicinity
of the reactor vessel hot leg nozzles and RCS to RHR isolation valve testing. During this 1
hour period, decay heat is removed by natural convection to the large mass of water in the
refueling cavity

D. Incorrect. Please see explanations of plausibility for Part 1 and Part 2 in “B” and “C” above.

KIA Match
SYSOO5 K4.05
Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS)
Knowledge of RHRS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which provide or the following:
Relation between RHR flowpath and refueling cavity

The question matches the K/A because conditions are given involving the need to remove an RHR
pump from service, and the applicant is required to recall and apply RHR system knowledge of
RHR flowpaths, including the refueling cavity, and must use this to answer the question on why
maintaining one RHR loop in service is important, in the context of refueling, and then how it
affects the refueling evolution.

Cognitive Level: Low
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RHR and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
19.4

3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

3.9.4 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level

LCO 3.9.4 One RHR loop shall be OPERABLE and in operation.

NOTE
The required RHR loop may be removed from operation for < 1 hour per 8 hour period,
provided no operations are permitted that would cause introduction of coolant into the Reactor
Coolant System with boron concentration less than required to meet the minimum required
boron concentration of LCO 3.9.1.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6 with the water level > 23 ft above the top of reactor vessel flange.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. RHR loop requirements A.1 Suspend operations that Immediately
not met. would cause introduction of

coolant into the RCS with
boron concentration less
than required to meet the
boron concentration of
LCO 3.9.1.

AND

A.2 Suspend loading irradiated Immediately
fuel assemblies in the
core.

AND

A.3 Initiate action to satisfy Immediately
RHR loop requirements.

AND

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.9.4-1 Amendment Nos. 207/201



RHR and Coolant Circulation - High Water Level
- -3.9.4

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. (continued) A.4 Close all containment 4 hours
penetrations providing
direct access from
containment atmosphere
to outside atmosphere.

SURVEILLANCE_REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.9.4.1 Verify one RHR loop is in operation and circulating 12 hours
reactor coolant at a flow rate of> 1000 gpm and RCS
temperature is < 140°F.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.9.4-2 Amendment Nos. 173/1 65



RHR and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level
V V Ba9.4

B 3.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

B 3.9.4 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level

BASES

BACKGROUND The purpose of the RHR System in MODE 6 is to remove decay heat and
sensible heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as required by
GDC 34, to provide mixing of borated coolant and to prevent boron
stratification (Ref. 1). Heat is removed from the RCS by circulating reactor
coolant through the RHR heat exchanger(s), where the heat is transferred
to the Component Cooling Water System. The coolant is then returned to
the RCS via the RCS cold leg(s). Operation of the RHR System for
normal cooldown or decay heat removal is manually accomplished from
the control room. The heat removal rate is adjusted by controlling the flow
of reactor coolant and component cooling water through the RHR heat
exchanger(s). Mixing of the reactor coolant is maintained by this
continuous circulation of reactor coolant through the RHR System.

APPLICABLE If the reactor coolant temperature is not maintained below 200°F, boiling
SAFETY ANALYSES of the reactor coolant could result. This could lead to a loss of coolant in

the reactor vessel. Additionally, boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to
a reduction in boron concentration in the coolant due to boron plating out
on components near the areas of the boiling activity. The loss of reactor
coolant and the reduction of boron concentration in the reactor coolant
would eventually challenge the integrity of the fuel cladding, which is a
fission product barrier. One train of the RHR System is required to be
operational in MODE 6, with the water level 23 ft above the top of the
reactor vessel flange, to prevent this challenge. The LCO does permit de
energizing the RHR pump for short durations, under the condition that the
boron concentration is not diluted. This conditional de-energizing of the
RHR pump does not result in a challenge to the fission product barrier.

The RHR System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).

LCO Only one RHR loop is required for decay heat removal in MODE 6, with
the water level 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange. Only
one RHR loop is required to be OPERABLE, because the volume of water
above the reactor vessel flange provides backup decay heat removal
capability. At least one RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation to
provide:

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-1 Revision No. 0



RHR and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level
B3.94

BASES

LCO (continued)

a. Removal of decay heat;

b. Mixing of borated coolant to minimize the possibility of criticality;
and

c. Indication of reactor coolant temperature.

An OPERABLE RHR loop includes an RHR pump, a heat exchanger,
valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow
path and to determine the low end temperature. The flow path starts in
one of the RCS hot legs and is returned to the RCS cold legs. The
operability of the operating RHR train and the supporting heat sink is
dependent on the ability to maintain the desired RCS temperature. If not
in its normal RHR alignment from the RCS hot leg and returning to the
RCS cold legs, the required RHR loop is OPERABLE provided the system
may be placed in service from the control room, or may be placed in
service in a short period of time by actions outside the control room and
there are no restraints to placing the equipment in service.

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows the required operating RHR
loop to be removed from service for up to 1 hour per 8 hour period,
provided no operations are permitted that would dilute the RCS boron
concentration with coolant at boron concentrations less than required to
meet the minimum boron concentration of LCO 3.9.1. Boron
concentration reduction with coolant at boron concentrations less than
required to assure the minimum required RCS boron concentration is
maintained is prohibited because uniform concentration distribution
cannot be ensured without forced circulation. This permits operations
such as core mapping or alterations in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot
leg nozzles and RCS to RHR isolation valve testing. During this 1 hour
period, decay heat is removed by natural convection to the large mass of
water in the refueling cavity.

The acceptability of the LCO and the LCO Note is based on preventing
boiling in the core in the event of the loss of RHR cooling. However, it has
been determined that when the upper internals are in place in the reactor
vessel there is insufficient communication with the water above the core
for adequate decay heat removal by natural circulation. As a result,
boiling in the core could occur in a relatively short time if RHR cooling is
lost. Therefore, during the short period of time that the upper internals are
installed, administrative processes are implemented to reduce the risk of
core boiling. The availability of additional cooling equipment, including
equipment not required to be OPERABLE by the Technical Specifications,
contributes to this risk reduction. The plant staff assesses these cooling
sources to assure that the desired minimal level of risk is maintained.
This is commonly referred to as defense-in-depth. This strategy is

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-2 Revision No. 3



RHR and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level
B39.4

BASES

LCO (continued)

consistent with NUMARC 91-06, “Guidelines for Industry Actions to
Assess Shutdown Management” (Ref. 3).

APPLICABILITY One RHR loop must be OPERABLE and in operation in MODE 6, with the
water level 23 ft above the top of the reactor vessel flange, to provide
decay heat removal. The 23 ft water level was selected because it
corresponds to the 23 ft requirement established for fuel movement in
LCO 3.9.6, “Refueling Cavity Water Level.” Requirements for the RHR
System in other MODES are covered by LCOs in Section 3.4, Reactor
Coolant System (RCS), and Section 3.5, Emergency Core Cooling
Systems (ECCS). RHR loop requirements in MODE 6 with the water level
<23 ft are located in LCO 3.9.5, “Residual Heat Removal (RHR) and
Coolant Circulation—Low Water Level.”

ACTIONS RHR loop requirements are met by having one RHR loop OPERABLE and
in operation, except as permitted in the Note to the LCO.

A.1

If RHR loop requirements are not met, there will be no forced circulation to
provide mixing to establish uniform boron concentrations. Suspending
positive reactivity additions that could result in failure to meet the minimum
boron concentration limit is required to assure continued safe operation.
Introduction of coolant inventory must be from sources that have a boron
concentration greater than that which would be required in the RCS for
minimum refueling boron concentration. This may result in an overall
reduction in RCS boron concentration, but provides acceptable margin to
maintaining subcritical operation.

A.2

If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall be taken immediately
to suspend loading of irradiated fuel assemblies in the core. With no
forced circulation cooling, decay heat removal from the core occurs by
natural convection to the heat sink provided by the water above the core.
A minimum refueling water level of 23 ft above the reactor vessel flange
provides an adequate available heat sink. Suspending any operation that
would increase decay heat load, such as loading a fuel assembly, is a
prudent action under this condition.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-3 Revision No. 2



RHR and Coolant Circulation—High Water Level
B39.4

BASES

ACTIONS (continued)

A.3

If RHR loop requirements are not met, actions shall be initiated and
continued in order to satisfy RHR loop requirements. With the unit in
MODE 6 and the refueling water level 23 ft above the top of the reactor
vessel flange, corrective actions shall be initiated immediately.

A.4

If RHR loop requirements are not met, all containment penetrations
providing direct access from the containment atmosphere to the outside
atmosphere must be closed within 4 hours. With the RHR loop
requirements not met, the potential exists for the coolant to boil and
release radioactive gas to the containment atmosphere. Closing
containment penetrations that are open to the outside atmosphere
ensures dose limits are not exceeded.

The Completion Time of 4 hours is reasonable, based on the low
probability of the coolant boiling in that time.

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.9.4.1
REQUIREMENTS

This Surveillance demonstrates that the RHR loop is in operation and
circulating reactor coolant. The flow rate is determined by the flow rate
necessary to provide sufficient decay heat removal capability and to
prevent thermal and boron stratification in the core. The RCS
temperature is determined to ensure the appropriate decay heat removal
is maintained. The Frequency of 12 hours is sufficient, considering the
flow, temperature, pump control, and alarm indications available to the
operator in the control room for monitoring the RHR System.

REFERENCES 1. UFSAR, Section 5.5.7.

2. 10 CFR 50.36, Technical Specifications, (c)(2)(ii).

3. NUMARC 91-06, “Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess
Shutdown Management.”

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.9.4-4 Revision No. 2
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33.
SYSOO6 K2.02
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
Knowledge of bus power supplies to the following: Valve operators for accumulators

BANK Vogtle 2009
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit was initially at 100% power when a small break LOCA occurred.
• A loss of all offsite power has occurred.
• 1 B DG panel trouble is in alarm due to lube oil pressure at 20 psig.
• The crew transitions to ES-I .2, (Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization).
• An operator has been dispatched to perform ES-I .2, Enclosure 4, (Power Alignment for

CLA Valves).

Which ONE of the following is correct regarding isolation of the Cold Leg Accumulators?

A. All accumulator isolation valves can be energized.
Close all accumulator isolation valves, and leave the valves energized.

B. All accumulator isolation valves can be energized.
Close all accumulator isolation valves, and then de-energize the valves.

C. ONLY two accumulator isolation valves can be energized.
Close the energized accumulator isolation valves, and vent all of the accumulators.

D. ONLY two accumulator isolation valves can be energized.
Close the energized accumulator isolation valves, and vent the other two accumulators.

Ans:D

References:
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant fails to recognize that only ONE train of ESS equipment will
have power, which means that the isolation valves for only two of the CLAs will have power to
operate them closed (isolated). This distractor is also plausible, since one of the actions
(close all accumulator isolation valves) IS a desirable condition, but only one train of ESS
equipment has power. Leaving the valves energized is plausible, if the applicant reasons that
a LOCA could become larger, and that there may be justification for re-enabling the CLA
injection function.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant fails to recognize that only ONE train of ESS equipment will
have power, which means that the isolation valves for only two of the CLAs will have power to
operate them closed (isolated). This distractor is also plausible, since one of the actions
(close all accumulator isolation valves) IS a desirable condition, but only one train of ESS
equipment has power. A similar thought process as that of Answer A occurs in selecting this
answer, for the first aspect. However, for the aspect of how the-CLA injection valve operators
will be configured (i.e., left energized, or de-energized them), the applicant could reason that
de-energizing the valves is desirable, since that is the normal configuration of these valve
operators. In both cases, Answer A and B, the applicant fails to recognize a key component
of the correct response, that only TWO of the CLA isolation valve operators have power, and
that the other two must be vented.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since it is true that only two of the CLA isolation valves’ operators has
power, and it is also true that CLAs that DO have power to the isolation valve operators are to
be closed. However, the applicant has the misconception that all CLAs should be vented,
which is not correct, per ES-i .2, but may seem plausible to the applicant since undesired
injection is to be avoided.

D. CORRECT. The intent of the step in ES-i .2, (Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization) is
to prevent undesired injection into the NC system. In the stem conditions, i B DG has tripped
due to the low lube oil pressure; this results in the loss of power to two of the CLA injection
valves. And since these valves are normally open, with power removed to the valve
operators, this means that TWO of the CLAs inject as NC pressure lowers. However, there IS
power available to the other TWO CLAs, and to the vent valves. ES-I .2 Background
Document contains an explanation of the venting function of CLAs in the context of an
accident, and its importance in minimizing undesired injection of Nitrogen into the NC system.

KIA Match
SYSOO6 K2.02
Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS)
Knowledge of bus power supplies to the following: Valve operators for accumulators

The applicant is given conditions involving a loss of all offsite power, and restoration of only ONE
safeguards train of power, and then must determine the effect of that condition on a desired
operation of the Cold Leg Accumulators (emergency core cooling components). To answer this
question, the applicant must know the power supplies for the valve operators for the ECCS
accumulators.

Cognitive Level: Low
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Enclosure 4 - Page 1 of 2
Revision 261Power Alignment for CLA Valves

— 1. if any delay occurs while performing this enclosure, THEN immediately notify control room
personnel.

— 2. Obtain key for the CLA breaker locks (Key #633).

3. Energize the CLA isolation valves as follows:

• CLA1A:

— a. Unlock valve breaker 1EMXK-FO9A (Accumulator 1A Discharge Isol. Valve 1N154A)
(AB-577, BB-47, Rm 496).

— b. Place 1EMXK-FO9A (Accumulator IA Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI54A) in the “ON” position.

• CLA1B:

— a. Unlock valve breaker 1EMXD-FO1B (Accumulator lB Discharge Isol. Valve 1N165B)
(AB-560, BB-50, Rm 372).

— b. Place 1EMXD-FO1B (Accumulator lB Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI65B) in the “ON” position.

• CLA1C:

— a. Unlock valve breaker 1EMXC-FOIB (Accumulator 1C Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI76A)
(AB-577, BB-50, Rm 496).

— b. Place 1EMXC-FOIB (Accumulator 10 Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI76A) in the “ON” position.

• CLA1D:

— a. Unlock valve breaker 1EMXL-FO9A (Accumulator 1D Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI88B)
(AB-560, BB-47, Rm 372).

— b. Place 1EMXL-FO9A (Accumulator 1D Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI88B) in the “ON” position.

— 4. Notify control room personnel that valve breakers are closed.



I CNS I POST LOCADOQLDOWN AND DEPRESSURIZATLON I PAGE NO. I
EPI1!AI5000IES-1.2 I 63 of 79 IEnclosure 4 - Page 2 of 2

Revision 26Power Alignment for CLA Valves

5. WHEN notified by control room personnel, THEN remove power from the CLA isolation
valves as follows:

• CLA1A:

— a. Place 1EMXK-FO9A (Accumulator 1A Discharge Isol. Valve 1NI54A) (AB-577, BB-47, Rm
496) in the “OFF” position.

— b. Lock valve breaker IEMXK-FO9A (Accumulator 1A Discharge Isol. Valve 1N154A) in the
“OFF” position.

• CLA1B:

— a. Place 1EMXD-FOIB (Accumulator lB Discharge Isol. Valve 1N165B) (AB-560, BB-50, Rm
372) in the “OFF” position.

b. Lock valve breaker 1EMXD-FOIB (Accumulator lB Discharge Isol. Valve 1N165B) in the
‘OFF” position.

• CLA1C:

— a. Place 1EMXC-FOIB (Accumulator IC Discharge Isol. Valve 1N176A) (AB-577, BB-50, Rm
496) in the “OFF” position.

— b. Lock valve breaker 1 EMXC-FO1 B (Accumulator 1 C Discharge Isol. Valve 1 N176A) in the
“OFF” position.

• CLA1D:

— a. Place 1 EMXL-FO9A (Accumulator ID Discharge Isol. Valve 1 N188B) (AB-560, BB-47, Rm
372) in the “OFF” position.

— b. Lock valve breaker 1EMXL-FO9A (Accumulator 1D Discharge lsol. Valve 1N188B) in the
“OFF” position.

6. Return this enclosure to the Control Room Supervisor.



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP/l/A/5000/ES-1.2
C. Operator Actions

STEP 30: isolate CLAs as follows:

PURPOSE:

To close accumulator isolation valves or vent if criteria are
sati sfi ed.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

CLAs are isolated to prevent discharge into the NC System when NC
System subcooling and pressurizer level or hot leg temperature
criteria are satisfied. Either the contents are no longer required
because of operator control actions, or the contents are considered
to be discharged, and isolation prevents nitrogen injection into the
NC System. Nitrogen could collect in high places and produce either
a “hard” Pzr bubble or cause gas binding in the S/G U-tubes. Venting
the nitrogen gas also prevents injection.

The hot leg temperature of 328°F should be determined so that the NC
System saturation pressure exceeds the accumulator pressure after the
accumulator water has been discharged. This precludes nitrogen
injection into the NC System. Instrument uncertainties are not
included in the determination of the NC System hot leg temperature
setpoint to preclude a bias toward either having more accumulator
water injected into the NC System or having less nitrogen injected
into the NC System.

The ERG background requirement allowing subsequent NC
depressurizations while venting the CLAs would also beapplicable
during normal CLA isolation. Local operator action is required to
restore power to the CLA isolation valves and during the time the
operator is performing this action, the control room operating crew
can proceed in the procedure and depressurize the NC System as long
as NC pressure is maintained greater than CLA pressure until the CLAs
are isolated or vented. Note the intent of this guidance is to
control the depressurization of the RCS using normal spray, a
pressurizer PORV, or auxiliary spray. The S/I pumps should never be
restarted to maintain the RCS pressure above the accumulator pressure.

If it is determined that any CLA cannot be isolated or vented, the
plant engineering staff should be consulted to evaluate the effect of
nitrogen in the NC system on plant recovery actions. Nitrogen in the
NC system may interfere with core cooling by natural circulation, if
required, following a small break LOCA. The plant engineering staff
will evaluate whether actions should be taken to prevent or minimize
nitrogen injection, or vent the nitrogen from the NC system following
injection.

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

The CLA vent valves are safety related pressure boundary valves with
a non-safety power supply and do not receive a signal to close on an
ECCS signal. Removing power from CB-1 when the valves are not in use
will ensure they do not spuriously open in an accident. Breaker CB-1
must be positioned “ON’ when it is desired to operate valves NI-SO,
61, 72, and 84 (PIP O-C93-O164).

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

NC System depressurization can be performed concurrently with
accumulator venting provided NC System pressure is maintained greater
than the accumulator nitrogen pressure.

Page 47 of 66 Revision 1
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Revision 26

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I L RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
31. Isolate CLAs as follows:

— a. Verify NC subcooling based on core a. Perform the following:
exit T/Cs - GREATER THAN 0°F.

— 1) IF at least two NC T-Hots are less
than 356°F, THEN GO TO
Step 31.c.

_2) QIQStep32.

— b. Verify Pzr level - GREATER THAN 11% — b. Observe Note prior to Step 16 and
(20% ACC). RETURN T Step 16.

— c. Dispatch operator to restore power to all
CLA discharge isolation valves.
REFER TO Enclosure 4 (Power
Alignment for CLA Valves).

— d. Maintain NC pressure greater than CLA
pressure until the CLAs are isolated or
vented.
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ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
31. (Continued)

e. WHEN power is aligned, THEN:

1) Close all of the following valves: 1) Perform the following:

—. 1 Nl-54A (C-Leg Accum A Disch a) Vent any CLA which cannot be
Isol) isolated as follows:

—. 1 Nl-65B (C-Leg Accum B Disch (1) Open I NI-47A (C-Leg
Isol) Accum N2 Sup Cont Isol).

—. INI-76A (C-Leg Accum C Disch — (2) Place breaker ICB-1
Isol) (behind I MC-6) (Key #11)

to “ON”.
—. INI-88B (C-Leg Accum D Disch

lsol). (3) Open the valve for the
CLA(s) to be vented:

—. INl-50 (C-Leg Accum A
N2 Supply lsol)

—. 1 NI-61 (C-Leg Accum B
N2 Supply lsol)

—. lNl-72 (C-Leg Accum C
N2 Supply Isol)

—. 1 N 1-84 (C-Leg Accum D
N2 Supply Isol).

— (4) Close I Nl-47A (C-Leg
Accum N2 Sup Cont Isol).

— (5) Open INI-83 (C-Leg
Accums N2 Vent Ctrl) to
depressurize the affected
CLA(s).

(RNO continued on next page)
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34.
SYSOO7 K5.02
Pressurizer Relief TanklQuench Tank System (PRTS)
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to PRTS:
Method of forming a steam bubble in the PZR

CNS 2009 NRC Exam
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit has completed NC fill and vent activities following a forced outage.
• A nitrogen blanket was placed on the pressurizer during the outage.
• NC level is 85% in preparation for drawing a bubble in the pressurizer.

Which ONE of the following describes;

(1) What is the limit on pressurizer heat up rate per Selected Licensee Commitment 16.5-4
(Pressurizer)?

AND

{2) What indication verifies nitrogen venting is complete while drawing a bubble in the pressurizer,
per OP/I /A16 100/001, (Unit Startup)?

A. 1. 100°Fperhour
2. PRT temperature equalizes with PZR steam space temperature.

B. 1. 100°Fperhour
2. PRT level increases without a corresponding PRT pressure increase.

C. 1. 200°F per hour
2. PRT temperature equalizes with PZR steam space temperature.

D. 1. 200°Fperhour
2. PRT level increases without a corresponding PRT pressure increase.

Ans:B

References:
OP/1/A16100/001, Enclosure 4.1, Unit Startup, NOTE just priorto Step 3.43, Rev. 220
OP/1/A/61 00/001, Limits and Precautions, 2.4 (for PZR heatup rate limit).
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since 100° F/hr is the correct PZR heatup rate. PRT temperature equal
to PZR steam space temperature may be logical to the applicant based on steaming the PZR
to the PRT.

B. CORRECT. The PZR heatup rate perSLC 16.5-4 is 100°F/hour. PRT pressure and level
indications are used to determine when all N2 has been vented from the pressurizer during
bubble formation. N2 venting is considered complete when PRT pressure does not increase
with a corresponding PRT level increase, per the Note just prior to Step 3.43 in Enclosure 4.1
of the operating procedure for Unit Startup.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since 200°F/hr is the PZR cooldown rate per SLC 16.5-4. PRT
temperature equal to Pzr steam space temperature may be logical to the applicant based on
steaming the PZR to the PRT.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since 200°F/hr is the PZR cooldown rate per SLC 16.5-4. The second
part is correct, and therefore adds plausibility to this distractor.

K/A Match
The K/A is matched because the question involves conditions during drawing a bubble in
pressurizer. The operational implications of this evolution are tested by testing required heatup
rates, and the method for determining that an aspect of the evolution has been completed properly

Cognitive Level: Low
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OP/1/A16 100/001
Page 3 of7

2.2.6 During any planned boron dilution operations in Mode 3, all shutdown banks
shall be fully withdrawn. After refueling, the startup will be controlled by
procedures PT/0/A14150/001 (Controlling Procedure for Startup Physics
Testing) and PT/0/A/4150/001 J (Zero Power Physics Testing).

2.2.7 When changing reactor power, refer to Unit One R.O.D Section 2.4 (Fuel
Maneuvering Limits) for allowable rate changes.

2.2.8 During at power changes the following alternate indications for Reactor Power
are available:

• Thermal Power Best Estimate
• Tavg, Tcold, NC Loop Delta-T
• Intermediate range Channels
• Turbine Impulse Pressure, Megawatt Output
• CF Flowrate

2.2.9 Control rods shall NOT exceed rod withdrawal limits. Prior to changes in
boron concentration, reactor power, or control rod position, refer to Unit One
R.O.D Section 2.3 (Temporary Rod Withdrawal Limits).

2.2.10 Two positive reactivity additions shall NOT be made simultaneously per
NSD 304 (Reactivity Management). {PIP 96-0586}

2.3 NC System heatup rate of 50°F in any one hour period is the heatup rate limit for normal
operation. Under abnormal or emergency conditions, the Tech Spec NC System heatup
limit of 60°F in any one hour period shall NOT be exceeded.

2.4 It is recommended that the Heatup rate of the PZR NOT exceed 80°F in any one hour
period. SLC 16.5-4 heatup limit of 100°F in any one hour period shall NOT be
exceeded.

2.5 During heatup in Mode 3 it is recommended that the z\T between the PZR and the NC
loops be maintained approximately 100°F to provide adequate subcooling while
minimizing PZR and spray fluid z\T.



Enclosure 4.1
OP/1!A16100,’OOl

Unit Startup Page 19 of 76

3.41 Slowly begin increasing NCS pressure using PZR heaters and ND PZR spray to 100 psig in
preparation for venting the NC System and the NCP #1 seal bypass lines.

NOTE: 1. 240°F PZR steam space temperature is equivalent to 10 psig of PZR pressure.

2. 338°F PZR steam space temperature is equivalent to 100 psig of PZR pressure.

3. Step 3.42 and Step 3.43 may be performed in conjunction.

3.42 WHILE PZR steam space temperature is increasing from 240°F to 338°F, slowly decrease
PZR level to 50%.

NOTE: 1. N2 venting is considered complete when PRT pressure does NOT increase with a
corresponding PRT level increase. The ideal NC System pressure for venting N2 is
between 45 and 65 psig to help prevent exceeding 8 psig in the PRT while venting.

2. The procedure may continue while performing Step 3.43.

3.43 IF a nitrogen blanket was established in the PZR, vent N2 from PZR as a steam bubble is
formed:

D WHEN NC System pressure starts to increase, cycle a PZR PORV to vent the N2 to the
PRT.

D Vent PRT to WG System per OP/l/A/6150/004 (Pressurizer Relief Tank) as required to
maintain PRT pressure less than 8 psig.

D Cycle PZR heaters and PORVs to limit NC System pressure to less than 65 psig until N2
venting from PZR is completed.

D WHEN N2 venting is complete, open a PZR PORV for 15 seconds to ensure pure steam
exists in the PZR steam space, then close the PZR PORV.

D Continue increasing NC System pressure using PZR heaters and ND PZR spray to 100
psig in preparation for venting the NC System and the NCP #1 seal bypass lines.



Pressurizer
16.5-4

16.5 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

1 6.5-4 Pressurizer

COMMITMENT The pressurizer temperature shall be limited to:

a. A maximum heatup of 100°F in any 1-hour period, and

b. A maximum cooldown of 200°F in any 1-hour period.

APPLICABILITY: At all times.

REMEDIAL ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. NOTE A.1 Restore pressurizer 30 minutes
All Required Actions temperature to within
must be completed limits.
whenever this Condition
is entered. AND

Pressurizer temperature A.2 Perform engineering 72 hours
not within limits, evaluation to determine

effects of the out-of-limit
condition on the structural
integrity of the pressurizer.

AND

A.3 Determine that the 72 hours
pressurizer remains
acceptable for continued
operation.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Reduce pressurizer 36 hours
pressure to < 500 psig.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 16.5-4-1 Revision 0



Pressurizer
16.5-4

TESTING_REQUIREMENTS

TEST FREQUENCY

TR 16.5-4-1 NOTE
Only required to be performed during system heatup or
cooldown operations.

Verify pressurizer temperatures are within limits. 30 minutes

BASES The temperature and pressure changes during heatup and cooldown are
limited to be consistent with the requirements given in the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Appendix G. Although the pressurizer
operates in temperature ranges above those for which there is reason for
concern of nonductile failure, operating limits are provided to assure
compatibility of operation with the fatigue analysis performed in accordance
with the ASME Code requirements.

REFERENCES 1. Letter from NRC to Gary R. Peterson, Duke, Issuance of
Improved Technical Specifications Amendments for Catawba,
September 30, 1998.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 16.5-4-2 Revision 0
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35.
SYSOIO K6.02
Pressurizer Pressure Control System (PZR PCS)
Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of the following will have on the PZR PCS: PZR

NEW
With Unit I at 100% power, the values of the four (4) channels of Pressurizer pressure control are
as follows:

Channel I 2229 psig
Channel II 2237 psig
Channel III 2227 psig
Channel IV 2232 psig

Channel II then experiences a loss of power.

Which ONE of the following completes the following statement?

PRIOR to the Channel II failure, SELECTED Pressurizer pressure value was (1)
AFTER the Channel II failure, SELECTED Pressurizer pressure value is (2)

A. (1) 2232 psig
(2) 2229 psig

B. (1) 2232 psig
(2) 2232 psig

C. (1) 2229 psig
(2) 2229 psig

D. (1) 2237 psig
(2) 2232 psig

Ans: A

References:
OP-CN-DCS, Lesson Plan for DCS
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. The Pressurizer pressure control circuitry is designed such that the second
highest available value is used as the controlling input. Of the four values given, 2232 psig is
the second highest, with 2237 psig (Channel II) the highest value. When this channel fails,
Channel IV becomes the highest available value (2232 psig), and the controlling input channel
then becomes the second highest of the remaining three available; i.e., 2229 psig.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the controlling input channel PRIOR to the failure is correct.
Selecting 2232 psig as the controlling input value AFTER the failure is plausible, since the
2232 psig channel did not fail, and even though the applicant correctly recognized the initial
condition of the controlling input being the second highest value, they have failed to recall that
control is always the median selected value (the second highest of available values).

C. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant reverses the median selected value as not the second
highest of available channel values, but as the second lowest of available channel values. In
this case 2229 psig (Channel I) would be correct. And it is also plausible for the applicant to
reason that since Channel I has not experienced a failure, it would continue to be the
controlling channel; i.e., at 2229 psig.

D. Incorrect. It is plausible to believe that -2237 psig (Channel II) would be the controlling channel
value, since it is the closest in value to the “normal” pressurizer pressure of 2235 psig. When
it fails, as given in the stem conditions, it is further plausible to conclude that the new
controlling input value would be the next value that is closest to the 2235 psig value: i.e.,
2232 psig.

KIA Match
The Pressurizer experiences a malfunction of one channel of pressure control. The applicant must
predict the effect this will have on the level control signal for the pressurizer.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves the interpretation of multiple data points,
control logic values, and understanding of failure modes, to arrive at the correct answer.
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I N L L L

OBJECTIVES S L P P 0
SO R SR

00

I State the purpose of the DCS — X X X

2 Be able to define the most commonly used terms with the Ovation w x X X
DCS listed in section 2.2 of this lesson.

3 Using the simplified block diagram, Figure 5, identify the major X X X
hardware components of the DCS.

4 Be able to describe the roles and functions of each component in 4(J x x x
the DCS identified in Figure 5.

5 Explain the relationship between the Small Loop Interface Module X X X
(SLIM) stations and the SOFT Controls within the DCS.

6 Understand how the DCS processes the signals used in the control
circuitry for:

. Median Signal Select x x x

. Selected signal (High/low Select) x x x

. Arbitration signals — X X X

7 Related to Alternate Action in the DCS circuitry, be able to
describe: (Generically, each system has specific actions)

. How the signal is generated x x x

. Selected Signal Output j x x x

. Plant Response X X X

8 Be able to explain and demonstrate how an Operator interfaces
with the DCS graphics and the Control Builder Sheets for:

. Operation of the Soft Controls x x x

. Using the Control Builder Sheets for diagnosing alarm x x x
conditions

9 Be able to list the power supplies for the four control cabinets and X X X
the added UPS power supplies used for power in the DCS.

OP-CN-DCS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 03
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H. Graphics can also be recalled using the Recall feature of the graphics
windows. By selecting the Recall icon the window will go back to the previous
graphic that was displayed in that window. The “depth’ of the recall feature
can be programmed at each OWS.

4.2 Control Operations
The selector switches for-control loops will be removed from the-control board
and become a functional part of the Ovation DCS Software. The selection
process will be determined according to the number of input channels available
for control. The control selector processes are: Median Signal Selector, 2nd
Highest Median Signal Selector, Two Channels with Arbitrator, Two Channels
No Arbitrator, & Single Channel.

A. Median -Signal Selector (Figure 3) (Objective 8)
One new means of control function will be determined using a process
termed “MEDIAN SEtECT”. Where there are 3 inputs, the Middle input
value will be used in the Algorithms.

An alternative is to select the control signal using “SOFT CONTROLS”
selection.

B. 2nd Highest (Lowest) Median Signal Selector (Figure 4) (Objective 8)
Where 4 Inputs are used, a process termed “2nd HIGHEST SELECT” will -be
used. Using the 4 inputs, there will be 4-combinations of the inputs signals,
processed using the “MEDIAN SELECT” Algorithms.

The output of each Median Select Algorithm will input to a “HIGH S-ELECT”
Algorithm, which selects the Highest of the 4 Median select In-puts, in turn
providing an output of the 2nd Highest of the original input—signals for control.

C. Two Channel with Arbitrator (Objective 8)
Where two (2) redundant Inputs of a process variable are available for-control
(and an arbitration signal is available), arbitration is used in the event of a
signal failure as indicated by BAD signal quality as well as a deviation in the
measurement signals by more than a fixed amount.
The two-signal selector algorithm shall pass the average of both process
measurements or either one of the two input values — the higher value or the
lower value to the control system depending on the algorithm mode selected.
In the event that a signal failure is detected, an appropriate arbitration signal
shall be used to decide which signal is to be retained for control; this decision
will be based on whichever input signal has GOOD quality or, if both are
GOOD, whichever is closer to the arbitration signal.
Default actions shall result for those potential situations in which neither
process measurement appears to be valid as indicated by BAD quality or by
excessive deviation between the two signals, and in the event of an appeal to
arbitration when the arbitration signal itself has failed.

OP-CN-DCS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 03
Page 14 of 40
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36.
SYSOI2 K6.0l
Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following concepts as the apply to the RPS: DNB

BANK CNS #1338
Per Technical Specifications, which ONE of the following reactor trips is required to be operable to
provide protection against DNB when the plant is in Mode 2?

A. Pressurizer low pressure

B. OPDT

C. Low NC loop flow

D. OTDT

Ans: D

References:
TS basis 3.3.1
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since this trip function does provide protect against DNB, but the
applicant has failed to recognize the significance of the given conditions (less than P-7, and
this trip function is therefore blocked).

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since this trip function provides protection against local rod heating
KW/FT, but applicant has failed to recognize the significance of the fact that the plant is at
below P-7, and this trip function is blocked.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since this trip function does provide protect against DNB, but the
applicant has failed to recognize the significance of the given conditions (less than P-7, and
this trip function is therefore blocked).

D. CORRECT. The applicant must recognize below P-7 conditions, which means that the at
power trips are blocked (Pressurizer low pressure, OPDT, Low NC loop flow). OTDT is
required to be operable in Mode 2.

KIA Match
The question tests knowledge of Departure of Nucleate Boiling protection and its relationship with
the RPS (i.e., which reactor trip functions protect against DNG). The applicant is tested on the
operational implication of the plant being in Mode 2 - significant, because the applicant must
recognize that in Mode 2, the plant is below P-7, and the at power trips are blocked.

Cognitive Level: Low
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I N L L P

Objective S L P P T

S OR SR

OOQ

1 State the purpose of the Reactor Protection System (IPX) System. X X X X

2 List the reactor trips. X X X X X

3 List the setpoint for each reactor trip. X X XX

4 List the logic and interlocks associated with each reactor trip. x x x
5 Describe the function of the Solid State Protection System {SSPS). X X

6 Describe the operation of the following breakers and associated X X X X X
interlocks:

. Reactor trip breakers

e Reactor trip bypass breakers

8 Define the following:

. Safety Limit

. Limiting Safety System Setting

. Nominal Setpoint

9 List all permissive and control “P” and DC” interlocks related to reactor
trips and their function, setpoint and logic.

10 Describe the function of the “First Out” annunciator panel.

11 Describe the function of all instrumentation and controls associated with
the Reactor Protection System (IPX).

12 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLCs.

13 State from memory all Tech Spec/SLC actions for the system,
subsystem or components which require remedial action to be taken In
one hour or less.

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

Page 3 of 39

REV. 34

7 Explain the derivation of the reactor trip setpoints. X

X

- -

XX X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XXX

TIME: 2.0 HOURS

X
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REACTOR TRIP SETPOINT LOGIC PERMISSIVES BASES

MANUAL switch turned 45° 1/2 sw. operator judgment

SR NI HIGH CPS 1/2 ch. P6, P10 uncontrolled rod withdrawal while
subcritical

IR NI HIGH Amps-25% power 1/2 oh. PlO uncontrolled rod withdrawal while
subcritical

PR NI LOW 25% power 2/4 ch. PlO reactivity excursion from low powers

PR NI HIGH 109% power 2/4 oh. reactivity excursion from all powers

PR POS RATE +5%/2 sec 2/4 ch. DNB (rod ejection)

PZR HIGH 2385 psig 2/4-ch. coolant system integrity
PRESS

PZR LOW 1945 psig 2/4 ch. P7 DNB
PRESS

PZR HIGH 92% 2/3 ch. P7 water through safeties system
LEVEL integrity)

OTAT AT at OTAT process 2/4/oh. DNB
setpoint

OPAT AT at OPAT process 2/4 ch. KW/ft
setpoint

NCP BUS LOW 5082 volts 2/4 oh. P7 DNB (anticipatory loss of flow)
VOLT

NCP BUS LOW 56.4 Hz 2/4 oh. P7 DNB (anticipatory loss of flow)
FREQ

S/G LO-LO LVL 10.7%(ul) 2/4 in loss of heatsink

36.8%(u2) 1/4S/G

1 LOOP LOSS 91% 2/3 in P8 DNB
OF FLOW

1/4 loops

2 LOOP LOSS 91% 2/3 in P7 DNB
OF FLOW

2/4 loops

SAFETY Any of 3 S/I 1/2 S/I trains trip reactor if trip not generated by trip
INJECTION . instrumentation

signals actuated

GENERAL Loss of any DC power 2/2 alarms loss of protection
WARNING supply
ALARM

Loose card

SSPS train in test

Bypass breaker
racked into connect
and closed

TURBINE TRIP Stop valve EH 2/4 EH press. P9 trip reactor on turbine trip
Pressure Low -550 switches or
psig or all 4 stop 4/4 stop valve
valves closed limit switches

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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Table 3.3.1-1 (page 1 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

RTS Instrumentation
-

- 3.3.1

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILI.ANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

1. ManualReactorTrip 1,2 2 B SR3.3.i.14 NA NA

3(a) 4(a) 5(a) 2 C SR 3.3.1.14 NA NA

2. Power Range
Neutron Flux

a. High 1,2 4 D SR3.3.1.1 i10.9% 109%RTP
SR 3.3.1.2 RTP
SR 3.3.1.7
SR3.3.1.11
SR 3.3.1.16

b. Low 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 27.1% RTP 25%RTP
SR 3.3.1.8
SR3.3.1.i1
SR 3.3.1.16

3. Power Range
Neutron Flux

High Positive Rate 1,2 4 D SR 3.3.17 6.3% RTP 5% RTP
SR 3.3.1.11 with time with time

constant constant
2sec 2sec

4. Intermediate Range 1(b) 2(c) 2 F,G SR 3.3.1.1 31%RTP 25% RTP
Neutron Flux , SR 3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.11

2 H SR 3.3.1.1 31% RTP 25% RTP
SR 3.3.1.8
SR3.3.1.11

5. SourceRange 2 I,J SR3.3.1.1 1.4E5cps l.0E5cps
Neutron Flux SR 3.3.1.8

SR 3.3.1.11

(a) 4{a) 5(a) 2 J,K SR 3.3.1.1 1.4E5 1.0E5 cps
SR 3.3.1.7 cps
SR 3.3.1.11

6. OvertemperatureAT 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Refer to Refer to
SR 3.3.1.3 Note 1 (Page Note 1
SR 3.3.1.6 3.3.1-18) (Page
SR3.3.1.7 3.3.1-18)
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16
SR 3.3.1.17

(continued)

(a) With Reactor Trip Breakers (RTBs) closed and Rod Control System capable of rod withdrawal.

(b) Below the P-i 0 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

(c) Above the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

(d) Below the P-6 (Intermediate Range Neutron Flux) interlocks.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-14 Amendment Nos. 179/1 71



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

7. OverpowerAT 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 Referto Refer to
SR 3.3.1.3 Note 2 (Page Note 2
SR 3.3.1.6 3.3.1-19) (Page
SR 3.3.1.7 3.3.1-19)
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16
SR3.31.17

8. Pressurizer Pressure

a. Low 1(e) 4 L SR 3.3.1.1 1938(0 psig 1945(0
SR 3.3.1.7 psig
SR 3.3.1.10
SR3.3.1.16

b. High 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 2399 psig 2385 psig
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

9. PressurizerWater 1(e) 3 L SR3.3.1.1 93.8% 92%
Level - High SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.10

10. Reactor Coolant
Flow - Low

a. Single Loop 1(g) 3 per loop M SR 3.3.1.1 89.7% 91%
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

b. TwoLoops 1(h) 3 per loop L SR 3.3.1.1 89.7% 91%
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

(continued)

(e) Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock.

(0 Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for Pressurizer Pressure - Low are 2 seconds for lead and I second for lag.

(g) Above the P-S (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

(h) Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock and below the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

Catawba Units I and 2 3.3.1-15 Amendment Nos. 179/171



RTS Instrumentation
- B 3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

actuation, and a single failure in the other channels providing the
protection function actuation. Note that this Function also provides
a signal to generate a turbine runback prior to reaching the Trip
Setpoint. A turbine runback will reduce turbine power and reactor
power. A reduction in power will normally alleviate the
Overtemperature AT condition and may prevent a reactor trip.

The LCO requires all four channels of the Overtemperature AT trip
Function to be OPERABLE. Note that the Overtemperature AT
Function receives input from channels shared with other RTS
Functions. Failures that affect multiple Functions require entry into
the Conditions applicable to all affected Functions.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overtemperature AT trip must be OPERABLE
to prevent DNB. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip Function does not
have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is not operating and
there is insufficient heat production to be concerned about DNB.

7. Overpower AT

The Overpower AT trip Function ensures that protection is provided
to ensure the integrity of the fuel (i.e., no fuel pellet melting and
less than 1% cladding strain) under all possible overpower
conditions. This trip Function also limits the required range of the
Overtemperature AT trip Function and provides a backup to the
Power Range Neutron Flux-High Setpoint trip.

The Overpower AT trip Function ensures that the allowable heat
generation rate (kW/ft) of the fuel is not exceeded. It uses the AT
of each loop as a measure of reactor power with a setpoint that is
automatically varied with the following parameters:

• reactor coolant average temperature-the Trip Setpoint is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density and specific
heat capacity with changes in coolant temperature; and

• rate of change of reactor coolant average temperature
including dynamic compensation for the delays between the
core and the temperature measurement system.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-14 Revision No. 4



RTS Instrumentation
B3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

The Overpower AT trip Function is calculated for each loop as per
Note 2 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if Overpower AT is indicated in
two loops. The temperature signals are used for other control
functions, therefore, the actuation logic must be able to withstand
an input failure to the control system, which may then require the
protection function actuation, and a single failure in the remaining
channels providing the protection function actuation. Note that this
Function also provides a signal to generate a turbine runback prior
to reaching the Trip Setpoint. A turbine runback will reduce turbine
power and reactor power. A reduction in power will normally
alleviate the Overpower AT condition and may prevent a reactor
trip.

The LCO requires four channels of the Overpower AT trip Function
to be OPERABLE. Note that the Overpower AT trip Function
receives input from channels shared with other RTS Functions.
Failures that affect multiple Functions require entry into the
Conditions applicable to all affected Functions.

In MODE 1 or 2, the Overpower AT trip Function must be
OPERABLE. These are the only times that enough heat is
generated in the fuel to be concerned about the heat generation
rates and overheating of the fuel. In MODE 3, 4, 5, or 6, this trip
Function does not have to be OPERABLE because the reactor is
not operating and there is insufficient heat production to be
concerned about fuel overheating and fuel damage.

8. Pressurizer Pressure

The same sensors provide input to the Pressurizer Pressure-High
and-Low trips and the Overtemperature AT trip. The Pressurizer
Pressure channels are also used to provide input to the Pressurizer
Pressure Control System, therefore, the actuation logic must be
able to withstand an input failure to the control system, which may
then require the protection function actuation, and a single failure in
the other channels providing the protection function actuation.

a. Pressurizer Pressure-Low

The Pressurizer Pressure-Low trip Function ensures that
protection is provided against violating the DNBR limit due to
low pressure.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-15 Revision No. 4



RTS Instrumentation
B3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

overpressure protection systems provide overpressure
protection when below MODE 4.

9. Pressurizer Water Level-High

The Pressurizer Water Level-High trip Function provides a backup
signal for the Pressurizer Pressure-High trip and also provides
protection against water relief through the pressurizer safety
valves. These valves are designed to pass steam in order to
achieve their design energy removal rate. A reactor trip is actuated
prior to the pressurizer becoming water solid. The setpoints are
based on percent of instrument span. The LCO requires three
channels of Pressurizer Water Level-High to be OPERABLE. The
pressurizer level channels are used as input to the Pressurizer
Level Control System. A fourth channel is not required to address
control/protection interaction concerns. The level channels do not
actuate the safety valves, and the high pressure reactor trip is set
below the safety valve setting. Therefore, with the slow rate of
charging available, pressure overshoot due to level channel failure
cannot cause the valve to lift before reactor high pressure trip.

In MODE 1, when there is a potential for overfilling the pressurizer,
the Pressurizer Water Level-High trip must be OPERABLE. This
trip Function is automatically enabled on increasing power by the
P-7 interlock. On decreasing power, this trip Function is
automatically blocked below P-7. Below the P-7 setpoint,
transients that could raise the pressurizer water level will be slow
and the operator will have sufficient time to evaluate unit conditions
and take corrective actions.

10. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low

a. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Single Loop)

The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Single Loop) trip Function
ensures that protection is provided against violating the
DNBR limit due to low flow in one or more RCS loops, while
avoiding reactor trips due to normal variations in loop flow.
Above the P-8 setpoint, which is approximately 48% RTP, a
loss of flow in any RCS loop will actuate a reactor trip. The

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-17 Revision No. 4



RTS Instrumentation
B3.3.1

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

setpoints are based on the minimum flow specified in the
COLR. Each RCS loop has three flow detectors to monitor
flow. The flow signals are not used for any control system
input.

The LCO requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low channels
per loop to be OPERABLE in MODE 1 above P-8.

In MODE 1 above the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in one RCS
loop could result in DNB conditions in the core. In MODE 1
below the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in two or more loops is
required to actuate a reactor trip (Function 1O.b) because of
the lower power level and the greater margin to the design
limit DNBR.

b. Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops)

The Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops) trip Function
ensures that protection is provided against violating the
DNBR limit due to low flow in two or more RCS loops while
avoiding reactor trips due to normal variations in loop flow.

Above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8 setpoint, a loss of
flow in two or more loops will initiate a reactor trip. The
setpoints are based on the minimum flow specified in the
COLR. Each loop has three flow detectors to monitor flow.
The flow signals are not used for any control system input.

The LCO requires three Reactor Coolant Flow-Low channels
per loop to be OPERABLE.

In MODE 1 above the P-7 setpoint and below the P-8
setpoint, the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops) trip
must be OPERABLE. Below the P-7 setpoint, all reactor
trips on low flow are automatically blocked since power
distributions that would cause a DNB concern at this low
power level are unlikely. Above the P-7 setpoint, the reactor
trip on low flow in two or more RCS loops is automatically
enabled. Above the P-8 setpoint, a loss of flow in any one
loop will actuate a reactor trip because of the higher power
level and the reduced margin to the design limit DNBR.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-18 Revision No. 4



RTS Instrumentation
B3.31

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

6. Overtemperature AT

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is provided to ensure that
the design limit DNBR is met. This trip Function also limits the
range over which the Overpower AT trip Function must provide
protection. The inputs to the Overtemperature AT trip include
pressurizer pressure, coolant temperature, axial power distribution,
and reactor power as indicated by loop AT assuming full reactor
coolant flow. Protection from violating the DNBR limit is assured
for those transients that are slow with respect to delays from the
core to the measurement system. The function monitors both
variation in power and flow since a decrease in flow has the same
effect on AT as a power increase. The Overtemperature AT trip
Function uses each loop’s AT as a measure of reactor power and is
compared with a setpoint that is automatically varied with the
following parameters:

• reactor coolant average temperature-the Trip Setpoint is
varied to correct for changes in coolant density and specific
heat capacity with changes in coolant temperature;

• pressurizer pressure-the Trip Setpoint is varied to correct for
changes in system pressure; and

• axial power distribution-f(Al), the Trip Setpoint is varied to
account for imbalances in the axial power distribution as
detected by the NIS upper and lower power range detectors.
If axial peaks are greater than the design limit, as indicated
by the difference between the upper and lower NIS power
range detectors, the Trip Setpoint is reduced in accordance
with Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1.

Dynamic compensation is included for system piping delays from
the core to the temperature measurement system.

The Overtemperature AT trip Function is calculated for each loop
as described in Note 1 of Table 3.3.1-1. Trip occurs if
Overtemperature AT is indicated in two loops. The pressure and
temperature signals are used for other control functions, therefore,
the actuation logic must be able to withstand an input failure to the
control system, which may then require the protection function

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-13 Revision No. 4



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

37.
SYS0I2 K6.04
Reactor Protection System (RPS)
Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of the following will have on the RPS: Bypass-
block circuits

BANK CNS #1 227
Given the following Unit 2 conditions:

• The Unit is conducting a startup at 6% power.
• Intermediate range channel N-35 begins to operate erratically.
• Rod motion was stopped.
• The N-35 channel “LEVEL TRIP” switch is in “BYPASS”.

Which ONE of the following describes which N-35 fuses, if any, can be removed without resulting
in a reactor trip?

A. ‘Control power fuses ONLY.

B. Instrument power fuses ONLY.

C. None of the fuses can be removed.

D. Either the instrument power or control power fuses, but not both at the same time.

Ans: B

References:
OP-CN-IC-ENB, Lesson Plan for Excore Nuclear Instrumentation
AP/16, (Malfunction of Nuclear Instrumentation System), Rev. 25
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Only the instrument power fuses can be pulled. Plausible, since applicant could
confuse which set of fuses can be removed while in BYPASS.

B. CORRECT. System design is such the instrument fuse trip is prevented from occurring when
the NI is in BYPASS OR blocked. Stem conditions clearly indicate that N-35 channel has
been placed in BYPASS, therefore only the instrument power fuses can be removed without
causing a reactor trip. The control power fuse removal trip is still in place.

C. Incorrect. Only the instrument power fuses can be pulled. Plausible, since applicant could
assume a trip will occur regardless of being in BYPASS, if the applicant confuses the
BYPASS function’s purpose.

D. Incorrect. Only the instrument power fuses can be pulled. Plausible, since the applicant could
assume BYPASS blocks trips from either sets of fuses.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched since the question involves a malfunction of an intermediate range nuclear
instrument, which is then placed in bypass. The applicant is tested on the effects on the RPS of
this condition (i.e., is a reactor trip processed).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because more than one mental step is required to correctly
answer the question. First the applicant must analyze the conditions given, including power level,
and the effect of placing an NI channel in BYPASS, and from the choices given, determine which
fuses can be removed.

Page 79 of 232



Duke Energy Carollns LLC Catawba Operations Training

IR Drawer Panel (OBJ #6)

1. Ampere Neutron Level Meter

a) Indicates current output of detector

b) Indicates in amps - Eight decades (10.11 to i03 amps)

2. Instrument Power “ON” Lamp — 118 volts AC instrument power applied
to drawer.

3. Control Power “ON” Lamp — 118 volts AC control power applied to driver
assembly control circuits.

4. Channel On Test Lamp - Indicates Operation Selector switch is in a
position other than “NORMAL”.

5. Level Trip Bypass Lamp - Indicate LEVEL TRIP switch in “BYPASS”
position.

6. High Level Trip Lamp - ON when neutron flux in IR exceeds current
equivalent to 25% full power. (Approximately 2 x I ü amps)

7. High Level Rod Stop lamp - ON when IRcurrent equivalent to 20% full
power

8. Power Above Permissive P-6 Lamp - Lights when IR reaches 1 010

amps. Allows blocking Source Range channels.

9. Loss of Detector Volt Lamp - Indicates low or loss of high voltage to
detector.

10. Loss of Comp. Volt Lamp - Indicates loss of compensating voltage to
detector.

OP-CN-IC-ENB For Training Purposes Only Rev. 41
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Duke Energy Carolinas,-LLC Catawba Operations Training

11. Instrument Power Fuses - Overcurrent protection for power supply
circuits. Instrument power supplies the meters, circuit processing
components, high voltage and detector power. This is true for the SR
and PR drawers/circuits also.

12. Control Power Fuses - Overcurrent protection for control signal circuit
transformers. Control power supplies the lights on the drawer and 118
VAC to the bistable relay drivers to the plant relays. This is true for the
SR and PR drawers/circuits also.

a) A trip signal will be generated when either instrument or control
power fuses are removed. The inment tjp is prevenJd by
blocking or ypjn , the control fuse trip is prevented by blocking
only.

13. Level Trip Switch - Two Position Switch

a) Normal - Operation Selector Switch not in service.

b) Bypass - Operation Selector Switch is energized. Prevents Rx trip
during testing of channel

14. Operation Selector Switch - Ten position switch.

a) Allows for selection of nine (9) test signals for testing and calibration

b) Normal Position - Switch Inactive

15. Test Mode Switch - Two Position Switch

a) “Fixed” Position - Uses the test signal selected by Operation
Selector switch.

b) “Variable” Position - Potentiometer switched into circuitry. (Used for
current variations during test and calibration)

16. Variable Potentiometer - Variation of current output from test calibrate
module above or below current level selected by Operation Selector
switch.

OP-CN-IC-ENB For Training Purposes Only Rev. 41
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CNS MALFUNCTION OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM PAGE NO.
AP/11A15500/016 Case III 8 of 15

i I Intermediate Range Malfunction Revision 25

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

— 1. Verify reactor power - GREATER THAN — Stop any power increase.
10%.

— 2. Verify IAD-2, C13 “hR HI FLUX LEVEL — Adjust turbine load to maintain T-Avg at
ROD STOP” - DARK. T-Ref.

3. Identify affected hR channel:

• N-35

OR

• N-36.

— 4. Verify affected hR channel “CONTROL — Notify OSM that due to loss of control
POWER ON” light - LIT power hR “HIGH LEVEL TRIP” cannot be

bypassed. Reactor power reduction
below P-ID hR BLOCK PERMISSIVE will
result in Reactor Trip due to “Nil HI FLUX
IR RX TRIP”.

NOTE 1AD-2, C/4 “N/I SYS S/R & hR TRIP BYPASS” will actuate in the following step.

5. At the affected hR drawer, perform the
following:

— a. Place the “LEVEL TRIP” switch for
affected channel in “BYPASS”.

— b. Verify the “LEVEL TRIP BYPASS” light
on the affected l/R drawer - LIT.



CNS MALFUNCTION OF NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM PAGE NO.
AP/IIA/55001016

III 9 of 15

Intermediate Range Malfunction Revision 25

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

6. Verify the affected hR channel trip
bypass status light (ISI-19) - LIT.

— 7. Verify IAD-2, CI4 “Nil SYS SIR & hR TRIP
BYPASS” - LIT.

— 8. Ensure operable hR channel selected to
record on “NIS RECORDER”.

— 9. WHEN the operable hR channel is less
than 10-10 Amps, THEN ensure SIR
channels are reset.

— 10. Determine and correct cause of hR
malfunction.

— 11. Ensure compliance with Tech Spec 3.3.1
(Reactor Trip System (RTS)
Instrumentation).

12. Determine required notifications:

—. REFER RPIOIA/50001001
(Classification Of Emergency)

• REFER TO RP/0/B/5000/013 (NRC
Notification Requirements).

— 13. Notify Reactor Group Engineer of
occurrence.

CAUTION Installing hR fuses with any PIR channel inoperable or in a tripped
condition, may result in a reactor trip on PIR rate trip due to voltage
spikes.

— 14. WHEN the affected hR channel is
repaired, THEN ensure IAE returns the
channel to service.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

38.
SYSOI3 K2.01
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
Knowledge of bus power supplies to the following: ESFAS/safeguards equipment control

BANK CNS #646
Which ONE of the following describes how a loss of Vital I & C power panelboarcis I ERPA and
IERPD affect the SSPS Trains A and B?

Train A Logic Bay Train B Logic Bay

A. Energized Energized

B. Energized De-energized

C. De-energized De-energized

D. De-energized Energized

Ans: A

References:
OP-CN-ECCS-ISE, Lesson Plan for Engineered Safeguards
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Each SSPS train consists of an Input Bay, a Logic Bay and an Output Bay. The
logic bay has two power supplies. A train is powered from ERPA and ERPB. B train is
powered from ERPC and ERPD. The two supplies are auctioneered to supply the bay. If
either supply is lost, the bay remains powered.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since this would be correct for the Output bay. It receives power from
ERPA for A train and ERPD for B train. (If I ERPC AND 1 ERPD were deenergized then this
answer would be correct.)

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since both Trains’ Input Bay receives power from all 4 channels of vital
I&C power. A loss of 2 will cause portions of the Input Bay to be deenergized. (If you were
talking about Output bays, vs. logic bays, then C would be correct.)

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since this would be correct if the Logic Bay received power from ERPC
for A Train and ERPB for B Train. (If 1 ERPA and 1 ERPB were deenergized, this would be
correct.)

KIA Match
The K/A is matched since the applicant must use knowledge of bus power supplies to Vital I & C
power panelboards, to answer a question on the effect of the power loss on SSPS Trains A and B
(ESFAS) equipment.

Cognitive Level: Low
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SSPS Train A(B)

A. Parameters monitored for ESF actuation have a protection bistable in the
Reactor Protection Cabinet.

1. When a monitored parameter exceeds its setpoint, the protection
bistable actuates.

2. This de-energizes the bistable output to the Input Bays of the Solid State
Protection System Cabinets (except for NS I VX I Phase B and FWST
levels which are energized).

a) NS / VX bistables are energized to actuate to prevent a spurious trip
due to a loss of instrument power from causing a containment
depressu rization.

b) Phase B bistables are energized to actuate to prevent a spurious trip
due to a loss of instrument power from causing damage to the
reactor coolant pump upon loss of support systems.

B. The de-energized relays (except for NS / VX I Phase B and FWST levels
which are energized) in the Input Bay then send a signal to the Logic Bay of
the SSPS cabinets. The Logic Bay combines the signals, and energizes the
appropriate ESF Master Relay. The Logic Bay also generates a signal to the
Control Board Demultiplexing Cabinet. This generates Control Room alarms
and status lights.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 8 of 27

Rev. 44

9.2 System Operation



Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Catawba Operations Training

C. The Master Relay energizes its associated Slave Relays to perform the
required functions when the required logic is satisfied. The Master and Slave
Relays are in the Output Bay of the SSPS cabinets. There is one or more
Master Relay associated with each ESF signal. Slave Relays actuate
individual components (valves, pumps, dampers, etc.) from the Master
Relays.

9.3 Component Description (Objective #3)

A. Process Cabinets

1. Receive and process signals from detectors providing reactor protection.

2. There are 8 cabinets located in the Control Room area.

3. Each cabinet is supplied by a separate instrument bus, and coded by
color and Roman numeral on nameplates as follows:

Protection Channel Color Coding

RED with WHITE lettering

II WHITE with BLACK lettering

Ill BLUE with WHITE lettering

IV YELLOW with BLACK lettering

4. For each process cabinet, the individual cabinet contains:

a) Two power supplies

b) A lead-lag network for supplying rate sensitive signals

c) An isolation amp to supply reactor control system signals.

d) Protection bistables

e) Bi-stable test circuitry

5. Cabinets One through Four are Process Protection Cabinets.

a) Contain the ESF, Rx trip, and permissive bistables.

b) Alarm in CR when 2 or more doors are open.

c) Powered from ERPA, B, C, and D respectively.

d) Each cabinet has 2 essential power supplies

e) The purpose the of Process Protection Cabinet is to generate, using
the contained bistables, signals used by the SSPS cabinet to actuate
protective functions. This is accomplished by the actuation of the
bistables.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only Rev. 44
Page 9 of 27
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f) The Protection Cabinets have two outputs each.

1) The bistables are de-energized on actuation (except NS I VX I
Phase B and FWST levels, which are energized)

2) One output goes to Train A SSPS Input Bay and the other to the
Train B SSPS Input Bay.

6. Loss of power to a protection cabinet will require loss of both supplies.
An annunciator will alarm on loss of one power supply even though the
cabinet is still functional. If a second power supply is lost, the Control
Room WILL NOT receive any more alarms

7. Cabinets Five through Eight are Process Control Cabinets that contain
computer cards for the various control systems, which are not safety
related.

a) The purpose of the Process Control Cabinets is to generate control
signals for normal operation. These signals are in the form of
feedback loops and ramp control functions etc.

B. Solid State Protection System Cabinets (SSPS)

1. The purpose of the SSPS is to take digital inputs from the process
channels corresponding to conditions of unit parameters.

a) The system then combines the inputs in the required logic
combination and generates actuation signals, via Master and Slave
Relays to the appropriate engineered safety features.

b) The system provides annunciator, status light and computer input
signals which indicate the condition of bistable input signals, alert
functions and full trip functions, and the status of the various blocking
permissive and actuation functions.

c) Multiplexing (one cable or wire carrying more than one signal,
usually on different frequencies) is used to transmit status
information on one wire from the solid state logic to the Control
Board Demultiplexer Cabinet. This cabinet has two (2) power
supplies that are auctioneered to prevent power loss.

1) The Control Board Demultiplexer Cabinet supplies signals to the
control board status lamps, annunciators, and computer through
relay contacts.

2. The SSPS consists of two three-bay cabinets designated Train A and
Train B, identified by colored nameplates with RED for Train A and
YELLOW for Train B, located in the Control Room.

3. Each cabinet consists of an Input Bay, a Logic Bay, and an Output Bay.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only Rev. 44
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4. Input Bay:

a) Divided into four compartments one for each channel of process
protection.

b) Each compartment contains numerous logic initiating relays
operated by process protection bistables and field contacts. De
energize to actuate.

1) NS I VX I Phase B and FWST levels are energized to actuate.

c) There is separation between coils and contacts to provide electrical
isolation between the trains and external systems.

d) Each channel of the Input Bay has a separate power supply for the
different relays.

1) ERPA, B, C, and D supplies power to each Input Bay.

2) The power supply to nuclear instrumentation (ERPA, B, C, D)

3) The power supply to the Process Protection Cabinets (ERPA, B,
C,D)

e) The purpose of the Input Bay is to provide output to the logic cards in
the Logic Bay. This is accomplished through the actuation of relay
circuits based on input from Process Protection Cabinet bistables.

5. Logic Bay

a) Contains logic cards for each ESF function and reactor trip.

b) Contains two power supplies

1) ERPA (B) (Train A) and ERPC (D) (Train B) supply two 15 VDC
and two 48 VDC power supplies. These are auctioneered to
give one supply of 15 VDC and one of 48 VDC.

2) The 15 VDC supply powers the logic cards.

3) The 48 VDC supply powers the reactor trip breaker undervoltage
coil. This coil is de-energized when a reactor trip is initiated.
The shunt coil is also energized at the same time to trip the
breaker. Power to this coil is EPA (D).

c) Contains a semi-automatic test panel for undervoltage coil FAST
PULSE TESTING. Allows testing the UV coil de-energization on
Reactor trip without actually tripping the breaker.

d) When a test switch is taken to “inhibit”, all functions of that train are
INOPERABLE.

e) The purpose of the Logic Bay is to provide in put to the respective
Master relay(s) if an ESF required logic is satisfied. The Master
relays then actuate the slave relays (also located in the output bay)
that start equipment and align valves. Terminal blocks in the rear of
the bay connect control board switch pushbutton inputs.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only Rev. 44
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1) This is where any manual actuation or block pushbuttons on the
control board enter SSPS.

f) Another purpose of the Logic Bay is to combine the inputs and
output to the Control Board Demultiplexing Cabinet.

1) The purpose of the Control Board Demultiplexing Cabinet is to
provide ESF alarms and status lights in the Control Room.

g) Spray Test panel

1) Located in Logic Bay

2) Used to actuate Hi-Hi Containment Pressure inputs without risk
of Containment Spray actuation, for checking the input relays.

3) Has four pushbuttons to actuate 4 input relays of the 4 protection
channels.

6. Output Bay:

a) Contains about 21 Master Relays and 47 Slave Relays for protective
actuation output signals.

b) The purpose of the Output Bay is to energize the required Master
and Slave Relays for actuation of the ESF.

c) Contains a Slave Relay Test Panel which allows operation of the
Master Relays - checking for Master Relay contact closure and
Slave Relay coil continuity without actually picking up the slave
relays.

d) Powered from ERPA (D) for A (B) Train.

C. Safeguards Test Cabinets

1. The purpose of the Safeguards Test Cabinet is to test the slave relays in
the Solid State Protection System cabinets. The Slave Relay Test as
defined by Technical Specifications is called the Auxiliary Safeguards
Test Cabinet Periodic Test at CNS.

2. The Safeguards Test Cabinet is a single bay cabinet containing test
switches and indicating lamps, rotary test relays, and electronic
components associated with the test circuitry.

3. Slave Relay Testing is accomplished:

a) Without disturbing normal plant operation.

b) By energizing various protection relays (slave relays).

c) Utilizing test circuits of the Safeguards Test Cabinets to verify relay
contacts are opening and closing properly.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only Rev. 44
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

39.
SYSOI3 K5.02
Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESFAS)
Knowledge of the operational implications of the following -concepts as they apply to the ESFAS:
Safety system logic and reliability

BANK CNS #2212 (modified)
Given the following conditions:

• The Unit is operating at 100% power.
• Pressurizer Pressure Channel Ill has been placed in the required configuration for testing.

Which ONE of the following lists the resulting logic for a Safety Injection initiation on Pressurizer
pressure based on the conditions above?

A. 1/3

B. 2/3

C. 1/2

D. 2/2

Ans: A

References:
Table 3.3.2-1, Item 1.d, including basis.
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. The normal logic for a reactor trip on Pressurizer low pressure is 2/4 channels.
The applicant must recall that “the required configuration for testing” is to place the channel in
TRIP. With this configuration, only ONE channel is required for actuation, of the three
remaining channels in service (since one has been placed in trip for testing). Therefore, the
actuation logic is now 1/3 channels.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the number of channels remaining in service iscorrect. Believing
that 2 of these channels are required for an actuation is plausible if the applicant has the
misconception of the effect of placing a channel to TRIP for testing, and believes that the
original 2 channels required for actuation is still in place. With this reasoning, 2/3 logic would
be correct.

C. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant confuses the Pressurizer low pressure logic with another
ESFAS actuation logic (containment pressure for SI - 3 channels). With this misconception,
the required number of remaining channels (one) is correct and the number of channels
remaining active (after taking one out of service for testing) as two is also correct. With this
faulty reasoning, the applicant would arrive at a 1/2 logic for the answer.

D. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant confuses the Pressurizer low pressure logic with another
ESFAS actuation logic (containment pressure for SI - 3 channels). With this misconception,
the number of channels remaining active (after taking one out of service for testing) as two is
correct. It is also plausible to believe that the original requirement of only two channels
tripping is adequate for an actuation remains intact, and is not affected by the testing. With
these misconceptions, the applicant would arrive at a 2/2 logic for actuation.

KIA Match
The KA is matched because it requires the applicant to know what is the effect of the required
configuration of an ESFAS channel for testing on the initiation logic for a Safety Injection signal.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because because multiple data points (logics) are involved
which require the applicant to analyze whether these would result from a test to be performed on
one channel of ESFAS actuation circuits. The applicant must recall system design actuation logic,
recall what is the configuration for a test of one channel, and apply this information to arrive at the
correct answer.
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Pressurizer Pressure SI Logic

Pressurizer pressure < 1845
psig Pressurizer pressure> 1955 psig

c) Pzr Low Press -

1) 2/4 Pressurizer Pressure Channels less than or equal to 1845
PSIG

2) Can be blocked at NOT P-Il (less than or equal to 1955 PSIG)
with switch on MCI I.

3) If protection is desired again after the signal has been blocked,
the block will clear if “RESET” on the block switch is depressed
DR NC pressure increases to greater than 1955 PSIG (P-l 1).

2. “Safety Injection Actuated” on SI-I 3 status light illuminates. There is no
alarm or annunciator.

3. Reset

a) One pushbutton for each train

b) Not functional until ONE minute after the Ss is received. Then the
operator may RESET with or without the actuating signal present (If
P-4 is present).

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 17of27

Rev. 44
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RTS Instrumentation
3.31

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 2 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

APPLICABLE
MODES OR

OTHER NOMINAL
SPECIFIED REQUIRED SURVEILLANCE ALLOWABLE TRIP

FUNCTION CONDITIONS CHANNELS CONDITIONS REQUIREMENTS VALUE SETPOINT

7. OverpowerT 1,2 4 E SR3.3.1.1 Referto Referto
SR 3.3.1.3 Note 2 (Page Note 2
SR 3.3.1.6 3.3.1-1 9) (Page
SR 3.3.1.7 3.3.1-1 9)
SR3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16
SR 3.3.1.17

8. Pressurizer Pressure

a. Low 1e) 4 L SR 3.3.1.1 1938(0 psig 1945(0
SR 3.3.1.7 psig
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

b. High 1,2 4 E SR 3.3.1.1 2399 psig 2385 psig
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

9. PressurizerWater j(e) 3 L SR 3.3.1.1 93.8% 92%
Level - High SR 3.3.1.7

SR 3.3.1.10

10. Reactor Coolant
Flow - Low

a. Single Loop j(g) 3per loop M SR 3.3.1.1 89.7% 91%
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

b. Two Loops j(h) 3per loop L SR 3.3.1.1 89.7% 91%
SR 3.3.1.7
SR 3.3.1.10
SR 3.3.1.16

(continued)

(e) Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock.

(0 Time constants utilized in the lead-lag controller for Pressurizer Pressure - tow are 2 seconds for lead and 1 second for lag.

(g) Above the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

(h) Above the P-7 (Low Power Reactor Trips Block) interlock and below the P-8 (Power Range Neutron Flux) interlock.

Catawba Units I and 2 3.3.1-15 Amendment Nos. 179/171



RTS Instrumentation
3.3.1

ACTIONS (continued)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

L. One channel inoperable. NOTE
The inoperable channel may be
bypassed for up to 12 hours for
surveillance testing of other
channels.

L.1 Place channel in trip. 72 hours

OR

L.2 Reduce THERMAL 78 hours
POWER to < P-7.

M. One R.eactorCoolant NOTE
Flow - Low(Single Loop) The inoperable channel may be
channel inoperable, bypassed for up to 4 hours for

surveillance testing of other
channels.

M.1 Place channel in trip. 6 hours

OR

M.2 Reduce THERMAL 10 hours
POWER to < P-8.

N. One Turbine Trip - Stop NOTE
Valve EH Pressure Low The inoperable channel may be
channel inoperable, bypassed for up to 12 hours for

surveillance testing of other
channels.

N.1 Place channel in trip. 72 hours

OR

N.2 Reduce THERMAL 76 hours
POWER to < P-9.

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-5 Amendment Nos. 247/240



RTS Instrumentation
- B3.3.1

BASES

ACTIONS (continued)

K.1 and K.2

Condition K applies to one inoperable source range channel in MODE 3,
4, or 5 with the RTBs closed and the CRD System capable of rod
withdrawal. With the unit in this Condition, below P-6, the NIS source
range performs the monitoring and protection functions. With one of the
source range channels inoperable, 48 hours is allowed to restore it to an
OPERABLE status. If the channel cannot be returned to an OPERABLE
status, I additional hour is allowed to open the RTBs. Once the RTBs
are open, the core is in a more stable condition and the unit exits this
condition. The allowance of 48 hours to restore the channel to
OPERABLE status, and the additional hour to open the RTBs, are
justified in Reference 7.

L.1 and L.2

Condition L applies to the following reactor trip Functions:

• Pressurizer Pressure-Low;

• Pressurizer Water Level-High;

• Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops);

• Undervoltage RCPs; and

• Underfrequency RCPs.

With one channel inoperable, the inoperable channel must be placed in
the tripped condition within 72 hours. Placing the channel in the tripped
condition results in a partial trip condition requiring only one additional
channel to initiate a reactor trip above the P-7 setpoint 7 (and below the
P-8 setpoint for the Reactor Coolant Flow-Low (Two Loops) Function).
These Functions do not have to be OPERABLE below the P-7 setpoint
because, for the Pressurizer Water Level-High function, transients are
slow enough for manual action; and for the other functions, power
distributions that would cause a DNB concern at this low power level are
unlikely. The 72 hours allowed to place the channel in the tripped

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.1-37 Revision No. 1



ESFAS Instrumentation
B3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

Containment Pressure-High provides no input to any control
functions. Thus, three OPERABLE channels are sufficient to
satisfy protective requirements with a two-out-of-three logic.

Containment Pressure-High must be OPERABLE in
MODES 1, 2, and 3 when there is sufficient energy in the
primary and secondary systems to pressurize the
containment following a pipe break. In MODES 4, 5, and 6,
there is insufficient energy in the primary or secondary
systems to pressurize the containment.

d. Safety lniection-Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This signal provides protection against the following
accidents:

• Inadvertent opening of a steam generator (SG) relief
or safety valve;

• SLB;

• A spectrum of rod cluster control assembly ejection
accidents (rod ejection);

• Inadvertent opening of a pressurizer relief or safety
valve;

• LOCAs; and

• SG Tube Rupture.

Pressurizer pressure provides both control and protection
functions: input to the Pressurizer Pressure Control System,
reactor trip, and SI. Therefore, the actuation logic must be
able to withstand both an input failure to control system,
which may then require the protection function actuation, and
a single failure in the other channels providing the protection
function actuation. Thus, four OPERABLE channels are
required to satisfy the requirements with a two-out-of-four
logic.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.2-9 Revision No. 0



ESFAS Instrumentation
- B3.3.2

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES, LCO, and APPLICABILITY (continued)

This Function must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3
(above P-I I) to mitigate the consequences of an HELB
inside containment. This signal may be manually blocked by
the operator below the P-i 1 setpoint. Automatic SI actuation
below this pressure setpoint is then performed by the
Containment Pressure-High signal.

This Function is not required to be OPERABLE in MODE 3
below the P-i 1 setpoint. Other ESF functions are used to
detect accident conditions and actuate the ESF systems in
this MODE. In MODES 4, 5, and 6, this Function is not
needed for accident detection and mitigation.

2. Containment Spray

Containment Spray provides two primary functions:

1. Lowers containment pressure and temperature after an
HELB in containment; and

2. Reduces the amount of radioactive iodine in the containment
atmosphere.

These functions are necessary to:

• Ensure the pressure boundary integrity of the containment
structure; and

• Limit the release of radioactive iodine to the environment in
the event of a failure of the containment structure.

The containment spray actuation signal starts the containment
spray pumps and aligns the discharge of the pumps to the
containment spray nozzle headers in the upper levels of
containment. Water is initially drawn from the RWST by the
containment spray pumps. When the RWST reaches the low low
level setpoint, the spray pump suctions are manually shifted to the
containment sump if continued containment spray is required.
Containment spray is actuated manually or by Containment
Pressure-High High.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 B 3.3.2-10 Revision No. 0



ORIGINAL BANK QUESTION FOR QUESTION 39

EXAM BANK- Q2212
Given the following on Unit 1:

• Unit is operating at 100% RTP
• Containment Pressure Channel III has been BYPASSED for testing

Which ONE (1) of the following lists the logic for a Containment Spray actuation
based on the conditions above?

A. 1/3

B. 2/3

C. 1/2

D. 2/2



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

40.
SYSO22 A2.01
Containment Cooling System (CCS)
Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or operations on the CCS; and (b)
based on those predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of
those malfunctions or operations: Fan motor over-current

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• The following Lower Containment Ventilation Units (LCVU) are operating in low speed:

LCVUIA
LCVU1B
LCVU1D

• Upper Containment Ventilation Units {UCVU) 1C is the only operating UCVU.
• Containment pressure is at 0.2 psig.
• LCVU 1 D then jj.p on overcurrent.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) the next required action for providing additional containment cooling, per OPII/A164501001,
(Containment Ventilation Systems), in addressing the above conditions;

AND

(2) if this action is NOT successful, AND no further operator actions are taken, which LCO entry, or
alarm condition, will FIRST be reached for containment pressure?

A. (1) Start LCVU 1C in low speed, AND start ALL UCVUs.
(2) LCO 3.6.4, Containment Pressure

B. (1) Start LCVU IC in low speed, AND start ALL UCVUs.
(2) Annunciator LIT which instructs operators to initiate high speed for LCVUs.

C. (1) Start LCVU 1C in lowspeed ONLY.
(2) LCO 3.6.4, Containment Pressure

D. (1) Start LCVU IC in low speed ONLY.
(2) Annunciator LIT which instructs operators to initiate high speed for LCVUs.

Ans: C

References:
AP/1/A/5500/028, (Secondary Steam Leak), Step 9 RNO column, Rev. 5
OP/I/A16450/001, (Containment Ventilation Systems)
IAD-19 B/12 (LOWER CONT PRESS 0.5 PSIG INITIATE HI SPEED)
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible because LCO 3.6.4, Containment Pressure requires that containment
pressure be maintained at < 0.3 psig. The alarm condition which instructs operators to initiate
high speed for the LCVUs comes in at 0.5 psig containment pressure. Starting the remaining
LCVU in low speed and starting all UCVUs is plausible, since those actions are contained in
another procedure, but it is the abnormal procedure for a secondary steam leak: AP/028,
(Secondary Steam Leak).

B. Incorrect. Starting the remaining LCVU in low speed and starting all UCVUs is plausible,
since those actions are contained in another procedure, but it is the abnormal procedure for a
secondary steam leak: AP/028, (Secondary Steam Leak). The alarm condition which
instructs operators to initiate high speed for the Lower Containment Ventilation Units is
plausible, because in some cases, an alarm DOES annunciate PRIOR to LCO entry
conditions. In this case, the applicant has a misconception of these relative values. The
alarm comes in at 0.2 psig greater than the upper limit of the LCO for containment pressure.

C. CORRECT. The stem conditions are clear in asking for the OP guidance for providing
additional cooling. The Operating Procedure for Containment Ventilation Systems requires
the operators to start additional Lower Containment Ventilation Units in LOW speed first, If
this does not provide sufficient cooling, the procedure goes on to direct placing the LCVUs in
HIGH fan speed. LCO 3.6.4 requires that containment pressure be maintained at < 0.3 psig.
The alarm condition which instructs operators to initiate high speed for the LCVUs comes in at
0.5 psig containment pressure. The distractors intentionally do not give the complete title of
the alarm, since the full title gives away the pressure value, as follows: 1AD-19 B112 (LOWER
CONT PRESS 0.5 PSIG INITIATE HI SPEED). However, the conceptual description of the
alarm is adequate for the applicant to evaluate which one is expected first if conditions
worsen.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the action is correct. Please see explanation in C above. That the
alarm would come in before the LCO is exceeded is plausible because in some cases, an
alarm DOES annunciate PRIOR to LCO entry conditions. In this case, the applicant has a
misconception of these relative values. The alarm comes in at 0.2 psig greater than the upper
limit of the LCO for containment pressure.

K/A Match
Plant conditions are given which involve a containment cooling fan which trips on overcurrent. The
applicant must determine, based on these conditions, how this affects the overall containment
cooling system, by selecting a mode of operation for the remaining containment cooling system
components. The applicant must take that information, and evaluate which procedure (Tech.
Spec. or an annunciator response procedure) would apply if the previously performed containment
cooling system operation had not adequately addressed the original condition (fan motor
overcurrent).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must evaluate a given set of plant
conditions, recall a setpoint from memory, and then compare plant conditions to that value. Based
on that analysis, the applicant then compares equipment status and compares it against procedure
requirements, to make a final determination of the required action.
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9. Attempt to identify and isolate leak as
follows:

a. Verify the following conditions -

NORMAL:

—

. Containment temperature

—. Containment pressure

—
. Containment humidity

—

. Containment floor & equipment sump
level.

a. Perform the following:

— 1) Evacuate containment.

2) Perform the following:

a) Start all lower containment
ventilation units in low speed.

b) Start all upper containment
ventilation units.

— c) Place all upper and lower
containment ventilation units in
“MAX” cooling.

3) IFAT ANY TIME containment
pressure reaches 1.2 PSIG, THEN:

— a) Ensure reactor tripped.

— b) Ensure S/I initiated.

c) Close the following valves:

—. All MSIVs

—
. All MSIV bypass valves.

— d) QjQ EPI1IAI5000/E-O
(Reactor Trip Or Safety
Injection).

4) ]QStep1O.

CNS SECONDARY STEAM LEAK
- PAGE NO.

AP/11A155001028 6 of 41
Revision 5

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I

— b. Dispatch operators to locate and
identify source of steam leak.



Enclosure 4.11
oP!1/A!645o/ool

- LCVU Additional Cooling Page 1 of 6

1. Limits and Precautions

1.1 Observe the upper and lower containment temperature limits of Tech Spec 3.6.5.

1.2 All operating lower containment ventilation units, and the operating pipe tunnel booster fan,
are normally operated at the same speed.

2. Initial Conditions

VerifSr LCVUs in operation per Enclosure 4.2 (Lower Containment Ventilation Unit Startup And
Normal Operation).

3. Procedure

______

3.1 IF additional cooling is needed (air temperature is approaching or has exceeded 120°F)
AND idle lower containment unit(s) are available, perform the following:

_____

3.1.1 Start additional lower containment vent unit(s) by placing the control switch for
idle LCVU(s) in the “LOW position.

D ?IVVLCVU1A
D “VV LCVIJ 1B”
D “VV LCVU 1C”
1J “VVLCVTJl]J”

______

3.1.2 Verify the red indicating lights illuminate for the LCVU(s) placed in service.

______

3.1.3 Verify the red indicating lights illuminate to ensure the appropriate LCVU damper
associated with operating LCVUs are open.

______

3.1.4 Verify the red ‘MAX indicating light is illuminated for the LCVU(s) placed in
service.



OP/l/B/6100/O1OR
PANEL: 1AD-19 Page 41 of 95

LOWER CONT PRESS 0.5 PSIG INITIATE HI SPEED B/i2
SETPOINT: 0.5 psig increasing

‘/2 Channels

ORIGIN: 1. 1NSPS515O
2. 1NSPS5230

PROBABLE 1. LOCA
CAUSE: 2. Main steam line rupture

AUTOMATIC If it’s associated ventilation unit is in low speed, the following valves
ACTIONS: open to double the flow to the lower containment ventilation units:

• 1RN-473 (Lower Cont Vent Unit 1A Full Flow Valve)
• 1RN-455 (Lower Cont Vent Unit lB Full Flow Valve)
• 1RN-447 (Lower Cont Vent Unit 1C Full Flow Valve)
• 1RN-481 (Lower Cont Vent Unit 1D Full Flow Valve)

IMMEDIATE Ensure automatic action occurs.
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Place additional lower containment ventilation units in operation
ACTIONS: per OP/1/A/6450/001 (Containment Ventilation System).

2. Monitor containment pressure and adjust fan speeds as necessary.
3. Refer to TS 3.6.4 (Containment Pressure).

REFERENCES: 1. CN-1223-24
2. CN-l761-06.14
3. CNEE-0156-02.28
4. CNEE-0156-02.11
5. CNEE-0156-02.11-01



Containment Pressure
3.64

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.4 Containment Pressure

LCO 3.6.4 Containment pressure shall be > -0.1 psig and +O3psig.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Containment pressure A.1 Restore containment 1 hour
not within limits, pressure to within limits.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.4.1 Verify containment pressure is within limits. 12 hours

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.4-1 Amendment Nos. 173/165
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41.
SYSO25 2.2.22
Ice Condenser System
Knowledge of limiting conditions for operations and safety hmits.

NEW
With Unit I in MODE 4, which ONE of the following describes a condition associated with the Ice
Condenser system which requires an LCO entry, AND which has a Required Action Completion
Time of within ONE hour?

A. 1 AD-i 3, B18, ICE BED HI TEMP SWITCHES alarms, due to one ice bed at 30°F and slowly
increasing.

B. I AD-13, C18, GLYCOL EXPANSION TANK HltLO LVL alarms, due to a low level at 30%.

C. Accumulation of ice in ice bed flow channels resulting in 20% blockage.

D. Two ice condenser intermediate deck doors temporarily blocked from opening.

Ans: D

References:
LCO 3.6.12, Ice Bed
LCO 3.6.13,
1 AD-13, B18, ICE BED HI TEMP SWITCHES
I AD-13, C/8, GLYCOL EXPANSION TANK HI/LO LVL
ARP 1 AD-13, A17
ARP I AD-13, C/8
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. It is plausible for an applicant to reason this is a serious enough condition to require
prompt action, since the function of the system is to remove heat. The setpoint for this alarm is
25°F and increasing. 30°F is well above this and approaching 32°F. Also, this annunciator
response procedure directs the operator to refer to LCO 3.6.12, Ice Bed, lending further
plausibility that an applicant could believe this condition requires prompt action. The Technical
Specification is for the ice bed to be less than 27°F, but the completion time is more than one
hour.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since glycol is the refrigerant for maintaining ice bed temperature. The
low level alarm setpoint is 33.08%. The action to correct this condition is listed in Immediate
Actions of the annunciator response procedure, lending further plausiblity to selecting this
answer. However, this action is required by the annunciator response (not by any LCO) and
directs the operator to use the Operating Procedure to makeup to the tank. The applicant is
correct in recognizing that this condition does impact parameters related to operability of the
ice condenser system which are controlled by an LCO, but misapplies that knowledge here.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the ice bed flow channels must remain clear in order to perform the
design function. The actual requirement is less than 15% calculated flow blockage. This does
impact operability of the ice bed. But even if the ice bed IS inoperable, the required completion
time for restoring operability is well past one hour.

D. CORRECT. Per LCO 3.6.13, Ice Condenser Doors, Condition A (One or more ice condenser
doors inoperable due to being physically restrained from opening) requires restoring the door to
OPERABLE within ONE hour.

KIA Match
This question tests this K/A at the appropriate (RO) level by testing LCO entry conditions. The
applicant is given a plant mode, and then must evaluate the various conditions given in the
distractors to select the condition on the Ice Condenser System which requires an LCO entry and a
Completion Time of less than one hour.

Cognitive Level: Low
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OP/1/B/6 100/0 LON
Panel 1AD-13 Page 9 of 50

ICE COND LOWER INLET DOORS OPEN A17
SETPOINT: Any lower inlet door NOT fully closed

ORIGIN: NF limit switches on the lower inlet doors

PROBABLE 1. Malfunction of the Containment Air Return System
CAUSE: 2. Malfunction of Containment Pressure Control System

3. High energy piping (Steam, Feedwater or Reactor Coolant) rupture
inside containment

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. IF indication of a Reactor Coolant Leak refer to AP/1/A/5500/0 10
ACTIONS: (Reactor Coolant Leak).

2. IF indication of a Steam leak OR Feedwater leak refer to
AP/1/A/5500/028 (Secondary Steam Leak).

3. IF indication of a LOCA and the plant is in Mode 3 with CLAs
isolated OR Mode 4 refer to AP/1/A/5500/027 (Shutdown LOCA).

CAUTION: Entry into the Reactor Building must be in accordance with Site Directive 3.1.2
(Access to Containment).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Verify proper operation of the Containment Air Return System.
ACTIONS: 2. IF necessary, dispatch an operator and/or maintenance to close the

affected door(s).
3. Refer to Tech Spec 3.6.13
4. Verify VQ system is operating correctly.

REFERENCES: None



OP/l/B/6100/O1ON
Panel 1AD-13 Page 26 of 50

GLYCOL EXPANSION TNKHIILO LVL C/8
SETPOINT: HI 65.39%

LO 33.08%

ORIGIN: 1NFLT552O

PROBABLE 1. Leaks in System
CAUSE: 2. Changes in temperature during startup

3. Thermal expansion due to temperature increase
4. Maloperation of refrigeration system

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. IF the alarm is due to low glycol level, makeup glycol per
ACTIONS: OP/0/A!6200/008 (Ice Condenser Refrigeration System).

2. IF the alarm is due to high glycol level, secure glycol makeup if in
progress.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Verify glycol temperatures normal.
ACTIONS: 2. Locate and correct leaks.

3. IF stopped, restart refrigeration units per OPIO/A16200/008 (Ice
Condenser Refrigeration System).

REFERENCES: 1. CN-1558-2.0
2. CNEE-0 140-01.49
3. NSM CE-7202



3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.12 Ice Bed

Ice Bed
3.6.12

LCO 3.6.12

APPLICABILITY:

The ice bed shall be OPERABLE.

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Ice bed inoperable. A.1 Restore ice bed to 48 hours
OPERABLE status.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time not met. AND

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE_REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.12.1 Verify maximum ice bed temperature is < 27°F. 12 hours

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.12-1 Amendment Nos. 173/165



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Ice Bed
3:6.12

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.12.2 NOTE
The chemical analysis may be performed on either the
liquid solution or on the resulting ice.

Verify, by chemical analysis, that ice added to the ice Each ice
condenser meets the boron concentration and pH addition
requirements of SR 3.6.12.7.

SR 3.6.12.3 Verify, by visual inspection, accumulation of ice on 18 months
structural members comprising flow channels through
the ice bed is 15 percent blockage of the total flow
area for each safety analysis section.

SR 3.6.12.4 Verify total mass of stored ice is” 2,132,000 lbs by 18 months
calculating the mass of stored ice, at a 95 percent
confidence, in each of three Radial Zones as defined
below, by selecting a random sample of> 30 ice baskets
in each Radial Zone, and

Verify:

1. Zone A (radial rows 8, 9), has a total mass of
> 324,000 lbs

2. Zone B (radial rows 4, 5, 6, 7), has a total mass of
> 1,033,100 lbs

3. Zone C (radial rows 1, 2, 3), has a total mass of
> 774,900 lbs

SR 3.6.12.5 Verify that the ice mass of each basket sampled in SR 18 months
3.6.12.4 is>600 lbs.

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.12-2 Amendment Nos. 209/203



SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

Ice Bed
3.6.12

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.12.6 Visually inspect, for detrimental structural wear, cracks, 40 months
corrosion, or other damage, two ice baskets from each
group of bays as defined below:

a. Group 1 — bays 1 through 8;

b. Group 2 — bays 9 through 16; and

c. Group 3 — bays 17 through 24.

SR 3.6.12.7 NOTE
The requirements of this SR are satisfied if the boron
concentration and pH values obtained from averaging
the individual sample results are within the limits
specified below.

Verify, by chemical analysis of the stored ice in at least 54 months
one randomly selected ice basket from each ice
condenser bay, that ice bed:

a. Boron concentration is> 1800 ppm and < 2330
ppm; and

b. pH is>9.0and9.5.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.12-3 Amendment Nos. 209/203



Ice Condenser Doors
- 3.6.13

3.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

3.6.13 Ice Condenser Doors

LCO 3.6.13 The ice condenser lower inlet doors, intermediate deck doors, and top
deck doors shall be OPERABLE and closed.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1,2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS

NOTES -

1. Separate Condition entry is allowed for each ice condenser door.

2. Entry into Condition B is not required due to personnel standing on or opening an
intermediate deck or top deck door for short durations to perform required surveillances,
minor maintenance such as ice removal, or routine tasks such as system walkdowns.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. One or more ice A. 1 Restore lower inlet door to 1 hour
condenser lower inlet OPERABLE status.
doors inoperable due to
being physically
restrained from opening.

B. One or more ice B. 1 Verify maximum ice bed Once per 4 hours
condenser doors temperature is < 27° F.
inoperable for reasons
other than Condition A AND
or not closed.

B.2 Restore ice condenser door 14 days
to OPERABLE status and
closed position.

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.13-1 Amendment Nos. 256/251



Ice Condenser Doors
3.6.13

ACTIONS (continued’)

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

C. Required Action and C.1 Restore ice condenser door 48 hours
associated Completion to OPERABLE status and
Time of Condition B not closed positions.
met.

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
associated Completion
Time of Condition A or C AND
not met.

D.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE_REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.13.1 Verify all lower inlet doors indicate closed by the Inlet 12 hours
Door Position Monitoring System.

SR 3.6.13.2 Verify, by visual inspection, each intermediate deck door 7 days
is closed and not impaired by ice, frost, or debris.

SR 3.6.13.3 Verify, by visual inspection, each top deck door: 92 days

a. Is in place; and

b. Has no condensation, frost, or ice formed on the
door that would restrict its opening.

(continued)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.13-2 Amendment Nos. 256/251



Ice Condenser Doors
36.13-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued)

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.6.13.4 Verify, by visual inspection, each lower inlet door is not 18 months
impaired by ice, frost, or debris.

SR 3.6.13.5 Verify torque required to cause each lower inlet door to 18 months
begin to open is 675 in-lb and verify free movement of
the door.

SR 3.6.13.6 Deleted.

SR 3.6.13.7 Verify for each intermediate deck door: 18 months

a. No visual evidence of structural deterioration;

b. Free movement of the vent assemblies; and

c. Free movement of the door.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.6.13-3 Amendment Nos. 256/251



OP/1/B/6100/O1ON
Panel 1AD-13 Page 18 of 50

ICE BED HI TEMP SWITCHES B/8
SETPOINT: 25°F increasing

ORIGIN: Temperature switches 1NFTS645O, 6460, 6470, 6480, 6490, 6500 located
in the Ice Bed region

PROBABLE 1. Failure of one or more AHUs
CAUSE: 2. Loss of glycol flow to one or more AHUs

3. Failure of one or more glycol chiller units
4. High energy piping (Steam, Feedwater or Reactor Coolant) rupture

inside containment

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE Monitor ice bed temperature on chart recorder 1NFCR651O to
ACTIONS: determine area of high temperature.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Verify proper operation of AHUs.
ACTIONS: 2. Verify proper operation of glycol supply system.

3. Refer to Tech Spec 3.6.12 and take appropriate action if violation(s)
have occurred.

4. IF ice bed temperature has exceeded 27°F, perform the following:
4.1 Initiate a PIP for Engineering to evaluate the elevated ice bed

temperatures.
4.2 IF in Modes 1-4, do NOT remove from TSAIL until an

operability evaluation has been performed. {PIP 97-1123}
4.3 IF in Modes 5, 6 OR No Mode, do NOT remove from

TSAIL until an engineering evaluation has been performed.
5. IF Safety Injection has occurred, refer to EP/1/A/5000/E-0 (Reactor

Trip or Safety Injection).

REFERENCES: 1. CN-1764-01.18
2. PIP 97-1123



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

42.
SYSO25 2.4.46
Ice Condenser System
Ability to verify that the alarms are consistent with the plant conditions.

BANK CNS #1222
Which ONE of the following conditions, or annunciator alarms, relating to operation of the Ice
Condenser system will automatically close 1 NF-228A (NE Supply Containment Isolation Valve)?

A. IAD-13, E17, FLOOR 000LINGSYS GLYcOL LO FLOW

B. All Unit 1 Glycol Chiller Compressors trip.

C. IAD-13, D18, GLYCOL EXPANSION TNK LO-LO LVL

D. All Unit 1 NF Glycol pumps trip.

Ans: C

References:
OP-CN-CNT-NF, Lesson Plan for Ice Condenser Cooling
Alarm Response lAD-i 3, E17, FLOOR COOLING SYS GLYCOL LO FLOW
Alarm Response lAD-i 3, D/8, GLYCOL EXPANSION TNK LO-LO LVL
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Will not automatically close I NF-228A. Plausible, since this condition will trip the
refrigerant compressor, and applicant may believe that the containment isolation valve also
closes.

B. Incorrect. Will not automatically close I NF-228A. Plausible, since this condition will trip the
refrigerant compressor, and applicant may believe that the containment isolation valve also
closes.

C. CORRECT. The NE supply containment isolation (1 NF-228A) is located outside containment
and closes on:
1. A loss of air or power
2. A St signal.
3. A Low-Low expansion tank level, per the Alarm Response for Glycol Expansion Tank Lo-Lo

level.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since this condition will trip the operating Unit 1 refrigerant compressors,
and the applicant may believe that the containment isolation valve closes when the
compressors trip.

KIA Match
This question requires the applicant to evaluate a set of potential conditions, or alarm conditions,
and determine if that condition is consistent with an automatic closure of a valve on the Ice
Condenser System.

Cognitive Level: Low
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Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Catawba Operations Training

E. Some evolutions may require securing glycol flow to containment for a short
period. Actions should be taken to minimize ice condenser heatup. If ice
condenser temperature rises to greater than or equal to 25 °F, Glycol flow
should be restored. (Obj. #7)

F. The NF supply containment isolation (NF228A) is located outside
containment and closes on:
1. A loss of air or power
2. AStsignal.
3. A Low-Low expansion tank level.

NF228A is controlled from the control room. A key switch is provided on
the local NF control panel to allow the Low-Low Expansion Tank Level
interlock to be bypassed.

G. The NF Return containment isolations (NF234A and NF233B)
1. The inside isolation (NF233B) is a motor operated valve that

automatically closes on a S signal. A bypass allows glycol that is
trapped in the penetration to bleed back into containment in the event of
a containment isolation.

2. 2. The outside isolation (NF234A) closes on:
a) Loss of air or power.

b) S signal.

c) Low-Low expansion tank level.
3. Both NF234A and NF233B are controlled from the control room. A key

switch is provided on the local NF control panel to allow the Low-Low
Expansion Tank Level interlock to be bypassed.

H. If the NF containment isolation valves are closed and/or the penetration is
isolated, action must be taken to (Obj. #6):
1. Minimize ice bed heatup and/or,
2. Provide over pressure protection for the isolated penetration.
The Glycol Expansion Tank is located inside containment on the AHU outlet
and header. It provides an expansion capacity on containment isolation as
the glycol trapped inside containment heats up. It also provides a source of
glycol for accommodating small amounts of leakage.
Level indication is provided on I (2)MC-9, which reads from 0 to 100%.
1. NE Limits and Precautions (Obj. #4)

Refer to OP/0/A/6200/008 (Ice Condenser Refrigeration System)
2. Safety and Environmental Hazards (Obj. #5)

a) Sodium Tetraborate Decahydrate (BORAX)
1) Sodium tetraborate is used in the ice to provide a neutron poison

and a means to control post accident sump pH.

OP-CN-CNT-NF FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 11
Page 11 ofl4



- OP/1/B/6100/O1ON
Panel 1AD-13 Page 41 of 50

FLOOR COOLING SYS GLYCOL LO FLOW E/7
SETPOINT: 30 psid decreasing

ORIGIN: 1NFPS6O6O (Floor Cooling Headers D/P)

PROBABLE Floor Cooling Pump(s) failure
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE None
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Verify proper operation of floor cooling pumps per
ACTIONS: OP/0/A/6200/008 (Ice Condenser Refrigeration System).

2. IF necessary, start standby pump per OP/0/A/6200/008
(Ice Condenser Refrigeration System).

3. Verify proper floor cooling valve alignment per OP/0/A/6200/008
(Ice Condenser Refrigeration System).

4. Ensure 20-65 GPM as read on 1NFPG999O per OP/0/A/6200/008
(Ice Condenser Refrigeration System).

REFERENCES: 1. Mechanical Inst. List, Vol. 1
2. CN-1558-2.7



- OP/1/B/6100/O1ON
Panel 1AD-13 Page 34 of 50

GLYCOL EXPANSION TNK LO-LO LVL 1)18
SETPOINT: 16%

ORIGIN: 1NFLS551O

PROBABLE Leaks in system
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC Containment Iso!. 1NF-228A (Glycol Sup Cont Isol Otsd)
ACTIONS: and 1NF-234A (Glycol Ret Cont Iso!) close.

IMMEDIATE 1. Ensure 1NF-228A (Glycol Sup Cont Isol Otsd) and 1NF-.234A
ACTIONS: (Glycol Ret Cont Iso!) close.

2. Reduce to one operating ice condenser glycol pump and chiller unit.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. in progress, secure glycol makeup to expansion tank.
ACTIONS: 2. Locate and repair leaks.

3. WHEN leak is repaired, override and open 1NF-228A (Glycol Sup
Cont Isol Otsd) and 1NF-234A (Glycol Ret Cont Iso!) (overridden
with key switch on Ice Charging Control Cabinet); makeup to NF
System per OP/0!A/6200/008 (Ice Condenser Refrigeration
System).

4. IF experiencing unexpected or abnormal additions of glycol to the
NF system, notify EH&S.

REFERENCES: 1. Mech. IAE List
2. CN-1558-2.0



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

43.
SYSO26 A2.02
Containment Spray System (CSS)
Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or operations on the CSS; and (b)
based on those predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of
those malfunctions or operations:
Failure of automatic recirculation transfer

BANK CNS # 489
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• Following an accident, containment pressure is 8 psig, and slowly decreasing.
• 1A and I B containment spray (NS) pumps are running.
• The crew has begun the actions of ECA-1 .1, (Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation).
• Refueling Water Storage Tank (FWST) level is 10%, and slowly decreasing.
• Efforts to OPEN 1NI-185A (ND Pump 1ACont Sump Suct) and 1NI-184B (ND Pump lB Cont

Sump Suct) have NOT been successful.

Based on the above conditions, which ONE of the following describes:

(1) How are the NS pumps operated at this point per ECA-1 .1;

AND

(2) What is the purpose for operating the NS pumps in this manner?

A. (1) Shutdown both NS pumps.
(2) To prevent pump cavitation.

B. (1) Secure one NS pump. Continue operating one NS pump aligned to the FWST.
(2) To conserve FWST inventory.

C. (1) Shutdown both NS pumps.
(2) To conserve FWST inventory.

D. (1) Secure one NS pump. Continue operating one NS pump aligned to the FWST.
(2) To prevent pump cavitation.

Ans: C

References:
LessonOP-CN-EP-CSF
FR-Z.1 rev 010
ECA-1.1 rev26
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the NS pump configuration is correct. However, the purpose for
operating the NS pumps in that configuration is incorrect, but plausible if applicant incorrectly
recalls the FWST level at which cavitation becomes a concern.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since conserving FWST inventory is important for the conditions given in
the stem of this question, and the purpose described in this answer is correct. However, the
NS pump operating configuration is incorrect, per the procedure, but plausible since it does
provide some amount of FWST conservation. However, this is not the method prescribed by
the procedure.

C. CORRECT. Based on current conditions, ECA-1.1 (Loss of Emergency Coolant
Recirculation) is the controlling procedure. NS pumps would not be operated until
containment pressure reaches 10 psig. The reason is to conserve FWST inventory. Pump
cavitation is not assumed to occur until level is <5%.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant reasons that securing one NS. pump will conserve FWST
inventory. It is also plausible that containment spray is still needed, due to the containment
pressure value given in the stem. However, in this procedure, NS pumps would not be
operated until containment pressure reaches 10 psig. It is also plausible to have the concern
for pump cavitation with a relatively low level (10%) in the FWST.

K/A Match
In the context of a Loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation event, the applicant is tested on the
effect these conditions have on the containment spray pumps, and then on which procedure action
is required for mitigation of the consequences.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CN-S LOSS OF EMERGENCY COOLANT RECtRCULATION PAGE NO.
EPI1IN5000IECA1.1 7 of 83

Revision 34

I ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
7. Determine NS requirements as follows:

a. Verify following NS pump suction valves a. I Step 10.
- OPEN:

• 1NS-20A (NS Pump 1A Suct From
FWST)

—. 1 NS-3B (NS Pump 1 B Suct From
FWST).

b. Determine number of NS pumps
required from the following table:

FWST LEVEL CONTAINMENT PRESSURE (PSIG) NS PUMPS REQUIRED

GREATER THAN 15 2
GREATER

THAN BETWEEN 10 AND 15 1
L 0/
J /0

LESS THAN 10 0

LESS THAN 5% N/A 0

c. Verify the number of NS pumps on - — c. Manually operate NS pumps as
EQUAL TO NUMBER REQUIRED. required by table above.

8. Verify criteria to align NS for recirc as
follows:

_a. AnyNSpump-ON. _a. ]Step9.

b. Verify at least one of the following b. Perform the following:
annunciators - LIT:

— 1) WHEN at least one “CONT. SUMP
—. 1AD-20, B/3 “CONT. SUMP LEVEL LEVEL >3.3 if” annunciator is LIT,

>3.3 ft” THEN Step 8.c.

OR _2) IQStep9.

—• 1AD-21, B/3 “CONT. SUMP LEVEL
>3.3 ft”.

— c. Align NS for recirc. REFER IQ
Enclosure 3 (Aligning NS for
Recirculation).



STEP DESCRIPTION TABLE FOR EP!1/A/5000/ECA-1.1
C. Operator Actions

STEP 7: Determine NS requirements as follows:

PURPOSE:

To determine the containment spray requirements based upon FWST level
and containment pressure and to operate the spray pumps as necessary
to meet these requirements.

APPLICABLE ERG BASIS:

The number of spray pumps required depends on two parameters: the
FWST level and the containment pressure. The intent of the step is
to stop NS pumps based on the need for containment heat removal

PLANT SPECIFIC INFORMATION:

KNOWLEDGE/ABILITY:

This step is not pertinent for recovering only from a LOCA outside
containment event since containment conditions would be normal.
However this step should still be performed.

Page 7 of 55 Revision 3
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44.
SYSO26 A3.01
Containment Spray System (CSS)
Ability to monitor automatic operation of the CSS, including: Pump starts and correct MDV
positioning

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• With the Unit initially at 100% power, a steam line rupture occurs inside containment.
• The operating crew notes the following trend for containment pressure:

Data Pressure Data Pressure
Point Point

1 0.5 psig 8 0.8 psig

2 1.5psig 9 0.4psig

3 3.5 psig 10 0.3 psig

4 3.4 psig 11 0.5 psig

5 3.0 psig 12 0.8 psig

6 2.1 psig 13 1.1 psig

7 1.4psig 14 1.3psig

• The operators have NOT taken any actions regarding ESF signals.

(Note: The term “Data Point” denotes a time interval.)

Which ONE of the following describes the status of the Containment Spray (NS) Pumps and Spray
Valves, based on automatic operation for the three Data Points listed below?

Data Point #2 Data Point #8 Data Point #13

A. Pumps ON ON ON
Valves OPEN OPEN OPEN

B. Pumps ON OFF OFF
Valves OPEN CLOSED CLOSED

C. Pumps OFF ON ON
Valves CLOSED OPEN OPEN
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D. Pumps OFF OFF OFF
Valves CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

Ans: C

References:
OP-CN-ECCS-N507
OPIIIB/6100/009Z, mit i Monitor Light Panel Cross Reference, Rev. 001
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. This distractor is plausible since there are two containment pressures less than the
given 1.5 psig (for Data Point #2) that the applicant could misapply for the given -conditions
and conclude that containment spray components could have actuated: 0.9 psig is a
containment pressure related to a spray actuation. However, the applicant misapplies it here,
since this pressure is for the pumps restarting and valves reopening AFTER the initial
actuation at 3.0 psig, and after pressure reduced to less than 0.35 psig, and then increase to
back above 0.9 psig.
The other containment pressure which makes this distractor plausible is 1.2 psig, which
another ESF related actuation; i.e., a Phase A containment isolation.
The expected configuration of pumps and valves for Data Point #8 (0.8 psig) is correct.
The expected configuration of pumps and valves for Data Point #13 -(1.1 psig) is correct.

B. Incorrect. This distractor is plausible since there are two containment pressures less than the
given 1.5 psig (for Data Point #2) that the applicant could misapply for the given conditions
and conclude that containment spray components could have actuated: 0.9 psig is a
containment pressure related to a spray actuation. However, the applicant misapplies it here,
since this pressure is for the pumps restarting and valves reopening AFTER the initial
actuation at 3.0 psig, and after pressure reduced to less than 0.35 psig, and then increase to
back above 0.9 psig.
The value in Data Point #8 (0.8 psig) as a value where the spray pumps would be OFF, and
the valves CLOSED is plausible, if the applicant misapplies the 0.9 psig containment pressure
value and concludes that since pressure is now BELOW that value, that the pumps would be
off, and the valves closed.

C. CORRECT. The-containment spray pumps start, and the spray valves automatically open
when containment pressure reaches 3.0 psig increasing. As containment is sprayed down,
and the pressure reduces, the pumps automatically shutoff and the valves -close when
containment pressure goes below 0.35 psig. If containment pressure begins to rise again,
and if it goes above 0.9 psig, the pumps restart and the valves reopen AS LONG AS the
signal has not been reset. The stem conditions clearly specify that NO operator actions have
been taken regarding ESF signals.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the system response for Data Points #2 is correct. The value in
Data Point #8 (0.8 psig) is plausible for believing the pumps are off and the valves closed, if
the applicant misapplies the 0.9 psig containment pressure value and concludes that since
pressure is now BELOW that value, that the pumps would be off, and the valves closed.
However, the pumps are still on and the valves are still open until pressure goes below 0.35
psig. Data Point #13 is plausible, if the applicant is confused about the initial 3.0 psig setpoint
as the pressure for pumps starting and valves opening, and reasons that since pressure has
NOT risen to that value, that the pumps are off and the valves closed.
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K/A Match
This question presents conditions involving automatic response of the -Containment Spray System.
The K/A is matched also because the applicant must evaluate (monitor) these conditions and then
determine the correct automatic response of the Containment Spray System pumps and valves.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the evaluation of multiple data points and pump
starts and valve operations is required to arrive at the correct answer. The applicant evaluates the
parameters, and applies knowledge of the system, including ESF actuation setpoints and system
design features for pump shutoffs, valve closure, pump restarts, and valves reopening, to arrive at
the correct answer.
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LL C CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

OBJECTIVES

I NLL P

Objective S L P P T

SORS R

OOQ

I State the purpose of the containment spray system. X X X X

2 State the purpose and operation of the following components: X X X X

. Containment Spray pumps

. Heat exchangers.

. Spray headers

. Refueling Water Storage Tank (FWST)

. Containment sump

. Containment Pressure Control System (CPCS) transmitters

3 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply limits and precautions X X X
associated with related station procedures.

4 Describe the normal alignment of the containment spray system. — X X X

5 Describe how NS is manually initiated. X X X X X

6 List the automatic start signals for the NS System. X X X X X

7 Describe the system response to an automatic start signal — — X X

8 Describe the flow path and list the source(s) of cooling water. X X X X X

9 Explain the procedure to realign the pump suction path and when X X X
cooling water is aligned.

10 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X X
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLCs.

11 Draw the Containment Spray System simplified drawing. X X X X

12 State the system designator and nomenclature for major X
components.

13 State the basis and required time for the NS system “mission time” — — X X X

OP-CN-ECCS-NS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 35
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C. Start Signals (Obj #6)

1. A “High-High Containment Pressure” condition exists when 2/4
containment pressure transmitters reach 3.0 psig or greater and is
known as a “Sp” signal. This condition generates a Containment Spray
initiation “NSNX mit” signal. When the “NS/VX mit” signal is combined
with a CPCS signal that is 0.9 psid or greater, the NS and VX systems
are actuated.

2. An operator can manually initiate spray with the “Phase B, NS/VX, Cont
Vent Isol” pushbuttons for “A” and/or “B” train.

3. Remember that the above start signals are dependent on the CPCS
permissive. If any transmitter pressure decreases to less than 0.35 psid,
the associated component will no longer function. The pumps shutdown
and the spray header valves will close and in the VX system, the air
return fans will shutdown.

D. Automatic system operation (Obj #7 & 8)

1. When containment pressure increases to 3 psig or greater on 2 out of 4
Containment Pressure channels, the “Phase B, NSNX, Cont Vent Isol”
signal is activated for each train.

2. Separately, CPCS pressure instruments have also measured the
containment pressure increase and provide the needed permissive to
each component. The components then do the following:

a) The spray pumps have the permission to start; the diesel generator
load sequencer closes their circuit breakers so they start. These are
EIS load sequencer type loads.

b) The spray header isolation valves open.

c) The pumps take suction on the FWST and spray containment
through the spray isolation valves. Flow through the heat
exchangers is only on the NS side. RN remains isolated during the
initial injection mode.

3. Should the NS system components be allowed to operate until CPCS
sensed containment pressure decreases to 0.35 psid or less, the
following occurs:

a) Each containment spray pump stops.

b) Each spray header isolation valve closes.

4. As long as the operators do nothing to remove (i.e. RESET) the NSNX
signal, if containment pressure again increases to 0.9 psid or greater,
the components operate again.

OP-CN-ECCS-NS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 35
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Endosiire 4d OPil/B/6100i009z
Unit 1 Monitor Light Panel Cross Reference Page 19 of 36

VALVE # MONITOR LIGHT NAME GROUP # LOC
NS SYSTEM

iNS-lB NS PMP B SUCT FROM CONT SUMP BLK NS1 OPEN 3 B19
*

1NS-3B NS PMP B SUCT FROM FWST ISOL NS3 CLOSED 3 A!8
*

1NS-12B NS PMP B DISCH C/I OTSD NS12 OPEN lsi’ G/12

1NS-15B NS PMP B DISCH C/I OTSD NS15 OPEN isi Gill
*

1NS-18A NS PMP A SUCT FROM CONT SUMP BLK NS18 OPEN 3 B/4
*

1NS-20A NS PMP A SUCT FROM FWST ISOL NS2O CLOSED 3 A!5
*

1NS-29A NS PMP A DISCH C/I OTSD NS29 OPEN isi Gil
*

1NS-32A NS PMP A DJSCH C/I OTSD NS32 OPEN isi Gi2
*

1NS-38B ND PMP B DISCH TO NS NOZZLE N538 OPEN 3 C/7

NOTE: Window red taped because valve is aligned for aux
containment_spray based on containment pressure.

1NS-43A ND PMP A DISCH TO NS NOZZLE NS43 OPEN 3 C16

NOTE: Window red taped because valve is aligned for aux
containment_spray based_on_containment_pressure.

NS PUMP A RUNNING ip G/3
*

NS PUMP B RUNNING 1si GiiO
*

* Indicates that window annunciates.
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45.
SYSO39 Al.l0
Main and Reheat Steam System (MRSS)
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent exceeding design limits)
associated with operating the MRSS controls including: Air ejector PRM

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• Unit I is at 100% power.
• IA S/G has developed a 200 GPD tube leak.
• 1 EMF-33 (CSAE Discharge) Trip 2 light is LIT.
• The following annunciator is alarming:

1RAD-l, B/I, IEMF-33 CSAE EXHAUST HI RAD
• The reactor operator consults the Annunciator Response Procedure (ARP) and proceeds to

Panel IMCI3.
• At Panel 1MC13, the operator observes the as-found pictured control as seen in the photo

below:

UNIT VENT VA

00
UNIT 1

CSAE EXH

For the above conditions, and prior to any operator action, which ONE of the following describes
whether the as-found configuration of the control switch and indication in the photo above is
CORRECT and why or why not?

A. CORRECT configuration. Swapover of the CSAE exhaust to Aux. Bldg. (VA) filtered exhaust
will ONLY occur when the operator takes the switch to the AUTO position.

B. INCORRECT configuration. The VA light should be LIT due to automatic swapover caused by
1 EMF-33 reaching its Trip 2 setpoint.

C. CORRECT configuration. Swapover of the CSAE exhaust to Aux. Bldg. (VA) filtered exhaust
will ONLY occur when the operator OPENS 1ABF-D-1 I or 1ABF-D-4.

D. INCORRECT configuration. The switch should have already been in AUTO, to enable CSAE
exhaust automatic swapover to Aux. Bldg. (VA) filtered exhaust immediately upon I EMF-33
reaching its Trip 2 setpoint.
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Ans:A

References:
Control Room Photo of UNIT 1 CSAE EXH control switch.
Lesson Plan for Main Vacuum Sys (ZM)
Annunciator Response Procedure 1 RAD-1, B/i, I EMF-33, CSAE EXHAUST HI RAD.
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. This switch, though it has an AUTO feature, is normally maintained in the UNIT
VENT position, which ensures that the CSAE (Condenser Steam Air Ejector) exhaust is
normally routed to the main Unit Vent stack. If high radiation is detected in the CSAE exhaust
by radiation monitor 1 EMF-33, and the Trip 2 setpoint is reached, the annunciator response
procedure directs the operator to immediately place the switch to the AUTO position. With the
standing Trip 2 signal from 1 EMF-33, the CSAE exhaust will swap to the Auxiliary Building
filtered exhaust unit as soon as the switch is repositioned to AUTO. The swapover does NOT
occur ONLY upon the Trip 2 setpoint value being reached by the radiation monitor.

B. Incorrect.. It is plausible for an applicant to misunderstand the function of the control and
indicating light, and reason that a high radiation condition in the CSAE exhaust stream is of
such importance (due to environmental release concerns) that the high radiation would
override the existing normal switch configuration.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the switch and light configuration are correct (in the as expected
state). In this case, the applicant has incorrectly applied a correct Immediate Action from the
Annunciator Response Procedure and incorrectly concluded that the damper repositioning is
what completes the required operation to reroute the CSAE exhaust to the Auxiliary Building
filtered exhaust unit.

D. Incorrect. It is plausible to believe the normal position for this control switch would be in the
AUTO position, so that automatic and immediate swapover of the CSAE exhaust from the Unit
Vent (directly to atmosphere) to a filtered and monitored flowpath would occur upon a high
radiation signal from the radiation monitor in the normal CSAE exhaust flowpath. However,
the normal operating position for this switch is to maintain it in the UNIT VENT position.
Ensuring it gets placed to AUTO upon a high radiation is controlled as an Immediate Action in
the Annunciator Response Procedure for high radiation in the CSAE normal exhaust flowpath.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is presented with a photo of the MRSS controls the
applicant is tested on the ability to evaluate if the configuration of the control is correct for the given
plant conditions, and why it is correct. In testing the applicant in this manner, the K/A is further met
as follows: Though this switch has an auto feature, the applicant must know that it is normally
maintained in UNIT VENT position, and that this is done so that the operators, when directed by
Immediate Actions in the procedure, will select the auto feature, once they have performed
adequate monitoring of the CSAE exhaust and to prevent exceeding radiation release limits.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves more than one mental step to arrive at
the correct answer. There is recognition involved (of switch position), but the applicant must go
beyond that and apply understanding of the function of each position of the pictured control, and
then determine if the configuration is correct for the given plant conditions, and why.
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OBJECTIVES

I NLLP

Objective S L P P T

SORSR

00Q

I State the purpose of the Main Vacuum (ZM) system X X X X

2 State the purpose of the ZM pumps X X X x.f
3 Describe the basic flow path of the ZM system X X X X —

4 Identify the normal operating configuration for the ZM system X X X X X

5 State which system provides seal water for the ZM pumps X X X X X

6 State the purpose of the Condensate Steam Air Ejector Vacuum X X X X
(ZJ) system

7 State the purpose of the Condensate Steam Air Ejectors X X X X
(CSAE5)

8 Describe the basic operation of the CSAEs X X X X X

9 State how Main Condensate flow through the CSAEs is X X X X X
controlled

10 Describe the basic flow path of the ZJ system X X X X X

11 Identify the normal operating configuration for the ZJ system X X X X X

12 State which systems can supply steam to the CSAE5 X X X X X

13 Explain how Main and CFPT condenser vacuum is controlled X X X X X

14 Explain how ZM and ZJ system operations affect plant operation X X X X X

15 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply limits and precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

16 Describe the basic procedure used to start-up and shutdown the X X X
Main Vacuum System

17 Describe the actions taken upon a loss of Main Vacuum, per X X X
AP/1 (2)A15500/23 Loss of Condenser Vacuum

18 State the system designators and nomenclature for major X
components

OP-CN-MT-ZM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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(d) By using CM as the cooling medium, heat rejection to the
environment is minimized and overall plant efficiency is
increased

C. ZJ system flow paths (Obj. #10)

1. CSAEs take suction on the Main and CFPT Condensers

2. ZJ system piping is designed to provide maximum flexibility when
aligning Condensers to the CSAEs

3. Main Condenser air offtake lines allow any of the 1st stage jets of the
CSAEs to be aligned to any Main Condenser section

4. CFPT Condensers air offlake lines are separated from the Main
Condenser air offlake lines to allow any of the 1st stage jets of the
CSAEs to be aligned to the FWPT Condensers

5. Normally each Main Condenser section is aligned to one 1st stage jet of
each CSAEs (“A” to “A”, “B” to “B”, “C” to “C”) and the CFPT Condenser
is aligned to one 1st stage jet of “C” CSAE. Normal alignment will have
all 2 stage air ejectors in service. OPS’s troubleshooting has
determined that we are vulnerable to overloading the 2id stage if the
intercondenser is leaky or if off gas is in excess of 30 scfm. (Obj. #11)

6. Discharge

a) During normal operation the discharge of both Unit-I and Unit-2
CSAEs is to the Unit-I Vent

b) Upon a 1(2)EMF-33 trip 2 setpoint (High Rad) the CSAE discharge
is swapped to the respective units Aux Bldg Vent (VA) filtered
exhaust by placing the “Unit 1(2) CSAE EXH” switch on 1(2)MC-13
into the “AUTO” position. The following conditions must be satisfied
for the swap to occur:

I) ABFXF-1(2)A on and 1(2)ABF-D-I I open

OR

2) ABFXF-1(2)B on and 1(2)ABF-D-4 open

7. Four loop seals on the discharge must be filled with water prior to CSAE
startup and during operation to avoid the possible discharge of
contaminated air.

8. Condensed water from the inter-condenser drains to the Main
Condenser. Condensed water from the after-condenser drains to the
Condensate Storage Tank. Both drain paths are through a loop seal.

D. ZJ system limits and precautions (Obj. #15)

1. Refer to the latest copy of limits and precautions for OP/I /B/6300/006

OP-CN-MT-ZM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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PANEL: 1RAD-1

1EMF-33 CSAE EXHAUST HI RAD

OP!1/B/6 100LOIOX
Page 11 of4O

B/i
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1 000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN:

PROBABLE
CAUSE:

1EMF-33 beta scintillation detector

• 1NM-267
• 1NM-269
• 1NM-270
• 1NM-271
• 1NM-272
• 1BB-27
• 1BB-48
• 1BB-69
• 1BB-73
• 1BB-24
• 1BB-65

(S/G Smpl Hdr Rad Monitor Inlet Isol) (SRVOP)
(S/G A Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
(S/G B Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
(S/G C Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
(S/G D Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
(BB Tank Vent To Atmos) (1MC4)
(BB Pumps Disch To TB Smp) (1MC4)
(S/G A Blowdown Flow Ctrl) (1MC4)
(S/G B Blowdown Flow Ctrl) (1MC4)
(S/G C Blowdown Flow Ctrl) (1MC4)
(S/G D Blowdown Flow Ctrl) (1MC4)

IMMEDIATE
ACTIONS:

1. Verify that automatic actions occur by checking computer points
C1A0968 through A0971 (S/G 1A through 1D Blowdown Flow).

2. Ensure blowdown flow controllers are set to 0 flow:
• “S/G A BLDWN FLOW CTRL” (1MC4)
• “S/G B BLDWN FLOW CTRL” (1MC4)
• “S/G C BLDWN FLOW CTRL” (1MC4)
• “S/G D BLDWN FLOW CTRL” (1MC4)

3. Contact Primary Chemistry to ensure the following valves are
closed:
• 1NM-267 (S/G Smpl Hdr Rad Monitor Inlet Isol) (Sample

Room Valve Operating Panel, 1TBOXO 132,
located outside Unit 1 NM Lab)

• 1NM-269 (S/G A Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
• 1NM-270 (S/G B Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)
• 1NM-271 (S/G C Smpl Hdr To Cony SmpI Sink) (CSP)
• 1NM-272 (S/G D Smpl Hdr To Cony Smpl Sink) (CSP)

4. Select “AUTO” on “UNIT 1 CSAE EXH” switch (1MC13). CoA46-7’
5. Verify “VA” indicating light is lit (1MC13).

1. S/G tube leak
2. Xenon being drawn into the S/Gs, possibly around the manways

from containment atmosphere, when the S/Gs are under a negative
pressure

AUTOMATIC The following valves close:
ACTIONS:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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PANEL: 1RAD-1 Page 12 of 40

1EMF-33 CSAE EXHAUST HI RAD (Cont’d) B/i
IMMEDIATE 6. IF “VAt’ indicating light is dark, verify one of the following:
ACTIONS (Cont’d) • ABFXF-1A on

• 1ABF-D-11 (AB-594, KK-54) open t-72i. i&4IS

OR
• ABFXF-lBon
• 1ABF-D-4 (AB-594, KK-54) open

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Refer to AP/1/A/5500/0 10 (Reactor Coolant Leak).
ACTIONS: 2. Notify Secondary Chemistry and Radiation Protection of this alarm.

3. Refer to Tech Spec 3.4.13 for limitation on S/G tube leakage.
4. Refer to Tech Spec 3.7.17 for limits on secondary system activity

levels.
5. Refer to 0P111A16250/008 (Steam Generator Blowdown) for

continued operation with high activity.

NOTE: Operation with ZJ exhausting to the VA system filters shall be minimized.

6. Notify RP to sample ZJ exhaust for Iodine.
7. JE Iodine is NOT detected in the ZJ exhaust, perform the

following:
7.1 Return “UNIT 1 CSAE EXH” switch to “UNIT VENT”.
7.2 Verify “UNIT VENT” indicating light is lit.

REFERENCES: 1. CNM-1346.05-33
2. TSM95017621-01
3. MMCE-61119
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46.
SYSO39 A2.03
Main and Reheat Steam System (MRSS)
Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or operations on the MRSS; and (b)
based on predictions, use procedures to correct, control, or mitigate the consequences of those
malfunctions or operations:
Indications and alarms for main steam and area radiation monitors (during SGTR)

BANK CNS # 658
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• 1 EMF-71 (S/G A Leakage) is INOPERABLE.
• I EMF-74 (S/G D Leakage) Trip 2 is LIT.
• I EMF-33 (CSAE Offgas) Trip 2 is LIT.
• The crew is currently taking actions in APIIO, (Reactor Coolant Leak).
• For the noted times, the following parameters are also observed:

0330 0332 0334 0336
1A S/G Level (NR) % 65 67 68 66
lB SIG Level (NR) % 65 65 65 65
lCSIGLevel(NR)% 64 64 64 64
1DS/GLevel(NR)% 65 65 65 65
LID Flow gpm 75 45 0 0
Charging Flowgpm 128 129 130 131
PZR Level % 55 51 47 43

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) the cause of the above conditions;

AND

(2) what actions are taken to mitigate the event?

A. (1) IA SIG tube leakage
(2) Perform a rapid shutdown using AP/09, (Rapid Downpower) per AP/1 0 (Reactor Coolant

Leak).

B. (1) IAS/G tube leakage
(2) Manually trip the reactor and initiate Safety Injection per AP/1 0, (Reactor Coolant Leak)

and go to E-0, (Reactor Trip and Safety Injection).

C. (1) IDS/Gtube leakage
(2) Perform a rapid shutdown using AP/09, (Rapid Downpower) per APII 0 (Reactor Coolant

Leak).

D. (1) 1D SIG tube leakage
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(2) Manually trip the reactor and initiate Safety Injection per AP/1 0, (Reactor Coolant Leak)
and go to E-0, (Reactor Trip and Safety Injection).

Ans:B

References:
AP/lO, (Reactor Coolant Leak), Rev. 53
AP/09, (Rapid Downpower), Rev. 26
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since 1A SIG rupture leakage is correct. Performing a rapid shutdown,
vice tripping the reactor, is plausible since AP/09 entry conditions encompass various plant
conditions, including “other concerns.” It is plausible that the applicant could misinterpret the
stem conditions, focusing in on the S/G leakage and level parameters, and placing inadequate
significance to PZR level and charging flow (these are the parameters that will lead to the
correct conclusion of needing to trip the reactor).

B. CORRECT. The steam line N2 monitors for the paired steam lines will both alarm if either
SIG experiences a tube rupture. In the question, the A N2 monitor is inoperable, and without
its reading to compare with the D N2 monitor, the SIG with the rupture is not able to be
identified simply from the N2 radiation monitors.

EMF 33 has the same issue; it only tells the operator there is a leak, not which SIG is
affected. At 100%, the S/Gs are being supplied CF (main feed) and level is automatically
controlled. As the rupture starts, level will initially increase and then return to normal level. D
SIG does not exhibit this behavior but A does. This is the only means of identifying the SIG
with the rupture. The combination of charging, letdown and PZR level tells the operator that
he is unable to keep up with the leak with max charging from one NV Pump and letdown
isolated. This meets the intent of the Enclosure actions for AP/1 0 which directs tripping the
reactor.

C. Incorrect. 1 D S/G tube rupture is plausible if the applicant notes that the associated radiation
monitor is alarm, and incorrectly concludes the rupture is on thatS/G. However, the reason
that S/G D’s radiation monitor is alarming is because it is on the adjacent steam line to 1A
SIG, the S/G that actually has the rupture. Performing a rapid shutdown, vice tripping the
reactor, is plausible since AP/09 entry conditions encompass various plant conditions,
including “other concerns.” It is plausible that the applicant could misinterpret the stem
conditions, focusing in on the SIG leakage and level parameters, and placing inadequate
significance to PZR level and charging flow (these are the parameters that will lead to the
correct conclusion of needing to trip the reactor).

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct (tripping the reactor). Please see explanation in
“C” above for plausibility of D S/G having the rupture.

K/A Match
SGTR conditions are given in the stem, along with radiation monitors in alarm,, and the applicant is
tested on predicting the effect of these conditions on steam generator level response, and then on
which actions (per procedure) will mitigate these conditions.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must evaluate a set of plant
conditions, recalling radiation monitor response (in the context of adjacent steam lines) and alarm
functions, and diagnose which SIG has ruptured, and the required actions appropriate for the
analyzed conditions.
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CNS REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
APIIIAI5500IO1O 1 of 154

Revision 53

A. Purpose

• To verify proper response in the event of a Steam Generator tube leak within the capability
of the normal charging system while in Modes 1,2 and 3.

• To verify proper response in the event of a reactor coolant leak within the capability of the
normal charging system.

B. Symptoms

Case I. Steam Generator Tube Leak:

• Any of the following EMF indications - INCREASING OR IN ALARM:

• IEMF-33 (Condenser Air Ejector Exhaust)
• 1EMF-71 (S/G A Leakage)
• IEMF-72 (SIG B Leakage)
• I EMF-73 (S/G C Leakage)
• I EMF-74 (S/G D Leakage)
• 1EMF-26 (Steam Line IA)
• 1EMF-27 (Steam Line IB)
• 1EMF-28 (Steam Line IC)
• IEMF-29 (Steam Line 1D)
• 1EMF-36 (Unit Vent Gas).

• Any of the following primary to secondary leak rate computer points:

• Cl P0187 (Estimated Total Pri To Sec Leakrate)
• C1P0189 (Pri To Sec Leakrate 15 Mm Running Avg).

• Charging flow indication - INCREASING

• Pzr level - DECREASING

• Pzr pressure - DECREASING

• CF flowrate and CF flow regulating valve position indication - DECREASING ON ANY S/G

• Chemistry Calculation.



CNS I REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
APIIIN5500IOIO

Casel ISteam Generator Tube Leak Revision

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

1. Monitor Enclosure I (Case I Steam
Generator Tube Leak Foldout Page).

2. Verify Pzr level - STABLE OR Perform the following:
INCREASING

/‘a. Maintain charging flow less than
180 GPM.

/b. Manually throttle I NV-294 (NV Pmps
A&B Disch Flow Ctrl) to stabilize Pzr
level.

c. IF Pzr level stable increasing,
THEN TO Step 3.

IF Pzr level continues to decrease,
THEN:

,45 Reduce letdown flow to 45 GPM as
follows:

IF 1 NV-i OA (Letdn Orif I B OtIt
Cont Isol) open, THEN perform
the following:

V(i) Manually control 1NV-148
(Letdn Press Control) to
establish letdown pressure
between 375 - 400 PSIG.

Throttle 1NV-849 (Letdn
Flow Var Orif Ctrl) for 45
GPM letdown flow.

WHEN 45GPM letdown
flow established, THEN
adjust I NV-148 (Letdn
Press Control) to maintain
letdown pressure at
350 PSIG.

WHEN letdown pressure is
stable at 350 PSIG, THEN
place 1NV-148 (Letdn
Press Control) in auto.

(RNO continued on next page)



CNS REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
APIIIAI5500IO1O c i of 154

Steam Generator Tube Leak Revision 53

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

2. (Continued)

if INV-13A (Letdn Orif 1A Otlt
Cont Isol) open, THEN perform
the following:

_(1) Manually control INV-148
(Letdn Press Control) to
establish letdown pressure
between 150-200 PSIG.

(2) Open 1NV-IIA(Letdn Orif
IC OtIt Cont Isol).

— (3) Adjust INV-148(Letdn
Press Control) to establish
letdown pressure between
375 - 400 PS 1G.

_(4) Close 1NV-13A(Letdn Orif
1A OtIt Cont Isol).

(5) Adjust 1NV-148Letdn
Press Control) to maintain
letdown pressure at
350 PSIG.

— (6) WHEN letdown pressure is
stable at 350 PSIG, THEN
place I NV-148 (Letdn
Press Control) in auto.

IF Pzr level continues to decrease,
THEN ensure the following valves
closed:

1NV-IOA (LetdnOrif 18 OtIt Cont
Isol)

1NV-IIA (Letdn Orif 1C OtIt Cont
Iso!)

LZ”INV-13A (Letdn Orif IA OtIt Cont
Isol).

3) IF Pzr level stable OR increasing,
THEN ]EQ Step 3.

(RNO continued on next page)



CNS REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
AP/1/A15500/O1O

C 5of 154

Steam Generator Tube Leak Revision 53

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED I
2. (Continued)

y4 IF Pzr level continues to decrease
OR Pzr level cannot be maintained

— greaterthan4% THEN:
/v’5I41t14

Va) Manually trip reactor.

V) WHEN reactor tripped verified,
THEN manually initiate S/I.

GO TO EPIIIA/5000/E-O
(Reactor Trip Or Safety
Injection).

— 3. IF AT ANY TIME Pzr level decreases in an
uncontrolled manner or cannot be
maintained greater than 4%, THEN
perform Step 2.

NOTE In subsequent steps the term “affected SIG” is a S1G with primary to secondary
leakage.

4. Identify the affected 5/0(s) as follows:

—. Notify RP to frisk all cation columns.

OR

—. Any S/G N/R level - INCREASING IN AN
UNCONTROLLED MANNER.

OR



CNS REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
AP/1/A15500/O1O 6 of 154Casel

Steam Generator Tube Leak Revision 3

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

4. (Continued)

NOTE The S/G Leakage EMFs are highly sensitive which may cause the :EMFs
located on the adjacent steamline to be increasing or in alarm.

Verify any of the following SIG leakage
EMF indication(s) - INCREASING OR IN
ALARM:

IEMF-71 (S/G A Leakage)
—. IEMF-72 (SIG B Leakage)
—. I EMF-73 (S/G C Leakage)
—. IEMF-74(S/G D Leakage).

,

OR ,,

• Verify any of the following S/G steamline
EMF indication(s) - INCREASING OR IN
ALARM:

—. IEMF-26 (Steamline 1A)
—. 1EMF-27(Steamline 1B)
—. 1 EMF-28 (Steamline 1 C)
—. 1EMF-29(Steamline 1D).

OR

Verify CF flow - LOWER TO ANY SIG
AS COMPARED TO OTHERS.

OR

—• Notify Secondary Chemistry to determine
affected S/G by sampling.



CNS REACTOR COOLANTLEAK PAGE NO.
AP/1/A15500/010

Case I 19 of 154

Steam Generator Tube Leak Revision 53

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1
14. Determine unit shutdown requirements

as follows:

IF AT ANY TIME leak rate is greater
than or equal to 100 gpd, THEN
perform the following:

V’l) Ensure reactor power less than 50%
within 1 hr.

V’2) Ensure unit in Mode 3 within the
following 2 hrs.

Observe Note prior to Step 15 and
QIQ Step 15.

b. IF leak rate is greater than or equal to
75 gpd and less than 100 gpd, THEN
perform the following:

1) Jf4J ANY TIME the following
conditions are met:

• Any main steam line N-16
radiation monitor - INOPERABLE

AND

—. C1P0187 (Estimated Total Pri To
Sec Leakrate) - INVALID.

THEN:

— a) Ensure unit in Mode 3 within 6
hrs.

— b) Observe Note prior to Step 15
and .QIQStep 15.

— 2) Ensure unit in Mode 3 within 24 hrs.



F CNS REACTOR COOLANT LEAK PAGE NO.
APIIIAI5500/0l0

Case 20 of 154

Steam Generator Tube Leak Revision 53

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED 1

NOTE EMF indications may decrease during unit shutdown. Unit shutdown should not
be suspended based solely on decreasing radiation monitor indications.

15. Shutdown the Unit as follows:

Notify Reactor Group Engineer of
occurrence.

Verify reactor power - GREATER THAN b. Perform the following:
15%.

— 1) Initiate unit shutdown. REFER TO
OPIIIAI6I 00/002 (Controlling
Procedure For Unit Shutdown).

— 2) Ensure adequate shutdown margin
is maintained. REFER TO ROD
Book, Section 5.11.

_3) QIQStep16.

i..-c’Initiate unit shutdown. REFER TO:

—. OP/1/A16100/003 (Controlling , ig

Procedure For Unit Operation)
f27’Q,i/

OR

AP/1/A/5500/009 (Rapid
Downpower).

— d. Ensure adequate shutdown margin is
maintained. REFER TO ROD Book,
Section 5.11.

— 16. IF AT ANY TIME IRAD-1, BI1 ‘IEMF-33
CSAE EXHAUST HI RAD” - LIT, THEN
ensure “UNIT I CSAE EXH” aligned as
required by annunciator response.
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47.
SYSO59 Al .07
Main Feedwater (MEW) System
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters (to prevent exceeding design limits)
associated with operating the MFW controls including: Feed Pump speed, including normal controI
speed for ICS

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The crew is shutting down the Unit for a refueling outage, per OP/11A16100/002,
(Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown).

• The Unit is at 11% power.
• CF flow is 14% for all S/Gs.
• CA nozzle swap perm[ssive lights are LIT for all S/Gs.
• The operator depresses “CA NOZZLE” pushbutton.

Which ONE of the following completes the statement below?

When the first CF containment isolation valve has CLOSED, the speed of the operating CF pump
will

______________________

by 150 rpm.

A. be manually DECREASED

B. automatically DECREASE

C. be manually INCREASED

D. automatically INCREASE

Ans: D

References:
OP/1/N6100/002, (Controlling Procedure for Unit Shutdown), Enclosure 4.1, Page 6 of 27, Note
prior to Section 3.5.2.
OP-CN-IFE(DCS)LJ1, Lesson Plan for Feedwater Pump Speed Control, Objective 8, page 13, page
17, 18, Rev. 2.
OP/1/A16100/001, Enclosure 4.1, Unit Startup, Page 72 of 76,
OP/1/A/6250/001, Enclosure 4.4, Feedwater Pump Shutdown, Page 2 of 4, Rev. 220
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Confusing the speed response as decreasing is plausible if the applicant reasons
that since the plant is shutting down, and a transition to auxiliary feedwater is being
performed, that the main feed pump speed should also be decreased. The applicant could
also confuse speed response as decreasing, if guidance from the Unit Startup procedure is
recalled and misapplied here. That guidance does inform the operator that CF pump speed
will decrease.

Manual operation of speed controI, as opposed to automatic, is plausible for several reasons:
1.) there is a section of the operating procedure for MANUALLY performing the nozzle swap,
involving manual operation of the components, and the applicant misapplies that to also
include main feed pump speed control, and 2.) the applicant may also confuse this evolution
with the procedure for shutting down and starting the feed pump, which does involve placing
the feed pump in manual speed control.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since feed pump speed control does automatically change feed pump
speed for the given conditions. The applicant has confused the speed response as
decreasing, which is plausible, if the applicant reasons incorrectly that since the plant is
shutting down, and a transition to auxiliary feedwater is being performed, that the main feed
pump speed should be decreased.

Also, the applicant could confuse speed response as decreasing, if guidance from the Unit
Startup procedure is recalled and misapplied. That guidance does inform the operator that CF
pump speed will decrease.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the response of the operating CF pump is correct. Speed does
increase, but it is done automatically, as described below under CORRECT answer
explanation. Manual operation of speed control, as opposed to automatic, is plausible for
several reasons: 1.) there is a section of the operating procedure for MANUALLY performing
the nozzle swap, involving manual operation of the components, however the applicant has a
misconception that this also includes feed pump speed, and 2.) the applicant may also
confuse this evolution with the procedure for shutting down and starting the feed pump, which
does involve placing the feed pump in manual speed control.

D. CORRECT. This evolution involves a transfer from the (CF) main feedwater nozzles to the
(CA) auxiliary feedwater nozzles during a unit shutdown. Once permissives are met, the
operator depresses the CA NOZZLE pushbutton, and as described in the operating
procedure, several valves swap positions, two of which are containment isolation valves.
When the first CF containment isolation is closed, the operating CF pump speed will
automatically increase by 150 rpm. This feature is designed to overcome the increased piping
resistance of the small aux. feedwater line.
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KIA Match
This question matches the K/A because the stem conditions involve a normal plant shutdown
where the operator is preparing to perform the nozzle swap from Main Feed to Aux. Feed
evolution. This evolution does affect feed pump speed, and the control circuit speeds up the feed
pump to compensate for a smaller nozzle and associated piping. The applicant is presented with
these conditions, and then must predict feed pump speed response.

“To prevent exceeding design limits” aspect is because of the REASON that pump speed is
increased by 150 rpm - this design feature is for overcoming the increased piping resistance of the
smaller feed line. The “to prevent exceeding design limits” aspect is to ensure that feedwater flow
{and therefore, S/G levels) are properly maintained. In order to do that, you have to ensure that
feed pump speed is increased.

Cognitive Level: Low
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Eiiclosure 4.1
- OP/1/A!61001002

Unit Shutdown To Mode 3 Page 5 of 27
3. Procedure

NOTE: 1. Per SUER 07-01 (Reactivity Management) it is recommended that Plant Operators
monitor multiple indications such as Thermal Power Best Estimate, Nuclear
Instrumentation, Steam Pressure. AT’s, CF Flowrate, and Turbine Load when making atpower reactivity changes. (R.M.)

2. This enclosure will affect reactivity of the core and is therefore designated important to
Reactivity Management per the guidelines of NSD 304 (Reactivity Management). (R.M.)

SRO
3.1 the unit is being shutdown per Tech Specs and the NRC has NOT been notified of the

unit shutdown, notify the NRC per RP/0/B!5000/13 (NRC Notification Requirements).

3.2 Notify Chemistry to determine desired VCT pressure.
Person notified

_________________________

Desired pressure

3.3 Initiate action to reduce VCT pressure as required per OP/l/A/6200/001 (Chemical and
Volume Control System).

_____

3.4 Ensure the hR high flux bistable lights are dark:

D FR HI FLUX NC35F
0 hR HI FLUX NC36F

3.5 WHEN at 15% CF flow (0.56 MPPH) for all S/Gs, transfer feedwater from CF to CA
nozzles as follows: (R.M.)

3.5.1 Coordinate with Security to restrict access to the doghouses while transferring
feedwater nozzles. Refer to CNSD 3.1.2 (Access to Containment or Annulus and
Areas Having High Pressure Steam Relief Devices).



Enclosure 4.1
0P/lIAi6loo/0o2

Unit Shutdown To Mode 3 Page 6 of 27

NOTE: 1. The CA nozzle swap permissive light for each S/G is lit by:

• Median selected CF flow less than 15%.
• Feedwater isolation valve for the S/G being open.
• CA bypass valve for the S/G being closed.

2. The S/G automatic transfer for CF to CA per Step 3.5.2 be performed in any order.

3. When the first CF containment isolation is closed, the operating CF pump speed will
increase by 150 rpm.

3.5.2 IF automatic transfer to the CA nozzle(s) is desired, perform the following:

3.5.2.1 ForS/G1A

____

A. “CA NOZZLE” light on “S/G 1A NOZZLE SWAP
PERMISSIVE” is lit, N/A the next step and continue.

_____

B. j “CA NOZZLE” is dark, perform manual nozzle swap for S/G
1A per Step 3.5.3.

El C. Press the “CA NOZZLE” on “S/G 1A NOZZLE SEL”.

El D. Verify the following:

El 1) 1CA-149 (S/G 1A CF Byp To CA Nozzle) opens.
El 2) 1CF-33 (S/G 1A CF Cont Isol) closes.
El 3) 1CF-90 (S/G 1A CF Cont Isol Byp) opens.

3.5.2.2 ForS/G1B

____

A. j “CA NOZZLE” light on “S/G lB NOZZLE SWAP
PERMISSiVE” is lit, N/A the next step and continue.

_____

B. IF “CA NOZZLE” is dark, perform manual nozzle swap for S/G
lB per Step 3.5.3.

El C. Press the “CA NOZZLE” on “S/G lB NOZZLE SEL”.

El D. Verify the following:

El 1) ICA-150 (S/G lB CF Byp To CA Nozzle) opens.
El 2) 1CF-42 (S/G lB CF Cont Isol) closes.
El 3) 1CF-89 (S/G lB CF Cont Isol Byp) opens.
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48.
SYSO6I K4.02
Auxiliary I Emergency Feedwater (AFW) System
Knowledge of AFW design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which provide for the following:
AFW automatic start upon loss of MEW pump, S/G level, blackout, or safety injection

BANK CNS #1114
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The operators are conducting a cooldown in Mode 3.
• Taveis5l0°F.
• NC system pressure is 1900 psig.
• 1A CE Pump is maintaining S/G levels.
• 1 B CF Pump is shutdown, per the OP.
• ECCS Train A/B PZR PRESS has been blocked.
• ECCS Train A/B STM PRESS has been blocked.
• Both CA train AUTO-START-DEFEAT buttons have been depressed while engineering

performs a special test.

Which ONE of the following describes events, which will, in conjunction with the above plant
conditions, cause the motor driven CA pumps to start automatically?

A. 1A CF Pump trips, and causes all S/G levels to decrease below the Lo-Lo level trip setpoint.

B. NC loop B spray valve, 1NC-29, fails open, and results in NC pressure decreasing to 1500
psig.

C. A steamline rupture in the doghouse causes IC S/G pressure to decrease to 700 psi9 at a
rate of 200 psig/sec.

D. A feedline rupture results in 1 D S/G level decreasing to less than the Lo-Lo level setpoint and
containment pressure increasing to 2 p51g.

Ans:D

References:
OP-CN-CF-CA, Lesson Plan for Aux. Feedwater System, Rev. 57
OP-CN-ECCS-ISE, Lesson Plan for Engineered Safeguards
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Start signals are blocked (since the AUTO-START-DEFEAT button was pushed).
The auto start of the CA pumps (upon loss of both CF pumps) is what is blocked.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since this normally causes an SI, but SI will not actuate since it is
blocked by ECCS PZR PRESS Safety Injection being blocked, as given in the stem
conditions.

C. Incorrect. SM will isolate but there will be no SI and no auto start. This was a former plant
design for generating an Sli signal, but now all it does is give you an MS isolation, NOT an SI.

D. CORRECT. This condition will cause a Safety Injection signal to actuate (on> 1.2 psig in
containment). This is a sequencer related auto start for the CA Motor Drive Pumps. The
AUTO-START-DEFEAT button being pushed blocks all non sequencer auto starts for the CA
pumps.

KIA Match
This question tests the applicant on which conditions will cause the automatic start feature of the
AFW pumps to actuate; in this case, a low S/G level.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant is required to analyze a number of
specific plant conditions involving a test where certain actuations have been defeated. The
applicant must then apply this system knowledge in evaluating a list of conditions as to whether the
condition causes an automatic start of the Aux. Feedwater Pumps.
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I NLLP

Objective S L P P T
SORSR

00Q

I Explain the purpose of the CA System. X X X X —

2 List all of the sources of water available to the CA pumps, and the X X X X X
order of preference of each.

3 Explain the normal and recirculation flow paths associated with the X X X X X
CA System.

4 List the automatic start signals (including setpoint) for the motor X X X X X
driven and turbine driven CA pumps

5 Explain the trip and reset procedures for the CAPT Trip/Throttle X X
valve.

6 Explain CAPT local operation. X X — —

7 Given appropriate plant conditions apply Limits and Precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

8 Draw the CA system per the Simplified Flow Diagram. X X — — —

9 Describe the use of the Auto Start Defeat circuitry. — X X X

10 Describe the operation of CA System Valve Control reset circuitry. — — X X X

11 Discuss how to regain control of CA pumps following CA auto start X X X
coincident with sequencer actuation.

12 Explain CA pump low suction pressure protection. — — X X X

13 Given a set of plant conditions and access to reference materials, X X X
determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech Spec/SLC’s.

14 State from memory all Technical Specification and SLC actions for X X
the applicable systems, subsystems, and components which
require remedial action to be taken in one hour or less.

15 List the system designator and major component nomenclature. X — — — —

16 State the basis and required time for the CA System “mission time”. — — X X X

Time: 3 hours

OP-CN-CF-CA FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 57
Page 3 of 40
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j) CS-47(Normal Hotwell MIU Control) fails closed on either train CA
Auto start. This ensures the CA system is not affected by any UST
inventory loss to the hotwell. Control board resets buttons for each
train restores the valve to its normal makeup duties.

4. AUTO-START-DEFEAT: (M/D PUMPS ONLY Obj #9) Each train of CAcontains a defeat button that allows the operators to prevent certain start
signals for normal unit shutdown.
a) Defeated Start Signals: (NOTE: These are the 3 MID CA auto-starts

that are NOT sequencer actuated.)
1) 114 S/G 2/4 LO LO LEVEL
2) Loss of Both Feed Pumps
3) AMSAC (already defeated if less than 40% for greater than 2

mm.)
b) To operate this circuit, you must be in the P-I I state: 2/3 Pressurizer

Pressures less than 1955 PSIG.
C) This feature will Auto RESET when above P-i I and can be manually

RESET at any time.
5. CA SYSTEM VALVE CONTROL RESETS (Obj # 10)

a) Any CA Auto Start automatically starts and positions the CA system to
supply feed to the S/G’s. During this period, the operator can neither
affect CA valve control nor shutdown the pumps. In order to regain
control of CA, the operator must RESET each Train of CA. These
switches are labeled “CA SYS VLV CTRL”. These “RESETS” must
be held depressed for greater than 2 seconds to ensure reset.

b) If the motor driven CA pumps were in “Auto-Start Defeat” when an
auto-start signal is generated,

1) The pumps will start if the “auto-start defeat” should clear
(either manually or automatically if above P-li).

2) The operator can know an Auto-Start signal is present prior to
going above P-Il by observing CA valves RESET light “lit” for
both trains. If an auto-start signal is present, then the RESET
lights will be dark.

3) While the “Auto-Start Defeat” is active, a CA System automatic
start due to an Ss or Blackout will start the motor driven pumps.
To regain control of the motor driven CA pumps, the sequencer
has to be reset. (Obj# 11)

OP-CN-CF-CA FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 57
Page 13 of 40
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Containment Pressure SI Logic

>1.2 psig

b) High Containment Pressure

1) 2/3 Containment Pressure channels greater than or equal to 1.2
PSIG

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 16 of 27

Rev. 44

?1.2 psig 1 .2psig

AUTO SI LOGIC

2)

3)

Annunciator on AD-13 (1 out of 3)
Cannot be blocked.



Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC Catawba Operations_Training

Pressurizer Pressure SI Logic
Pressurizer pressure < 1845

psig Pressurizer pressure> 1955 psig

c) Pzr Low Press -

1) 2/4 Pressurizer Pressure Channels less than or equal to 1845
PSIG

2) Can be blocked at NOT P-I I (less than or equal to 1955 PSIG)
with switch on MCII.

3) If protection is desired again after the signal has been blocked,
the block will clear if “RESET” on the block switch is depressed
OR NC pressure increases to greater than 1955 PSIG (P-i i).

2. “Safety Injection Actuated” on SI-13 status light illuminates. There is noalarm or annunciator.

3. Reset

a) One pushbutton for each train
b) Not functional until ONE minute after the Ss is received. Then the

operator may RESET with or without the actuating signal present (If
P-4 is present).

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 17of27

Rev. 44

P11 Block
Permissive

light

Auto SI Logic
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49.
SYSO62 A3.05
AC Electrical Distribution System
Ability to monitor automatic operation of the ac distribution system, including: Safety-related
indicators and controls

BANK MNS 2010
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• 1A RN Pump is in service.
• All other essential equipment is in operation on Unit 1, powered from B Train.
• OPI1/A/6350/002, (Diesel Generator) is in progress with the 1A Diesel running in parallel to

the grid when the following sequence of events occurs:

a Load is reduced on the diesel to 200KW in anticipation of opening the Emergency
Breaker.

• Prior to opening the Emergency Breaker, the Normal Feeder Breaker from IATC
spuriously OPENS.

Which ONE of the following completes the statement below?

The “Blackout Sequencer Actuated Train A” status light on Sl-14

________,

and the

A. illuminates; IA DG load increases

B. remains dark; 1A DG load increases

C. illuminates; 1A DC Emergency Breaker trips open, then re-closes 8.5 seconds later

D. remains dark; 1A DG Emergency Breaker trips open, then re-closes 8.5 seconds later

Ans: B

References:
OP-CN-DG-EQB, Lesson Plan for DG Load Sequencer, Rev. 23
Catawba Simulator Drawings: 4160V A Train
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant does not understand what causes the Sequencer Status
Light to actuate. The second part regarding the DG load increasing is correct.

B. CORRECT. Since the Emergency Breaker is already closed, there is no loss of voltage to
1ETA, and the DG picks up the remaining load on 1 ETA. One RN pump draws approximately
700 KW of power to operate. Therefore, the DG WILL pick up that additional load of 500 KW
more.

C. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant concludes that the DG load sheds and then reenergizes
the bus when the sequencer operates. However, no blackout relay actuates, It is also
plausible if the applicant concludes that the Emergency Breaker trips open on overcurrent.
However, the Emergency Breaker will NOT trip on overcurrent if the Essential Bus is
disconnected from another power source.

D. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant concludes that the DG load sheds and then picks the bus
back up when the sequencer operates and does not understand what causes the Sequencer
Status light to actuate. However, no blackout relay actuates for these conditions. It is also
plausible if the applicant concludes that the Emergency Breaker trips open on overcurrent.
However, the Emergency Breaker will NOT trip on overcurrent if the Essential Bus is
disconnected from another power source.

K/A Match
The KA is matched because the applicant demonstrates the ability to monitor automatic operation
of the AC distribution system (i.e. diesel loading) based on DG KW indication and Sequencer
operation.

Cognitive Level - High
This is a higher cognitive level question because it requires a level of analysis beyond simple
memorization. The applicant must apply system knowledge of sequencer operation, and of DG
operation, to determine the expected system response for the given conditions.
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2. The sequencer is supplied power to start the DIG through Aux. Diode
Assembly VADA (B) or EADA (B)
a) Vital l&C Channel A and D feed EADA and EADB respectively, and

D/G Aux power train A(B) feeds VADA and VADB respectively.
b) The source (EADA(B) or VADA(B)) of highest voltage will output to

EDE (F), which supplies sequencers, A (B) with power necessary to
start the D/G.
1) EADA (B) will normally be the higher voltage because vital float

voltage is set higher than DIG Auxiliary power float voltage.

2.4 Modes of Sequencer Operation (Obj. #4)
A. LOCA
B. Blackout
C. LOCA is the priority mode. If a Blackout and LOCA occur concurrently, LOCA

loads are started.

2.5 Basic Function
A. Initiating Signals (Obj. #5,6)

1. Blackout - 2/3 undervoltage relays actuated on the train related Essential
switchgear ETA(B). vot-rité 45é7’ Wi5

a) Setpoint is 84.1% of the normal 4160v. 6i2Id)
yr4-r€15

b) Interlocked with lockout 86 N, S, or B to prevent sequencer actuation if
a lockout of the normal (86N) or alternate (86S) feeder breaker to the
Essential switchgear or a failure of either breaker (86B) exists.

OP-CN-DG-EQB FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34

Page Yof27ErrOr! Reference source not found.
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C. Within the Load Groups other than 4&5 and 9&1 0, there are both LOCA and
Blackout loads mixed. Some of these blackout loads are powered from the
Blackout switchgear FTA(B).
1. If the Blackout switchgear FTA(B) has normal power available (i.e. GTA(B)

is closed), the breakers tying ETA(B) and FTA(B) will not be affected by
the sequencer operation, but loads on the blackout bus (e.g. RY pumps)
will still be started if a blackout only occurs.

2. If the Blackout Bus, FTA(B), is being supplied from ETA(B), the breakers
from ETA(B) to FTA(B) will be tripped if a LOCA exists.

3. LOCA only loads will be blocked from starting if a B/C without a LOCA
exists.

4. LOCA loads which are running when the sequencer is actuated by a
LOCA Signal will continue to run uninterrupted unless there is a Blackout
Signal.

D. If GTA(B) is open on a Blackout only, the sequencer will close the breakers
from the Essential buss to the Blackout buss as part of the first load group.
The loads will then be sequenced on with their respective load groups.

E. If a LOCA occurs, the sequencer will lock out the breakers from the Essential
buss to the Blackout buss to provide separation between the Class 1E and
Non-Class 1 E loads. In this situation the loads on the Blackout buss will
remain de-energized.

2.7 Load Shed
A. Loading and load shed are determined by the plant conditions.

1. LOCA(Ss) without a B/C - although the DIG starts, the D/G Breaker will
remain open. All running LOCA loads continue to run (such as the NV
pump).
a) If the breakers tying ETA(B) to FTA(B) are closed prior to the LOCA,

these breakers will be tripped when the sequencer actuates on an Ss
signal.

b) If the Blackout bus (i.e. FTA(B)) is being powered from its normal
source when the LOCA occurs, then loads on the Blackout bus will be
unaffected, If running, individual blackout loads will continue to run. If
OFF they will remain OFF unless started by the operator.

2. B/C without a LOCA - All loads are shed and the D/G breaker is closed,
then the B/C loads are started 7’S /5 ij1F F’L 5d

&io4J%’c.b.
3. LOCA with a B/C - All loads are shed and D/G breaker is closed, then the

LOCA loads are started.
4. Load shed will prevent over loading the DIG when the DIG breaker is

closed.
5. The 4160 to 600 V essential transformer feeder breakers are left closed so

that the transformer charging power supplies the appropriate load for the
DIG when initially closed onto the buss.

OP-CN-DG-EQB FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
Page 11 of 27Error! Reference source not found.
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50.
SYSO63 K3.02
DC Electrical Distribution System
Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the DC electrical system will have on the
following:
Components using DC control power

NEW
Given the following Unit 2 conditions:

• The Unit is in Mode 4 during a normal cooldown for refueling.
• Train 2A of ND is in service.
• ND flow is stable at 3400 gpm.
• NC return temperature is 154°F and decreasing.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(I) the effect on NC cooldown rate of losing power to Vital DC Bus 2EPA;

AND

(2) what action the operator will take to restore the desired cooldown rate, per AP/29, (Loss of
Vital or Aux Control Power)?

A. (1) Rate INCREASES.
(2) Manually adjust setpoint of ND HX 2A OUTLET CTRL (for 2ND-26).

B. (1) Rate DECREASES.
(2) Place PWR DISCON FOR 2Nl-173A switch to THROT and manually control 2Nl-173A.

C. (1) Rate INCREASES.
(2) Place PWR DISCON FOR 2N1-173A switch to THROT and manually control 2Nl-173A.

D. (1) Rate DECREASES.
(2) Manually adjust setpoint of ND HX 2A OUTLET CTRL (for 2ND-26).

Ans: C

References:
AP/29, (Loss of Vital or Aux Control Power), Page 4, Page 65 of 209, Rev. 22
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the -cooldown rate does increase (see explanation of why this is true
in the correct answer description for answer C). An applicant could reason that manual
adjustment of the controller is needed, if they have the misconception that since the bypass
valve fails closed, manual adjustment would be needed on the main valve in order to stabilize
temperature. With this misconception, combined with the correct effect on cooldown rate of the
failure, this answer would be correct.

B. Incorrect. Plausible if an applicant has an incomplete understanding of components which use
Vital DC for control power, or has confused the failure modes of the listed valves, and believes
that the cooldown rate has decreased, as follows:

1.) A vital valve {2Nl-173A) which uses control power from this vital DC bus has lost its control
power, which made the valve start to close. I need to take manual control of the valve.

OR
2.) 2ND-27 (bypass around the Hx) has lost its control power and has failed OPEN, which

means less water is being cooled by the heat exchanger. I need to somehow raise overall
flow (with the result of some additional water overall through the heat exchanger), and I can
do that by opening the loop valve further. Some plants (e.g., Palisades) do use these loop
valves to throttle RHR flow for a normal cooldown.

C. CORRECT. -EPA is the Vital DC Bus which provides control power to the following valves:
• 2ND-26 (control valve on outlet of ND heat exchanger)
• 2ND-27 (control valve on bypass line around ND heat exchanger)

2ND-26 fails OPEN on loss of control power. 2ND-27 fails CLOSED on loss of control power.
These features are designed to ensure maximum cooling for ECCS. With 2ND-26 failed fully
OPEN, and the bypass valve (2ND-27) failed CLOSED, the NC system cooldown rate will
RISE, and potentially exceed prescribed cooldown rates. The operator needs to take manual
action. Per AP/029 (Loss of Vital or Aux Control Power), the correct action is to enable the
manual throttling feature of the Cold Leg injection valve, 2N1-173A. This is done by selecting
its control switch to “THROT” position and using the pushbuttons to throttle the valve open or
closed, as needed to restore the cooldown rate. In this case, the valve would be throttled in
the closed direction.

D. Incorrect. Plausible if an applicant has an incomplete understanding of components which use
Vital DC for control power, or has confused the failure modes of the listed valves, concluding
that the controller has caused heat exchanger outlet valve (2ND-26) has failed closed, and that
manual control is needed for restoring cooling.
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K/A Match
The applicant is given plant conditions involving the RHR system in operation, a system containing
numerous components which use DC control power. Next, the applicant is provided information
involving a loss of a Vital DC Bus. The applicant must then diagnose what the effect is of this loss
of DC, and which action the operator will take to address the condition, per the procedure.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze the conditions involving
a loss of power, and perform more than one mental step to conclude that this effects the control
power for a controller, which is controlling RHR temperature. The applicant must combine (or
synthesize) this information to conclude how the temperature is affected, and what action is
required to restore the desired cooldown rate.
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CNS LOSS OF VITAL OR AUX CONTROL POWER PAGE NO.AP121A155001029
4 of 209

Revision 22

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

NOTE • ND flow control valves fail open on loss of the respective bus of Vital DCControl Power (EPA-A tm, EPD-B tm).

• ND Hx bypass valves fail closed on loss of the respective bus of Vital DCControl Power (EPA-A tm, EPD-B tm).

3. WATANYTIMENDfIowORND
cooldown rate increases in an
uncontrolled manner, THEN perform the
following for the affected train:

• Train A:

— a. Place “PWR DISCON FOR
2Nl-173A” switch in “THROT”
position.

— b. THROTTLE 2Nl-173A (ND Hdr2ATo
Cold Legs C&D) to maintain desired
flow and cooldown rate.

— c. Increase output for 2ND-26 (ND Hx
2A Outlet Ctrl) to 100%.

— d. Place 2ND-27 (ND Hx 2A Bypass
Ctrl) in manual and closed.

• Train B:

— a. Place “PWR DISCON FOR
2N1-178B” switch in “THROT”
position.

— b. THROTTLE 2N1-178B (ND Hdr 2B To
Cold Legs A&B) to maintain desired
flow and cooldown rate.

— c. Increase output for 2ND-60 (ND Hx
2B Outlet Ctrl) to 100%.

— d. Place 2ND-61 (ND Hx 2B Bypass
Ctrl) in manual and closed.



WER PAGE NO. ICNS LOSS OF VITAL OR AUX CONTROL P0
65 of 209 I

AP!21A15500!029
Enclosure 6 - Page 5 of 9

Revision 222EPA Load List
I

10. KC System:

—. 2KC-57A (ND HX 2A Flow Ctrl) fails open.

11. NC System:

—. Lose underfrequency trip for Reactor Coolant Pumps from Train A SSPS

• Lose all automatic control of Pzr Heater Group 2A (including low level trip).

• The following valves fail open:

—. 2NC-25A (Rx Head Gasket Leakoff Isol)

—. 2NC-23A (RX Head Gaskt Leakoff Isol).

• The following valves fail closed:

—• 2NC-24A (RX Head Gaskt Leakoff Isol)

• 2NC-34A (PZR PORV)

—
. 2NC-58A (PRT Spray Supply lsol).

12. ND System:

—• 2ND-26 (ND Hx 2A Outlet Ctrl) fails open

—• 2ND-27 (ND Hx 2A Bypass Ctrl) fails closed.
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51.
SYSO63 K4.02
DC Electrical Distribution System
Knowledge of DC electrical system design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which provide for the
following:
Breaker interlocks, permissives, bypasses and cross-ties.

BANK GNS SIG MOD
Given the following condition:

Inverter 1 KXIA experienced a total loss of output voltage.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(I) an indication used to aid in determining that the backup power supply has aligned to 1KXPA;

AND

(2) Once 1 KXIA has returned to normal operating parameters, how will 1 KXPA supply be
swapped back to 1 KXIA?

A. (1) 1KMAA “In Sync” light is LIT.
(2) Automatically after 60 seconds.

B. (1) IKMAA “In Sync” light is LIT.
(2) Manually.

C. (1) 1 KXAA “Alternate Source Supplying Load” light is LIT.
(2) Automatically after 60 seconds.

D. (1) 1KXAA “Alternate Source Supplying Load” light is LIT.
(2) Manually.

Ans:C

References:
OP-CN-EL-EPF, Lesson Plan for 125V DC Aux Control Power
OP/1/B/6350/009, (125 VDC-240/120 VAC Auxiliary Control Power System), Enclosure 4.10 and
Enclosure 4/13, Rev. 29
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the In Sync light indicates that both sources are energized and in
sync, but doesn’t indicate which is aligned to supply 1 KXPA. The swap is automatic, unlike
vital which has no auto swaps.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the In Sync light indicates that both sources are energized and in
sync, but doesn’t indicate which is aligned to supply IKXPA. The swap is automatic unlike
vital which has no auto swaps.

C. CORRECT. The operating procedure specifies that the “Alternate Source Supplying Load”
light is to be verified ON as part of the 1 KXIA Shutdown and Return to Service procedure.
System design is such that once the transfer switch has auto swapped to alternate source, a
60 second relay is activated. After 60 seconds, if the transfer was due to a total loss of
inverter output voltage, the switch will transfer back to the inverter whenever voltage and
frequency have returned to normal.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part I is correct. Manually swapping back to I KXIA is plausible if
the applicant has a misconception of system design and function, and believes a manual
transfer is required.

K/A Match
The K/A is matched because stem conditions involve an inverter operation and it requires
knowledge of interlocks and cross-ties (from alternate power source) to correctly answer the
question.

Cognitive Level: Low
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DUKE POWER ATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L P

Objective S L P P T

SO R SR

OOQ

I Explain the purpose of the 125 VDC/1 20 VAC Aux Power System. X X X X

2 Explain the purpose of each component in the 125 VDC/120 VAC Aux X X X X
Power System:

. Battery Chargers

. Battery

. lnverter

. Static Transfer Switch

. Manual Transfer Switch

. Autioneering Diode Assemblies

. Regulated Power Supplies

. All Panel Boards and Distribution Centers

3 Explain what must be done if an inverter or charger is out of service. X X X X X

4 Explain the purpose of the Kirk Key interlocks in the EPF System. X X X X

5 Explain the action required to be taken if a battery is taken out of X X X X X
service.

6 Explain when an auto transfer occurs on auto static Transfer Switch. X X X X X

7 Describe what each switch position accomplishes on the Manual X X X X
Transfer Switch.

8 Explain how a blackout affects the 125V Aux Power System including: X X X X X

. Alternate control power to LXI, FTA, GTA and CAPT Speed
Control

. When a charger may be restarted following a blackout — — — — —

9 Describe the ground detection controls and indications used at X X X X X
Catawba Nuclear Station

10 Describe how a ground is indicated on the ground detection devices X X X X X
used at Catawba Nuclear Station

OP-CN-EL-EPF FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 17
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DUKE POWER CA TAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

E. Auto Static Transfer Switch (KXAA, KXAB, KUA) (Obj. #2)

1. The auto static transfer switch will automatically swap to the alternate
source on low inverter output. (Obj. #6)

2. Manual swap capability is also provided via pushbuttons on the Transfer
switch labeled:

a) lnverter to load - normal position

b) Alt Source to load - alt position

3. Some of the indications on the transfer switch include:

a) “Static Sw. in Inverter Position” - amber light

b) “Static Sw. in Alt. Source Position” -. Red light

c) In Sync Light

4. Once the transfer switch has automatically swapped to alternate source,
a 60 second relay is initiated. After 60 seconds, if the transfer was due
to a total loss of inverter output voltage, the switch will transfer back to
the inverter whenever voltage and frequency have returned to normal.

7rns 4’5-’-5 v,’z)
5. The Static transfer switch can be bypassed using the Manual Transfer

Switch.

F. Manual Bypass Switch (Obj. #2)

1. The Manual Bypass Switch Provides a means of bypassing the Auto
static transfer switch and the inverter to allow maintenance on these
components.

2. The switch has three positions (Obj. #7)

a) Normal

b) Inverter to load - bypasses the auto transfer switch.

c) Alternate Source to load - Bypasses the inverter and the Auto
transfer switch. (Called “TOTAL SYSTEM BYPASS”) Puts the
regulated power supply to KXPA(B).

3. It is a “Make before break” switch.

a) Transfer should only be made when inverter and manual bypass “IN
SYNC” lights are lit.

4. Some of the indications provided on the Manual Bypass Switch include:

a) AC volts (downstream of manual bypass switch)

b) AC amps (downstream of manual bypass switch)

c) “Alt. source Low” - red light will be lit when alternate source voltage
is low.

OP-CN-EL-EPF FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 17
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Enclosure 4.10 OP/l/B/6350/009
1KXIA Shutdown and Return to Service Page 1 of 3

1. Initial Conditions

1.1 Review the Limits and Precautions.

_____

1.2 Verify 1KXIA is in service per Enclosure 4.3 (Inverter Startup).

2. Procedure

2.1 Verify the “IN SYNC” indicator light on 1KXAA is illuminated.

2.2 Depress the “ALTERNATE SOURCE TO LOAD” pushbutton on 1KXAA.

2.3 Verify the following indicator light status on 1KXAA:

U “ALTERNATE SOURCE SUPPLYLNG LOAD” - “ON” /6h’‘

U “iNVERTER SUPPLYING LOAD” - “OFF”

2.4 Place 1KXIA CB2 (Inverter Output) on 1KXIA in the “OFF” position.

2.5 Place 1KXLk CB1 (Battery Input) on 1KXIA in the “OFF” position.

NOTE: 1. At this point, 1KXIA is shutdown with 1RDA supplying 1KXPA through 1KXAA.

2. Subsequent steps are to return 1KXIA to service and 1KXAA to nonnal condition.

3. Step 2.7 must be performed immediately after Step 2.6 is completed. Failure to close
the “BATTERY INPUT” breaker immediately after the “PRE-CHARGE” pushbutton
is released may result in blown inverter input fuses.

____

2.6 Depress the “PRE-CHARGE PUSHBUTTON DEPRESS UNTIL PRE-CHARGE
LIGHT IS LiT” pushbutton on 1KXLk until the “PRE-CHARGE” indicator light has
been illuminated for a minimum of 5 seconds.

_____

2.7 Place 1KXIA CB1 (Battery Input) on 1KXIA in the “ON” position.



Enclosure 4.13 OPI1/B/6350/009
Bypassing 1KXAA Page 2 of 3

2.13 Verify the “IN SYNC” indicator lights on the following panels are illuminated:

D 1 KXMA 4’57€.9-t72,e.. ,€ %)

D 1KXAA

D 1KXIA

2.14 Place the “MANUAL BYPASS SWITCH” on 1KXMA in the “NORMAL
OPERATION” position.

2.15 Verify the “NORMAL OPERATION” indicator light on 1KXIA is illuminated.

NOTE: 1KXIA is returned to normal alignment.

2.16 Do NOT file this enclosure in the Control Copy folder of this procedure.



ORIGINAL BANK QUESTION FOR QUESTION #51
BANK CNS #814
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• I ERPD is aligned to regulated power for maintenance work
• 1 EDA has de-energized due to I EDA-FO2B (Main Breaker) tripping
• IAE has determined that the tripped breaker needs to be replaced

Which ONE of the following describes:
(I) How will IEDA be re-energized;

AND

(2) which control room indication provides positive indication that 1EDA is re-energized?

A. (1) Align 1ECSto 1EDA.
(2) lAD-il, B12 (SEQ A LOSS OF CONTROL POWER) is DARK.

B. (1) Align 1ECSto 1EDA.
(2) Individual P-li Channel I status light on 1SI-7 is LIT.

C. (1) Crosstie 1EDCto 1EDA.
(2) lAD-il, B/2 (SEQ A LOSS OF CONTROL POWER) is DARK.

D. (1) Crosstie 1EDC to 1EDA.
(2) Individual P-I 1 Channel I status light on iS 1-7 is LIT.

Ans: D
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52.
SYSO64 KI .02
Emergency Diesel Generator (ED!G) System
Knowledge of the physical connections and/orcause-effect relationships between the EDIG
system and the following systems: DIG cooling water system

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• DIG 1A has been started and fully loaded for a Periodic Test.
• The control room operators note the following alarm annunciates:

1AD-12, DI1, DIESEL GEN HX A OUTLET FLOW - LO

• Lube oil temperature has risen rapidly and is now 207°F.
• Jacket water outlet temperature is 185°F and rising.
• DIG IA continues to run and is fully loaded.

Per the Annunciator Response Procedure, which ONE of the following actions will be taken ‘FIRST
to address the above conditions?

A. Start an additional RN pump to increase DIG heat exchangercooling water flow.

B. Dispatch an operator to ensure that I RN-232A (DIG IA Hx Inlet Isol) is ‘FULLY open.

C. Reduce loading on DIG IA.

D. Manually trip the DIG IA.

Ans:D

References:
OPI1/AI6IOOIOO9A, (Annunciator Response for 1A D/G Panel), Alarm HIGH TEMP LUBE OIL
OUTLET, Rev. 56
OP/1/A16100/009A, (Annunciator Response for 1A D/G Panel), Alarm TRIP HIGH TEMP LUBE
OIL OUTLET, Rev. 56
IAD-12, D/1, DIESEL GEN HX A OUTLET FLOW - LO
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since this action would raise overall cooling water flow. It is also
plausible, since this action is listed in the Annunciator Response Procedure in the
Supplementary Actions section for IAD-12, DI1, Diesel Gen Hx A Outlet Flow - LO. However,
it is listed as an action taken only after verifying proper valve lineup and contacting System
Engineering for an evaluation of RN system flows.

B. Incorrect. It is plausible that checking the valve lineup is a prudent action, especially since
inadequate flow conditions exist, a condition for which it seems reasonable to verify that the
valve lineup is correct. In fact, the Annunciator Response Procedure in the Supplementary
Actions section for lAD-I 2, DI1, Diesel Gen Hx A Outlet Flow - LO does call for verifying the
proper valve lineup. However, this particular valve, I RN-232A (DIG 1A Hx Inlet lsol), if not
fully open, actually DISABLES the alarm for low flow.

C. Incorrect. Reducing loading on the diesel generator would reduce the heat loading and,
depending on the severity of the inadequate cooling water flow, may actually reduce the lube
oil temperature and jacket water temperature to within acceptable limits. However, the lube oil
temperature has already significantly exceeded the setpoint at which the diesel generator
should have automatically tripped (200°F).

D. CORRECT. Diesel Generator 1A should have automatically tripped when lube oil
temperature exceeded 200°F. Since it did not, the operator is required to manually trip it in
order to protect vital equipment from potentially catastrophic damage, per the alarm response
procedure.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant must recall knowledge of the physical connections and
cause/effect relationship between the EDG and its cooling water system, and then recognize
conditions involving an operating diesel generator that is having a problem with cooling water, and
recall required operating parameters for continue operation.

Cognitive Level: Low
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OP/l/A16100/009A
PANEL: DIG 1A Page 12 of 66

HIGH TEMP LUBE OIL OUTLET A19
SETPOINT: 190°F increasing

ORIGIN: 1LDTE526O

PROBABLE 1. Loss of engine cooling water.
CAUSE: • Low KD flow.

• Low RN flow.
2. Failed bearing.
3. Engine overload (7700 KW for >2 hours).

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: If in non-emergency start, diesel will trip when temperature reaches 200°F.

IMMEDIATE 1. IF DIG start was a non-emergency start, manually reduce engine
load.

ACTIONS: 2. Monitor engine inlet temperature to determine if temperature is the
same or has increased (recorder point #20).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Check jacket water system for proper operation per
ACTIONS: OPI1/A16350/002 (Diesel Generator Operation).

2. Refer to “PROBABLE CAUSE” Section to determine cause of
alarm and take action to correct problem if possible. ‘il/IS i

REFERENCES: 1. Catawba Mechanical I&C List
2. CN-1609-2.0
3. CNM-1301.00-237
4. CNM-1301.00-33, Sheet 2



- OPI1/A16100/009A
PANEL: DIG lÀ Page 13 of 66

TRIP HIGH TEMP LUBE OIL OUTLET A/i0
SETPOINT: 200°F increasing

ORIGIN: 1LDRD527O

PROBABLE 1. Loss ofengine cooling water.
CAUSE: • Low KD flow.

• Low RN flow.
2. Failed bearing.
3. Engine overload (7700 KW for >2 hours).

AUTOMATIC If in non-emergency start, diesel will trip.
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. IF in non-emergency start,ensure diesel trips. 7/ ‘

ACTIONS: 2. IF diesel is tripped, ensure “LO PUMP & HEATER” light
illuminates on 1DECPA.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Control Room Supervisor.
ACTIONS: 2. in an emergency start, perform the following:

2.1 Check oil outlet temperamre recorder point #20).
2.2 Check jacket water -system for proper operation per

OP/i /A163 50/002 (Diesel Generator Operation).
3. Refer to “PROBABLE CAUSE” Section to determine cause of

alarm and take action to correct problem if possible.

REFERENCES: 1. Catawba Mechanical I&C List
2. CN-1609-2.0
3. CNM-1301.00-237
4. CNEE-0120-01.01-03
5. CNEE-0120-01.01-02
6. CNM-130i.00-33, Sheet 1
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,

- OPIl/A16100/O1OM
PANEL: 1AD-12 Page 18 of 32

DIESEL GEN HX A OUTLET FLOW - LO DI1
SETPOINT: 600 gpm decreasing

ORIGIN: 1RNFT593O

PROBABLE Low flow through Diesel Generator Hx 1A.
CAUSE:

NOTE: Alarm is disabled when 1RN-232A (DIG 1A Hx Inlet Isol) is NOT fully open.

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: 1. The Diesel shall NOT be operated for> 10 minutes without flow to the Diesel
Gen Hx. {PIP 94-1555}

2. If the Diesel is running after a normal start, it will trip when either engine jacket
water outlet or lube oil temperature reaches 200°F. (These trips are locked out
when the Diesel is started by Safety Injection or B/O).

IMMEDIATE None
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Verify proper valve lineup.
ACTIONS: 2. Contact Systems Engineering to evaluate RN system flows.

3. Start an additional RN pump to supply more flow per
OPIO/A16400/006 C (Nuclear Service Water System).

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0138-0l.55
2. PIP C-99-02777

r) ft
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53.
SYSO73 2.2.40
Process Radiation Monitoring (PRM) System
Ability to apply Technical Specifications for a system.

NEW
Consider the following Mode I plant conditions involving the following radiation monitors:

• 1 EMF-38, Containment Radiation Monitor.
• 1 EMF-46B, KC (Component Cooling) System Train B Radiation Monitor.
• 1 EMF-71, Main Steam Line Radiation Monitor.

Which ONE of the following identifies conditions where both Condition 1 and 2 will result in an
entry into a Technical Specification LCO or a Selected Licensee Commitment (SLC)?

Condition I Condition 2

(1 EMF-46A is NOT functional, and
KC Train

______

is in service.)

A. B Plant at 50% power and IEMF-71
is NOT functional.

B. A Plant at 50% power and IEMF-71
is NOT functional.

C. B 1 EMF-38 sample lined up to
INCORE ROOM and LOWER
ONLY.

D. A I EMF-38 sample lined up to
INCORE ROOM and LOWER
ONLY.

Ans: B

References:
SLC-1 6.7-1 0, Table 16.7-10-1 Note (b)
LCD 3.4.15, RCS Leakage Detection Instrumentation
PTIIIAI4600IOO2A, Enclosure 13.1, Periodic Surveillance Items Data, Rev. 217
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since one of the conditions (Condition 2) does result in the LCD entry.
SLC or LCD entry for Condition 1 is plausible if the applicant misapplies knowledge of Tech.
Spec. and SLC requirements and reasons that both trains of the EMFs (radiation monitors)
have to be functional, even if its associated KC (component cooling) train is not.

B. CORRECT. Operation of KC Train A with its associated radiation monitor (EMF46A) non
functional, and “relying” on Train B’s EMF for detection of radioactivity is NOT permissible,
and vice versa, per SLC-1 6.7-10, Condition H. This is due to the interlock between the EMF
monitor low-flow alarm being blocked on the non-operating train. The EMF monitor in the
operating KC train must be functional.

C. Incorrect. SLC or LCD entry for Condition 1 is plausible if the applicant misapplies Tech.
Spec. and SLC requirements and reasons that both trains of the EMFs (radiation monitors)
have to be functional, even if its associated KC (component cooling) train is not.

Condition 2 does NOT require LCD or SLC entry, but is plausible, since it is related to LCD
3.4.15, per Annunciator Response Procedure 1RAD-1, Ni, (1EMF-38 CONTAINMENT PART
HI RAD) and the NOTE just prior to Step 4 of its Immediate Actions, which require that 1 EMF
38’s sampling valves must be selected to either Lower Containment and/or lncore Instrument.
If both sample valves, “Lower Containment” and “Incore Instrument” are closed 1 EMF-38
must be considered inoperable for Tech. Spec. 3.4.15. However, this distractor clearly states
that 1 EMF38 IS lined up to the lncore Instrument Room and to lower containment; therefore,
it meets the requirements of the LCD.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since Condition I is not allowed, and requires entry into the SLC, as
explained in Answer B analysis. Condition 2 is plausible also, for the same reason as
described in Answer C analysis.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with two conditions involving various combinations of process radiation
monitoring systems in service, and then asked to determine which of these combinations would
result in an LCD entry (Selected Licensee Commitment).

Cognitive Level: Low
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Radiation Monitoring for Plant Operations
- - 161-40

Table 16.7-10-1

Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation for Plant Operations

MONITOR APPLICABLE REQUIRED ALARM/TRIP TESTING
MODES CHANNELS SETPOINT REQUIREMENTS

1. Containment Atmosphere — At all times 1 Note (a) TR 16.7-10-1
High Gaseous TR 16.7-10-2
Radioactivity TR 16.7-10-3
(EMF-39 — Low Range)

2. Fuel Storage Pool Areas — With irradiated 1 < 1.7 x 1 0 pCi/mI TR 16.7-1 0-1
High Gaseous fuel in the fuel TR 16.7-10-2
Radioactivity storage pool TR 16.7-10-3
(EMF-42) areas

3. Fuel Storage Pool Areas — With fuel in the 1 15 mR/h TR 16.7-10-1
Criticality— Radiation Level fuel storage pool TR 16.7-10-2
(Fuel Bridge — 1EMF-15, areas TR 16.7-10-3
2EMF-4)

4. Control Room Air Intake — At all times 2 (1/intake) 1.7 x 10 iCi/ml TR 16.7-10-1
Radiation Level — High TR 16.7-10-2
Gaseous Radioactivity TR 16.7-10-3
(EMF-43A & B — Low
Range)

5. Auxiliary Building 1, 2, 3, 4 1 1.7 x 1 01.tCi/ml TR 16.7-1 0-1
Ventilation — High Gaseous TR 16.7-10-2
Radioactivity TR 16.7-10-3
(EMF-41)

6. Component Cooling Water At all times l 1 x i0 pci/mI TR 16.7-10-1
System TR 16.7-10-2
(EMF-46A & B) TR 16.7-10-3

7. N-16 Leakage Monitor 1 (40-100% 4 (1/steamline) Note (c) TR 16.7-10-1
(EMF-71, 72, 73, & 74) reactor power) TR 16.7-1 0-2

TR 16.7-10-3

8. Condenser Evacuation When air ejectors 1 Note (c) TR 16.7-10-1
System Noble Gas Activity are in operation TR 167-10-2
Monitor (apply Required TR 16.7-10-3
(EMF-33) Action J.3 when

air ejectors are
not in operation)

Catawba Units 1 and 2 16.7-10-8 Revision 2



Radiation Monitoring for Plant Operations
- 16.7-10

Table 16.7-10-1 Notes

(a) When venting or purging from containment to the atmosphere, the trip setpoint shall not exceed the equivalent limits of
SLC 16.11-6 in accordance with the methodology and parameters in the ODCM. When not venting or purging in Modes 5
or 6, the alarm setpoint concentration(1iCifmI) shall be such that the actual submersion dose rate would not exceed 5
mRlhr without alarm. When not venting or purging in Modes 1 through 4, the alarm setpoint shall be no more than 3
times the containment atmosphere activity as indicated by the radiation monitor.

(b) For EMF—46A & B: The EMF monitor associated with the operating Component Cooling Water System train shall be
FUNCTIONAL. This requirement is based on the existence of an interlock which blocks the EMF loss of flow alarm from
being received in the control room when the associated train pump motor(s) are not running.

(c) The setpoint is as required by the primary to secondary leak rate monitoring program.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 16.7-10-9 Revision 2



Enclosure 13.1
PT/1/A14600/002A

Periodic Surveillance Items Data Page 25 of35

SURVEILLANCE ITEM
(Tech Spec Reference)

IEMF36 Channel Check
(TR 16.11-7-4)

36L

ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

1. Green “OPERATE” light on
2. No “LOSS OF SAMPLE

FLOW” alarm
3. Meter is reading V2 of

background from setpoint
logbook

1. Green “OPERATE’Tlight on
2. No “LOSS OF SAMPLE

FLOW” alarm
3. Meter is reading V2 of

background from setpoint
logbook

4. Normal alignment on
“SAMPLE FLOW SELECT
PANEL” for the following
switches selected to “ON”,

• Lower Containment
• Incore Room {PIP C-08-1263}

5. On “SAMPLE FLOW SELECT
PANEL”, Upper Containment
NOT selected to “ON” unless
all areas selected.
{PIP C-O8-1263

(47) If ‘-‘ter reading is NOT> V2 of background from setpoint logbook, m9tact Radiation Protection for operability determination.

#

61

QUALIFYING
CONDITIONS

(47)

COMPUTER POINT DAY SHIFT
ID INITIATS

63.

NIGHT SHIFT
INITIALS

62 1EMF 38 and 39 Cont 1M1SV5230 Open
Isolation Valve Position 1M1SV523 1 Open

1M1SV5232 Open
1MISV5233 Open

1EMF38 Channel Check
(SR 3.4.15.1)

(47) C1E0147

A vitd-6 C-t-?.
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54.
SYSO76 A4.02
Service Water System (SWS)
Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: SWS valves

NEW
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power normal operations.
• ONE train of KC is in service.
• KC HX lB OTLT MODE control switch is configured as indicated in the photo below.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) the expected position of the KC HX OTLT MODE control switch;

AND

(2) if 1 2OVAC Auxiliary Power Panelboard 1 KPA becomes de-energized, KC HX 1A Outlet
controlling mode will be

___________________

KC HX IA OTLT MODE
Switch position

KC HX iS
OTLT MODE 1 RN-351

KC HX lB OTLT
T/V S8 RESET

[
RESET

KC HX IA Outlet control mode
after loss of I KPA

A. KCTEMP

B. MINI FLOW

MINI FLOW

MINI FLOW

C. KCTEMP

D. MINI FLOW

Ans: D

References:

KC TEMP

KC TEMP
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0P111A164001005, (Component Cooling System), Enclosure 4.1, (System Startup), Rev. 112
OP-CN-PSS-RN, Lesson Plan for Nuclear Service Water, Rev. 71
AP/007, (Loss of Normal Power), Case Ill, (Loss of All 6.9KV Busses), Rev. 59

Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. It is plausible to believe that both KC Heat Exchanger service water outlet valves
would be in what sounds like a normal mode, for that equipment’s design function: to control
cooling of the KC (component cooling) system. If applicant understands that KC TEMP is the
mode required for controlling service water flow through the KC Heat Exchanger, and believes
that both heat exchangers would be configured as such, then this answer is plausible. The
second column of the resulting controlling mode upon loss of the powersupplyto the control
(1 KPA), being MINIFLOW (i.e., unchanged) is also plausible, if the applicant has the
misconception that the power supply for this train’s control is different than 1 KPA. However, it
is the same for both trains’ controllers.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the position of KC Heat Exchanger A outlet mode control switch
(MINIFLOW) is correct for the given conditions - only one train of KG is in service. The
second column of the resulting controlling mode upon loss of the power supply to the control
(IKPA), being MlNlFLOWi.e., unchanged) is also plausible, if the applicant has the
misconception that the power supply for this train’s control is different than 1 KPA. However, it
is the same for both trains’ controllers.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the control mode after loss of 1 KPA is correct. It is also plausible
to believe that both KG Heat Exchanger service water outlet valves would be in what sounds
like a normal mode, for that equipment’s design function: to control cooling of the KG
(component cooling) system. If applicant understands that KC TEMP is the mode required for
controlling service water flow through the KG Heat Exchanger, and believes that both heat
exchangers would be configured as such, then this answer looks very plausible.

D. CORRECT. The stem conditions specify that only one train of KC (component cooling water)
is in service. When one train of KC is “in service”, this means that the control for that train’s
KG Heat Exchanger service water outlet valve will be selected to KG TEMP mode, performing
its design function of controlling service water cooling flow through the KC heat exchanger.
The other train of KC’s service water outlet valve control will be selected to MINIFLOW. This
function (MINIFLOW) means that the valve will modulate to attempt to provide each operating
RN (nuclear service water) pump with at least 19,000 gpm. Normally this would mean that
one KG Hx on each unit is aligned to “MINIFLOW”

When power (1 KPA) is lost to this controller, it causes the valve control to fail to the KG TEMP
mode. This will cause the valve associated with the idle KG Hx to close since this Hx has no
heat load (since only ONE train of KG was in service). Therefore, the operator will have to
take action to ensure adequate miniflow is available for the operating RN pumps.
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KIA Match
The K/A is matched because normal plant conditions are given in the stem, and the applicant must
identify the normal position of a control for a service water system valve. Knowing what
configuration controls and indications are expected to be in is a form of “monitoring” the valves.
Understanding HOW the valves operate, including their purpose and function, is equivalent
knowledge and ability for operating those valves. A provisional condition is then also presented,
and the applicant must determine how that condition may change the service water valve control
configuration.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves analysis of plant conditions involving a
loss of power, and integration of system knowledge from two plant systems (component cooling
and service water) to arrive at a conclusion of the resulting controlling mode for the valve.
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Enclosure 4.1
OPI1/A16400/005

System Startup Page 3 of 5

2.4.8 As header pressure increases, slowly open the pump discharge valve indicated in
Step 2.4.4 to the full open position.

2.4.9 Lock the pump discharge valve indicated in Step 2.4.4.

NOTE: One pump running is preferred as long as flow is <5700 gpm.

2.4.10 IF KC flow requirement is > 5700 gpm, perform the following:

2.4.10.1 Ensure 1KC-C37A (Train A Miniflow Isol) is closed.

2.4.10.2 IF KC flow is > 5700 gpm, start the remaining KC Train A pump.

El “KCPUMPAl”
O “KC PUMP A2”

2.5 KC Train lB is to be placed in service, complete the following steps:

NOTE: RN System minimum flow protection is normallyestablished using an idle KC train.

2.5.1 Complete the following steps to ensure the RN System has minimum flow
protection:

2.5.1.1 Ensure the inlet valves to available idle KC Hxs are open:

O 1RN-287A (KC Hx 1A Inlet Isol)
El 2RN-287A (KC Hx 2A Inlet Isol)
El 2RN-347B (KC Hx 2B Inlet Isol)

2.5.1.2 Ensure the KC Hx discharge valve(s) corresponding to the Hx(s)
selected in Step 2.5.1.1 are in “MINIFLOW”:

0 “KC HX 1A OTLT MODE”
0 “KC HX 2A OTLT MODE”
El “KC HX 2B OTLT MODE”

2.5.1.3 Ensure a complete RN flow path exists from the RN Pumps through
the Hx(s) selected in Step 2.5.1.1 to the discharge.

2.5.2 Ensure 1RN-347B (KC Hx lB Inlet Isol) is open.

____

2.5.3 Ensure “KC HX lB OTLT MODE” is in “KC TEMP”.
7i111 /
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4) When a KC train is inactive, the KC Hx outlet throttle valve can
be aligned to the RN pump minimum flow controller. The valve
will modulate to attempt to provide each operating RN pump with
at least 19,000 gpm. Normally this would mean that one KC Hx
on each unit is aligned to “MINIFLOW”. (Obj. #10)
(a) With one pump normally in service the 19,000 gpm flow is

easily met with two idle KC Hxs, both capable of 10,000
gpm. When two pumps are in service, the flow through
the idle KC Hxs will be, at a maximum, 20,000 gpm.
Depending on the heat exchangers in service, and
current heat load, the flow may not reach 19,000 gpm per
operating pump.

(b) Upon loss of offsite power the power (i.e. 1I2KPA) to this
controller is lost causing failure to the “KC TEMP” mode.
This will cause the valve associated with the idle KC Hx
to close since this Hx has no heat load. Therefore the
operator will have to take action to insure adequate
miniflow is available for the operating RN pumps.

(c) Loss of 1 KPA will cause 1RN291 and I RN351 to fail to
the “KC Temp” mode, and will cause 2RN291 and
2RN351 to fail closed if selected to “MIN[FLOW”, but will
not affect the Unit 2 valve selected to “KC Temp”.

(d) Loss of 2KPA will cause 2RN291 and 2RN351 to fail to
the “KC Temp” mode.

d) Containment Spray Heat Exchanger Inlet Isolation Valves
(1&2RN144A and 225B)
1) These valves are normally closed.
2) They do not receive any automatic signals to open. They are

opened by the operator during swapover from the injection mode
to the cold leg recirculation mode.

3) The NS Hx’s are able to be used for minimum flow for the RN
pumps when a KC Hx is out of service.
(a) This would not be allowed if an RN pump was inoperable

at the same time to ensure proper flow balance for the
remaining operable RN pumps.

(b) The NS Hxs are the last choice to achieve proper
minimum flow for the RN pumps. Use of the NS Hxs for
minimum flow is detrimental to the long term reliability of
the NS HXs. The introduction of raw water purges the
treated water in the HX and introduces untreated raw
water, with additional biological material, and the potential
for macrofouling due to clams and corrosion products
from upstream RN supply piping (Refer to PIPs C-03-
2910 C-03-5464, C-04-1 14 and C-04-599).

OP-CN-PSS-RN FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 71
Page 22 of 53



CNS I LOSS OF NORMAL POWER PAGE NO. 1
AP/11N5500/007 1 55 of 154Case Ill

Loss Of All 6.9KV Busses Revision

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

12. Verify RN status as follows:

NOTE RN Mini Flow circuits on both Units are powered from 1KPA. Unit I Mini Flow
circuits will fail to KC Temp Mode regardless of switch position. Unit 2 Mini
Flow circuits will fail closed when Mini Flow is selected.

— a. Verify each operating RN pump a. Perform the following:
discharge flow - GREATER THAN
8,600 GPM.

— 1) Stop any RN pump(s) not required
to support system operation.

— 2) if required, THEN align RN flow
through NS Hx(s) to increase each
operating RN pump discharge flow
to greater than 8,600 gpm. REFER
TO 0P101A164001006F (Nuclear
Service Water System Flush
Procedure).

NOTE The following step is to comply with SLC 16.7-6. Both IAD-12, All and
lAD-I 2, A/4 are inoperable.

b. Open the following valves:

—. 1 RN-58B (RN Hdr B Ret To SNSWP)

—. I RN-63A (RN Hdr A Ret To
SNSWP).

— 13. Verify VI pressure - GREATER THAN
— if operator(s) not previously dispatched

85 PSIG AND STABLE. by Step 11, THEN REFER]
AP101A155001022 (Loss of Instrument Air).

14. Verify proper VP alignment as follows:

a. VP previously- IN SERVICE. a. ]QStep 15.

— b. Ensure “VP EMERG STOP” switch - IN
THE “STOP” POSITION.

— 15. Determine and correct cause of Loss of
6.9KV Busses.
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55.
SYSIO3 A4.04
Containment System
Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: Phase A and phase B resets

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit was initially at 100% power.
• A LOCA has occurred.
• Containment pressure is 8 psig and decreasing.
• Safety Injection signal has NOT been reset.
• Phase A and Phase B have NOT been reset.

Which ONE of the following describes the response if the operator pushes the Phase A and the
Phase B RESET buttons on control panel 1MC-11 for the above conditions?

A. 1) Phase A will reset.
2) Phase B will NOT reset.

B. 1) Phase A will reset.
2) Phase B will reset.

C. 1) Phase A will NOT reset.
2) Phase B will NOT reset.

D. 1) Phase A will NOT reset.
2) Phase B will reset.

Ans: B

References:
Lesson plan for ESFAS ISE
TS Basis 3.3.2, ESFAS Instrumentation
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the Phase A signal can be reset with the given plant conditions.
Not being able to reset Phase B is plausible if the applicant has the misconception that
containment pressure being well above the Phase B initiation setpoint (3.O psig), would
preclude resetting Phase B.

B. CORRECT. Phase A actuates only upon receipt of a Safety Injection Signal. A Safety
Injection signal initiates upon Pressurizer low pressure, or Containment high pressure (1.2
psig). Phase B initiates upon receipt of a Hi-Hi Containment pressure.(3.O psig). Either, or
both, of these signals can be reset, independent of whether the condition which caused them
still exists or not. Therefore, with the conditions in the stem of a standing SI signal and
Containment pressure at 8 psig, Phase A and/or Phase B can be reset.

C. Incorrect. It is pausibIe that with the given plant conditions (containment pressure and a
standing SI signal - each of which causes a Phase B and Phase A, respectively), neither
Phase A nor Phase B could be reset, since the conditions which initiated those signals still
exist.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since Phase B can be reset. The Phase A reset statement, though
incorrect, is plausible if the applicant reasons that since containment pressure is well above
the Safety Injection signal setpoint (1.2 psig), and that an SI initiates a Phase A, that you
would not be able to reset the Phase A until the SI signal is reset.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with conditions involving actuation of both Phase A and Phase B and
then tested on whether these signals will be reset in the context of the given conditions.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze the given conditions for
reset of Phase A and Phase B. The correct answer is determined by recall of system knowledge
for signals that initiate a Phase A or Phase B. The applicant must analyze the conditions, apply
the system knowledge, and make a determination of the expected results when attempting to reset
the signals.
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INLLPObjective S L P P T
SORSR

OOQ1 State the purpose of the Engineered Safety Features Actuation X X —System.
2 Describe the sequence of events that occur if an Engineered Safety X X XFeatures Actuation System setpoint is reached.
3 Explain the purpose of each of the Engineered Safety Features X XSystem Components.

— — — — —4 List all the Engineered Safety Features Signals with their setpoints, X X Xlogic and interlocks.
5 Describe how each ESF Signal is reset.

— — X X X6 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X Xmaterials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech SpecsI SLC’s.
7 State from memory all Tech Spec actions for the applicable systems, X Xsubsystems and components which require remedial action to be takenin less than 1 hour.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only Rev. 44
Page 3 of 27
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c) If Ss signal can not be reset, sequencer control must be removed to
regain control of that train’s equipment. This would be true if NO P-4
is present or power is lost to SSPS cabinet.

d) “Auto S.l. Blocked” on Sl-I3 status light illuminates.
e) P-4 must be cleared before another auto 55 can occur once the

operator has RESET. P-4 can be cleared by closing the reactor trip
breakers. So this means that ALL AUTO S/I functions are blocked. A
Status light of this condition is provided on Sl-13.

B. Phase “A” Isolation (ST)

(St) Phase A Iso!

(St)
Phase A
Isolation

1. 2 Signals can actuate an ST.

a) Manual: One pushbutton per train under Plexiglas cover on MCI I
b) Safety Injection (S5) Train A (B) directly actuates Train A (B) ST.

2. Reset (Phase A Reset Button)

a) One per train

b) Functional with an Ss still present

3. Phase A Isolation indication on AD 13

4. Phase A Isolation isolates all Containment penetrations, which are non
essential to reactor / containment safety or cooling.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 18 of 27

Rev. 44
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MANUAL Phase B
NS

Cont

(Sp) Phase B Isolation

(SP)
Phase B

C. Phase B Isolation (Sr)

1. 2 signals can actuate an S

a) Manual: One pushbutton per train under Plexiglas cover on MCI I
(Phase B, NS-VX Initiate, Cont Vent Isol Button)

b) Hi-Hi Containment Pressure: 2/4 Containment Pressure Channels
greater than or equal to 3.0 PSIG. An annunciator (AD-I 3) signals
Control Room on HI HI Containment Pressure on any one channel.
I) The “Phase B, NS-VX mit and Cont Vent Isol” Button, when

depressed, will initiate all three functions.
2. Reset (Phase B Reset Button)

a) Allows manual control of S valves.

b) One pushbutton for each train (NS board)
c) Functional with any pressure in Containment.

3. Phase B Isolation indication: annunciator on ADI 3.
4. Phase B Isolation, completes the isolation of non-essential containment

penetrations including KC to the NCP’s.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 19 of 27

Rev. 44
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56.
SYSOOI 2.2.44
Control Rod Drive System
Ability to interpret control room indications to verify the status and operation of a system, and
understand how operator actions and directives affect plant and system conditions.

BANK - Braidwood 2009
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• Plant conditions have been stable for the past 15 minutes.
• Loop IA Tave is 572.0 °F.
• Loop lB Tave is 570.0 OF
• Loop 1C Tave is 570.0 °F.
• Loop 1 D Tave is 568.0 °F.
• Trefis568.0°F.
• The CRD Bank Select Switch is in MANUAL.

If the CRD Bank Select Switch is placed in AUTO, the control rods will initially

A. NOT step.

B. Step IN at 8 steps/minute.

C. Step IN at 40 steps/minute.

D. Step IN at 54 steps/minute.

Ans: B

References:
OP-CN-lC-I RXIDCSU 1, Lesson Plan Component Functional Description for Reactor Control
System, and Combined Error Signal.
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since this answer would be correct if the applicant believes that rod
control uses the auctioneered low Tave.

B. CORRECT. Rod control uses the Selected Tave (the second highest Loop Tave) and
compares it to Tref for calculating the demand signal. It also uses the rate of change between
auctioneered high NI channel and P-imp, however with stable conditions (given in stem) this
input can be ignored. Rods will step at 8 steps per/mm with a 1.5°F to 3°F mismatch. From
3°F to 5°F the rate will rise linearly from 8 to 72 steps per/mm. The question step has a 2°F
mismatch which interpolates to 8 steps per/mm.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant uses a 4 degree difference; Tave vs. Tref. Previous plant
design was to use auctioneered Tave vs. Tref; i.e., 572° - 568° 4°, resulting in a rod speed
of 40 steps per minute. With this misconception of a previous plant design, this answer would
be correct.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since this answer would be correct if the applicant believes that this is
calculated based on a linear rise from 1.5°F to 5°F.

K!A Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is presented with several control room indications
involving the control rod drive system, and then tested on how the given operator action will affect
plant and control rod drive system conditions.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it requires more than one mental step to answer
correctly. The applicant must select from a list of temperature indications the correct one to use for
performing a calculation which will be used to make a conclusion on how the rod drive system will
respond.
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6.2 Component and Functional Description (OBJECTIVES 2, 3)
A. Loop Average Temperature

1. Tavg for each loop is derived from (Th + Tc) /2
a) Th receives input from 3 narrow range RTDs. Three RTDs are used

to give a representative sample due to laminar flow and hot leg
streaming in the hot legs. CNS also experiences a phenomenon
called Upper Plenum Anomaly (U PA) which is related to hot leg
streaming. Because of the UPA the Th indications are weighted.
This yields a weighted average. For a more detailed explanation of
the UPA and weighting, see the OE section of this lesson.

b) Tc has a single input due to the turbulent flow out of the NCP
discharge. It is a narrow range input to Tavg.

c) The Th and Tc indications are Narrow Range instruments and can
only be read on the OAC individual loop graphics.

2. Each loop Tavg signal is sent to:
a) Protection System

1) OTAT (DNB concern)

2) OPAT (KW/FT concern)
3) P-12 (Cooldown concern: minimum temperature for criticality

protection, 553°F)
4) CF Isolation — Low Tavg coincident with P-4 (Cooldown

concern, setpoint 564° F)
b) Computer— indication
c) MCB indication — on MC-5
d) Loop Tavg Deviation alarm
e) Distributed Control System (DCS) — used to develop Selected Tavg

(second-highest and second-lowest Tavg) signals to be used by
IRX, ILE, and IDE control systems

1) Use of Selected Tavg-3 in ILE and Selected Tavg-2 in IDE will
be described in their respective lessons

3. Reactor Control System
a) Selected Tavg-1 Logic - Tavg output from all four loops is sent to

four median selectors. These median signals (4) are sent to a high
select logic whose output is the second-highest of the four loop
Tavg signals. When the median signals (4) are sent to a low select
logic the output is the second-lowest of the four loop Tavg signals

b) Selected Low Tavg-1 (second-lowest Tavg) —used in C-16, Turbine
Load Inhibit circuit

1) C-16 permissive is used to prevent over-cooling by the turbine
2) Difference between Selected Low Tavg-1 and the Tref is

indicated on the Load Follow Meter on MC-1.

OP-CN-!C-1RX,’DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV4
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IlL
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6. The power mismatch signal is displayed on the MCB on MC-l and the
TAVG REACTOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL graphics screen of DCS.
(See attached figure)
a) Displays error signal in °F to match temperature error signal
b) Displays on the DCS graphics
c) A positive signal calls for rod insertion.
d) A negative signal calls for rod withdrawal.

7. Power Mismatch is added to Temperature Error to give a Combined
Error Signal. This Combined Error signal is then sent to Rod Control.

E. Combined Error Signal
1. Sum of power mismatch and temperature error signals. Available on the

TAVG REACTOR TEMPERATURE CONTROL graphics screen of DCS
2. Output to:

a) Rod speed function
b) Rod direction logic

3. Another way the operator knows what the Combined Error equals is by
adding the Temperature Error and the Power Mismatch signals.
Example: Temp Error of +2°F and Power Mismatch of +2°F would be a
Combined Error of +4°F.

4. A calculated positive indicated signal (meaning Tavg is higher than TreO
a) Calls for rod insertion
b) Magnitude of signal will determine speed

5. Negative indicated signal (meaning Tavg is lower than Tref)
a) Calls for rod withdrawal
b) Magnitude of signal will determine speed

6.3 Operations
A. Instrumentation and Control

1. Reactor Control Input Signal
a) Selected Tavg-I

1) Derived from the 3 Th inputs (weighted) + I Tc input divided
by 2

2) Four loops Tavg through the four median selectors.
3) Second-Highest Tavg used in Reactor Control

b) Selected Turbine Impulse Pressure-I
I) 3 Channels through the median selector to Reactor Control
2) Indicative of turbine load
3) Used for programming Tref and input to Power Mismatch

Circuit
c) Selected Nuclear Power-2

1) 4 channels of Power Range

OP-CN-!C-1RKIDCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV4
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a) Possible cause

1) Urgent Alarm in either a Power Cabinet or Logic Cabinet

2) Must be manually reset after condition is corrected

2. Rod Control Non-Urgent Failure (AD-2, Nil)

a) Cause - Loss of a redundant power supply in any Power Cabinet or
Logic Cabinet.

b) Automatic reset after problem corrected.

c) No immediate affect on Rod Control System.

3. Rod Drive M/G Sets Trouble (AD2, Ff8)

a) One or both M/G Sets have tripped or a ground exists

4. OT1T Turbine Runback Block Rod Withdrawal Alert Ctrl (AD-2, B18)

5. OPT Turbine Runback Block Rod Withdrawal Alert Ctrl (AD-2, D18)

6. Over Power Rod Stop (AD-2, E/8)

D. Rod Stop Indications/Alarms

1. Automatic and Manual Rod Withdrawal Stops

a) OTAT Turbine Runback and Rod Stop (2/4 Channels) (-3%)

b) OPAT Turbine Runback and Rod Stop :(2/4 Channels) -l %)
c) Overpower Rod Stop (1/4 PR channels) (103% to 105%)

1) Rod Stop Bypass indicator lights on 51-19 indicate blocking of
Overpower Rod Stop channels.

d) IR Hi Flux Level Rod Stop (1/2 IR channels) (20% power current
equivalent)

2. Automatic Only Rod Withdrawal Stops

a) CB ‘D’ rod withdrawal of 200 steps is indicated by a Status Light on
SI-18.

b) Turbine Impulse Press less than 15% load

2.4 Setpoints, Limits and Precautions

A. Setpoints

1. Rod Stop Interlocks. For the Rod Stop setpoints, see the section on Rod
Stops, 2.2.D.

2. Rod Speeds (Obj. #15)

a) Shutdown Banks - 64 steps/rn in

b) Control Banks Manual or Bank Select - 48 stepsfrnin

c) Control Bank Auto - Variable 8 to 72 steps/mm

OP-CN-IC-IRE For Training Purposes Only REV. 35
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1) Rod speed is 8 steps/mm from 1.5°F error up to 3°F error. At
3 °F error rod speed starts to increase to 72 steps/mm at 5 °F
error.

2) Rod speed at 4 °F is 40 steps/mm. This is calculated by (72 —

8)12) +8 = 40

3) Rod -speed at 3.5 °F error is 24 steps/mm. This is calculated by
((40—8)/2)+8=24

3. Bank Overlap - amount of overlap varies (listed in Reactor Operating
Data Book). Presently overlap starts at 116 steps and stops at the full
out position for the banks which is determined by the point in cycle life.

B. Limits and Precautions

1. Refer to OP/i /A/61 50/008, Rod Control, for applicable Limits and
Precautions.

2. Refer to PT/I (2)/N4600/00i, RCCA Movement Test for Limits and
Precautions.

2.5 Procedures (Obj. #21)

A. The following procedures should be reviewed and covered with the class as
appropriate.

1. OPII/A16150/008, Rod Control Obj. #3, 16): Use this procedure to
explain the basic operation of the Rod Control System during start up
and re-aligning a dropped or misaligned rod. For ISS & NLO classes,
cover the NLO Actions for a rod retrieval.

2. AP/i/N5500/014, Control Rod Misalignment. AP/14 now has twocases.

a) Ensure Immediate Actions are covered for both cases. (Obj. #20)

b) Ensure reason for tripping the reactor on multiple dropped rods is
understood. (Obj. #22) Dropping multiple rods may put the plant in a
previously unanalyzed condition, especially if the rods drop in
different groups. Chapter 15 of the UFSAR only analyzes dropped
rods from the same group. Concerns for the core would be
exceeding peaking factors and DNBR.

3. AP/1(2)/A15500/015, Rod Control Malfunction {Obj. #18). -Ensure
Immediate Actions for Case II are covered.

a) Also cover the differences between Unit I and Unit 2.

4. PT/i (2)/A14600/001, RCCA Movement Test (Obj #5). This procedure is
covered during the SFAM-IRE for ROISROs. For ISS and NLOs explain
how to:

a) Perform the enclosure for Circuit Cards LED Status Lights
Verification. This verification determines the status of the Rod
Control Power fuses. Use the PT enclosures for this-explanation.

OP-CN-IC-IRE For Training Puiposes Only REV. 35
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57.
SYSOII K3.02
Pressurizer Level Control System (PZR LCS)
Knowledge of the effect that a loss or malfunction of the PZR LCS will have on the following: RCS

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• Channel Ill Pressurizer Level has been removed from service for calibration.
• Channel I Pressurizer Level begins to malfunction and is drifting HIGH.
• 1AD-2, Ff9 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION has alarmed.
• Indicated Pressurizer Level Control Channel values are as follows:

Channel I 60%
Channel II 55%
Channel III 0%

• A leak on the NC system develops.
• The crew has determined the leakrate to be approximately 130 gpm.

Which ONE of the following describes the effect of these conditions as Pressurizer level continues
to lower?

A. Pressurizer heaters automatically trip.
Letdown automatically isolates.

B. Pressurizer heaters automatically trip.
Operators will have to manually isolate letdown.

C. Operators will have to manually trip all Pressurizer heaters.
Operators will have to manually isolate letdown.

D. Operators will have to manually trip all Pressurizer heaters.
Letdown automatically isolates.

Ans: C

References:
OP/i /B/67501002
1AD-2, Ff9 DCS ALTERNATE ACTION
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the Pressurizer heaters do normally have a low level protective
cutout. If the applicant misinterprets the effect of the Pressurizer level control conditions, and
focuses only on the fact that the RCS Ieakrate results in a low level in the Pressurizer, and
recalls the automatic low level protection for PZR heaters, and the automatic isolation function
of letdown, this answer appears correct. However, the applicant misinterprets the effects of
the level control malfunction effect, and fails to recognize that these two normally automatic
functions have been blocked.

Applicant may have the misconception that one NV pump will not be able to maintain level for
this Ieakrate. The applicant may think that a reactor trip and SI are needed, and recall that SI
automatically isolates letdown.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the Pressurizer heaters do normally have a low level protective
cutout. However, the applicant misinterprets the effects of the level control malfunction effect,
and fails to recognize that this normally automatic function has been blocked. The second
part of the distractor is correct.

C. CORRECT. Pressurizer heaters normally automatically trip if Pressurizer level lowers to 17%,
and letdown also auto isolates at this level. However, the conditions given for the Pressurizer
level control malfunction, generates a DCS Alternate Action alarm. This alarm BLOCKS the
PZR heater low level cutout, and automatic isolation of letdown.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since having to manually trip the Pressurizer heaters is correct.
Applicant may have the misconception that one NV pump will not be able to maintain level for
this leakrate. The applicant may think that a reactor trip and SI are needed, and recall that SI
automatically isolates letdown. The second part is also plausible, if the applicant misinterprets
the effect of the PZR level control malfunction, and concludes that the automatic isolation of
letdown is not affected.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the question involves a malfunction of the Pressurizer level control
system, and then tests for knowledge of the effect this malfunction has on two parts of the RCS:
the Pressurizer (heater cutout function), and letdown (volume and level control for RCS).

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it requires more than one mental step to answer
correctly. The applicant must use system knowledge to recognize a condition that renders a two
automatic design features disabled, and apply that knowledge to the given conditions to determine
required actions.
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OP/1/B/6100/O1OC
PANEL: 1AD-2 Page 65 of 66

DCS ALTERNATE ACTION F/9
SETPOINT: A control function has switched to Alternate Action.

ORIGIN: Output from DCS

PROBABLE 1. Loss of more than one control channel
CAUSE: 2. High deviation between channels

3. Bad quality on a controlling channel
4. Feedwater going to single element control
5. Errors on both primary and backup RU

AUTOMATIC 1. Affected SLiM and soft M/A station may shift to manual.
ACTIONS: 2. IF input value cannot be determined, controller output will hold at last

known good value.

IMMEDIATE Refer to DCS alarm screen to determine specific cause.
ACTIONS:

SUPPLEMENTARY None
ACTIONS:

REFERENCES: CNM 1399.03-0629.001 Drop 11 Sheet 306



Enclosure 4.148 OPIl!B/6750/002
PZR Level Alternate Action Page 1 of 2

ORIGIN: PZRLVL1-AA PZRLVL2-AA

PROBABLE Median Select CANNOT determine a good value from the three pressurizer level inputs.
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. DCS ALTERNATE ACTION annunciator on 1AD-2, F/9.
ACTIONS:

2. PZR level is held at last good value.

3. IF PZRLVL1-AA, the following are blocked:
• High level alarm
• High level deviation
• Low level alarm
• Low level deviation
• PZR heaters off interlock
• Letdown isolation

4. IF PZRLVL1-AA, PZR Level Master M/A switches to manual.

5. IF PZRLVL2-AA, the following are blocked:
• Low level alarm
• PZR heaters off interlock
• Letdown isolation

OPERATOR ACTIONS ON NEXT PAGE
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2. Backup Controlling level (Selected PZR Level -2)
a) At less than 17% level will cause the following: (OBJECTIVE 7)

• NV-lA Closes
• NV-b, Ii, 13 Close
• PZR Heaters off
• Gives “PZR LO LEVEL HTR OFF & LETDN SECURED” alarm
• Minimize possibility of PZR level uncovering the heaters

3. Alternate Action for Pressurizer Level Control (either Selected PZR
Level-i or Selected PZR Level-2)

a) If Alternate Action occurs in either Selected Level (two bad level
inputs to the median selector)

1) It will block the low level alarm including letdown isolation and
heater cutoff @ 17% level on the affected selected channel.

b) Additionally an Alternate Action in Selected Level-i
1) Pressurizer Level Master will swap to Manual and the last good

level signal will be used by the controller
2) Blocks high level alarm @ 70%

c) High/Low Level Deviation Alarm, 1AD-6, E/9, will occur if Selected
Level-I is> 5% from program. The alarm is blocked if Alternate
Action occurs or the plant is not in Modes 1-4.

D. PZR Level Master M/A Station (Soft Control only)
1. Inputs are Selected Level -i (actual) and Reference Level (developed

from Selected Tavg)
2. Output signal is level error [Selected Level minus Reference Level]
3. A P1 controller provides the output signal and will increase the output

for the time the error signal has existed.
4. Output signal goes to the Charging Flow M/A Station for control of

NV-294, NV Pumps A&B Discharge Flow Control valve

OP-CN-PS-ILE-DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 2
Page 9 of 29
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F. Heater reenergization (OBJECTIVE 8)
1. All heater groups, A, B, C, and D
2. C-heaters must be manually RESET by depressing their associated

ON pushbutton when level increases to greater than 17%.
3. Back-up heater groups are capable of automatically re-energizing

when level recovers to greaterthan 17%.
G. Protection (OBJECTIVE 7)

1. Reactor Trip (P4)
2. Setpoint - 2/3 PZR level channels greater than 92%
3. Interlocked by P7 (P-i 0 or P-i 3 energized). Allows reactor trip when

>10% nuclear power or turbine load
H. Interlocks (OBJECTIVE 7)

1. High Level deviation (÷5%) turns on backup heaters.
2. Low level heaters off (< 17% PZR level)
3. Letdown orifice containment isolation (< 17% level) valves closed.
4. P-7 low power reactor trip block (P-i 0/P-I 3) interlock associated with

PZR Hi Level Reactor Trip
Annunciators (OBJECTIVE 6)

1. Selected PZR Level -i is the signal used for these alarms
a) High Level Deviation

1) AD-6 C/9 “PZR HI LEVEL DEV CONTROL”
2) Back-up heaters on
3) Setpoint 5% greater than program level
4) Blocked if Alternate Action

b) Low Level Deviation
1) AD-6 E/9 “PZR LO LEVEL DEVIATION” annunciator
2) Setpoint 5% less than program level
3) Blocked if Alternate Action
4) Blocked if plant not in Mode 1-4

c) High LevelAlarm
1) AD-6 B/9 “PZR HI LEVEL”
2) Setpoint is greater than or equal 70% level
3) Blocked if Alternate Action

2. Low Level
a) AD-6 D19 “PZR LO LEVEL HTR OFF & LETDN SECURED”
b) Either Selected PZR Level < 17% level

3. High Level Alert 1/3
a) 1/3 PZR Level Channels > 92%
b) AD-6 N9 “PZR HI LEVEL ALERT”

OP-CN-PS-ILE-DCSUI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 2
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58.
SYSOI5 A1.05
Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS)
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in parameters to prevent exceeding design limits)
associated with operating the NIS controls including: Imbalance (axial shape)

BANK CNS #250
Which ONE of the following completes the statement below to describe how a severe axial flux
imbalance that is outside of the normal limits, as defined in the ROD Book section 3.9 (OAC
Manual Input Data), affects automatic and/or manual rod withdrawal at 100% power?

Axial Flux Distribution (AFD) inputs to OPDT and OTDT cause both setpoints to

________________

which could actuate a C3 orC4 rod stop which will prevent

A. decrease; automatic AND manual rod withdrawal

B. increase; automatic AND manual rod withdrawal

C. decrease; automatic rod withdrawal ONLY

D. increase; automatic rod withdrawal ONLY

Ans: A

References:
OP-CN-IC-IPX page 14, 15
Tech Spec 3.3.1 pages 18-20
ROD Book section 3.9 (OAC Manual Input Data)
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. An automatic turbine runback will reduce delta-t below C3 setpoint. Auto and
manual rod withdrawal will be inhibited.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 2 is correct. Part 1 is plausible if the applicant has a
misconception on the effect of an axial swing on overall reactor power, and fails to recognize
that overall reactor power remains the same, and that the “penalty factor” orsetpoint actually
decreases.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since Part 1 is correct. Automatic rod withdrawal only is plausible if
applicant incorrectly reasons that manual rod control is always available, perhaps by
incorrectly applying this to rod insertion, instead of rod withdrawal.

D. Incorrect. Part 1 is plausible if the applicant has a misconception on the effect of an axial
swing on overall reactor power, and fails to recognize that overall reactor power remains the
same, and that the “penalty factor” or setpoint actually decreases.
Automatic rod withdrawal only is plausible if applicant incorrectly reasons that manual rod
control is always available, perhaps by incorrectly applying this to rod insertion, instead of rod
withdrawal.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with plant conditions involving an axial flux imbalance and then must
predict how the Nis will operate and input into two calculated setpoints, and how that will affect rod
control.

Cognitive Level: Low
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x
x

xx

TIME: 2.0 HOURS

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

Page 3 of 35

REV. 34

2

I N L L P

Objective S L P P T

SO R SR

OOQ

1 State the purpose of the Reactor Protection System (IPX) System. X X X X

List the reactor trips.

3 List the setpoint for each reactor trip.

6

4 List the logic and interlocks associated with each reactor trip.

5 Describe the function of the Solid State_Protection_System (SS PS).

x xxx x
x x x
x

Describe the operation of the following breakers and associated
interlocks:

• Reactor trip breakers

• Reactor trip bypass breakers

x x
xx

x xx xx

x
x

x
x

7 Explain the derivation of the reactor trip setpoints.

8 Define the following:

• Safety Limit

. Limiting Safety System Setting

• Nominal Setpoint

9 List all permissive and control “P” and “C” interlocks related to reactor
trips and their function, setpoint and logic.

10 Describe the function of the “‘First Out” annunciator panel.

I I Describe the function of all instrumentation and controls associated with
the Reactor Protection System (IPX).

12 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLCs.

13 State from memory all Tech Spec/SLC actions for the system,
subsystem or components which require remedial action to be taken in
one hour or less.

XX X

X

x
X

X

x

x x
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UNIT ONE
REACTOR OPERATING DATA

SECTION 3.9
OAC MANUAL INPUT DATA

OAC POINT ID VALUE UNITS DESCRIPTION (MVU TABLE)

C1K2109 119.78 % OTSETPT NORM OVERPOWER FACTOR (OPOTDT)

C1K0321 585.1 DEG F OT Dir LOOP AT PRIME(OPOTDT)

C1K0322 585.1 DEG F OT Dir LOOP B T PRIME (OPOTDT)

C1K0323 585.1 DEG F OT Dir LOOPC T PRIME (OPOTDT)

C1K0324 585.1 DEG F OT Dir LOOP D T PRIME (OPOTDT)

Cl K21 11 3.340 OT Dir HI TAVG MULTIPLIER {OPOTDT)

C1K2112 2235 PSIG OT Dir NOMINAL PZR PRESS {OPOTDT)

C1K2113 0.1601 OT Dir HI PZR PRESS MULTIPLIER (OPOTDT)

C1K2114 N/A % OT Dir LO D/I BREAKPOINT (OPOTDT)

C1K2115 19.0 % OT Dir HI D/I BREAKPOINT (OPOTDT)

Cl K21 16 N/A OT DirtO D/I MULTIPLIER-(OPOTDT)

C1K2117 1.769 OTDirHI D/I MULTIPLIER (OPOTDT)

C1K0929 0.0 % OT Dir SETPOINT K1 PENALTY (OPOTDT)

C1K2102 108.64 % OP MAX OVERPOWER FACTOR (OPOTDT)

Cl K0331 585.1 DEG F OP Dir LOOP AT DOUBLE PRIME (OPOTDT)

C1K0332 582.0 DEG F OP Dir LOOP B T DOUBLE PRIME (OPOTDT)

C1K0333 585.1 DEG F OP Dir LOOP CT DOUBLE PRIME OPOTDT)

C1K0334 585.1 DEG F OP Dir LOOP D T DOUBLE PRIME (OPOTDT)

Cl K2104 0.1179 OP Dir HI TAVG MULTIPLIER (OPOTDT)

Cl K21 05 -35.0 % OP DirLO D/I BREAKPOINT (OPOTDT)

C1K2106 35.0 % OP Dir HI D/I BREAKPOINT (OPOTDT)

Cl K21 07 7.0 OP Dir LO D/I MULTIPLIER (OPOTDT)

C1K2108 7.0 OP Dir HI D/I MULTIPLIER OPOTDT)

C1K0926 0.0 OP Dir SETPOINT K4 PENALTY {OPOTDT)

Cl K2120 2.60 % OP Dir SETPT DIFF ALARM LIMIT (OPOTDT)

C1K2122 4.30 % OT DITSETPT DIFF ALARM LIMIT (OPOTDT)
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6) Permissive P-7

(a) 2/4 PR channels> 10% Power or

(b) 1/2 Turbine Impulse pressure channels> 10% full load

(c) Automatically unbiocks “at power” trips.

(1) NC Pump Undervoltage

(2) NC Pump Underirequency

(3) NC Pump 2 Loop Loss of Flow

(4) Pressurizer Low Pressure

(5) Pressurizer High Level

7) Permissive P-8

(a) 2/4 PR channels > 48% Power

(b) Unblocks “single loop loss of flow” Rx Trip.

3. Delta-T Trips and Interlocks

NOTE: Refer to ROD Book Section 3.9 or COLR for setpoints

a) Overtemperature tST (OThT)

1) Protects fuel clad against overheating. (DNB)

2) Compares actual txT to liT setpoint

3) Inputs

(a) Pressurizer pressure

(b) Reactor coolant temperature, Tavg

(C) AFD (Flu)

4) LiT setpoint varies as a function of

(a) Coolant Pressure (decreases setpoint as pressure
decreases and vice versa).

(b) Reactor Coolant Average Temperature: the trip is varied
to correct for changes in coolant density and specific
heat capacity with changes in coolant temperature
(decreases the setpoint as Tavg increases above full
load Tavg and vice versa).

(c) lii - Axial Flux Difference (decreases setpoint if AFD is
outside of the range given in the ROD Book Section 3.9

(d) OTLuT setpoint is calculated for each loop.

(e) At full power steady state conditions, OTAT setpoint
should be the value of KI in the COLR times 100%.

OP-CN-IC-1PX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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5) If the liT in 2/4 loops is > OTIXT setpoint, the reactor will trip.

6) OTIiT Rod Stop (C-3)

(a) liT liT setpoint -3% in 2/4 loops

(b) Blocks automatic and manual rod withdrawal

(c) OTIiT Turbine Runback (C-3). Turbine runback@ 10%
per minute until LiT is below the setpoint.

b) Overpower liT (OPLiT)

1) Protects against excessive fuel centerline temperature (KW/ft)

2) Provides a backup to the Power Range High Flux - High
Setpoint Trip

3) liT setpoint varies as a function of Tavg, the Rate of Change of
Tavg and AFD.

(a) Tavg decreases setpoint as Tavg rises above full load
Tavg to correct for changes in cooiant density and
specific heat capacity with change incoolant
temperature.

•(b) The rate of change of Tavg decreases the setpoint if
Tavg is increasing.

(c) AFD decreases setpoint if AFD is outside the range
given in ROD Book Section 3.9.

(d) OPLiT is calculated for each loop.

(e) At full power steady state conditions, OPAT setpoint
should be the value of K4 in the COLR times 100%.

4) If the LiT in 2/4 loops is equal to the OPLiT setpoint, the reactor
will trip.

5) Turbine Runback & Rod Stop (C-4)

(a) liT = liT setpoint -1% in 2/4 loops

(b) Blocks automatic and manual rod withdrawal

(c) Turbine Runback @ 10% per minute until liT is below
the setpoint.

4. Pressurizer Low Pressure Trip

a) Protects NC System against DNB

b) 2/4 Pressurizer pressure channels < 1945 psig

c) Trip signal auto unblocked > P-7 and automatically blocked less
than P-7.

OP-CN-!C-IPX FOR TRAINiNG PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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INTERLOCKS LOGIC FUNCTION

the IR trip and the PR trip are
automatically reactivated.

P-13 1/2 Impulse Pressures> Input to P-7
10%

C-I 1/2 IR > 20% RTP Blocks automatic and manual rod
current equivalent withdrawal

C-2 1/4 PR> 103% to 105% Blocks automatic and manual rod
withdrawal

C-3 2/4 OTAT> OTAT • Blocks automatic and manual
setpoint - 3% rod withdrawal

. Actuates Turbine Runback
10% per minute

C-4 2/4 OPIiT> OPAT • Blocks automatic & manual
setpoint - 1% withdrawal

• Actuates Turbine Runback
@I0% per minute

C-5 Median Select Impulse Blocks automatic rod withdrawal
Pressure less than or
equal to 15% (Unit 1)

Ch.1 Impulse Pressure
less than or equal to
15% (Unit 2)

2.5 Technical Specifications (Obj. #12, #13)

A. 2.1.1 Reactor Core Safety Limits

B. 2.1.2 RCS Pressure Safety Limit

C. 3.3.1 Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

D. 3.3.2 ESFAS Instrumentation (Feedwater Isolation - Tave Low and ESFAS
Interlocks - Reactor Trip, P-4)

E. OMP 2-29 Technical Specifications Action item Log, Attachment 10.6 -

License Amendments 247 (Unit 1) and 240 (Unit 2) [SSPS and Reactor Trip
System Completion Times, Bypass Test Times and Surveillance Test
Intervals] Risk Significant Equipment Outage Conditions

OP-CN-IC-IPX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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Catawba 1 Cycle 19 Core Operating Limits Report

Figure 5

cNEI-0400- 190
Page 23 of 32

Revision 0

I
0
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I

Percent of Rated Thermal Power Versus Percent Axial Flux Difference Limits

-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20
Axial Flux Difference (% Delta I)

NOTE: Compliance with Technical Specification 3.2.1 may require more restrictive AFD
limits. Refer to the Unit I ROD manual for operational AFD limits.
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RTS Instrumentation
- 3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 5 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

Note 1: Overtemperature AT

The Overtemperature AT Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the following NOMINAL
TRIP SETPOINT by more than 4.3% (Unit 1) and 4.5% (Unit 2) of RTP.

AT1 1 AK1_K2(14s) ET
1 —T’l+K3(P—P’)—(AI)(1+r2s 1+v3s ) (1+i-5s) [ (1÷6s) j

Where: AT is the measured RCS AT by loop narrow range RTDs, °F.
AT0 is the indicated AT at RTP, °F.
s is the Laplace transform operator, sec1.
T is the measured RCS average temperature, °F.
T is the nominal Tavg at RTP (allowed by Safety Analysis), <the values specified in
the COLR.
P is the measured pressurizer pressure, psig
P is the nominal RCS operating pressure, = the value specified in the COLR
K1 = Overtemperature AT reactor NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT, as presented in

the COLR,
K2 = Overtemperature AT reactor trip heatup setpoint penalty coefficient, as

presented in the COLR,
K3 = Overtemperature AT reactor trip depressurization setpoint penalty

coefficient, as presented in the COLR,
t1, t2 Time constants utilized in the lead-lag compensator for AT, as presented in

the COLR,
= Time constant utilized in the lag compensator for AT, as presented in the

COLR,
t4, t5 = Time constants utilized in the lead-lag compensator for Tavg, as presented

in the COLR,
Time constant utilized in the measured Tavg lag compensator, as presented
in the COLR, and

f1(Al) = a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom detectors of
the power-range neutron ion chambers; with gains to be selected based on
measured instrument response during plant startup tests such that:

(i) for q
-
q between the “positive” and “negative”f1(AI) breakpoints as

presented in the COLR; f1(Al) , where q and q are percent
RATED THERMAL POWER in the top and bottom halves of the
core respectively, and q + q is total THERMAL POWER in percent
of RATED THERMAL POWER;

(ii) for each percent Al that the magnitude of q
-
q is more negative

than thef1(Al) “negative” breakpoint presented in the COLR, the AT
Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced by thef1(Al) “negative”
slope presented in the COLR; and

(continued)

Catawba Units I and 2 3.3.1-18 Amendment Nos. 210/204



RTS Instrumentation
- 3.3:1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 6 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

(iii) for each percent Al that the magnitude of q
-
q is more positive

than thef1(Al) “posifive” breakpoint presented in the COLR, the AT
Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced, by thef1(AI) “positive”
slope presented in the -COLR.

Note 2: Overpower AT

The Overpower AT Function Allowable Value shall not exceed the following NOMINAL TRIP
SETPOINT by more than 2.6% (Unit 1) and 3.1% (Unit 2) of RTP.

AT
(1 + r s) 1

AT K4 — K-
7 S ( 1

T — K6 FT
1

— Tl — f2(1+r2s)l+r3s) L 1+r7S1+r6s) [ 1+r6s ]

Where: AT is the measured RCS AT by loop narrow range RTDs, °F.
AT0 is the indicated AT at RTP, °F
s is the Laplace transform operator, sec1.
T is the measured R-CS average temperature, °F.
T is the nominal Tavg at RTP (calibration temperature for AT instrumentation),

the values specified in the COLR.
K.4 = Overpower AT reactor NOMINAL TRIP SETPOINT as presented in the

COLR,
K5 = the value specified in the COLR for increasing average temperature and

the value specified in the COLR for decreasing average temperature,
K6 = Overpower AT reactor trip heatup setpoint penalty coefficient as presented

in the COLR for T > T and K6 = the value specified in the COLR for T <T,
T1, t2 = Time constants utilized in the lead-lag compensator for AT, as presented in

the COLR,
= Time constant utilized in the lag compensator for AT, as presented in the

COLR,
= Time constant utilized in the measured Tavg lag compensator, as presented

in the COLR,
= Time constant utilized in the rate-lag controller for Tavg, as presented in the

COLR, and
f2(Al) a function of the indicated difference between top and bottom detectors of

the power-range neutron ion chambers; with gains to be selected based on
measured instrument response during plant startup tests such that:

(i) for q - q between the “positive” and “negative”f2(AI) breakpoints as
presented in the COLR; f2(Al) = 0, where q and q are percent
RATED THERMAL POWER in the top and bottom halves of the
core respectively, and q + q is total THERMAL POWER in percent
of RATED THERMAL POWER;

{continued)

Catawba Units I and 2 3.3.1-19 Amendment Nos. 210/204



RTS Instrumentation
- 3.3.1

Table 3.3.1-1 (page 7 of 7)
Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

(ii) for each percent Al that the magnitude of q
-
q is more negative

than thef2AI) “negative” breakpoint presented in the COLR, the AT
Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced by thef2(AI) “negative”
slope presented in the COL-R; and

(iii) for each pecent Al that the magnitude of q
-
q is more positive

than thef2{Al) “positive” breakpoint presented in the COLR, the AT
Trip Setpoint shall be automatically reduced by thef2(Al) “positive”
slope presented in the COLR.

Catawba Units 1 and 2 3.3.1-20 Amendment Nos. 173/165



OP/1/B/6100/O1OB
PANEL: lAD-i Page 58 of 64

TURB RUNBACK INITIATED F/4
SETPOINT: Turbine Runback

ORIGIN: EHC Output Signal.

PROBABLE 1. C-3 2/4 Overtemperature zT above setpoint - Runback
CAUSE: continues until initiating condition clears.

2. C-4 2/4 Overpower T above setpoint - Runback continues until
initiating condition clears.

3. Low KG pressure 53 psig with load> 23% - Runback continues until
initiating condition clears.

4. High KG temperature 82°C (179.6°F) with load> 23% - Runback
continues until initiating condition clears.

5. Loss ofeither FWPT with load> 65% - Runback continues until load
is S 65%.

6. Either train separation from the grid (generator breaker or unit tie
breakers) with load > 48% - Runback continues until load is < 48%.

7. Loss of either main transformer cooling power with load> 48% -

Runback continues until load is <48%.
8. Loss of PCB-13, 15, 16 and 18 with PCB-14, 17 closed and

GCB-1A, lB closed - Runback continues until load is <48%.

RESPONSES FOR THIS ALARM ARE LISTED IN

AP/1/A/5500/003 (LOAD REJECTION).



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

59.
SYSOI7 A2.02
In-Core Temperature Monitor (ITM) System
Ability to (a) predict the impacts of the following malfunctions or operations on the ITM system; and
(b) based on those predictions, use procedures to correct, control or mitigate the consequences of
those malfunctions or operations: Core damage

BANK MNS 2009 Sig Mod.
A Reactor Trip and Safety Injection have occurred on Unit I due to a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA).

The following conditions exist:

• Containment pressure is 10 psig and slowly decreasing.
• All NC pumps have been secured.
• NC system subcooling is -50° F.
• CETs indicate 750°F and increasing.
• Reactor Vessel Lower Range Level (RVLIS) is currently 34% and slowly decreasing.

Which ONE of the following completes the statement below?

The status of Core Cooling is currently

A. ORANGE, and will remain ORANGE even if RVLIS increased by 10%.

B. ORANGE, but will be YELLOW if CETs decreased by 100°F.

C. RED, and will remain RED even if CETs decreased by 100°F.

D. RED, but will be ORANGE 11 RVLIS stabilized at 10% higher.

Ans: D

References:
F-0, (Critical Safety Function Status Trees), Rev. 7
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant has an incomplete understanding of the parameters involved
for Core Cooling Status Tree. In this case, the applicant has placed an incorrect amount of
significance on RVLIS, and failed to recognize that the ET temperature given (750°)
indicates a Red Path condition initially, not an Orange Path.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant has an incomplete understanding of the parameters involved
for Core Cooling Status Tree. With CET5 at 750°F, and if the temperature decreased by 100°,
it may at first appear that the path would change from Orange to Yellow; however, the
applicant fails to recognize (or remember the significance of) the RVLIS level at 34%. This
level of 34% is the parameter which requires the path to remain Orange, and not change to
Yellow.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, if applicant has an incomplete understanding of the parameters involved
for Core Cooling Status Tree. With CETs at 750°F and increasing, the applicant misapplies
the guidance in the F-0 and makes an incorrect conclusion that the Red Path will remain Red.

D. CORRECT. Per F-0, the Core Cooling Status Tree is currently in Red Path conditions, with
RVLIS at its current level (34%). However, if RVLIS were to increase by 10% to 44%, this
would be above the decision point (41%) which would constitute an Orange Path condition.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with plant conditions which are trending towards eventual core damage.
The CET aspect of the K/A is addressed by giving the temperature and trend of the GETs, and
then using that to predict the effect on the critical safety function path, in the context of core
damage. Predictions are also asked for by giving conditional parameter changes and then having
to predict what effect that would have on the critical safety function.

By making the correct determination of the status of the critical safety function, the applicant is in
effect using a procedure which will give the appropriate guidance for mitigating these conditions.

Cognitive Level: Low

Page 130 of 232
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ES-401 Sample Written Examination Form ES-401-5

Question Worksheet

ORIGINAL BANK QUESTION FOR QUESTION #59
Examination Outline Cross- Level RO SRO
reference: x

Tier# I
Final Group # I

K/A# 015AA2.11
Importance Rating 3.4 3.8

RCP Malfunctions
Ability to determine and interpret the following as they apply to (RCP Malfunctions):
When to jog RCP’s during ICC.

Proposed Question: Common 34

1 Pt Given the following conditions:

• Unit 1 is responding to a LOCA
• Ailsources of feedwater have been lost, SIG NR levels are 17%

and decreasing
• NC pumps are secured
• FR-C.1 (Response to Inadequate Core Cooling) has been

implemented
• NI and NV pumps are unavailable

Peak Containment pressure reached 2.5 PSIG
S/G depressurization has failed to restore adequate core cooling
Core Exit Thermocouples are currently indicating 1210°F

• NC pump support requirements can NOT be met

What is the major action(s) required byFR-C.1 under these conditions?

A. Do NOT restart NC pumps, open all PZR PORVs and head vents to
depressurize the NC system.

B. Restart all NC pumps and restore secondary heat sink in FR-H.1
before proceeding in FR-Cl.

C. Restart NC pumps one at a time until CETs are less than 1200°F to
force two phase flow through the core for core cooling.

D. Do NOT restart NC pumps, continue efforts to initiate feed and bleed of
the NC system to restore core cooling.

Page 102 of 320
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

60.
SYSO27 K2.0l
Containment Iodine Removal System (CIRS)
Knowledge of bus power supplies to the following: Fans

BANK McGuire 2009
Unit I was operating at 100% power when the following sequence of events occurred:

• A Loss of Offsite Power occurred.
• The reactor tripped.
• When IA DIG attempted to load 1ETA, 87G (Generator Differential) relay actuated due to a

fault on the bus.
• Just after the reactor trip, a LOCA inside containment developed.
• Containment pressure has risen to 3.1 psig and is slowly increasing.

Which ONE of the following describes the status of the VE (Annulus Ventilation) fans?

A. ONLY 1 B VE fan is running.

B. 1A AND lB VE fans are running.

C. ONLY I B VE fan will start after a 9 minute time delay.

D. 1A AND 1 B VE fans will start after a 9 minute time delay.

Answer: A

References:
DBD for Annulus Ventilation
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Power is unavailable to 1A VE fan due to the lockout of bus 1ETA. This 87G
relay actuation causes the DIG output breaker to lETA (safety bus) trip open, and IA D/G to
shutdown. Power continues to be available to I B VE fan, since 1 B D/G started and loaded
per design. With containment pressure at 3.1 psig, lB VE fan will be operating, since a Safety
Injection signal (Ss) initiated when containment pressure rose to> 1.2 psig.

B. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant does not understand that the 87G relay locks out the 1A
D/G, and therefore no power is available to safety bus 1ETA, and consequently no power is
available to IA VE fan. With containment pressure at 3.1 psig, lB VE fan will be operating,
since a Safety Injection signal (Ss) initiated when containment pressure rose to> 1.2 psig.

C. Incorrect. Plausible because only 1 B VE fan has power to start and run. However, the
applicant must understand that the VE fans start immediately upon receipt of a Safety
Injection signal, which also generates a Phase A signal. It is plausible for an applicant to
misunderstand Phase A vs. Phase B time delays. A time delay of 9 minutes is plausible,
since the Air Return Fans start after 9 minutes.

D. Incorrect. Plausible if the applicant does not understand that the 87G relay will lockout the
1 D/G and therefore no power will be available to 1 ETA and consequently no power is
available to IA VE fan. Also the applicant must understand that the VE fans start immediately
upon receipt of a Safety Injection signal, with NO time delay. A time delay of 9 minutes is
plausible, since the Air Return Fans start after 9 minutes.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the stem of the question gives conditions involving a power
abnormality. In order to answer the question and make the correct prediction on what will happen,
the applicant must know the power supplies to the annulus ventilation fans. Though they are not
labeled as iodine removal fans, they do perform that function.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it involves more than one mental step to arrive at
the correct answer. The applicant must recall system knowledge and apply it to a power supply
loss and predict the system response.
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DUKE POWER CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L P

Objective S L p p T

SO R SR

OOQ

I Describe the purpose of the VE system 1
2 Describe why it is necessary to maintain a vacuum in the annulus X X X X X

following a LOCA

3 Explain how the release of fission products from containment is limited Xl X X X X

Describe how fires can start in the VE carbon filter xfx x x x
j Describe how a fire in the carbon filter is extinguished x x x

6 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply Limits and Precautions X X X X
associated with related station procedures

7 Describe the Standby alignment for VE per OP/l/A164501002 [lx x
8 Describe the conditions necessary to auto start the VE fans X X X X X

9 Describe how the VE System operates to maintain a vacuum in the X X X X X
annulus

10 State the conditions necessary to secure VE following an auto start
— ] x x x

11 Explain the Annulus Ventilation Operability Test PT/I 1N44501003A — — X X —

12 Discuss the relationship between VE and VY systems — — X X X

13 Given a set of specific plant conditions and access to reference X X X
materials, determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech
Specs/SLC5

14 Trace the VE System flow path given a drawing of the VE System X I x —

TIME: 1.0 Hour

OP-CN-CNT-VE FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 18
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DUKE POWER CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

A. This lesson will describe the operation of the Annulus Ventilation System
(VE) including a description of each major component.

1.2 Format

A. The system will be discussed in the following order:

1. Objectives

2. Basic Description and Operation

3. Tech Specs

4. Summary

1.3 Student Learning Objectives

A. Cover Objectives

2. PRESENTATION

2.1 Purpose (Obj. #1)

A. Produce and maintain a negative pressure in the annulus during LOCA
conditions.

B. Reduce the concentration of radioactivity in the air within and discharged
from the annulus through recirculation and filtration of annulus air.

C. Provide long term fission product removal within the annulus through
filtration.

2.2 Basic Description

A. The VE System consists of two redundant trains per Unit, each train having:

1. Full capacity fan.

.2. Filter Train.

3. Dampers and associated duct work.

4. Controls.

B. The VE System will produce a 1.5” water vacuum in the annulus within 60
seconds following an Sssignal. Maintaining a negative pressure in the
annulus allows leakage from the primary containment to enter the annulus
for collection and filtration prior to release to the Unit Vent. This filtration
reduces potential offsite and onsite dose. {Obj. #2)

C. The VE fans take suction high in the annulus, and the VE fans discharge low
in the annulus. This provides for good mixing and filtration of the annulus
air.

OP-CN-CNT-VE FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 18
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DUKE POWER CA TAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

D. Volume Control Dampers

1. Recirculation dampers D2 and D7 - located in fan discharge back to the
annulus. Electro-Hydraulic Actuator fails closed.

2. Exhaust dampers D3 and D8- located in fan discharge to the unit vent.
Electro-Hydraulic Actuator fails open.

3. Exhaust and Recirculation dampers are auto controlled by the annulus
pressure control circuit to maintain 1 .5” water vacuum in the annulus.

E. Manual Isolation dampers (back draft dampers)

1. Unit Vent isolation dampers - Prevent back flow from the Unit Vent with
the fans secured. Located in each fan’s discharge to the Unit Vent.

2. Fan and filter train isolation dampers- prevent reverse flow through the
components

F. Indications

1. Annulus pressure (1/train) - control signal for damper operation

2. VE exhaust flow (1/train) - flow to the unit vent

3. VE total flow (1/train) - total flow per fan

4. Exhaust flow totalizer (1/train) - measures accumulative flow for post
accident dose assessment.

2.4 Operation

A. Limits and Precautions (Obj. #6)

1. Reviewthe limits and precautions by referring to OP/1/A/6450/002.

B. Alignment for Standby Readiness (Obj. #7)

1. Review Enclosure lof OP/1/N64501002

C. Auto Start Operation (Obj. #8).

1. The VE fans and heaters are automatically started by the DIG load
sequencer following a safety injection signal.

2. The VE system exhaust dampers are full open and recirculation
dampers are closed. Annulus air is exhausted to the Unit Vent until
annulus pressure reaches 1.5” H20 vacuum. (Obj. #9)

OP-CN-CNT-VE FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 18
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DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CA TA WBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

d) Load Group #1 from DIG sequencer has permission to start.
7. CPCS and less than or equal to .5 psid permissive is no longer an input

once the damper is OPEN.
8. ARF automatically start if the following conditions are met: (Obj. #4, 5)

a) 9 minutes have elapsed from receipt of Sp signal.
b) Greater than or equal to 0.9 psig signal from CPCS.
c) Load Group #11 from DIG sequencer has permission to start.

9. If containment pressure reaches less than or equal to 0.35 psig, the ARF
will stop, to prevent inadvertent Containment depressurization, but the
dampers will not close. (Obj. #4, 5)

10. Carbon Steel angle dams has been installed around the VX Fans to
prevent flooding and subsequent inoperability during Containment Spray
actuation.

11. To manually start the ARF, requires GPCS signal and “ON” selected.
Manual starts of fan will bypass the time delay. (Obj. #4)

12. To manually open the damper requires the folowing: (Obj. #4)
a) Sp or ARE Manually “ON”
b) CPCS signal
c) “OPEN” selected
d) Time delay is bypassed

13. CPCS function is performed by “POWER LOCKOUT” MCC’S. Each
contactor has an associated breaker in series. The breaker serves no
useful function but had to be bought as a package to obtain a safety
related seismic qualified contactor. If this “POWER LOCKOUT” breaker
is opened, control room indication is unaffected.

[Addresses Operator Fundamentals item #5 (Knowledge)]
B. Hydrogen Skimmer System

1. Safety related system.
2. Two fans (4260-CFM capacity) located in upper containment.
3. Fans take suction from the following dead-ended spaces in lower

containment. (Obj. #3)
a) All 4 S/G compartments
b) Pressurizer compartment
c) Reactor compartment
d) All 4 cold leg accumulators
e) North and South fan rooms
t) lncore instrumentation room

4. Fans discharge in upper containment in the vicinity of hydrogen
recombiners. (Obj. #3)

5. Electrically operated isolation valves located in each fan suction line.

OP-CN-CNT-VX FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 26
Page 7 of 14
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Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC CA TA OPERATIONS TRAINING

SEQUENCER LOAD
GROUPS

LOCA BLACKOUT
LOAD GROUP 10

* Boric Acid Heaters x
* Turbine & CFPT Turning Gears x
* TIGOilPumps x
* NB Pumps x
* RF Jockey pumps & CO2 Unit x

LOAD GROUP 11
* H2Recombiners x
* CIR Area AHUs x x
* VX Fans x
* YCPumps x x

LOAD GROUP 12
* VC Chiller Compressor x x

OP-CN-DG-EQB FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 34
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- OP/1/A16100/009 A
Page 2 of 66

Annunciator Response for lÀ DIG Panel

1. Purpose

The purpose of this procedure is to give the setpoint, origin, probable cause and actions
necessary for identifying and clearing alarms received.

2. Limits and Precautions

All information and indications shall be used in responding to and correcting an alarm condition.

3. Procedure

Refer to appropriate annunciator response for alarm received.

: :. DIESELjGJNE TRIP SU4MARY,
ANNUNCIATOR ANNUNCIATQR EMERGENCY.! TRIP

WJ.OW NOMENCLATURE NON-1MERGENcY TRI -SETPOINT.
&J4 * 1 TRIP LOW PRESS LUBE OIL J NON-EMERGENCY 35 psig decreasing
A/5 * TRIP LOW LOW PRESS LUBE EMERGENCY 30 psig decreasing

OIL
A/10 * TRIP HIGH TEMP LUBE OIL NON-EMERGENCY 200°F. increasing

OUTLET

B/4 * TRIP LOW PRESS TURBO OIL NON-EMERGENCY 15 psig decreasing

B15 TRIP HIGH TEMP BEARINGS NON-EMERGENCY 228°F. increasing
DuO * TRiP HIGH TEMPERATURE NON-EMERGENCY 200°F. increasing

JACKET WATER OUT
E/i TRIP GENERATOR FAULT EMERGENCY 33.6 amps (line)

.14 amps (relay)

E17 * TRIP HIGH PRESS CRANKCASE NON-EMERGENCY 5” HO increasing

E/8 * TRIP HIGH VIBRATION NON-EMERGENCY 1/2-3/4 G acceleration

E!9 TRIP OVERSPEED EMERGENCY 517.5 RPM

itm
E/2 GROUND FAULT GENERATOR ONLY TRIP 2 seconds at 300% on

relay (9 volts)
E!3 OVERCURRENT GENERATOR ONLY TRIP i464A (5ODGT)

1200A12.05 sec (5 lV)

* These trips are locked out for 60 seconds after engine start.



OPIl/A16100/009A
PANEL: DIG 1A Page 46 of 66

TRIP GENERATOR FAULT E/1
SETPOINT: 33.6 amps Line/O.14 amps at Relay

ORIGIN: 87G Relay (located on breaker 1ETA19).

PROBABLE Generator phase to phase fault.
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. Diesel Generator breaker trip and lockout via Lockout Relay 86D
ACTIONS: (located on breaker 1ETA19).

2. Diesel trips.

IMMEDIATE 1. Ensure Diesel Generator breaker is tripped.
ACTIONS: 2. Ensure “LO PUMP & HEATER” light illuminates on 1DECPA.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Control Room Supervisor to refer to Tech Spec 3.8.1 and
ACTIONS: 3.8.2 for operability determination and notify Transmission Control

Center (TCC) if the Diesel Generator is declared unavailable.
2. Refer to “PROBABLE CAUSE” Section to determine cause of

alarm and take action to correct problem as soon as possible.

REFERENCES: 1. CN-1777-O1.O1
2. CN-1777-O1.O1.Ol
3. CN-1777-O1.02
4. CNM-1301.QO-0237, Vol. I
5. TS 3.8.1 and 3.8.2
6. CNSD-0115-O1
7. CNRS-0115-O1.19-08
8. CNEE-0120-O1.Ol-03
9. CNEE-0120-O1.O1-06
10. SOER 90-1



CNS REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION PAGE NO.
EP/11A15000/E-O

Enclosure 2- Page 5 of 7 37.0! 61

Ventilation System Verification Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

3. Verify proper VE System operation as
follows:

a. VE fans - ON. a. Manually start fan(s).

— b. Annulus pressure - BETWEEN b. Perform the following:
-1.4 IN. WCAND -1.8 IN. WO.

1) IF annulus pressure is more positive
than -1.4 in. WC, THEN:

a) Verify flow indicated on the
following indications:

—. “yE IA FLOW TO STACK”
—. “VE 18 FLOW TO STACK”.

b) IF flow is not indicated, THEN
dispatch operator to verify status
of the following dampers based
on their local indication or their
operating piston rods being
extended 4” to -6”:

—. 1AVS-D-2 (VE A Tm Recir-c
Damp)(AB-603, JJ-51, Rm
500) - CLOSED

—. IAVS-D-7 (VE B Tm Recirc
Damp) AB-603, HH-52, Rm
500) - CLOSED

—. IAVS-D-3 (VE A Tm Exh
Damp) -(AB--603, JJ-52, Rm
500) -OPEN

—. IAVS-D-8 (VE B Tm Exh
Damp) (AB-603, HH-52, Rm
500) - OPEN.

— c) Consult plant engineering staff
and notify IAE/Maintenance to
troubleshoot and repair. REF-ER
]EM/I /A/5200/002
(Troubleshooting Cause For VE
System Hi/Lo Pressure).

_d) Q]EQStep3.c.

(RNO continued on next page)



CNS REACTOR TRIP OR SAFETY INJECTION PAGE NO.
EPI1IAI5000IE-0 6 of 61

Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

7. Determine required notifications:

—. REFER IQ. RP/O/A!50001001
(Classification Of Emergency)

—. REFER IQ RPIOIB/50001013 (NRC
Notification Requirements).

— 8. Verify all Feedwater Isolation status Perform the following:
lights (ISI-5) - LIT.

— a. Manually initiate Feedwater Isolation.

— b. IF proper status light indication is not
obtained, THEN manually close valves.

9. Verify Phase A Containment Isolation
status as follows:

a. Phase A “RESET” lights - DARK. a. Manually initiate Phase A Isolation.

— b. Monitor Light Panel Group 5 St lights - b. Manually align valves.
LIT.

10. Verify proper Phase B actuation as
follows:

— a. Containment pressure - HAS a. Perform the following:
REMAINED LESS THAN 3 PSIG.

NOTE This time may be used
later to determine
when to align ND Aux
spray.

— 1) Record approximate time of reactor
trip.

— 2) Verify NS pumps - INDICATING
FLOW.

— 3) IF flow is not indicated, THEN
manually initiate Phase B Isolation
for affected train(s).

(RNO continued on next page)
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Revision 36

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

10. (Continued)
8) Dispatch operator to perform the

following:

— a) Secure all ice condenser air
handling units. REFERTQ.
Enclosure 13 (Securing All Ice
Condenser Air Handling Units).

b) Place containment H2
analyzers in service. REFER
TO OPII/N6450/010
(Containment Hydrogen Control
Systems).

— 9) WHEN 9 minutes has elapsed,
THEN verify proper VX system
operation. REFER ]Enclosure 7
(VX System Operation).

_i0)IQStep11.

— b. ffiAIP4 TIME containment pressure
exceeds 3 PSIG while in this procedure,
THEN perform Step 10.a.

11. Verify proper CA pump status as follows:

a. Motor driven CA pumps - ON. a. Perform the following for the affected
train(s):

— 1) Reset ECCS.

— 2) Reset D/G load sequencer.

— 3) Manually start affected motor driven
CA pump.

_4) IFATANY TIME a BlO occurs,
THEN restart S/I equipment
previously on.

— b. 3 S/G N/R levels - GREATER THAN b. Ensure CA Pump #1 - RUNNING.
11%.



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

61.
SYSO29 A3.01
Containment Purge System (CPS)
Ability to monitor automatic operation of the Containment Purge System including: CPS isolation.

BANK - North Anna 2010 NRC Exam (modified)
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• Power is at 10 E-8 amps.
• Containment Purge is in service.

Which ONE of the following identifies alarm conditions that will automatically isolate Containment
Purge?

A. 1 EMF-1 1, Reactor Bldg. Incore Inst Rm Monitor.
IEMF-36, Unit Vent Gas Hi Rad Monitor.

B. 1EMF-36, Unit Vent-Gas Hi Rad Monitor.
I EMF-38, Containment Particulate Radiation Monitor.

C. IEMF-38, Containment Particulate Radiation Monitor.
1 EMF-39, Containment Gas Hi Rad Monitor.

D. I EMF-1 1, Reactor Bldg. lncore Inst Rm Monitor.
I EMF-39, Containment Gas Hi Red Monitor.

Ans: C

References:
Alarm Response, 1RAD-1, All, IEMF-38 CONTAINMENT PART HI RAD
Alarm Response, 1 RAD-1, A/2, I EMF-39 CONTAINMENT GAS HI RAD
Alarm Response, IRAD-2, N2, 1EMF-36 UNIT VENTGAS HI RAD

Page 133 of 232
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the lncore Inst. Room is one of the areas covered by (VP)
containment purge, and 1 EMF-1 1 is the monitor for Incore Inst. Room. I EMF-36 is plausible
because when it alarms it does send an isolation signal for a ventilation system associated
with containment, but it is for the VQ (Containment Air Release and Addition) System, not for
VP. It is plausible that an applicant could have this misconception since they are both related
to containment ventilation.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since 1EMF-38 is correct. 1EMF-36 is plausible because when it alarms
it does send an isolation signal for a ventilation system associated with containment, but it is
for the VQ (Containment Air Release and Addition) System, not for VP. It is plausible that an
applicant could have this misconception since they are both related to containment ventilation.

C. CORRECT. I EMF-39 radiation monitor directly sends an isolation signal to isolate (VP)
containment purge. 1EMF-38 in Trip 2 alarm condition -causes an SH -(containment ventilation
isolation) which will isolate (VP) containment purge.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the Incore Inst. Room is one of the areas covered by (VP)
containment purge, and 1EMF-1 1 is the monitor for Incore Inst. Room. Also plausible, since
I EMF-39 is correct.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with conditions involving actuation of a radiation monitor associated
with the Containment Purge System, and tested on what is the plant automatic response.

Cognitive Level: Low

Page 134 of 232



- OP/1/B/6100/O1OX
PANEL: 1RAD-l Page 3 of 40

1EMF-38 CONTAINMENT PART HI RAD A/i
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1000/0l0 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: 1EMF-38 beta scintillation detector

PROBABLE Radioactive spilllleak inside containment
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. IF below P-6, the containment evacuation alarm is actuated.
ACTIONS: 2. IF at least one train of SSPS is NOT in test, the containment

ventilation isolation signal is actuated (SH).

IMMEDIATE 1. IF at least one train of SSPS is NOT in test, verify that the
ACTIONS: Containment Purge System (VP) and Containment Air Release and

Addition System (VQ) have isolated.
2. j valid alarm, ensure all personnel are evacuated from containment.
3. j below P-6, contact upper and lower RP Hatch Watches and

report the validity of the alarm.

NOTE: 1EMF-38 and 39 sampling valves must be selected to “Lower Containment” and/or
“Incore Instrument”. If both valves, “Lower Containment” and “Incore Instrument” are
closed 1EMF-38 and 39 must be considered inoperable for Tech. Spec. 3.4.15.

4. Use “SAMPLE FLOW SELECT” module to determine if the alarm
is from upper containment, lower containment or the incore
instrument room.

5. Refer to AP/1/A15500/010 (Reactor Coolant Leak).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Radiation Protection personnel of this alarm.
ACTIONS: 2. j actuated, reset the containment ventilation isolation signal when

this alarm clears.

NOTE: If annunciator alarm is due to an actual hi rad signal, a new GWR will be required before
reinitiating VP or VQ.

3. Manually reinitiate the Containment Purge System (VP) or
Containment Air Release and Addition System (VQ) as needed.

4. Refer to Tech Specs 3.4.13, 3.4.14 and 3.4.15.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



OP/1/B/6100/O1OX
PANEL: 1RAD-l Page 5 of 40

1EMF-39 CONTAINMENT GAS HI A/2
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1 000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: 1EMF-39 beta scintillation detector (low range)

PROBABLE Radioactive spill/leak inside containment
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC 1. IF below P-6, the containment evacuation alarm is actuated.
ACTIONS: 2. IF at least one train of SSPS is NOT in test, the containment

ventilation isolation signal is actuated {SH).
3. The Containment Purge System (VP) is isolated.

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify that the Containment Purge System (VP) has isolated.
ACTIONS: 2. IF at least one train of SSPS is NOT in test, verify that the

Containment Air Release and Addition System has isolated.
3. IF valid alarm, ensure all personnel are evacuated from containment.
4. IF below P-6, contact upper and lower RP Hatch Watches and

report the validity of the alarm.

NOTE: 1 EMF-3 8 and 39 sampling valves must be selected to “Lower Containment” and/or
“Incore Instrument”. If both valves, “Lower Containment” and “Incore Instrument” are
closed 1EMF-38 and 39 must be considered inoperable for Tech. Spec. 3.4.15.

5. Use “SAMPLE FLOW SELECT” module to determine if alarm is
from upper containment, lower containment or incore instrument
room.

6. Refer to AP/1/A!5500/010 (Reactor Coolant Leak).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



OP/I/B/6 100/01 OY
PANEL: 1RAD-2 Page 5 of 35

1EMF 36 UNIT VENT GAS HI RAD A/2
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1 000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: 1 EMF-36 beta scintillation detector (low range)

PROBABLE 1. High gaseous activity from one of the combined ventilation system
CAUSE: discharges to the unit vent

2. PZR degas to the Sample Hood during shutdown

NOTE: 1. When VC/YC is taken to “LOCAL”, this trip of the unfiltered exhaust fans is
bypassed.

2. Various other VA equipment receiving run permissives from the unfiltered fans also
stop.

3. EMF-41 is inoperable when the VA System is shutdown.

AUTOMATIC 1. The following Auxiliary Building Ventilation System components
ACTIONS: stop:

• ABUXF-1A and ABUXF-1B which shutdown their respective
supply units ABSU-1A and ABSU-1B.

2. The Auxiliary Building Ventilation (VA) System aligns to the
“FILTER” mode.

/.tt/4 na..
3. The Fuel Pool Ventilation (VF) System aligns to the “FILTER” mode.

y -A’’r W 4. 1VQ-10 (VQ Fans Disch To Unit Vent) closes.
5. 1WG-160 (WG Decay Tank Outlet To Unit Vent Control) closes.

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify automatic actions occur.
ACTIONS: 2. IF PZR degas is in progress during shutdown, perform the following:

2.1 Ensure the following valves are closed:
• 1NM-6A (Pzr Stm Smpl Line Cont Isol)
• 1NM-7B (Pzr Smpl Hdr Cont Isol)

2.2 Notify Chemistry to secure the PZR degas.
3. IF in Mode 5, 6 or No Mode, ensure Containment and Incore Room

Purge is shutdown per OP/1/A/6450/0 15 (Containment Purge System).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



OP/1/B/6100/O1OZ
PANEL: 1RAD-3 Page 13 of 32

1EMF11 REACTOR BLDG INCORE INST RM C/i
4&5Y/‘‘

SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints).”’’1
i4/ d4’

ORIGIN: 1EMF-1 1 low range G-M detector (trip 2 contacts).

PROBABLE Radioactive leak in Incore Instrumentation Room.
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE Monitor 1 EMF- 11 activity level and evacuate Incore Instrumentation
ACTIONS: Room if such action is warranted.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Radiation Protection personnel of this alarm.
ACTIONS: 2. Attempt to identify source of activity.

3. Monitor EMF-38, 39, 40 (Containment Atmosphere).
4. Refer to RP/OIA/5000/0 10 (Conducting a Site Assembly or

Evacuation) to determine the need of a site assembly.

REFERENCES: CNM- 1346.05-3 3



DUKE ENERGYCAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

I N L L L
Objective S L P P 0

SO R SR
00

1 Explain the purpose of the Containment Purge System. X X X X

2 Describe the normal flowpath of the VP System and the refueling X X X X X
flowpath.

3 Explain the importance of a proper flow balance during VP System X X X X X
Operations.

4 Explain the purpose and use of local controls. X X — — —

5 Explain the functions and locations of the VP System controls and X X
indications.

6 Describe the startup, monitoring, and shutdown of the VP System per X X X
the OP.

7 Describe the signal or conditions that shutdown the VP system and the X X X X X
automatic actions that occur in the event of an SH signal, an alarm on
EMF-39, or fan trip signal.

8 Given the appropriate plant conditions, apply Limits and Precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

9 Explain how to complete a purge release form after a purge is X X X
complete.

10 Describe startup, monitoring and shutdown of the Incore Instrument X X X
Room Purge System per the OP.

11 Given a set of plant conditions and access to reference materials, X X X
determine the actions necessary to comply with Tech Specs/SLCs.

12 State the system designator and nomenclature for major components X — — — —

OP-CN-CNT-VP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 30
Page 3 of 29



DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

B. Supply Dampers (refer to Figure 1)
1. Reactor Building isolation, CPS-D7 opens when the fans are selected

and closes when off is selected, on an 5T, EMF-39 trip 2 signal, or any
manual action to shutdown the fans.

2. Upper and lower supply isolations (CPS-D8 and D-9) controlled by
FUEL /NORM switch.
a) In NORM

1) 65% flow to upper containment
2) 35% flow to lower containment

b) In FUEL
1) 82% flow to upper containment
2) 18% flow to lower containment

c) Flow gauges on panel on 594 elevation.
d) Total system design flow is 25,000 cfm

C. Controls (rear of MC5) (refer to Figures 7,8)
1. The “VP TRN A(B) CONT VLVS & FANS ENABLE” pushbutton must

be used to select “AUTO” so that the isolation valves can open and so
that the fans can start.

2. In addition to the CONT VLVS & FANS ENABLE pushbutton, the “VP
TRN A(B) UPPR & LWR CONT VLVS ENABLE” keyswitch must also
be selected to “AUTO” to allow the isolation valves to open when the
fan starts.

3. When Containment Purge shuts down, the status light indication on
“VP TRN A(B) CONT VLVS & FANS ENABLE” switch will change from
“AUTO” to “BLKD” status, if the cause of the shutdown is by SSPS or
the “BLOCK” pushbutton depressed. Once the SSPS signal is cleared,
depressing the “AUTO” pushbutton will start the fans and open the
valves. If an EMF caused the shutdown, the status light indication will
not change (remains AUTO). Upon resetting the EMF trip alarm the
fans will start and the valves will open without depressing the “AUTO”
pushbutton.

D. Containment Isolations (refer to Figure 1 ,2, 3)
1. Open when selected to Auto and fans are selected to start.
2. There are two supply penetrations in upper containment and two in

lower containment.
3. There are two exhaust penetrations in upper containment and one in

lower containment.

4. These valves close on an SH signal, EMF-39 trip 2 signal, or fan trip
signal.

5. The “VP TRN A(B) UPPR & LWR CONT. VLVS ENABLE” keyswitch
must be in the “BLK CLSD” position in modes 1,2,3 & 4.

OP-CN-CNT-VP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 30
Page 8 of 29



DUKE ENERGY CAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

E. Exhaust Damper (CPE-D1) (refer to Figure 3)
1. Opens/Closes when the fans are selected to start/stop.

2. Closes on an ST, EMF-39 trip 2 signal, or any manual action to
shutdown the fans.

F. Exhaust Units (refer to Figure 3)
1. Flow indicated on panel on 594 elevation. (12,500 cfm each)
2. F4eating coil for humidity control.

a) Energizes on associated fan start.
b) Reduces relative humidity in carbon bed to assure adsorption

properties of carbon particles.
c) This heater de-energizes when exhaust flow is lost or both exhaust

fans trip.
3. Prefilter to take out large particles.
4. Absolute filter for filtering of very fine particles. Liquid radwaste drains

to remove water that had been entrained in air and removed by the
filters.

5. Carbon filter for adsorption of Iodine.
a) Temperature detector on inlet and outlet of carbon.

1) Alarms in Control Room on the following:

(i) Hi Temp - 220°F
(ii) Hi-Hi Temp - 325°F
(iii) Lass of Power/Internal Trouble

2) No automatic fire protection actions.
b) Strip heaters turn on when exhaust fan is off to prevent water

absorption while shutdown.
1) Two 750 watt heaters per train

2) High Temp protective cutout at 110°F requires manual reset
6. These fans are controlled from RB-ECP-1.

a) Can start either or both fans.
1) A-OFF-B-AB switch
2) Supply/Exhaust fan start together

7. Fans trip on an SH, EMF-39 trip 2 signal, or fan trip signals.

OP-CN-CNT-VP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 30
Page 9 of 29



DUKE ENERGYCAROLINAS, LLC CATAWBA OPERATIONS TRAINING

8. Dampers CPE-D4 and CPE-D5 are positioned for flow other than 50%
or 100%. (50% - 1 -Fan, 100% - Both Fans) The controller for these
dampers (minimum position switch on RP-CP-1) along with the
controller for CPS-D-5 and CPS-D6 are used to balance supply and
exhaust flows.
a) Dampers are positioned using the associated rheostat for no outlet

flow at startup, then positioned as required to balance supply and
exhaust flow at the desired flowrate.

b) These flows must always be balanced to insure no positive or
negative pressure develops in-containment. Negative pressure will
be maintained while equipment hatch or airlock is maintained open
as requested by RP. Paper hanging from open entrance and
blowing in toward containment will be used to verify appropriate
negative pressure. (Obj. #3)

2.2 lncore Instrument Room Purge (refer toFigure 4)
A. -Supply Unit

1. Outside air suction
2. Prefilters have a pressure switch which provides “Incore Instrument

Room Purge Supply -Filter Change” light at RB-ECP-1
3. Heating Unit (Same principal of operation as VP)
4. Fan auto stops when exhaust -fan -([lEF) trips or exhaust filter flow

(IIFU) is lost.
5. 1,000 cfm
6. -Controlled from HVAC Board in Control Room Area
7. Start/Stop with exhaust fan

B. Reactor Building Dampers -close on

C. Containment Isolations
1. Controlled from HVAC Board in C-R.
2. Three position key switch, spring return to normal.

a) In “BLOCK” these valves are closed.
b) In “AUTO” the valves open automatically when the fans are

started.
3. Valves open/close when on/off is selected
4. Close on SH, EMF-39 trip 2, or fan trip-signals.

D. Exhaust Unit
1. -Prefilter
2. Absolute Filter
3. Carbon Filter, which has alarms like VP filters

4. Fan auto stops on SH and EMF-39 trip 2 signal. Exhaust fan pressure
switch provides incore instrument room purge “on” indication.

OP-CN-CNT-VP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 30
Page 10 of 29
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3.9 Emergency Operation (Obj. #7)
A. The Containment Purge System will shutdown automatically on the

following.
1. “Emergency Stop switch” taken to STOP. (No -effect on Incore Inst

Room Purge) (Refer to Figure 7).
2. SH signal, caused by Safety Injection, Manual ST, Manual S, EMF-38

or 39 trip 2.
a) Do not reset this signal until all EMF alarms have -been properly

cleared.
b) The annunciator responses for 1(2) EMF-38 and 39 trip 2 in

OP/i (2)IB/6 100/01 OX (Annunciator Response For Radiation
Monitoring -Panel i-(2)RAD--1) -have been changed to reflect the
following:
1) If at least one train of SSPS is in operation, EMF-38 or 39 trip

2 will generate a containment ventilation isolation signal (SH)
which will -secure the VP System.

.2) If both trains of SSPS are in -test, EM F-38 or 39 trip 2 will not
generate an 5H -signal through -SSPS.

3) However, EMF-39 trip 2 generate-s a second separate signal
that will isolate VP regardless of the status of SSPS. This
signal is also configured such that if both trains of SSPS are in
test and VP is secured by an EMF-39 trip 2 signal, VP will
automatically restart when the trip 2 signal is cleared. To
prevent this, the “Supplementary Action” for the response to a
EMF-39 trip 2 alarm has been changed to have VP secured
per OP/12)1N6450/015 -(Containment Purge System) prior to
clearing the trip 2 alarm.

3. EMF-39 trip 2 alarm or loss of power
a) Separate -EMF-39 interlock allows containment purge to be

isolated on trip 2 even if the SSPS is out of service.
b) Loss of power to EMF5 with a control function results in the

actuation of that function. EMF-39 trip 2 functions will occur on
loss of power.

B. The Incore Inst Room Purge System will shutdown automatically on the
following:
1. “Incore Inst Room Purge” switch -taken to OFF -(refer to Figure 7)

2. 5H signal

3. EMF-39 trip 2 alarm or loss of power.

OP-CN-CNT-VP FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 30
Page 16 of 29
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(Sh) Containment Ventilation Isolation

D. Containment Ventilation Isolation {SH)

1. 4 Signals can actuate anSH.

a) Manual “Phase A” (ST): Train A (B) ST will actuate train A (B) SH.

b) Manual “Phase B, NS-VX Initiate, Cont Vent Isol”: Train A (B) (Phase
B, NS-VX Initiate, Cont Vent Isol) will actuate train A (B) SH. This is
a single pushbutton that actuates three functions.

c) S5 Signal: Train A (B) S will actuate Train A (B) SH.

d) EMF 38, or 39 L, TRIP 2: High Containment Particulate or Gas will
actuate BOTH Trains of5F1•

2. 5H will shutdown and will isolate VP and isolate VQ Containment
Isolation valves.

3. Reset (Cont Vent Isol Reset)

a) One pushbutton per train (NS Board)

b) Functional with S present as long as EMF Signals are not present.

4. Indication of the isolation is via the ESF Monitor lights.

OP-CN-ECCS-ISE For Training Purposes Only
Page 20 of 27
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ORIGINAL BANK QUESTION FOR QUESTION #61

Containment Purge is in service on Unit 1.
Which ONE of the following identifies conditions that will automatically isolate
Containment Purge’?

A. 1-RM-RMS-159, Containment Particulate Radiation Monitor, Hi-Hi alarm.
1-VG-RI-179-1, MGP Vent StackARad monitor, Hi alarm.

B. 1-RM-RMS-162, Manipulator Crane Radiation Monitor, Hi-Hi alarm.
1-VG-Rl-180-1, MGP Vent Stack B Rad monitor, Hi alarm.

C. 1-RM-RMS-159, Containment Particulate Radiation Monitor, Hi-Hi alarm.
I -RM-RMS-l 62, Manipulator Crane Radiation Monitor, Hi-Hi alarm.

D. I-RM-RMS-160, Containment Gaseous Radiation Monitor, Hi-Hi alarm.
l-VG-Rl-1 80-I, MGP Vent Stack B Rad monitor, Hi alarm

Ans: C

From North Anna 2010 NRC Exam



2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

62.
SYSO35 K5.0l
Steam Generator System (S!GS)
Knowledge of operational implications of the following concepts as they apply to the S/GS:
Effect of secondary parameters, pressure, and temperature on reactivity

BANK -Comanche Peak 2007
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The reactor is stable at approximately 10-8 amps.
• A Steam Generator safety valve fails open.
• NO Reactor Trip or Safety Injection actuation occurs.

Which ONE of the following describes the difference in the plant response if this event were to
occur at the beginning-of-life (BOL) as compared to the end-of-life (EOL)?

The NC system will stabilize at a lower temperature at

A. BOL than at EOL.
Reactor power will stabilize at a higher value at BOL than at EOL.

B. BOL than at EOL.
Reactor power will stabilize at approximately the same value at BOL and EOL.

C. EOL than at BOL.
Reactor power will stabilize at a higher value at BOL than at EOL.

D. EOL than at BOL.
Reactor power will stabilize at approximately the same value at BOL and EOL.

ANS: B

References:
OP-CN-RT-RCO, Lesson Plan for Reactivity Coefficients
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible since the cooldown at BOL will be greater than at EOL, but the power
level achieved will be approximately the same since steam demand will be approximately the
same.

B. CORRECT. The SG safety opening will result in the same steam demand at BOL and EOL,
thus power will be approximately the same. The lower MTC at BOL will require a greater
cooldown to add the same amount of reactivity to compensate for the increase in fuel
temperature due to the power demand resulting from the steam flow.

C. Incorrect. Plausible since there will be a difference in RCS temperature for BOL and EOL, but
BOL will result in a lower RCS temperature due to the smaller value of the MTC.

D. Incorrect. Plausible since power will stabilize at approximately the same value for both the
BOL and EOL case, but the temperature drop will be more severe at BOL due to the smaller
value of the MTC.

KIA Match
The KIA is matched because the question tests knowledge of the effect of the moderator
temperature coefficient at different times in core life following an increase in steam demand.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because more than one mental step is required, including
comparison of time in core life effects, and steam flow on reactor power response.
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C. Typical values of Reactivity Coefficients (Obj. 2)

1. Moderator Temperature Coefficient

a) BOL

1) HZP2000 ppm Normal operating temperature -1.0 pcm/°F

2) HFP 1400 ppm Normal operating temperature -10.0 pcm/°F

b’ EQ L - r’e 41
,4t.’L 7V 4 //A/’?1%/‘1’

1) HZP 600 ppm Normal operating temperature -24

2) HFP 100 ppm Normal operating temperature -36 pcm/°F 4)

2. Power Coefficient

a) SQL - about minus 15 pcm/% power

b) EQL - about minus 26.5 pcml% power

3. Doppler Portion of the Power Coefficient (Power Coefficient minus the
reactivity from the 30 °F rise in Tave)

a) BOL - about minus 12 pcml% power

b) EOL - about minus 15.7 pcm/% power

3. TECH. SPECS. (Obj 6)

3.1 Refer to T. S. 3.1.3 MTC and T. S. 3.1.8 Physics Tests Exceptions and
associated basis.

4. TRANSIENTS (Obj. 3)

4.1 Steam load applied

A. Reactivity added will depend on the value of the MTC.

B. At EQL, the MTC will add positive reactivity as Reactor Coolant temperature
drops.

1. A positive SUR will result until enough negative reactivity is added to
equal the positive reactivity of the cooldown.

a) The amount of cooldown will be determined by the size of the steam
load (e.g. a S/G PORV has 2.5% steam flow capacity).

OP-CN-RT-RCO TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 16
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b) Power will rise until it exceeds the steam flow capacity enough to
cause a net negative reactivity caused by Doppler (i.e. Doppler will
add at EOL -15.7 pcm/% power).

1) If a SIG PORV opens, Reactor Power will level out at the steam
flow capacity.

(a) Doppler will have added (2.5% x -15.7 pcm/%) = -39.25
pcm. This means the temperature drop had to add a
+39.25 pcm. If the MTC is -36 pcm/° F., then final
temperature will be 10 F lower than initial.

4.2 Pulling rods below the point of adding heat

A. Positive reactivity will be added resulting in a positive SUR, causing power to
rise until an equal amount of negative reactivity from Doppler and Moderator
is added.

1. We must know 3 things to calculate the final power.

a) Value of Doppler coefficient

b) Value of MTC

c) Amount of temperature increase for each 1 % increase in power.
Heat transfer primary to secondary = UA(Tave - Tstm). If we assume
the steam dumps are in pressure mode maintaining a constant
steam pressure therefore a constant Tstm, how high will Tave have to
rise for each 1 % power increase. At 100% power the difference
between Tave and Tstm is 50° F.

1) Since it takes 50° F delta T to transfer 100% power, it will take
.5 ° F to transfer 1% power.

B. Example

1. Pull rods 10 steps and add 100 pcm. What is the final power? (Assume
EOL)

a) Doppler adds -15.7 pcm/% power

b) Tave must rise .5°F per % power increase therefore MTC adds
(.5 °FI% power x -24 pcm/°F) = or -12 pcm/% power.

1) This gives a total of -27.7 pcm/% power.

c) -100 pcm 3.5% power

-27.7pcm/% power

1) Therefore power will go to 3.0% before enough negative
reactivity is added from Doppler and MTC to counter the
positive reactivity from the rods.

C. For the above response to occur we must still be in the pressure mode on
the steam dumps.

OP-CN-RT-RCO TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 16
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63.
SYSO45 A4.02
Main Turbine Generator (MTIG) System
Ability to manually operate and/or monitor in the control room: T/G controls, including breakers

NEW
Given the following Unit 1 conditions:

• The Unit is at 100% power.
• Generator Breaker 1A then spuriously opens.
• The ONLY annunciator associated with the Turbine or Generator that alarms is:

lAD-Il, F/I, GEN BKR B OVERCURRENT

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) another annunciator which SHOULD have alarmed;

AND

(2) a manual action required for mitigating these conditions?

A. (1) lAD-I, F/4, TURB RUNBACK INITIATED
(2) Manually initiate a turbine runback to 48%.

B. (1) lAD-i, F14, TURB RUNBACK INITIATED
(2) Make one attempt at manually reclosing Generator Breaker 1A.

C. (1) lAD-Il, C17, GEN BKR B TROUBLE
(2) Manually initiate a turbine runback to 48%.

D. (1) lAD-il, C/7, GEN BKRBTROUBLE
(2) Make one attempt at manually reclosing Generator Breaker 1A.

Ans: A

References:
lAD-I, F/4, TURB RUNBACK INITIATED
lAD-Il, C18, F/8, BUS LINE PCB TROUBLE
lAD-li, F17, GEN BKR B TROUBLE
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per Alarm Procedure 1AD-l,F/4, TURB RUNBACK INITIATED, if either
generator breaker opens with load at > 48%, a runback is automatically initiated and continues
until load is <48%. This is done in order to protect the other generator breaker. Neither
generator breaker, alone, is rated to handle 100% generator output. Therefore, the turbine
runback is initiated automatically upon opening of one of the generator breakers, with the
other generator breaker closed. In the conditions given, the operator will manually initiate the
runback in order to prevent overloading of the “good” (closed) generator breaker.

B. Incorrect. It is plausible that an applicant would select this distractor, since the alarm is
correct, and it is plausible that one attempt at reclosure should be attempted, since this
concept appears twice in the same annunciator response procedure as an action which
should be attempted when a Bus Line POB Trouble alarm comes in, both for Bus Line A PCB
and for Bus Line B PCB, per annunciator response procedure lAD-Il, 0/8 and f18. It is
further plausible that an applicant would believe an attempt at reclosure should be made,
since the breaker spuriously opened, and because there were no trouble or overcurfent
alarms for the breaker which spuriously opened.

C. Incorrect. The applicant correctly recognizes that a turbine runback should have initiated, but
has the misconception that a trouble alarm on the other train Generator Breaker (1 B) will
come in. This is plausible for an applicant to believe this, since all generator output current
flow is now going through that single generator breaker. However, the only alarm expected
for Generator Breaker I B is for overcurrent. The feeds for the generator breaker trouble
alarm do NOT include overcurrent.

D. Incorrect. The applicant believes that a trouble alarm on the other train Generator Breaker
(1 B) will come in. This is plausible, since all generator output current flow is now going
through that single generator breaker. However, the only alarm expected for Generator
Breaker 1 B is for overcurrent. The feeds for the generator breaker trouble alarm do NOT
include overcurrent. It is plausible to believe that one attempt at reclosure should be
attempted, since this concept appears twice in the same annunciator response procedure as
an action which should be attempted when a Bus Line PCB Trouble alarm comes in, both for
Bus Line A PCB and for Bus Line B PCB, per annunciator response procedure lAD-Il, C/8
and F/8. An applicant could believe an attempt at reclosure should be made, since the
breaker spuriously opened, and because there were no trouble or overcurrent alarms for the
breaker which spuriously opened.

KIA Match
Both the operate and the monitor aspect of this K/A have been tested by this question, by
presenting the applicant with conditions involving a spurious opening of a generator breaker, and
testing what indications/alarms are expected AND what T/G controls must be manually operated to
address the condition.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant recalls and applies system
knowledge, including alarm conditions, to analyze given conditions for a generator breaker
opening, and then making a determination on what action is appropriate.
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OP/11B/6100/O1OB
PANEL: lAD-i Page 58 of 64

TURB RUNBACK INITIATED F14
SETPOINT: Turbine Runback

ORIGIN: EHC Output Signal.

PROBABLE 1. C-3 2/4 Overtemperature AT above setpoint - Runback
CAUSE: continues until initiating condition clears.

2. C-4 2/4 Overpower AT above setpoint - Runback continues until
initiating condition clears.

3. Low KG pressure 53 psig with load >23% - Runback continues until
initiating condition clears.

4. High KG temperature 82°C (179.6°F) with load> 23% - Runback
continues until initiating condition clears.

5. Loss of either FWPT with load> 65% - Runback continues until load
is<65%.

6. Either train separation from the grid (ggr breaker or unit tie
breakers) with load >48% - Runback continues until load is < 48%

7. Loss of either main transformer cooling power with load > 48% -

Runback continues until load is <48%.
8. Loss of PCB-13, 15, 16 and 18 with PCB-14, 17 closed and

GCB-1A, lB closed - Runback continues until load is <48%.

RESPONSES FOR THIS ALARM ARE LISTED IN

AP/1/A/5500/003 (LOAD REJECTION).



OP/1/B/6100/O1OL
PANEL: lAD-li Page 59 of 123

GEN BKR B OVERCURRENT F/i
NOTE: Current input to the protective relay is from the 230 KV side of the Main Transformer.

2000 amps at 230 KV equates to 21,000 amps at 22 Ky.

SETPOINT: 2000 amps

ORIGIN: Overcurrent Relay 51T1

PROBABLE Failure of EHC to run unit back to half-load after Zone “A” trip.
CAUSE:

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: A 51T1 and a 51T2, 3, or 4 will trip Generator PCB lB after a time delay of 1, 2, and 3 minutes
respectively.

IMMEDIATE 1. Reduce generator load to approximately half-load to prevent
ACTIONS: Generator PCB-1B from tripping.

2. Notify the System Operating Center of this alarm and any corrective
actions in progress.

SUPPLEMENTARY Refer to AP/1/A/5500/003 (Load Rejection).
ACTIONS:

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0188-01.1 1
2. Catawba Relay Manual
3. CNRS-0188-11.04-09-12



CNS LOAD REJECTION PAGE NO.
AP/1/A155001003

Case 3 of 40

Switchyard Available Revision 37

ACTION/EXPECTED RESPONSE I RESPONSE NOT OBTAINED

C. Operator Actions

,4/0
Verify turbine load - DECREASING IN — —

Perform the following:
AUTOMATIC.

— a. Select “MANUAL” on turbine control
panel.

— b. Depress “CONTROL VALVES LOWER”
pushbutton and reduce turbine load as
required.

Verify proper reactor response: — if T-Avg is greater than 1.5°F higher
than T-Ref, THEN manually insert control

—. Control rods - IN “AUTO” AND rods as required to maintain T-Avg within
STEPPING IN 1°F of T-Ref.

• PIR neutron flux - DECREASING.

3. Verify proper steam dump operation as
foil ows:

— a. Verify T-Ref instrumentation - — a. IF T-Avg Coastdown is in progress,
AVAILABLE. THEN determine T-Ref from table.

REFER TO Enclosure 4 (T-Ref Value
Following Runback/Power Reduction).

— b. “C-9 COND AVAILABLE FOR STM b. Perform the following:
DUMP” status light (1SI-18) - LIT.

— 1) Manually operate S/G PORVs as
necessary to maintain T-Avg at
T-Ref.

_2) GOjQStep4.
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64.
SYSO68 Kl.07
Liquid Radwaste System (LRS)
Knowledge of the physical connections and/or cause effect relationships between the Liquid
Radwaste System and the following systems: Sources of liquid wastes for LRS

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• All liquid waste system controls are in normal configuration.
• A large amount of highly radioactive water begins entering the CA pump room sump.
• The room sump pump automatically starts and the sump level begins to decrease slowly.
• The following annunciator is then received:

1 RAD-2, B/3, 1 EMF 52 CLEAN AREA FLOOR DRN HI RAD.

Due to the above conditions, the level in the Turbine Building Sump will

A. NOT increase, because the CA Pump Room Sump Pumps will trip on high radiation.

B. INCREASE to the sump pumps’ automatic start setpoint, the sump pumps start, and then they
all trip on high radiation.

C. NOT increase, because the CA Pump Room Sump Pumps discharge is automatically rerouted
to the ND/NS sump due to the high radiation.

D. INCREASE, but the sump pumps will start ONLY if the Emergency High level is reached.

Ans: C

References:
IRAD-1, A15, IEMF-31, TURB BLDG SUMP HI RAD
IAD-8, Eli, TURBINE BUILDING SUMP LEVEL EMERG HI
OPI1/B/6500/013, Turbine Building Sump System
1RAD-2, B13, IEMF 52 CLEAN AREA FLOOR DRN HI RAD
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the one type of actuation on the CA pump room sump pump DOES
occur, but it is NOT to trip the CA pump room sump pump; it reroutes sump pump discharge
to the clean radwaste system (ND/NS sump).

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since all of the events in this distractor would be true for radioactive
water IF it entered the Turbine Building Sump. However, in this case, the applicant has failed
to recognize that the stem conditions involve the CA pump room sump feature which
automatically reroutes water to another sump (ND/NS sump), on a high radiation condition.
Therefore, there is NO water entering the Turbine Building Sump.

C. CORRECT. It is given in the stem that 1EMF 52 CLEAN AREA FLOOR DRN HI RAD alarms.
This radiation monitor (EMF 52) monitors flow through a common line from both the CA Pump
Sump and the Floor Drain Sumps C/D to the Turbine Building Sump, so that a high radiation
from either sump pump discharge causes the discharge to automatically reroute from the
Turbine Building Sump to the ND/NS Sump in the Auxiliary Building. If any water does get in
to the Turbine Building Sump, it would be a negligible amount, since EMF 52, upon sensing
the high radiation, will reroute this flow to the ND/NS Sump.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since this distractor would be true IF-enough water entered the Turbine
Building Sump, even if the water is radioactively contaminated. However, in this case, the
applicant has failed to recognize that the stem conditions involve the CA pump room sump
feature which automatically reroutes water to another sump (ND/NS sump), on a high
radiation condition. Therefore, there is NO water entering the Turbine Building Sump.

KIA Match
This question matches the K/A because it tests understanding of the interconnections between a
potential source of liquid waste (the aux. feedwater pump room sump) and the liquid radwaste
system. An important aspect of matching the K/A is that these two systems do not normally
directly interface, but with the conditions given in the stem (radioactively contaminated water
entering the aux. feedwater pump room sump), an interconnection (cause-effect) is “created” due
to the high radiation and automatic swapping of a flowpath.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must recall system design information
regarding sump response to a high radiation condition, design features which interconnect sumps,
and understanding of alarm conditions to predict an outcome.
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3. Pre-strainers “A” & “B”

a) Remove large pieces of debris from incoming drains

4. Oil and Grit Removal Tank (OGRT) - one shared tank for the station

a) 240 gal. tank located between pre-strainers and tanks.

b) Remove substantial grit and oil.

c) This component serves as a low flow reservoir to facilitate oil, dirt,
and debris removal from the waste water. The physical location
allows the floor drain water to flow through the OGRT and continue
to the EDT without the need for another pump to provide the mode
of force for flow. The tank is constantly aligned for flow except for
periodic cleaning.

d) Sludge must be removed manually through an access manway.

5. Floor Drain Tank (FDT) - one shared tank for the station

a) 10,000 gal. capacity

6. FDT Pump — one shared pump for the station

a) “Start-Stop” switch located on liquid Waste Processing Panel.

b) Trips on tank low level (approx. 11%)

c) Powered from 600 VAC Station Power (SMXA)

7. Discharge Options:

a) Pump contents to SGDT for processing in the MTB

b) Pump contents to WEET (preferred)

c) Pump contents to WMT, RMT, or MTB

d). Gravity drain (or overflow) contents to WEETsump B.

8. EDT Sumps — four shared sumps

a) Designated: A, B, C, D

b) Collect those floor drains too low to gravity drain directly to the FDT

c) A and B collect liquid waste from contaminated areas and
equipment on 543’ elevation. Discharge through prestrainer ‘A’,
then Oil & Grit Removal Tank (OGRT), and then to the FDT during
normal operations.

d) C and D collect from “Non-radiation Area” of the Aux. Bldg in both
units and normally disch to Turb Building Sump through a
radioactivity monitor (EME-52). If activity is detected, flow is diverted
automatically to ND/NS Sump.

e) Pumps — two per sump

1) “Auto-Man” Switch

OP-CN-WE-WL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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D. Pumps

1. Two for Service Building. Sump and Two for RL Valve Pit.

2. Local Control Switches

a) “OFF”, “AUTO”, “MANUAL”

b) In manual, pumps operate until stopped.

c) In auto, one pump will start at high level and the other at hi-hi Level
and continue to pump until a low level in the sump is reached.

d) An alternating start pattern is provided to prevent any pump from
being started twice consecutively.

3. Power Supplies - Shared MCCs

E. Not potentially contaminated, so no alternate flow path is provided.

2.2 Turbine Building Sump System (WP) (Obj. #2)

A. Purpose

To receive waste waters from the various sources and to remove these
waters either to the Conventional Waste Water Treatment System (WC) or
to the Liquid Radwaste System (WL).

B. Inputs

1. Floor Drains

2. Drainage of RC valve Pit and RC Pump Structure Sump.

3. RC Unwatering Piping

4. SIG Blowdown

5. Floor Drain Sumps C&D (both monitored for radioactivity)

C. Discharge

1. Normal - Initial hold up pond of WC System

2. Contaminated

a) To Aux Building Floor Drain Tank (EDT) or the Monitor Tank Building
(MTB). [The preferred routing is to the Steam Generator Drain Tanks
(via the Monitor Tank Building)]

b) If one unit’s WP Sump is not contaminated, they may be isolated
from each other.

3. Temporary Sump Pump Operation

a) CAUTION: Installing a temporary sump pump will render EMF-31
inoperable!

OP-CN-WE-SS FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 28
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OP/1/B/6100/O1OY
PANEL: 1RAD-2 Page 12 of 35

1EMF 52 CLEAN AREA FLOOR DRN HI RAD B13
SETPOINT: Per HP/O/B/1000/OlO (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: 1 EMF-52 gamma scintillation detector

PROBABLE Contamination present in one or more of the following auxiliary
CAUSE: building Unit 1 side “non-radiation areas”

• Floor Drain Sump D
• Unit 1 CA pump sumps
• Unit 1 UHI room sump

AUTOMATIC 1. 1WL-848 (Floor Drain Sump D Disch to Turb Bldg Sump) closes.
ACTIONS: 2. 1WL-847 (Floor Drain Sump D Disch to ND & NS Rooms Sump)

opens.

IMMEDIATE Verify the automatic actions occur by verifying valve position
ACTIONS: indications at the Auxiliary Waste Processing Panel (AB-543, MM-53).

NOTE: A Trip 2 Alarm on 1EMF-52 will cause the Floor Drain Sump D Discharge to align to the
ND & NS Rooms Sump. Resetting the Trip 2 Alarm on 1EMF-52 will cause the Floor
Drain Sump D Discharge to realign to the Turbine Building Sump. {PIP 96-1698}

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Do NOT reset the Trip 2 Alarm on 1EMF-52 until RP gives
ACTIONS: permission. {PIP 96-1698}

2. Notify Radiation Protection personnel of this alarm.
3. Notify Radwaste Chemistry personnel of this alarm.
4. Notify Engineering of this alarm and the need to flush 1EMF 52.
5 Monitor the activity level for 1EMF-52.
6 WHEN directed by Engineering, flush 1EMF-52 per

OPI1/A/6500/014 (Operations Controlled Liquid Waste Systems).
{PIP 04-720}

REFERENCES: 1. CNM-1346.05-33
2. NSMCN-50133
3. NSMCN-60056



OP/l/B/6100/O1OX
PANEL: 1RAD-1 Page 9 of 40

1EMF-31 TURB BLDG SUMP ifi RAD A15
SETPOINT: Per HP/0/B/1 000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: 1 EMF-3 1 gamma scintillation detector

PROBABLE 1. S/G tube leak resulting in contamination of S/G blowdown tank
CAUSE: 2. High activity in VUCDT and 1WL-873 (VUCDT Disch To Turb

Bldg) open
3. High activity in floor drain sump and 1WL-848 (Floor Drain Sump

D Disch to Turb Bldg Sump) fails to close
4. Existing activity in the sump stirred up by large water inputs

AUTOMATIC All turbine building sump pumps trip.
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify that all turbine building sump pumps tripped per digital
ACTIONS: computer points (C1D221, C1D2282 and C1D2283).

2. Ensure that the Turbine Building sump is NOT being pumped by
any other pumps (air operated, temporary electric, etc).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Radiation Protection and Chemistry personnel of the alarm.
ACTIONS: 2. draining of major systems such as RC or CM/CF to the turbine

building sump is in progress, terminate the draining activity until
the problem with 1EMF-3 1 is cleared.

3. IF immediate action is required due to uncontrolled (i.e. heavy rain
or pipe break) water inputs into the turbine building sump (WP),
contact Radiation Protection personnel to discuss the following
options per HP/0/B/1 004/004 (Radioactive Liquid Waste Release):
• Maintain EMF/WP pump status and wait for turbine building

sump sample analysis.
• Divert turbine building sump pump flow to the WL system.
• Ensure the “In-Service” WC Hold-Up Pond(s) releases are

secured and use Key 285 to “OVERRIDE” the 1EMF-31 alarm
at 1TBOXOO57(TB-568, 1L-26).

4. IF aligned to turbine bldg sump, perform the following:
4.1 Stop VUCDT pumps.
4.2 Stop floor drain sump pumps.
4.3 Secure S/G blowdown.

5. IF it is determined that the turbine building sump does NOT have
high activity, and alarm has still NOT cleared, contact IAE to clean
1 EMF-3 1 detector.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



OP/I/A16100/OlOI
PANEL: 1AD-8 Page 47 of 69

TURBINE BUILDING SUMP LEVEL EMERG HI Eli
SETPOINT: 535’ increasing (—S 14’ sump level)

ORIGIN: 1WPLS5O1O Turb Bldg Sump Level

PROBABLE 1. WP Pumps NOT in auto
CAUSE: 2. Excessive drainage into WP sump

AUTOMATIC Starts 1A, lB and 1C WP sump pumps if 600V Bkrs are closed (Pumps
ACTIONS: CANNOT be stopped from normal controls until high level clears).

IMMEDIATE 1. Dispatch operator to investigate alarm and ensure sump pumps
ACTIONS: are running.

2. Check CF flow, condenser differential pressure and cooling tower
basin level indications to determine where drainage is coming from.

3. IF flooding is occurring, refer to AP/O/A!5500/030 (Plant
Flooding).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Control drainage into WP sump.
ACTIONS:

NOTE: The use of portable sump pumps renders 1EMF-3 1 inoperable.

2. IF WP sump pumps are unavailable, perform the following:
2.1 Notify Radiation Protection for required sampling.
2.2 Use portable unwatering pumps to maintain WP sump level.

REFERENCES: 1. Mechanical I&C List
2. CN-l604-2.O WP Flow Diagram)
3. CNEE-0128-O1.O1-05
4. WP System Description
5. FSAR 10.4.5.3
6. PIP 95-1802
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65.
SYSO79 K4.01
Station Air System (SAS)
Knowledge of SAS design feature(s) and/or interlock(s) which provide for the following: Cross-
connect with lAS

NEW
An air leak has developed on the VI System.

As VI pressure decreases, the setpoint at which 1VI-500, “VI Supply to VS” closes is _(1)_, and
the setpoint at which the VS BASE air compressor starts is _(2)_.

A. (1) 85psig.
(2) 90 psig.

B. (1) 80 psig
(2) 76 psig

C. (1) 85 psig
(2) 80 psig.

D. (1) 8opsig.
(2) 90 psig.

Ans: D

References:
Annunciator 1AD-8, A17, VI LO PRESS
OP-CN-SS-Vl, Lesson Plan for Air Systems
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, because the VS BASE air compressor automatic start at 90 psig is
correct. 85 psig is also plausible, since it is an air pressure value associated with plant air
systems, and since the applicant could confuse this value with the correct value of 80 psig.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since 80 psig is correct. 76 psig is plausible since it is an actual value
associated with plant air systems operations, but is misapplied by the applicant. It is the value
at which the service air supply to instrument air system opens.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since one of the two value iscorrect, but misapplied to the wrong
function (80 psig). 85 psig is plausible, since it is a value associated with automatic operation
of the plant air systems (starting of the standby air compressor), but it is misapplied by the
applicant in this case.

D. CORRECT. System design is that on a decreasing instrument air pressure (VI) of 80 psig, the
system automatically isolates from the service air (VS) system to preserve the instrument air
function. The service air base compressor automatically starts at 90 psig in preparation to
begin assisting the instrument air system. It accomplishes this by opening valve 1VS-78, “VS
Supply to VI.” and begins supplying the instrument air system via the oil removal filters.

KIA Match
The applicant is presented with plant conditions involving an air leak and how the cross-connect
design feature between instrument air and station/service air functions for the given conditions.

Cognitive Level: Low
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I N L L L

Objective S L P P 0

SO R SR

00

1 State the system designator(s) and nomenclature for major components x
2 Explain the purpose of the Instrument Air system X X X X

3 Describe the basic flow paths through the Instrument Air system X X

. Air flow

. Recirculated Cooling water flow

. Fire Protectionwaterflow

4 Identify the normal Instrument Air system header pressure X X — —

5 Identify the major components served by the Instrument Air system X X X X
and describe the effect on plant operations on a loss of Instrument Air — —

6 Describe the conditions which will cause an Instrument Air compressor X X X X X
to trip

7 Explain how the Instrument Air system will respond to a compressor trip X X X X X

8 Describe how to cross-connect the Instrument Air and Station Air X X X X X
systems

. Explain why the cross connection is made X X X

. Describe the flow path from VS to VI

9 Describe the Instrument Air compressor automatic actions and their X X X
setpoints

10 Explain the purpose of the Instrument Air dryers — — X X —

11 Describe the automatic actions, alarms, and their setpoints associated X X
with the Instrument Air Dryers

12 Identify the type of power supplies to each compressor (VI, VS and VB) X X X X

13 Explain the purpose of the Station Air system X X X X

14 Describe the basic flow paths through the Station Air system X X

. Airflow

. Recirculated Cooling Water flow

. Low Pressure Service Water flow

15 Identify the normal Station Air system header pressure X X — — —

OP-CN-SS-Vl FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 37
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I N L L L

Objective S L P P 0

SO R S R

00

16 Identify the major components served by Station Air system and X X X X
describe the effect on plant operation of a loss of Station Air

17 Describe the alarms, automatic actions and their setpoints associated X X X X X
with the Station Air system —

18 Explain the purpose of the Breathing Air system X X X X —

19 Describethe basic flow paths through the Breathing Air system X X X X

. Airflow

. Recirculated Cooling Water flow — —

20 Identify the normal Breathing Air system header pressure X X X X

21 Explain the importance of the limits placed on the Breathing Air system X X X X X

. Air pressure limits

•Oil

. Particulates

22 Describe the Alarms, Automatic actions, associated setpoints, and trips X X X X
for the Breathing Air system.

23 State the actions required of a NLO during a loss of VI and why those X X
actions are performed

24 Describe the basic operation and purpose of all major components on X X
the VI dryer skid

fr
. Pre-filters

. Dryers

. After-filters

25 Given appropriate plant conditions, apply limits and precautions X X X X X
associated with related station procedures.

26 Describe the action which is required upon receipt of the VB system X X
alarm in the Control Room

27 List two common mode failures of the Instrument Air system and X X X
describe the potential consequences to the Reactor core

28 Discuss the actions of the Loss of VI AP/0/A/5500/022 X X X

OP-CN-SS-VI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 37
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4) Main Fire Pump “B” or “C” should be manually started prior to
aligning RF to “E” and “F” VI Compressors to minimize water
hammer resulting from Fire Pump auto start on low RE header
pressure

5) Discharge is manually aligned to the Low Pressure Service
Water System (RL)

c) Station Air (VS)

1) VS can provide backup air to VI via IVS-78. IVS-78 will
automatically open when VI pressure drops to 76 psig.

2) VS is supplied to VI via 2 oil removal filters.

d) Engineered safety features actuation system

Sp signal closes the containment isolation valve 1 (2) VI-77B
upon receiving an isolation signal.

B. Basic Flow Paths (Obj. #3)

1. Air Flow

a)

b)

Air intakes located in Service building basement.

Three compressors direct compressed air to the air receivers, which
are used to smooth out surges and act as storage volume.

c) Downstream of the air receivers are dryers to remove moisture.

d) Header splits into branches for Turbine Buildings, Service Buildings,
Aux Building, and Containment Buildings.

2. Recirculated Cooling Water Flow (KR) Provides cooling to:

a) 1St Stage Intercooler

b) 2nd Stage Aftercooler

c) Oil Cooler

3. Fire Protection System (RE) (Obj. #29)

a) Normally isolated

b) Manually aligned to provide cooling water for the compressor
intercooler, aftercooler and oil cooler during a blackout (“E” and “F”
VI compressors only)

c) Either “B” or “C” Main Fire Pump should be manually started prior to
aligning RE to “E” and “F” VI Compressors to limit water hammer
caused by Main Fire Pump auto start due to low Fire Protection
Header pressure

d) Discharge of the coolers must be manually aligned to the Low
Pressure Service Water (RL) System.

OP-CN-SS-VI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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then there may be no means to control the heat buildup in the
reactor and consequently core damage may occur.

3. Loss of VI (Obj. #5, 8, 28, 30)

a) Automatic actions

1) Setpoint for maintaining header pressure is 100 psig. Normally
2 compressors are loaded.

2) Decreasing pressure results in the running compressors to
reach their maximum load settings. An individual compressor
would start loading at the ASC controlled pressure setpoint of
96 psig.

3) IF a compressor is in REMOTE COMMUNICATION with the
ASC computer, then it would start at 94 psig. This pressure
refers to the “HOT RESTART” allowed by a switch setting at the
compressors microcontroller. If power is lost and restored AND
this pressure is sensed, the compressor is allowed to restart.

4) 80 psig — IVI-670 “VI Dryer Auto Bypass” opens

5) 80 psig - 1VI-500 “VI supply to VS” closes.

6) 76 psig - 1VS-78 “VS supply to VI” opens - VS provides
instrument air via oil removal filters.

b) AP/0/A15500/022 ‘toss of Instrument Air”

1) Reference a current copy of this AP

2) Major actions

• Ensure proper compressor operations

• Locate and isolate leaks

• Maintain stable plant conditions

• Monitor plant equipment for status changes.

c) Aux Feedwater (CA) System Response to a Loss of Instrument Air

With a Loss of Instrument Air, the flow control valves for all
S/G’s will no longer fail open. A Mod has been completed on
both units which added air receiver tanks to the CA flow control
valves with enough air that will allow closure of these valves for
60 minutes after a loss of VI. This will also preclude S/C overfill
on a SGTR with a loss of AC Power and a subsequent loss of
VI.

OP-CN-SS-VI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 37
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d) Transient

1) Air will be lost to:

• Main feedwater control

• Steam dump control

• S/GPORVsinAUTO

• Pzr PORVs and Pzr sprays

• Main Steam Isolations

2) Reactor trip will occur on “SIG LO-LO Level” due to CF control
valves failed closed.

3) Steam dumps will not operate. SIG PORV5 will not open in
“AUTO”. Heat removal will be via SIG safeties.

4) NC system pressure may increase beyond Pzr PORV setpoint.
N2 may have to be aligned to Pzr PORVs.

2.2 Station Air System VS)

A. System Purpose (Obj. #13, 14)

1. Supplies air to miscellaneous tools and equipment throughout the plant.

2. Available as backup air for the Instrument Air system.

3. Interconnections with other systems.

a) Recirculated cooling water (KR) cools the compressor oil cooler

1) Effluent cooling water temperature controls the KR flow rate

2) Inlet isolation valve closes automatically when the associated
compressor is shutdown.

b) Low Pressure Service Water (RL) cools the aftercoolers

c) Instrument Air (Obj. #8, 17)

1) Station Air header normally supplied from VI via IVI-499.

2) Station Air is the backup supply for VI

3) Since VI and VS are normally crossconnected the “BASE” VS
compressor will start if pressure drops to 90 psig.

4) If VS pressure drops to 80 psig, lVl-500 will automatically close
to protect the VI header.

5) IVS-78 will automatically open if VI pressure drops to 76 psig.

6) Air is supplied from VS to VI via two oil removal filters

d) The containment isolation valves (1(2)VS-54B) close upon receiving
a Phase A(S-1-) containment isolation signal.(Obj. #17)

OP-CN-SS-VI FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
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OP/I/A!6100/0l0I
PANEL: 1AD-8 Page 11 of 69

VI LO PRESS A17
SETPOINT: 80 psig

ORIGIN: 0V1PS5260

PROBABLE 1. Excessive load on system due to VI Compressor supplying the VS
CAUSE: System

2. Standby compressor fails to start at the desired pressure
3. Loss of a VI Compressor
4. VI air leak or header rupture
5. Air Dryer E or F purge exhaust valve(s) failed to close (1VI-591,

1VI-592, 1VI-602 or 1VI-603)

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: 1. If pressure decreases to 76 psig, 1VS-78 (Station Air Auto Backup to Inst Air) opens
to supply VI from VS.

2. 1V1PS6330 will close 1VI-487 and 1VP488 on decreasing VI header pressure to
isolate any malfunctioning air dryer purge exhaust valve. These valves will
automatically reopen on increasing VI header pressure.

3. 0V1PS6330 will open 1VI-670 at 80 psig.

IMMEDIATE 1. Ensure Unit 2 control operator is aware of situation.
ACTIONS: 2. Refer to APIO/A/5500/022 (Loss of Instrument Air).

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. IF necessary, determine and correct cause of compressor
ACTIONS malfunction.

2. IF malfunction is due to air dryer purge exhaust valve malfunction
AND 1VI-487 OR 1VI-488 are NOT closed, manually close them
by selecting “OFP on the pushbutton for the affected valve(s) at the
local dryer control panel (OELCPOO27) (SB-554, U-34).

3. Declare the CA Flow Control Valve Air Accumulators
INOPERABLE. (SLC 16.10-3)

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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66.
G 2.1.44
Conduct of Operations
Knowledge of RO duties in the control room during fuel handling, such as responding to alarms
from the fuel handling area, communication with the fuel storage facility, systems operated from
the control room in support of fueling operations, and supporting instrumentation.

NEW
Which ONE of the following describes a required duty of the Reactor Operator stationed in the
Control Room during fuel handling operations, per NSD 414, (Fuel Handling)?

A. Monitor Source Range instrumentation while a fuel assembly is being placed in the core.

B. During actual core alterations, conduct PT/IA/4550/OOi C (Refueling Communications Test)
once-each hour.

C. Monitor the refueling communications circuit to track-correct placement of fuel assemblies.

D. Ensure the correct fuel assembly is being moved to the reactor building by monitoring SFP
upender camera.

Ans: A

References:
NSD 414, (Fuel Handling), Rev. 2
PT/i /A/45501001 C, Refueling Communications Test, Rev. 14
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per NSD 414, Fuel Handling, a required duty of the RO is to monitor nuclear
instrumentation during fuel handling operations.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since there is a requirement to conduct the Refueling Communications
Test during core alterations, but it is every 12 hours, and must be conducted one hour prior to
the start of core alterations.

C. Incorrect. This is a listed duty of the Reactor Engineer in NSD 414.(Fuel Handling). It is
plausible that an applicant could believe this is a duty of the RO in the Control Room, since this
task is listed in the operator responsibilities of NSD 414, however, it is a duty of the Refueling
SRO.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since there is a camera in the Control Room, but it is not used for this
purpose. Further, this is a listed duty of the Maintenance Fuel Handling Technicians, not the
RO in the Control Room.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the question tests knowledge of RO duties in the control room during
fuel handling operations, specifically, an instrument which must be monitored during the period
when a fuel assembly is being placed in the core.

Cognitive Level: Low
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9. Responsible for PMs/PTs on all Fueling Handling equipment.

10. Responsible for maintaining and troubleshooting all Fuel Handling equipment.

11. Responsible for preparing, loading, and transporting of Dry Storage Canisters.

12. Qualified! certified to Fuel Handling procedures for assigned equipment.

13. Perform procedures related to SNM (Special Nuclear Material) inventory control related to
fuel.

14. Install and maintain communications systems required for refueling activities (installation and
checkout).

15. Maintain underwater lights.

16. Support special projects as needed.

17. Perform all fuel handling activities.

18. Operate overhead cranes and hoists as necessary during fuel handling activities

19. Establish and maintain housekeeping, material condition, and FME controls of all fuel
handling areas. This includes Upper Containment Refueling Canal Area, Spent Fuel Pools
and Fuel Receiving Areas.

414.2.6 FUEL HANDLING ADVISORS (VENDOR)

A. Provide expertise for fuel handling activities (cranes, hoists, tooling, including industry
knowledge, etc.).

B. Participate as an active member of the Fuel Handling Team.

C. Can perform the following:

• Review procedures.

• Provide “hands on” work as requested and approved by the Job Sponsor.

414.2.7 OPERATIONS SHIFT MANAGER (OPS)

NOTE: Operations is responsible for performing the SOER 91-01 Briefing for core reload.

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Ensure SRO’s/RO’s are cognizant of all fuel handling activities in progress or planned.

2. Maintain awareness of any activities that could impact fuel handling activities and ensure
appropriate fuel handling personnel are aware of these activities.

3. Ensure appropriate response and notifications to any abnormal fuel handling event and verify
any Technical Specification implications.

4. Has ultimate responsibility for the safety of the reactor core and fuel stored on site.

5. Ensure the 91-01 Briefmg is performed prior to core reload.

414.2.8 CONTROL ROOM SRO AND RO (OPS)

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Monitor the Nuclear Instrumentation during core alterations.

2. Implement any responses required by Abnormal Procedures.

REVISION 2
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3. Log, verif,’, and maintain Technical Specification for Mode 6, Core Alterations, and other
Technical Specifications for Spent Fuel Building activities.

4. Maintain awareness of fuel handling and Spent Fuel Building activities (i.e. - logging,
turnover, etc.).

5. Maintain awareness of core configuration during core alterations.

6. Ensure reactivity monitoring is performed during refueling.

414.2.9 REFUELING SRO RESPONSIBLE FOR FUEL HANDLING

A. During core alterations:

1. Shall be present in the Reactor Building to observe and provide oversight of fuel handling
activities anytime Core Alterations are being performed.

2. Shall have an SRO License or a SRO license limited to fuel handling.

3. Maintain a working knowledge of procedures and Technical Specifications associated with fuel
handling and command immediate action as required.

4. Approve use of fuel handling bypass interlocks as necessary when not specified by an
approved procedure.

5. Approve alternate fuel assembly moves as recommended by Reactor Engineering.

6. The Refueling SRO should be stationed on the refueling bridge any time Fuel Assemblies are
being moved in the Reactor.

7. The Refueling SRO will ensure the following:

a) Fuel Handling Procedures are performed as written.

b) All refueling personnel adhere to STAR Self-checking techniques, procedure use and
adherence, communication standards and independent verification.

c) Understands the need for and approve all contingency actions which may be
required, in accordance with Maintenance procedures for operating the Reactor
Building Manipulator Crane.

d) Direct Reactor building Activities during performance of Abnormal Procedures.

e) No activities occur that adversely affect reactivity control.

f) Foreign Material Exclusion controls are implemented per NSD 104 in the Refueling
Canal area and that all housekeeping standards are maintained.

g) Assure approved safety practices are followed during operation of the Manipulator
Crane.

h) Suspend all refueling operations anytime he/she thinks refueling operations are not
being performed correctly or safely.

414.2.10 TRAINING

A. Develop and maintain initial training for designated Maintenance, Operations, and contract
personnel on fuel handling topics.

B. Assist in the development of Just in Time (JITT) on relevant fuel handling topics using the
systematic approach to training (SAT) process. Provide this training for the above designated
personnel to maintain a well qualified work force for safe and efficient fuel handling operations
and to maintain awareness of NSD 414 and fuel handling related issues.

6 REVISION 2
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414. FUEL HANDLING

414.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this NSD is to identif,’ the roles and responsibilities for Fuel Handling activities at the three nuclear
sites. Mechanical Maintenance (Reactor Services) is the owner of Fuel Handling and performs operation of all the
tools and equipment used to move and manipulate fuel and components. Reactor Engineering provides the core
designs, configuration control, and assists with the coordination and oversight of fuel handling activities. Operations
provide oversight and ensure reactivity management during fuel manipulations.

414.2 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

4142.1 REACTOR ENGINEERING (RES)

A. During Fuel Movement:

1. Determine fuel movement sequence.

2. Determine acceptable storage locations per Tech Specs.

3. Ensure reactivity monitoring is performed during refueling.

4. Provide technical oversight of controlling procedure during unload and reload.

5. Assist with pre-job briefings as required.

6. Provide instructions for alternate moves as required. (must be approved by FH SRO).

7. Provide technical assistance during foreign object retrieval.

8. Perform plant engineering roles (i.e., core verification, gap alignments, ensure SNM database
is updated, etc.) in accordance with Equipment Reliability Program (NSD12O)

NOTE: Operations is responsible for performing the SUER 91-01 Briefing for core reload.

9. Assist in providing the following SUER 91-01 oversight for core reload:

• Ensure Management’s expectations are met.

• Provide periodic oversight as required.

• Be present at the 91-01 briefmg.

B. During Fuel Receipt:

1. Serve as point contact for scheduling fuel and/or component receipt (i.e. - vendor interface).
The dates are established and provided to the FH Supervisor for further notification and
follow up.

2. Prepare documentation for new fuel receipt.

3. Ensure QA inspection has been performed.

4. Interface with GO/vendor for evaluation of any defects found.

5. Responsible for loading patterns in the Spent Fuel Pool.

6. Ensure the SNM (Special Nuclear Materials) database is updated

C. During Special Projects:

REVISION 2
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• Provide periodic oversight as required.

• Be present at the 91-01 briefing.

414.2.4 REACTOR SERVICES (MNT) SUPERVISOR

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Maintain responsibility and control of all activities in the fuel handling areas. This includes
the Spent Fuel Pools and the Fuel Receiving Areas.

2. Ensure housekeeping and material condition, and FME controls of all fuel handling areas is
maintained. This includes Upper Containment Refueling Canal, Spent Fuel Pools, and Fuel
Receiving Areas.

3. Provide work direction of Fuel Handling Team in support of fuel handling activities.

4. Coordinate interface with other groups during fuel handling activities.

5. Maintain ownership of fuel handling maintenance procedures. Ensure fuel handling
maintenance procedures are developed and enhanced.

6. Act as a contact for scheduling all fuel handling PM’s. Ensure all PM’s are scheduled in a
coordinated manner.

7. Performance management of the Fuel Handling Team.

8. Ensures qualifications and training requirements are met.

9. Maintain list and location of handling tools and equipment.

10. Perform all required fuel handling equipment PM’s.

11. Provide ownership for Fuel Handling ETQS tasks.

12. Communicate any Fuel Handling issues to Operations in a timely manner.

13. Assist in providing the following SOER 91-01 oversight for core reloading:

• Ensure Management’s expectations are met.

• Provide periodic oversight as required.

• Be present at the 91-01 briefmg.

414.2.5 MAINTENANCE FUEL HANDLING TECHNICIANS

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Operate fuel handling equipment in accordance with approved procedures.

2. Operate the fuel transfer system.

3. Operate all Fuel Handling tools.

4. Operate the Spent Fuel Pool bridge during fuel handling activities.

5. Operate the Reactor Building main crane during fuel handling activities.

6. Provide Spotter for the Spent Fuel Pool bridge during fuel handling activities.

7. Provide Spotter in the Reactor Building during Fuel Handling activities.

8. Monitor the camera installed at the spent fuel pooi up-enders to ensure that the correct fuel
assembly is in transit to the reactor building during refueling.

4 REVISION 2
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9. Responsible for PMs/PTs on all Fueling Handling equipment.

10. Responsible for maintaining and troubleshooting all Fuel Handling equipment.

11. Responsible for preparing, loading, and transporting of Dry Storage Canisters.

12. Qualified I certified to Fuel Handling procedures for assigned equipment.

13. Perform procedures related to SNM (Special Nuclear Material) inventory control related to
fuel.

14. Install and maintain communications systems required for refueling activities (installation and
checkout).

15. Maintain underwater lights.

16. Support special projects as needed.

17. Perform all fuel handling activities.

18. Operate overhead cranes and hoists as necessary during fuel handling activities

19. Establish and maintain housekeeping, material condition, and FME controls of all fuel
handling areas. This includes Upper Containment Refueling Canal Area, Spent Fuel Pools
and Fuel Receiving Areas.

414.2.6 FUEL HANDLING ADVISORS (VENDOR)

A. Provide expertise for fuel handling activities (cranes, hoists, tooling, including industry
knowledge, etc.).

B. Participate as an active member of the Fuel Handling Team.

C. Can perform the following:

• Review procedures.

• Provide “hands on” work as requested and approved by the Job Sponsor.

41 4.2.7 OPERATIONS SHIFT MANAGER (OPS)

NOTE: Operations is responsible for performing the SOER 91-01 Briefmg for core reload.

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Ensure SRO’ s/RO’s are cognizant of all fuel handling activities in progress or planned.

2. Maintain awareness of any activities that could impact fuel handling activities and ensure
appropriate fuel handling personnel are aware of these activities.

3. Ensure appropriate response and notifications to any abnormal fuel handling event and verifv
any Technical Specification implications.

4. Has ultimate responsibility for the safety of the reactor core and fuel stored on site.

5. Ensure the 91-01 Briefmg is performed prior to core reload.

414.2.8 CONTROL ROOM SRO AND RO (OPS)

A. During fuel movement, fuel receipt, special projects, and dry cask storage:

1. Monitor the Nuclear Instrumentation during core alterations.

2. Implement any responses required by Abnormal Procedures.
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Refueling Communications Test

1. Purpose

To functionally test the communication system used during fuel movement/core alteration

2. References

2.1 Catawba SLC 16.9-18

2.2 CN- 1839-02 (Fuel Building Plans and Sections)

3. Time Required

3.1 Manpower - Two (2) Operators

3.2 Time - Thirty (30) minutes

3.3 Frequency

• Within 1 hour prior to the start of core alterations and

• At least once per 12 hours while core alterations are in progress.

4. Prerequisite Tests

None

5. Test Equipment

• Two (2) Sound Powered Phone Head sets

OR

• Telex Communication System

6. Limits and Precautions

None

7. Required Unit Status

None
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67.
G 2.1.5
Conduct of Operations
Ability to use procedures related to shift staffing, such as minimum crew complement, overtime
limitations, etc.

NEW
Given the foNowing conditions:

• Unit 1 is at 50% power.
• Unit 2 is in a refueling outage, with fuel moves in progress from the Reactor cavity to the Spent

Fuel Pool.

For the above conditions, and per Selected Licensee Commitment 16.13-4, (Minimum Station
Staffing Reauirements), which ONE of the following describes the MINIMUM required number of
ROs to be present at all times in the area marked ‘NORMAL” (total for both units);

AND

the total MINIMUM required number of ROs on shift?

Reference Provided
Total Minimum ROs
in Area Marked “NORMAL” Total Minimum Required ROs on shift

A. 2 3

B. 2 4

C. 3 3

D. 3 4

Ans: A

References:
Selected Licensee Commitment 16.13-4, (Minimum Station Staffing Requirements), Rev. 0
OMP 1-9, (Definition of “AT THE CONTROLS”), Rev. 10
OMP 1-10, Enclosure 7.1, Administrative Shift Manning Requirements, Rev. 31
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. In accordance with the procedure for Minimum Station Staffing Requirements,
one of the requirements is that 1 RO shall be present at the controls at all times for each
fueled unit. Since both units have fuel in the vessel, this requirement applies, and therefore, a
minimum of 2 ROs are required at all times in the area marked “NORMAL’ on the provided
procedure excerpt. The applicant must also know that the area marked “NORMAL” is the
definition of ATC (at the controls), and that the requirement applies for this area.

The total minimum required ROs on shift is3 in accordance with the Table in Minimum Station
Staffing Requirements for the given plant conditions (One Unit in Modes 1-4).

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the total minimum ROs required ATC is correct. 4 total ROs
required on shift is plausible if applicant misapplies minimum ROs required ATC and
calculates that number times two units to arrive at 4 total. 4 is also plausible since that is a
number in the Table for Minimum Station Staffing, but it is misapplied if applicant makes this
selection.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since 3 ROs are required total on shift. 3 ROs for the first column is
plausible since this number appears numerous times in the Table for Minimum Station
Staffing, and if the applicant incorrectly applies it here.

D. Incorrect. 3 ROs for the first column is plausible since this number appears numerous times
in the Table for Minimum Station Staffing, and if the applicant incorrectly applies it here. 4
total ROs required on shift is plausible if applicant misapplies minimum ROs required ATC and
calculates that number times two units to arrive at 4 total. 4 is also plausible since that is a
number in the Table for Minimum Station Staffing, but it is misapplied if applicant makes this
selection.

K/A Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is provided with a page from a procedure (OMP 1-9),
and must use it, along with knowledge of another procedure (for Minimum Station Staffing
Requirements), and apply that to the conditions in the stem of the question to determine the level
of shift staffing for the area delineated in the procedure excerpt, and for the plant conditions
specified in the stem of the question.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must use a page from an Operations
Department procedure, which depicts a graphic layout drawing of the control room to determine
required shift staffing. The applicant recalls shift staffing requirements and applies that knowledge
to interpret the drawing, and make a final determination on whether the given staffing level is
acceptable for the plant modes. The applicant must also recall the definition of “At the Controls”
and also apply this to the procedure drawing for making the shift staffing determination.
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Minimum Station Staffing Requirements
- I6434

Table 16.13-4-1

Minimum Station Staffing Requirements

2

3

5

2

3

5

1

1

2

4

1

3

(1) Either a SRO (active or inactive), RO, or other designated personnel (NLO) may be designated as the fire brigade
leader. The totals for the appropriate position shall be increased by one, depending upon which position is being
used to fulfill the role of fire brigade leader.

(2) In addition to these requirements, during CORE ALTERATIONS (including fuel loading or transfer), a SRO or SRO
limited to fuel handling shall be present to directly supervise the activity. During this time, no other duties shall be
assigned to this person.

3) With any unit in MODES 1-4, a SRO shall be present in the control room at all times.

(4) For each fueled unit, a RO shall be present at the controls at all times.

POSITION BOTH UNITS IN ONE UNIT IN MODES BOTH UNITS IN
MODES1-4 1-4 MODES5,6,ORNO

MODE

Operations Shift Manager (OSM)

Shift Technical Advisor (STA)

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO)123>

Reactor Operator (RO)C1X4)

Non-Licensed Operator (NLO)1

Chemistry Technician

Radiation Protection Technician 3 3

Mechanical Maintenance Technician 1 1 1

Instrumentation and Electrical Technician 2 2 2

Medical Emergency Response Team 2 2 2
(MERT)

Security Personnel Per Security Plan Per Security Plan Per Security Plan

Catawba Units 1 and 2 16.13-4-2 Revision 0
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4. Responsibilities

4.1. Responsibilities of the Operator at the Controls include the following:

A. Adhering to the plant’s Technical Specifications.

B. Adhering to the plancs operating procedures.

C. Reviewing operating data and plant status in order to ensure
safe operation of the plant.

D. Manually initiating engineered safety features during transient
and accident conditions.

4.2. An Operator shall assume responsibility as OATC for both units at
the same time.

4.3. A licensed Reactor Operator or licensed Senior Reactor Operator is
required to be present at the controls at all times.

5. Reporting Requirements

None

6. Definitions

6.1. Operator at the Controls (OATC)

The designated licensed Reactor Operator or licensed Senior Reactor
Operator who has the responsibility for the operation of a unit from the
Control Room.

6.2. Controls

Apparatus and mechanisms the manipulation of which directly affects
the reactivity or power level of the reactor.

6.3. Operational Control Panels

Control panels that enable the Operator at the Controls to perform
required manual safety functions and equipment surveillance and to
monitor plant conditions under normal and accident conditions.

Operational control panels include instrumentation of the reactor,
reactor coolant system, containment and safety-related process systems
and associated alarms.
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7. General Instructions

7.1. Prior to assuming responsibility for being OATC, an operator shall be
properly briefed on the plant status in accordance with Operations
Management Procedure 2-22 (Shift Turnover).

7.2. The OATC shall have an unobstructed view of and access to the
operational control panels in order to be able to initiate prompt
corrective action when necessary.

7.3. The Operator at the Controls shall not leave the surveillance area
defined in Attachment 8.1 for any non-emergency reason without
obtaining a qualified relief.

A. The OATC will monitor the operational control panels in the
normal surveillance area defined in Attachment 8.1.

B. The OATC may enter the limited surveillance area defmed in
Attachment 8.1 to perform short duration tasks.

1. Short duration tasks include acknowledging
annunciators, verifying indications and aligning control
board switches.

C. In the event of an emergency, the Operator at the Controls may
be momentarily absent from the surveillance area in order to
verify the receipt of an annunciator alarm or initiate corrective
action.

1. The area that may be entered by the OATC is defined in
Attachment 8.1.

2. The time out of the designated surveillance area shall be
kept to the minimum required amount.
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Enclosure 7.1
Administrative Shift Manning Requirements

One Unit in Mode
1-4 AND One Unit Both Units in

Position Both Units in in Mode 5, 6, or Modes 5, 6, or
Modes 1, 2, 3, 4 No Mode No Mode

(Number Required) (Number Required)) (Number Required)

Operations Shift Manager 1 1 1
(SRO) *+

Nuclear Shift Supervisor 3 3 2
(SRO) * +

NCO (RO) * + 4(a) , 4(a) 3(a)
4/S744 Z

NLO - 100% Qualified 6(a) 6(a) 5(a)

STA+ 1 1 1

Fuel Handling Supv. (SRO) + 0 ##

Fire Brigade Member + 8(b) 8(b) 8(b)

* One of these individuals must assume the Control Room Command Function.

## One required for each unit in Mode 6 during Core Alterations. This individual shall have no
other concurrent responsibilities, possess an Active SRO License and be present in the
Reactor Building to supervise fuel handling activities.

(a) At least one of the required individuals must be assigned to the designated position for each
unit.

+ Shall be clean shaven with respiratory and SCBA qualifications up-to-date.

(b) The three NLOs assigned to safe shutdown positions shall be included as Fire Brigade
first responders and shall be respirator qualified.
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68.
G 2.2.20
Equipment Control
Knowledge of the process for managing troubleshooting activities.

NEW
The “DC Power On” light for CAPT Elect Ops Status, 1SA-145 on IMC-1O is OUT.

Which ONE of the following describes the process for troubleshooting this condition?

A. Follow the guidance in lAD-il, LJ2 (BlO ALTERNATE CONT PWR LOSS) to dispatch an
NEO to lTBOXO398(SB594, U-31) to troubleshoot the condition.

B. Replace the light bulb. If it is still not lit, this means FU1 or FU2 is blown. Write a Work
Request to have the fuse replaced.

C. Follow the guidance in OMP 2-39, (Changing Control Indicating Lights). It provides a specific
troubleshooting sequence for this particular component.

D. Use OP/O/N6350/014, (Operations Troubleshooting Guidelines), to determine the cause of
this condition. Then write the appropriate Work Request for repair.

Ans: C

References:
OMP 2-39 (Changing Control Indicating Lights), Section 7, “Changing Light Bulbs in Control
Indications,” subsection 7.6, Rev. 012
Annunciator Response Procedure lAD-il, L12 (B/O ALTERNATE CONT PWR LOSS)
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Distractor Analysis
A. Incorrect. Plausible, since Annunciator Response Procedure lAD-Il, LJ2 (blackout alternate

control power loss) does contain guidance related to control power loss for the turbine driven
aux. feed pump (CAPT). It directs the control room to dispatch an operator to a location in the
plant to investigate the condition (i.e.., loss of control power f0rCAPT), but is not specific to an
indicating light condition.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since a blown fuse could have the mentioned effect on bulb indication.
This selection is also plausible, since writing a Work Request could be reasonable for a blown
fuse; however, whether this action is appropriate, depends on making a potentially incorrect
assumption that the problem is a blown fuse.

C. CORRECT. OMP 2-39 {Changing Control Indicating Lights) contains a section with detailed
troubleshooting instructions for this particular light bulb; the bulb is associated with control
power for the turbine driven aux. feed pump. The status of this light bulb, and its significance,
has been the subject of increased attention in the past, which was documented in the PIP
(Problem Investigation Program) corrective action program for trending. As a result of a
corrective action, a significant amount of detail was added to the procedure (OMP 2-39) on
how to troubleshooting conditions associated with this light bulb.

D. Incorrect. It is plausible for an applicant to reason that a procedure titled, “Operations
Troubleshooting Guidelines” would contain needed guidance on how to conduct
troubleshooting for most situations they are likely to encounter. In this particular instance, this
light bulb requires specialized guidance forconducting troubleshooting to determine if the bulb
is burned out, and if so, what to do about it. This is only contained in the OMP 2-39
procedure.

KIA Match
This is a challenging K/A to match with a question at the RO level. In an earnest attempt to meet
the intent of the K/A, a question was developed which tests RO knowledge of how to “manage” a
specific instance of a troubleshooting activity, AND for an RO task; i.e., the process for
troubleshooting and changing out light bulbs.

The stem of the question gives conditions involving a burned out bulb associated with safety
related equipment. Since this particular light bulb is a special case, and was previously identified
by the corrective action program, specialized knowledge of how to troubleshoot why the bulb is not
lit is required. This question tests that specialized knowledge of how the troubleshooting is
managed, in the context of either HOW it is done, or WHAT guidance ensures it is conducted
properly.

Cognitive Level: Low
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Approval

_______________________________

Rev 12 Date

_____________________

DUKE POWER COMPANY

CATAWBA NUCLEAR STATION

CHANGiNG CONTROL INDICATiNG LIGHTS

1. Purpose

Describe actions and precautions for changing indicating lights and bulbs on
the main control boards and other plant panels.

2. References

PIPs C-99-3676, C-OO-2739, C-03-1281, C-05-0222

3. Description

This procedure provides guidance for changing indicating lights and
information for the potential effects if light bulbs short the circuit.

4. Responsibilities

Personnel that change indicating lights and bulbs shall do so in accordance
with the guidelines in this procedure.

5. Reporting Requirements

None

6. Annunciator Lamp Replacement

When annunciator lamp replacement is required in an area of the Control
Room where a Reactor Operator (RO) must stand on top of a control board,
then two (2) ROs shall be present. In the event a control is inadvertently
actuated by the RO changing the lamp, the second RO shall take immediate
action to respond.
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7. Changing Light Bulbs in Control Indications

7.1. Use ONLY approved lamp extraction tools. Refer to Attachment 8.1
(Approved Extraction Tools/Removal Techniques).

7.2. Q attempt shall be made by an operator to remove a broken bulb.
Initiate a Work Request to have it removed.

7.3. Prior to removal, evaluate any bulb replacement for undesired effects;
refer to Attachment 8.2 (Panel and Component Table) and Attachment
8.3 (Equipment Indication in the Control Room Requiring Use of
120 PSB Bulbs).

A. Evaluation should include potential cross-train impacts,
equipment inoperabilities, and system interactions.

B. If bulb cannot be replaced, place DOT Sticker (Do Not Change
bulb symbol) on lens cover needing replacement and record in
Open Item Summary for tracking (control room) or initiate a
work request (plant).

C. Bulbs that are a trip/transient hazard will be replaced during the
next forced shutdown/outage under Model W/O 01067742 or
01067744.

CAUTION: Approved safety glasses shall be worn when replacing indicating bulbs.

7.4. Bulb Removal

A. If the bulb appears stuck in its socket, do use force as bulb
may shatter or separate; initiate a work request to have it
removed.

B. After the bulb is removed, the bulb socket should be inspected
for the following:

• Veri’ no debris in the socket.

• Verify that the contacts have no corrosion and are intact
(no cracking).

• Verify that the red rubber boot, located between the
screw on lens cap and the contact area, is intact.
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7.6. Guideline for changing bulb on the “DC Power On” light for CAPT
Elect Ops Status, 1(2)SA145.

A. If the “DC Power On” light on for CAPT Elect Ops Status,
1(2)SA 145 on l(2)MC1O is out, either:

1. the light failed, or

2. FU1 of FU2 has failed, or

3. some component has failed and caused FU1 or FU2 to
blow.

NOTE: This process is intended to allow Ops to replace the bulbs in case (1)
but to ensure Engineering involvement in cases (2) and (3).
Engineering involvement is required to determine the root cause of the
repeated fuse failures. Prior to changing the light bulb, perform the
following.

B. Verify the “Control Power On” light is lit on 1(2)ELCPO245.
If this light is on, then the light on 1(2)MC10 has failed.
Replace the bulb. Go to Step 7.6.F.

If this light is off, then either a fuse or both lights have failed.
Go to Step 7.6.C.

C. Verify the “DC Power On” light for CAPT 1 Elect 0ps Status,
1(2)SA145 on SSF control panel (0CNSL0001) is on.

If this light is on, then both the light on 1 (2)MC 10 and the light
on 1(2)ELCPO245 have failed.

Replace both bulbs. Go to Step 7.6.F.

If this light is off, then either a fuse has blown or all three lights
have failed. Go to Step 7.6.D.

D. Have SPOC check the fuses, FU1 and FU2, in 1(2)ELCPO245.

If both fuses are good, then all three lights have failed. Replace
all three bulbs. Go to Step 7.6.F.

If either fuse is blown, then go to Step 7.6.E.
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E. Have Engineering perform an operability determination and a
root cause analysis. DO NOT REPLACE BULBS OR FUSES
without Engineering concurrence.

F. If no fuse was blown and only problem is one or more failed
bulbs, then send note to Engineering stating that light was
changed on panel l(2)MC1O, l(2)ELCPO245, or OCNSL0001
and no problem was noted. This information will be used for
trending. {PIP 97-3684}

8. Attachments

8.1. Approved Extraction Tools/Removal Techniques

8.2. Panel and Component Table

8.3. Equipment Indication in the Control Room Requiring Use of 120 PSB
Bulbs
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BlO ALTERNATE CONT PWR LOSS L12
SETPOINT: N/A

ORIGIN: Relay AA (74V)

PROBABLE 1. AD orAB Fuse in 1TB0X0398 (SB594, U-31) blown.
CAUSE: 2. IAE working on 1DPB.

AUTOMATIC None
ACTIONS:

NOTE: Control power to 1LXI (600 Volt Blackout Load Center), the 4KV blackout switchgear (1FTA,
1 GTA) control circuits and the CAPT speed control circuit normally fed from distribution center
1CDA. If power is interrupted to any of the above loads, all the loads will automatically be
transferred to the 250 VDC Battery. (1 DPB) When normal power is restored, loads can be
manually transferred baàk to CDA.

IMMEDIATE Verify normal blackout control power is available from the following
ACTIONS: breakers:

• 1CDA-FO2D (600V L.C. 1LXI Control Power)
• 1CDA-F021 (4KV B/O Switchgear 1FTA and 1GTA Control Power)
• 1 CDA-FO8D (Aux Feedwater Pump Turbine Speed Control)

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Dispatch operator to 1TB0X0398 (SB594, U-31) to investigate.
ACTIONS: 2. IF applicable, write a Work Request to have equipment repaired.

REFERENCES: 1. CNEE-0162-03.01
2. CNEE-0 162-03.02
3. CN-1759-13.02
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Operations Troubleshooting Guidelines

1. Purpose

To establish controls and boundaries for the purpose of troubleshooting components/systems
under Operations Group control.

2. Limits And Precautions

2.1 Superintendent of Operations (or Duty Superintendent) should concur with any
troubleshooting plan that results in making any system or component incapable of
performing intended function andior inoperable per Technical Specifications.

2.2 Operations Shift Manager shall approve all troubleshooting plans.

2.3 Unit/WCC SRO shall approve all troubleshooting plans for assigned unit.

2.4 Use extreme caution during troubleshooting activities to minimize risk of inadvertent
Reactor or Turbine trips, isolations, or equipment inoperability.

2.5 Consider the need for red tags if the troubleshooting activity could jeopardize the safety
of personnel involved.

2.6 Independent Verification shall be performed per OMP 1-5 (Independent Verification).

2.7 Do NOT exceed design limits of operating parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.) for
any system or component.

2.8 Plant Configuration shall be controlled by approved method:

• Approved procedures

• R&R process

2.9 Troubleshooting Plan procedure shall NOT be used if existing plant procedures
(including those requiring procedure changes) are available to perform task(s) under
consideration.

2.10 Every effort should be made to NOT turnover troubleshooting activity to on-coming
shift. If it becomes necessary, a thorough turnover of procedure in-progress is required.
Supervisor in charge of troubleshooting activity and operator that performed steps shall
(at a minimum) be present with on-coming supervisor. This may require on-station
turnover.
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69.
G 2.2.6
Equipment Control
Knowledge of the process for making changes to procedures.

NEW
During a plant startup the operator is performing 0P111A162501008, Enclosure 4.1, “Establishing
Steam Generator Blowdown.” In Step 3.5, the operator notes that the procedure has erroneously
listed the same component TWICE, as seen below in the shaded portion:

3.5 Open the following valves to align both BB Recovery Hxs for service:

P -179 BB Recove x let B- 0

• 1BB18O (IA BB Recovery Hx Outlet) (TB-607, 1H-21)
• 1BB-181 (lB BB Recovery Hx Inlet) (TB-604, 1H-22)
• IBB-182 (lB BB Recovery Hx Outlet) (TB-607, 1H-21)

The operator stops performing the procedure.

Which ONE of the following describes the correct sequence of the operator’s actions, as required
by NDS-704, (Technical Procedure Use and Adherence), Appendix N, “Problems Encountered
During Procedure Performance?”

A. 1. Correct the error with black ink.
2. Continue with the procedure.
3. Notify supervisor when task is complete.
4. Initiate procedure change request.

B. 1. Obtain supervisor approval.
2. Initiate procedure change request.
3. Continue with the procedure.
4. Correct the error with black ink.

C. 1. Correct the error with black ink.
2. Initiate a procedure change request.
3. Continue with the procedure.
4. Notify supervisor when task is complete.

D. 1. Obtain supervisor approval.
2. Correct the error with black ink.
3. Continue with the procedure.
4. Initiate procedure change request.

Ans: D
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References:
NDS-704, (Technical Procedure Use and Adherence), Appendix N, “Problems Encountered
During Procedure -Performance, Rev. 17.

Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Because the error is such an obvious editorial error, and does not change the
intent of the procedure, it is plausible for someone to believe that an on the spot correction
with black ink is adequate, and then follow up with a notification to the supervisor when the
task is complete, particularly in the context of a plant startup. Recognizing the procedure
change request initiation as last is correct, and therefore adds plausibility.

B. Incorrect. This dist-ractor is plausible because obtaining supervisor approval first is correct.
The remaining sequence of steps is plausible if the applicant reasons that once the
supervisor approval is obtained, a procedure change request is needed prior to continuing in
the procedure. Applicant could reason that the supervisor would initiate the change request,
and that the operator would continue performing the procedure, and then followup with the
pen and ink change.

C. Incorrect. Because the error is such an obvious editorial error, and does not change the intent
of the procedure, it is plausible for someone to believe that an on the spot correction with black
ink is adequate, then to initiate a change request, then continue with the procedure, and notify
the supervisor when complete, and that the supervisor would initiate the change request, using
the black ink corrected copy.

D. CORRECT. In accordance with Nuclear System Directive (NSD) 704, Technical Procedure
Use and Adherence, Appendix N, “Problems Encountered During Procedure Performance,”
supervisory approval must be obtained prior to any action. Since the stem conditions involve
an “obvious editorial error” the requirements of Appendix N. 704, Step 5.a apply. This step
requires supervisor approval prior to correcting the error, and prior to continuing in the
procedure. As soon as time permits a procedure change request will be initiated.

K/A Match
K/A is matched because the applicant is presented with conditions involving performance of a
procedure section which needs to be changed. The applicant must determine from these
conditions that the needed change is of a minor editorial nature, and then apply knowledge of the
process for making this change to determine the correct sequence of actions.

Cognitive Level: Low
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VERIFY HARD COPY AGAINST WEB SITE 1MMEDL&TELY PRIOR TO EACH USE

NudearPolicy Manual= Volnmc-2- -
- - NSD 704

APPENDIX N. 704. PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING
PROCEDURE PERFORMANCE

1. The performer shall STOP anytime the step in a procedure:

• CANNOT be performed as written.

• Is NOT clearly understood.

• It is suspected that performance of the step will QI obtain the desired result.

2. IF the problem is NOT clearly resolved by your review of the procedure, contact supervision and resolve the
issue using the guidance in this Appendix.

3. Procedure problems may be with the procedure or with equipment.

4. Appendix M (Use of NA and Out of Sequence) describes processes available to supervision and may be an
option as long as the intent of the procedure step(s) is NOT changed.

5. Problems with the procedure:

a. IF the procedure problem is an obvious typographical or editorial error, a procedure change does NOT
have to be made prior to completing the procedure.

1) Before continuing with the procedure AND with supervisor approval; correct the error, initial and date,
and document the reason along with supervisor approval.

2) As soon as time permits, initiate a procedure change request.

b. IF the procedure problem is NOT editorial AND the procedure CANNOT be completed as written using
NA or Out of Sequence per Appendix M, the procedure shall be changed or revised per NSD 703
(Administrative Instructions for Technical Procedures) before continuing.

a procedure change is required and will be immediately processed, determine if the procedure
needs to be placed on TECH HOLD.

6. Problems with equipment:

a. IF equipment does NOT perform as expected by the procedure, before continuing evaluate the necessary
corrective actions.

b. IF necessary, initiate a WR for repairs.

c. Document the equipment problem as follows:

• In the current WO, if applicable.

• IF initiation criteria of NSD 208, Problem Investigation Process (PIP) is met, initiate a PIP and include
any WR number written for repair.

d. IF the acceptance criteria of the procedure CAN be met, document the discrepancy in the WRJWO or on
Appendix 0 (Equipment Problem Evaluation Form) and continue with the procedure. used, attach
Appendix 0 to the procedure.

e. IF the acceptance criteria of the procedure CANNOT be met, document the deficiency in the WRJWO and
PIP and, if used, on Appendix 0. Complete Appendix S (Surveillance Procedure Completion When
Acceptance Criteria 2J. Met).

REVISION 17 33

VERIFY HARD COPY AGAINST WEB SITE IMMEDIATELY PRIOR TO EACH USE
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70
G 2.3.15
Radiation Control
Knowledge of radiation monitoring systems, such as fixed radiation monitors and alarms, pGrtable
survey instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, etc.

NEW
Given the following conditions:

A planned Liquid Waste Release of Waste Monitor Tank WMT) A was initiated at 1110.

The following timeline of events then occurs:

1120- 1 RAD-1, C15, EMF-49 LIQUID WASTE DISCH HI RAD alarms.
1130 - The release is manually re-initiated without re-sampling.
1145- 1 RAD-1, C/5, EMF-49 LIQUID WASTE DISCH HI RAD alarms.
1155 - The release is manually re-initiated without re-sampling.
1215- IRAD-1, C/5, EMF-49 LIQUID WASTE DISCH HI RAD alarms.

Which ONE of the following describes:

(1) can the release be manually re-initiated again, without re-sampling, per OPIOIB/6500/113,
(Operations Liquid Waste Release);

AND

(2) which valve has been automatically closed to terminate the release?

A. (1) NO
(2) 1WL-X28

B. (1) NO
(2) 1WL-124

C. (1) YES
(2) 1 WL-X28

D. (1) YES
(2) IWL-124

Ans:B

References:
OP/0/B/6500/1 13, (Operations Liquid Waste Release), Section 2.6 of Limits and Precautions, Rev.
003
IRAD-1, C/5, EMF-49 LIQUID WASTE DISCH HI RAD
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the release may NOT be re-initiated manually any more times
without re-sampling. 1 EMF-57 closes IWL-X28 from a different tank, and is plausible if the
applicant has misconception of layout of the system and relationship with radiation monitoring
equipment.

B. CORRECT. The Operating Procedure contains a Limit and Precaution that allows three(3)
initiations of a radioactive liquid waste release without re-sampling, if it is interrupted by EMF
49 high radiation trips. The stem gives the original initiation (#1) and two 2) more after that
(#2 and #3). That is the maximum allowed by the procedure, without re-sampling upon a high
radiation condition. 1WL-124 would be closed, since the radiation monitor alarmed on high
radiation.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant could confuse the guidance given in the operating
procedure for Operations Liquid Waste Release. It specifies that three (3) initiations of a
radioactive liquid waste release without re-sampling, are permitted, if it is interrupted by EMF
49 high radiation trips. However, a important point is that this includes the original initiation as
one of the three. It is plausible that the stem conditions could be interpreted incorrectly, if the
applicant notes that only TWO re-initiations have occurred, and ONE more is allowed. This is
incorrect, since THREE total initiations have occurred, and no more are allowed.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant could confuse the guidance given in the operating
procedure for Operations Liquid Waste Release. It specifies that three (3) initiations of a
radioactive liquid waste release without re-sampling, are permitted, if it is interrupted by EMF
49 high radiation trips. However, an important point is that this includes the original initiation
as one of the three. It is plausible that the stem conditions could be interpreted incorrectly, if
the applicant notes that only TWO re-initiations have occurred, and ONE more is allowed.
This is incorrect, since THREE total initiations have occurred, and no more are allowed.

KIA Match
The liquid waste discharge monitor is a fixed radiation monitoring system. The applicant is
presented with an operations oriented set of conditions (a planned liquid radwaste release) which
trips off on high radiation several times. To answer the question, the applicant must have
knowledge of the function of EMF-49 radiation monitor during a planned release.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must analyze conditions, apply
system knowledge, apply knowledge of procedural requirements, and determine a required action,
and a valve designed to close.
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EMF-49 LIQUID WASTE DISCH HI R&D C15
SETPOINT: Per HP/O/B/1 000/010 (Determination of Radiation Monitor Setpoints)

ORIGIN: EMF-49 gamma scintillation detector (low range)

PROBABLE 1. Inadvertent opening of 1WL-124 (Waste Monit Tnk Pmps Disch)
CAUSE: 2. Error in release rate calculations

AUTOMATIC 1WL-124 (Waste Monit Tnk Pmps Disch) closes.
ACTIONS:

IMMEDIATE 1. Verify 1WL-124 (Waste Monit Tnk Pmps Disch) closes (1MC1 1).
ACTIONS: 2. Monitor activity level for EMF-49.

SUPPLEMENTARY 1. Notify Chemistry and Radiation Protection personnel of this alarm.
ACTIONS:

NOTE: Potential sources include:

• VUCDT pumps when contaminated (Unit 1 & 2)
• Recycle Monitor Tanks A & B
• Waste Monitor Tanks A & B

2. Determine source of activity.

REFERENCES: CNM-1346.05-33
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DIGITAL RAD MON SYSTEM TROUBLE A17
SETPOINT: Based on alarm function for each radiation monitor.

ORIGIN: EMF CHNL 1 CHNL 2 CHNL 3

57 1RM057 2RM057 3RM057
58 1RM058 2RM058 3RM058
1/60 1RM16O 2RM160 3RM160
2/60 1RM260 2RM260 3RM260
80 ORMO8O
81 ORMO81
82 0RM082

PROBABLE Any of the process monitors (multi channel) in one of the following
CAUSE: alarm states:

• HIGH ALARM LMT - Red
• LOSS OF SAMPLE FLOW - Blue
• CHECK SOURCE TEST FAIL - Blue
• NO PULSES TiMEOUT - Blue
• OUT OF SERVICE - Blue
• UNKNOWN - Blue

Any of the area monitors (single channel) in “HIGH ALARIVI LMT”.

AUTOMATIC EMF 57 HIGH ALARM ALERT terminates liquid release - 1WL-X28
ACTIONS: (MTB Disch to RL Isol) closes.

IMMEDIATE 1. Determine the EMF in alarm at the Digital Rad Monitor Control
ACTIONS: Panel by depressing the following pushbuttons sequentially and

observing the flashing rad monitor:
• GRID 1 - Monitor Tank Bldg Elev 594/596 EMFs 57,

80, 81 and 82
• GRID 2 - Monitor Tank Bldg Elev 611 EMF 58
• GRiT) 3 - Aux Bldg Elev 577 1EMF6O and 2EMF6O

2. IF alarm is on GRID 1 or GRID 2, then notify Radwaste Chemistry
to check Monitor Tank Bldg Control Panel.
• IF alarm is EMF 57 HIGH ALARM ALERT, verify Automatic

Actions have occurred.
3. IF alarm is on GRID 3, then notify Radiation Protection to check

affected EMF.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Operations Liquid Waste Release

1. Purpose

To aid the operator in the correct methods of performing steps in Radwaste procedure
OP/0/B/6500/0l 5 (Discharging a Monitor Tank to the Environment) and Radiation Protection
procedure HP/0/B/1 004/004 (Radioactive Liquid Waste Release). Also to aid the operator as to
limits and results expected while these procedures are being performed.

2. Limits and Precautions

2.1 Ensure that RN is discharging through at least one RL header.

2.2 Ensure that RN is NOT discharging to SNSWP.

2.3 If the pre-set radiation levels are exceeded on EMF-49 or the dilution flow rate drops
below the setpoint for ORLP5O8O (RL Discharge Total Flow), 1WL-124 (Waste Monit
Tnk Pmps Disch) will trip closed.

2.4 Releases that are interrupted by EMF-49 “HI-RAD” trips may be initiated up to a
maximum of three times, including original initiation, without re-sampling per
HP/0/B/ 1004/004 (Radioactive Liquid Waste Release).

3. Procedure

Refer to Section 4 (Enclosures)

4. Enclosures

4.1 Liquid Waste Release
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Objective

1 State the purpose of the Liquid Waste System X X X X

. State the purpose of each of the subsystems — xjx
2 Describe the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (NCDT) Subsystem. X X

. State the purpose of ttie NCDT X X

. State the purpose for using a cover gas in the NCDT X X

. State the normal discharge flow path and the refueling discharge X X .

flow path of the NCDT

. List the basic steps for placing a NCDT gas cylinder in service and x x
removing it from service

3 Discuss operation of the WL system for: X X X X X

. Normal Alignment X X X X X

. Performing a normal liquid waste release X X X X X

. Filling and Draining various components X X

4 Describe the Automatic actions caused by an alarm on EMF-49 or X X X X X
EMF-57

5 State the system designator and nomenclature for major components X

6 Describe the categories of liquid waste — — X X X

7 Explain how unidentified leakage inside containment is monitored — X X X

8 Discuss how VUCDT Contents can indicate a steam or NC System leak X X X
inside containment

9 Describe operation of the WL system during a Station blackout — — X X

10 Summarize the Technical Specifications and Selected Licensee X X
Commitments applicable to the WL system

11 Explain how to respond to Liquid Waste System annunciator alarms —

12 Identify the information required to perform a release rate calculation
— XIX X

13 List and explain the process monitoring requirements for liquid waste X X
releases

14 Explain the hydrological effects on liquid effluent releases — — X X

OP-CN-WE-WL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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d) If EMF - 57’s setpoint is exceeded during the release, it will close
IWL-X28 to terminate the release {Obj. #4).

e) Atmosphere in the Monitor Tank Building is continuously monitored
by EMF-58, which performs an alarm function only. Alarms on
EMF-57 and EMF-58 are received at an alarm panel in the Control
Room.

2. Components:

a) (3) Auxiliary Monitor Tanks, 20,000 gal. cap. each.

b) (11) Vendor Supplied demineralizers, loaded with various different
types of resins to treat different types of liquid influents.

C) (1) Spent resin container (Powdex Storage Tank)

d) (3) Auxiliary Monitor Tank Pumps

e) EMF-57 Monitor Tank Building Liquid Discharge Monitor (Obj. #4)

• Controlling EMF during release from MTB

• Auto closes IWL-X28

• Required by Selected Licensee Commitment (16.1 1-2)

f) Monitor Tank Building Sumps

1) 1 Building Sump

2) 1 Truck Bay Sump

g) EMF-58 Noble Gas Activity Monitor required by S.L.C. (16.11-7)

h) Release flow instrumentation required by S.L.C. (16.11-2)

i) Monitor tank gaseous effluent monitoring instrument required by
S.L.C. (1 6.11-7)

2.2 Misc. Sumps

A. Aux. Feedwater (CA) Pump Room Sumps

1. Turbine Driven CA pump (CAPT) pit — one sump per unit

a) These receive condensate drains from the steam driven turbine.

b) “Man-Auto-Standby” pump controls near sump.

C) Two sump pumps per unit

d) Required by Tech. Specs. (Design Basis Specifications). If the A
Sump pump becomes inoperable, the CAPT and SSF (Standby
Shutdown Facility) become inoperable. If the B CAPT Sump Pump
becomes inoperable, this renders the CAPT inoperable (Obj. #10).

2. Motor Driven CA pump pits — two sumps per unit

a) “Man-Auto” controls near sump.

OP-CN-WE-WL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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9. Primary equipment drains are normally aligned to the WDT.

10. Floor drains and other equipment in the auxiliary building are aligned to
drain to the FDT.

a) The Floor Drain Sumps A and B are aligned to discharge to the
FDT, but C and D are aligned to discharge to the Turbine Building
sump.

1) Floor Drain sumps C and D ae in the CA pump rooms on Units
2 and I respectively. The CA pump sumps also discharge to
the turbine building sump.

b) The WDT and FDT are normally aligned to discharge to the WEFT,
which is aligned to discharge to the SGDT. The Containment floor
and Equipment sumps are also normally aligned to the WEFT.

11. The SGDTs are normally aligned to discharge to the MTB, which
releases liquid after processing through valve IWLX28 to RL.

12. Condensation from containment ventilation is normally aligned to the
VUCDT and the VUCDT is aligned to discharge to the monitor tanks (i.e.
WMTs or RMT) in the auxiliary building.

a) The monitor tanks are released via valve 1WL124 to RL.

C. Misc. Equip. Drains to the WL System

NOTE: This discussion is basic and covers only major steos. For a-complete,
individual procedure for each component see OP/1/A16500/009.

1. Ensure drain valves on component are shut and vent is open and
aligned for proper discharge of overflow fluid.

2. Verify proper system control switch lineup/positions.

3. Commence component fill/monitor.

4. Secure filling when component full level indication or overflow thru
bullseye.

D. EMF’s associated with the WL systems

1. EMF-47 (NB Evaporator Condenser Monitor)

a) Monitors Boron Recycle Evaporator condenser, downstream of filter

b) Automatically diverts flow from the RMWST to the RHT (via NB-
219) through the recycle feed demineralizers. This ensures NC
makeup water is maintained within the Tech Spec limits.

2. EMF-49 (Liquid Waste Discharge Monitor)

a) Monitors all liquid waste discharge to the RN discharge header from
the Aux Building

b) Automatically terminates discharge flow (closes I WL-1 24)

OP-CN-WE-WL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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3. EMF-52 (Clean Area Floor Drain Monitor)

a) Monitors discharge of CA pump room sumps (floor drain sumps C
and D) to the turbine building sump.

b) Automatically diverts flow from turbine building sump to ND/NS
sump

c) Per the annunciator response, resetting the Trip 2 alarm will cause
the flow to realign to the turbine building sump. Therefore, the
alarm shall not be reset without RP permission.

4. EMF-57 (Waste Monitor Tank Building liquid Discharge Monitor)

a) Monitors all liquid waste discharge to the RL system from the MTB.

b) Automatically terminates discharge flow(closes IWL-X28)

E. Operations Liquid Waste Release (Obj. #3, 12)

1. Factors Affecting Releases (Obj. #14)

a) While the activity of waste water(to be discharged) at power is low,
it is still above the levels established by regulations. Therefore, it is
necessary to dilute the activity so that the levels to which the general
public is exposed is within applicable regulations.

For liquid releases from the Auxiliary Building, the liquid effluent,
after treatment and sampling, is released via the RN discharge
flowpath to the RL system discharge into the lake. At CNS, the RL
discharge is downstream and to the opposite side of the plant from
the RL intake.

For releases from the Monitor Tank Building, the liquid being
released is discharged directly into the RL System at a point in the
service building.

F. Malfunction in the WL System

1. Could include such things as pump or valve failures or evaporator
failure.

2. Redundancy of pumps is provided in event of failufe

3. Surge capacity in system will accommodate waste until repairs are
made.

4. Rad. monitors terminate or divert flow should any normally non
radioactive sump become contaminated.

G. Excessive leakage In Reactor Building Equipment Obj. #7)

1. System is designed to handle a I gpm reactor coolant leak in addition to
the expected leakage during normal operation. System operation is the
same as normal except for increased load.

OP-CN-WE-WL FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 21
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2010 CNS 100 Questions - NRC Initial License Examination

71.
G 2.3.4
Radiation Control
Knowledge of radiation exposure limits under normal or emergency conditions.

NEW
Prior to a refueling outage an operator has received 1500 mR so far for that year. During the
refueling outage, the operator’s first assigned task results in receiving a dose of 230 mR.

The NEXT time the operator logs on to the EDC computer, what type of notification flag will the
operator see next to their name;

AND

per NSD 507,( Radiation Protection), what will be required prior to RCA entry?

Type of Notification Flag Required Prior to RCA Entry

A. Alert Notify their supervisor.

B. Alert Obtain a dose extension approval.

C. Exclude Notify their supervisor.

D. Exclude Obtain a dose extension approval.

Ans: A

References:
NSD (Nuclear Site Directive) 507, Section 507.7.3, Exposure Monitoring Warning Flags/Alarms
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per NSD 507, when the individual’s annual exposure reaches 80% o1 the
established administrative limit, an Alert Flag will be indicated for that individual on the EDC
computer.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the type of notification flag is correct. Approval for dose extension
is also plausible since a flagging point (or type of limit) has been exceeded. However, a dose
extension is only required if the individual has exceeded 90% of the administrative limit,
which in this case, is 2000 X 0.90 1800 mR.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the individual’s supervisor (in this case, the Shift Manager) does
have to be notified. However, the Exclude Flag will not be indicating, since that requires an
annual exposure of at [east 90% of the administrative limit (1800 mR). “Exclude” is plausible,
since it implies some sort of hold point, or stopping point due to having reached a limit, but
the applicant misapplies it here and confuses it with Alert.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since reaching the Exclude Flag point does require a dose extension
approval. However, the applicant has confused “Exceed Flag” point with “Alert Flag” point.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the applicant is presented with a situation involving cumulative
exposure during normal conditions, and then must apply knowledge of radiation exposure limits to
determine what will be required prior to the next RCAentry for that individual.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because acalculation is involved first. Then the applicant
must recall radiation exposure limits and compare the calculation result with those, then determine
what actions are required.
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to deactivate the ED after each exit but will deactivate ED at end of shift and return it to storage rack before
leaving site.

• Complete and turn-in Dose Card even if no dose was received during the entry.

• Contact RP regarding problems.

507.7.3 EXPOSURE MONITORING WARNING FLAGS!ALARMS

A. Radiation Monitoring and Control System Flags

To ensure individuals do not exceed dose limits, the EDC computer program provides the following flags as
individuals approach their established dose limit: /(aO,si

Alert Flag .. Notification that individual reached 80% or greater, but less than90%, of established administrative
limit. Individual should notify hisIhersupe1or.Individual must receive RP supervision approval to enter a
High Radiation Area or Locked High Radiation Area.

Exclude Flag - Notification that individual reached 90% or greater ofestablished administrative limit.
not enter the RCA/RCZ until he/she receh’es a dose extension approved by the Radiation

Protection Manager (RPM).

B. Electronic Dosimeter (ED) Alarms

ED Dose and Dose Rate Alarms - EDs are programmed during log-on to alarm at a predetermined dose and
dose rate. The alarm setpoints are specified by the RWP. The alarm setpoints can be viewed during EDC log-on
and they are also located on the RWP. Set points can also be viewed any time after logging on to EDC by
pressing and holding the Dose/Dose Rate toggle switch on the ED for 10 seconds. The alarm setpoints and stay
time will be displayed and then will automatically return to dose monitoring mode. The dose alarm consists of
an audible alarm and a visual alarm. If the dose setpoint is exceeded the dose alarm will sound and a red light
will flash on the ED. The audible alarm and the flashing red light will not stop until the ED is reset. The dose
rate alarm automatically resets when the dose rate drops below the alarm setpoint. The ED display will indicate
the type of alarm. The ED is also programmed to alarm when it is activated for 16 hours or when RWP specific
stay time is exceeded.

• If regular monitoring of the ED indicates that the dose alarm set-point will be exceeded prior to completing
the job, leave the area and contact RP. Do not wait to receive an alarm before exiting the area.

• For some high dose-rate jobs, RP may ask you to exit the work area when the ED accumulates 80% of the
dose alarm set-point.

• If the ED dose alarm sounds. immediately inform co-workers, exit the RCA/RCZ and call RP. Re
entry is not permitted until the alarm is cleared by RP.

• ED dose-rate alarms may be anticipated by RP due to higher dose rates in the travel path to the work
location a worker being in close proximity to a radiation source. Anticipated dose rate alarms shall be
discussed during RP brief prior to beginning work. Work can continue following a travel path dose rate
alarm providing the alarm clears prior to arriving at the work location. For anticipated dose rate alarms due
to proximity to a radiation source, work may continue for no more than two dose rate alarms. If a third
anticipated dose rate alarm is received, stop work and notify RP immediately. For unanticipated dose rate
alarms (any dose rate alarm that is NOT briefed by RP prior to beginning work) immediately stop work
and contact RP.

• Notify RP prior to entering RCA or RCZ if you have trouble hearing audible ED alarms. Alternate alarm
indicators will be provided.

• If the ED malfunctions, immediately exit the RCA/RCZ and call/report to RP with problem ED.

10 REVISION 14
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72.
G 2.3.7
Radiation Control
Ability to comply with radiation work permit requirements during normal or abnormal conditions.

NEW
Given the following conditions:

• An operator has logged on to RWP #23, Entry for Routine Plant and Systems Operation
(Operations), Task #4, Entry for Troubleshooting/Special Inspections.

• The operator needs to reach across a Contaminated Area boundary to access a
component located in Unit 1 ND Pump Room.

• It is determined that donning a single rubber glove will be adequate to prevent a personnel
contamination.

The operator then proceeds as follows:

1. Contacts RP and obtains verbal authorization to reach across the Contaminated Area
boundary.

2. Dons the rubber glove and accesses the component across the Contaminated Area
boundary.

3. Removes rubber glove and places it in the contaminated clothing container.
4. Exits the ND Pump Room and immediately proceeds to SPA (Single Point of Access).
5. Notifies RP of the results of completion of the task.
6. Exits the RCA and reports to the Control Room.

Which ONE of the following is the correct evaluation of the above conditions?

A. All RWP requirements were met.

B. RP should have issued a revised RWP before authorizing this operation.

C. RP should have taken additional smear samples of the component before the operation.

D. The operator should have frisked hands and feet upon exiting the ND Pump Room.

Ans:D

References:
Radiation Work Permit #23, Task #4, Entry for Troubleshooting/Special Inspections
Policy 111-08, Section 3.2, Monitoring Requirements
NSD 507 (requires hand/foot frisk when exiting contaminated area) - 507.8.6.B
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since most of the req uirernents of the RWP were met, and if the
applicant recognizes that the worker did proceed to Single Point of Access and notified RP
prior to leaving the RCA, and then incorrectly concludes that this was adequate.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant incorrectly concludes that RP should not have given
verbal authorization, due to breaching a contamination boundary, and that a new RWP should
have been issued.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since RP does sometimes perform this action, and if the applicant
thought this was warranted, based on the fact that the operator would be actually touching this
component, and that a prudent action would be to take an additional smear sample.

D. CORRECT. The RWP given in the stem does allow for operations personnel to reach or lean
into a contaminated area boundary without notifying RP if they take appropriate precautions,
including performing a hand and foot frisk at the nearest frisker upon exit. This can be done
without issuing a revised RWP, as long as the proper precautions are taken. This is in
accordance with RWP #23, Task #4, Entry for Troubleshooting/Special Inspections.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the question conditions involve work in a radiation area which
requires reaching across a contamination boundary. The applicant must then determine if the
operator has complied with all RWP requirements.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because it requires the applicant to analyze a scenario
involving work being performed in a contaminated area, and applying knowledge of RWP
requirements to evaluate if the RWP requirements were met.
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INFORMATION Catawba Nuclear Station INFORMATION
1JSE ONLY Radiation Work Permit USE ONLY

ENTRY FOR ROUTINE PLANT AND SYSTEMS OPERATION
(OPERATIONS) RWP #23 Rev: 14

Task #4

Entry for Troubleshooting I Special Inspections (ISFSI Pad Included)

ED Alarm Set Points:

Dose Aarm: 50 Dose Rate A’arm: 100

Stay Time A’arm: 16:00

RWP Requirements

Dress CategorylWork Description

• Dress Category “A” Work in a non-contaminated area
• Dress Category “B’ Work in a non-contaminated area with contaminated material where there is NO potential for contact withcontaminated material other than by hand and durability of surgical gloves is sufficient (e.g., taking smears, etc.).
• Dress Category ‘C’ Work in a non-contaminated area with contaminated material where there is NO potential for contact withcontaminated material other than by hand AND durability of surgical gloves is NOT sufficient.
• Dress Category “D” Work of short duration, in open area(s) with NO obstructions that could contribute to contamination ofunprotected skin or clothing

• Dress Category”E’ Work where: (1) Complete protection of skin and clothing is NOT required; (2) Durability of surgical glovesrequires consideration; (3) Radioactive material is handled and/or transported AND the potential for loose surface contamination exist.
• Dress Category “F” Work in a contaminated area where complete protection of skin and clothing is NOT necessary.
• Dress Category “G” Work in a dry contaminated area.

• Dress Category “H” Work in a contaminated area.

• Dress Category “I” Hands on work with higher contaminated material or beta dose concerns to hands only.
• Dress Category “N” Performing work in contaminated wet conditions.

Protective Clothing

A-None

• B - Surgical gloves

C - Glove liners and rubber gloves

• D - Glove liners and rubber gloves, booties and shoe covers

• E - Lab coat, glove liners and rubber or surgical gloves

• F - Lab coat, glove liners and rubber gloves, booties and shoe covers
• G - Cloth hood, disposable coveralls, glove liners and rubber gloves, booties, and shoe covers. Secure gloves and booties (e.g.,tape, Velcro straps, etc.).

• H - Cloth hood, cloth coveralls, glove liners and rubber gloves, booties, and shoe covers, no personal outer clothing, Secure glovesand booties (e.g., tape, Velcro straps, etc.).

• I - Cloth hood, cloth coveralls, glove liners, 2 pair rubber gloves, booties shoe covers, no personal outer clothing. Secure gloves andbooties (e.g., tape, Velcro straps, etc.).

• N - Cloth hood, cloth coveralls, wetsuit, glove liners, 2 pair rubber gloves, booties, shoe covers, no personal outer clothing. Securegloves and booties (e.g., tape, Velcro straps etc.).

Contamination Control

• Wipe down AND bag all tools and equipment prior to removal from a contaminated area as directed by RP
• Utilize facial protection (e.g. face shield, hood sock, power visor) as directed by RP
• Install catch containments OR drain rigs to prevent spills if draining components
• If installing a drain rig, use hose clamps to secure hose OR tubing connections

If installing a drain rig, secure hose OR tubing to floor drain

Approved on 02/27/2010 by NEAL, TRACY G Printed on 10/16/2010 Activated on 03/29/2010



INFORMATION Catawba Nuclear Station INFORMATION
USE ONLY Radiation Work Permit USE ONLY

ENTRY FOR ROUTINE PLANT AND SYSTEMS OPERATION
RWP#23 Rev: 14(OPERATIONS)

Task#4

Entry for Troubleshooting I Special Inspections (ISFSI Pad Included)

ED Alarm Set Points:

Dose Alarm: 50 Dose Rate Alarm: 100

Stay Time Alarm: 16:00

RWP Requirements
• Remove outer rubber gloves/shoe covers when exiting highly contaminated area
• Remove outer rubber gloves, shoe covers and, if wearing 2 sets of coveralls, outer layer of coveralls, when exiting highlycontaminated area

• Change outer rubber gloves often when handling highly contaminated material as directed by RP
• Use surgical gloves in lieu of rubber gloves for the manipulation of small or specialty items as directed by RP

RP Job Coverage

Start of Job, Intermittent or No Coverage In Radiation Areas or Less

RP Coverage Required To Transport Material > 100 Mrern/Hr Contact On Material
• When Worker Is Exposed To An Actual Neutron Dose Field, Track Neutron Exposure Per SHIO/B/20001009 - Neutron DoseTracking

Dosimetry Requirements

• Monitor ED periodically while inside the RCA/RCZ (once or twice per hour in low dose rate areas). Monitor more frequently in higherdose rate areas, for example every 10 to 15 minutes.

• If dress requirements prevent the monitoring of ED, and RP is not remotely monitoring (via teledose & communications), place EDexternal to the outmost layer of protective clothing for monitoring

Respiratory Protection

• If weighted DAC-Hours are expected to result in greater than or equal to 4 DAC-Hours per person, perform a TEDE/ALARAevaluation

• Full Face Particulate (Additional Hoed Required) IF warranted by TEDE ALARA Evaluation OR directed by RP

RP Hold Points

• RP Survey Required Prior to Handling Debris or Foreign Material

• Notify RP prior to reaching OR entry into the overhead (8 feet and above)

• Accumulated Dose Higher than Expected

• Notify RP Prior to Start of Work

Stop Work Criteria

Dose Alarm

• Unexpected dose rate alarm

• Airborne conditions higher than expected

• Actual dose rates are higher than the expected levels written on this RWP task

• Actual contamination levels are higher than the expected levels written on this RWP task
• Unexpected wet conditions

• Work scope changes
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INFORMATION Catawba Nuclear Station INFORMATION
USE ONLY Radiation Work Permit USE ONLY

ENTRY FOR ROUTINE PLANT AND SYSTEMS OPERATION
(OPERATIONS) RWP#23 Rev: 14

Task #4

Entry for Troubleshooting I Special Inspections (ISFSI Pad Included)

ED Alarm Set Points:

Dose Alarm: 50 Dose Rate Alarm: 100

Stay Time Alarm: 16:00

RWP Requirements
If monitoring of the ED indicates that the dose alarm set point will be exceeded prior to completing the job, leave the area and contactRP. Do not wait to receive an alarm before exiting the area

Failure of OR sweat soaked protective clothing

Expected Radiological Conditions

Expected radiological conditions:
General Area Dose Rates: <0.1 mrem/hr - 100 mrem/hr Gamma .25 - 20mrem/hr Neutron
High Contact Dose Rates: <0,1 mrem/hr - 2000 mrem/hr Gamma .25 - 20mrem/hr Neutron

Contamination Levels: < 1000 dpm/100cm2- 100,000 dpm/iOOcm2

Additional Instructions

Operations personnel may breach (reach or lean into) the Contaminated Area RCZ boundaries located at the following areas withoutnotifying RP provided they take appropriate caution/action to prevent a personnel contamination and they monitor themselves via thenearest frisker/hand-and-foot monitor upon exit
U-i and U-2 pump rooms (ND, NI, NS, NV, and KF)
Electronic Dosimeter rate alarms are established based on the general work area dose rates. If personnel pass by or is positioned inclose proximity to primary piping and equipment they should anticipate receiving a dose rate alarm.
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Small Article Monitors are stationary monitors set up to detect the station
release limit for contamination on hand carried items that have not been in a
known contaminated area. These instruments are the method for monitoring
hand carried items and are used in place of hand-held friskers.

3.1.4 Hand-Held Frisker

Hand-held friskers are used by Radiation Protection (RP) personnel for
frisking personnel, hand carried items that have been in a known contaminated
area, and items too large to fit into a SAM. These devices can be used for
hand and foot OR whole body frisking by all personnel.

3.1.5 Portal Monitor

Portal Monitors are gamma sensitive monitors which serve as a final check for
contamination when leaving the Restricted Area.

3.2 Monitoring Requirements

NOTE: Emergency conditions (fire, medical, security situations, security drills, etc.) may
require personnel to exit without proper monitoring. Following the emergency, RP
shall determine the proper monitoring requirements.

3.2.1 Exiting a Contaminated Radiation Control Zone (RCZ) within the RCA

3.2.1.1 Personnel monitoring is required upon exiting the contaminated
RCZ. The minimum requirement is a hand and foot frisk using a
hand and foot monitor Qj hand-held frisker. A PCM may be
used if available.

3.2.1.2 Whole body monitoring, including hard hat and safety glasses, is
required as soon as practical.

3.2.1.3 Hand held items shall be surveyed per Reference 2.1.

3.2.2 Exiting a Contaminated RCZ within the RCA when more than one entry is
required

3.2.2.1 Personnel monitoring is required prior to exiting the elevation.
The minimum requirement is a hand and foot frisk using a hand
and foot monitor hand-held frisker. A PCM may be used if
available.

3.2.2.2 Individual may proceed to another elevation if more entries are
required.

Revision 3
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73.
G 2.4.3
Emergency Procedures I Plan
Ability to identify post-accident instrumentation.

NEW
Of the four (4) nuclear instruments listed in F-O, (Critical Safety Function Status Trees), for
assessing the “Subcriticality” safety function, which ONE is a Post-Accident Monitoring (PAM)
instrument required by LCO 3.3.3, “PAM (Post-Accident Monitoring) Instrumentation?”

A. Source Range

B. Intermediate Range

C. Power Range

D. Wide Range

Ans: D

References:
TS3.3.3 and Basis
F-O, “Critical Safety Function Status Trees”
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant could take the knowledge that this instrument does
appear in a procedure used during an accident, initiates {F-O), and misapplies it.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant could take the knowledge that this instrument does
appear in a procedure used during an accident, initiates (F-O), and misapplies it.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the applicant could take the knowledge that this instrument does
appear in a procedure used during an accident initiates F-O), and misapplies it.

D. CORRECT. Neutron Flux (Wide Range) is the only one of the four nuclear instruments in the
question which is required by LCO 3.3.3, as listed in Table 33.3-1, Post Accident Monitoring
Instrumentation. All four of the listed nuclear instruments are in F-O under “Subcriticality”.

KIA Match
This question is a straightforward approach to the K/A by testing the applicant’s ability to identify
which instrument is required by the PAM Tech. Spec.

Cognitive Level: Low
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CNS I CRITICAL SAFETY FUNCTION STATUS TREES I PAGE NO.
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Revision 7

NOTE Only W/R Neutron Flux is environmentally qualified. Normal
NIS may be unreliable with abnormal containment conditions.
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W/R NEUTRON POWER

LESS THAN 1.[IOE-05%

SUR ZERO OR NEGATIVE ON:

• INTERMEDIATE RANGE
• W/RNEUTRON POWER

GO TO
FR-S.2

GO TO
FR-S.2

CSFSAT

GO TO
FR.-S.2

CSF SAT
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Table 3.3.3-1 (page 1 of 1)
Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation

FUNCTION REQUIRED CHANNELS CONDITIONS

1. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Hot Leg 2 B,D,F,H
Temperature (Wide Range)

2. RCS Cold Leg Temperature (Wide Range) 2 BD,F,H

3. RCS Pressure (Wide Range) 2 BD,F,H

4. Reactor Vessel Water Level 2 B,D,F,H

5. Containment Sump Water Level (Wide Range) 2 B,D,F,H

6. Containment Pressure (Wide Range) 2 B,D,F,H

7. Containment Area Radiation (High Range) 1 B,D

8. Not Used

9. Pressurizer Level 2 B,D,F,H

10. Steam Generator Water Level (Narrow Range) 2 per steam generator B,D,F,H

11. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant I 2(a) B,D,F,H

12. •Core Exit Temperature -Quadrant 2 2(a) B,DF,H

13. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 3 2(a) B,DF,H

14. Core Exit Temperature - Quadrant 4 2(a) B,D,F,H

15. Auxiliary Feedwater Flow 1 per steam generator C,D,E,H

16. RCS Radiation Level 1 B,D

17. RCS Subcooling Margin Monitor 2 B,D,F,H

18. Steam Line Pressure 2 per steam generator B,D,F,H

19. Refueling Water Storage Tank Level 2 B,DF,H

20. Neutron Flux (Wide Range) 2 B,D,F,H

21. Steam Generator Water Level (Wide Range) 1 per steam generator C,D,E,H

(a) A channel consists of two core exit thermocouples (CETs).

Catawba Units I and 2 3.3.3-4 Amendment Nos. 219/214
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74.
G 2.4.31
Emergency Procedures I Plan
Knowledge of annunciator alarms, indications, or response procedures.

NEW
Which ONE of the following completes the statement below?

Per Standard Operations Management Procedure SOMP 01-07, (Control Room Oversight), during
a plant event which requires use of the emergency procedures, the

_____(I)______

is required to
identify unexpected alarms and bring them to the attention of the (2)

A. (1) Reactor Operator
(2) Control Room Supervisor

B. (1) ShiftTechnicalAdvisor
(2) Reactor Operator

C. (1) Reactor Operator
(2) Shift Technical Advisor

D. (1) Control Room Supervisor
(2) Reactor Operator

Ans:A

References:
SOMP 01-07, (Control Room Oversight), Section 8.2, Rev. 000.
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Distractor Analysis

A. CORRECT. Per Standard Operations Management Procedure SOMP 01-07, “Control’Room
Oversight, Alarm Response Protocol During EPs and APs and Any Unplanned, Rapid Load
Reduction or Plant Shutdown,” the Reactor Operators are reauired to identify alarms that are
NOT expected for the current plant conditions and bring them to the attention specifically of
the Control Room Supervisor.

B. Incorrect. The STA is constantly monitoring plant parameters during EP implementation
events, and while the STA may not directly interface with the RO, it is plausible that the
applicant could reason that the STA’s oversight and information gathering function in the
Control Room during an emergency could include pointing out unexpected alarms to the
board operators. However, the SOMP covering this activity does not require the STA to
perform this function.

C. Incorrect. Plausible, since the position required to point out unexpected alarms (the RO) is
correct. It is plausible for an applicant to believe the RO may be required to keep the STA
informed of unexpected alarms which could affect critical safety functions, since the STA does
track status of the critical safety functions and assess overall plant status. However, this is
not a listed required responsibility, per the procedure.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, that the Control Room Supervisor would point out unexpected alarms to
the RO during performance of the emergency procedures. However, this function is not
required as specified in the given procedure.

KIA Match
The K/A is matched because the K/A gives several options of what may be tested, one of which is
knowledge of annunciator alarm procedures. The stem conditions involve implementation of the
emergency procedures I plan, and the applicant is then tested on the procedural requirements of
unexpected alarms.

Cognitive Level: Low
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8. Alarm Response Protocol During EPs and APs and Any Unplanned, Rapid
Load Reduction or Plant Shutdown

8.1 ROs are tasked with identifying alarms that are NOT expected for the current plant
condition and bringing to the attention of the CRS. The CRS determines if the alarm
response procedure is immediately referenced or if it will be referenced later based on
priorities.

8.2 The STA shall periodically reviews alarms and inform the OSM (or in the absence of the
OSM, the CRS) of any alarms that are NOT expected for the current plant condition.
The OSM or CRS will then make a determination of whether the alarm response
procedure for any alarms NOT consistent with the event diagnosis need to be
referenced.

8.3 The OSM/CRS is responsible for determining when the activity level / number of alarms
coming in have decreased enough to allow normal alarm response protocol and
informing the rest of the crew.

9. Guidance for Performance of Briefings/Updates

9.1 Three types of briefings/updates are utilized:

• Crew Brief
• Focus Brief
• Crew Update

9.2 The individual initiating a brief or update shall announce it to the entire crew.

9.3 All available crew members shall acknowledge participation in the brief/update by
replying “brief or update”.

9.4 The individual leading the brief or update announces the end of brief/update.

9.5 The OSM or CRS may make a determination that a brief/update should be terminated
prior to completion due to changing plant conditions and announce it to the crew.

9.6 Crew Brief - A briefing of the entire crew during normal, abnormal, or emergency
operating conditions used to ensure consistent understanding of plant conditions and
direction. Crew Brief placard provided in Attachment 15.2 (Crew Brief Placard).

9.6.1 The brief shall be led by the OSM or CRS and should include feedback from
any or all of the crew members.

9.6.2 Information exchange during Crew Briefs does NOT need to use repeat backs.

9.6.3 Attachment 15.2 (Crew Brief Placard) is provided to ensure consistency in
content of Crew Briefs.
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75.
G 2.4.47
Emergency Procedures I Plan
Ability to diagnose and recognize trends in an accurate and timely manner utilizing the appropriate
control room reference material.

BANK SQN 2010
Given the following Unit I conditions:

• The Unit is tripped from 100% power due to a loss of Component Cooling Water(KC).
• The crew transitions to ES-0.1, (Reactor Trip Response), while continuing to perform the

actions of AP/21, (Loss of Component Cooling).

Fifteen minutes after the trip, the following conditions exist:

• SG pressures are all approximately 1005 psig and stable.
• NC System pressure is 2235 psig and stable.
• Thot is approximately 570° F in all loops and slowly decreasing.
• Core Exit Thermocouples (CET5) indicate approximately 575°F and stable.
• Tcold is approximately 547°F in all loops and stable.

Reference Provided

Which ONE of the following describes the status of NC System heat removal for the current plant
conditions?

A. Natural circulation is NOT established. NC System subcooling is inadequate.

B. Natural circulation is NOT established. CETs are not decreasing.

C. Natural circulation is established. Heat removal is via the steam dumps.

D. Natural circulation is established. Heat removal is via the SG PORVs.

Ans: C

References:
ES-0.1, Enclosure 3, (Natural Circulation Monitoring Parameters), Rev. 32
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Distractor Analysis

A. Incorrect. Plausible, since subcooling is a parameter that isevaluated for determining if
natural circulation is occurring. However, the applicant has incorrectly believed that more
subcooling is required than what is given the stem conditions. Per the procedure, the
subcooling requirement is met as long as it is greater than 0°F.

B. Incorrect. Plausible, if the applicant only recalls the “decreasing” trend listed on the Enclosure
3 for determining if natural circulation is occurring, and fails to recall that if the CETs are
“stable OR decreasing” is adequate. With this misconception, it is correct to select that
natural circulation is not established.

C. CORRECT. The Enclosure 3, Natural Circulation Monitoring Parameters, is provided to the
applicant. However, the description of which parameters are used to determine if natural
circulation is occurring will be REMOVED from the copy provided to the applicant. Therefore,
the applicant is being tested on HOW to determine if natural circulation is occurring. The
parameters given in the stem (SIG pressures and trend, T-cold and trend) place the operating
point for the unit in the “Acceptable Region” on Enclosure 3 for Natural Circulation Monitoring
Parameters. Heat removal during this time will be from the steam dumps.

D. Incorrect. Plausible, since natural circulation occurring is correct. Use of theS/G PORVs as
the heat removal method is plausible, since the SIG PORV’s are listed in ES-0.1 as a potential
method, however, this is method is in the RNO column. Based on the NC temperature given
in the stem, the dumps will be the method used.

KIA Match
Applicant is given stem conditions involving a temperature trend and must use a normally available
Control Room reference in order to determine if adequate cooling is occurring using natural
circulation.

Cognitive Level: High
This is a high cognitive level question because the applicant must recall multiple parameters and
requirements for establishing natural circulation, and compare these with the conditions given in
the stem. From those stem conditions, the applicant must select the ones that apply, and then
apply them to the graph provided, and determine if natural circulation is developed. The applicant
must also analyze the stem conditions, including SIG pressure to determine if the S/G PORVs or
the atmospheric reliefs are the method of heat removal.

Reference to be provided to applicant:
ES-0.1, Enclosure 3, (Natural Circulation Monitoring Parameters)
Ensure that the information for parameters that indicate natural circulation is occurring are
REMOVED from the applicant’s copy used for the exam, as follows:
Remove statement 1.
NC subcooling
SIG pressures
NC T-hots
Core exit T/Cs
NC T-colds
Also remove “T-Cold” from the X-axis at the bottom of the graph.
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Enclosure 3 - Page 1 of I
Revisi 32Natural Circulation Monitoring Parameters Ofl
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NOTE: Allow NC temperature to stabilize after transfer of steam dumps to pressure mode.

1. The following conditions support or indicate natural circulation flow:

NC subcooling - GREATER THAN 0°F
pressures - STABLE OR DECREASING

-i’ic T-Hots - STABLE OR DECREASINC
j4Core exit T/Cs - STABLE OR DECREASING
4’ NC T-Colds - AT SATURATION TEMPERATURE FOR S/G PRESSURE

(WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE GRAPH BELOW).
SIG PRESSURE (P510)
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2. IF Natural Circulation flow is not established, THEN increase dumping steam to
establish Natural Circulation flow.
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2) C-9 not activated will prevent operation of Banks 1, 2, 3
3) C-7A Reset — Take STEAM DUMP SELECT switch to RESET
4) DCS Graphic (C-7A) will go dark as soon as the signal clears.

Status light on MCB will stay lit until latching relay is reset.
e) C-7B Loss of Load Interlock (OBJECTIVE 7)

1) 2/3 Turbine Impulse pressures have >30% step load decrease or a
ramped load decrease over a period of time.

2) Energizes latching relay
t) Activates C-7B interlock Status light, LOSS OF LOAD INTLK ATMOS

DUMP
1) C-7B will arm Banks 4 and 5 by energizing the arming solenoid

valves
2) C-7B Reset - Take STEAM DUMP SELECT switch to RESET
3) DCS Graphic (C-7B) will go dark as soon as the signal clears.

Status light on MCB will stay lit until latching relay is reset.
B. Plant Trip Controller (OBJECTIVE 4)

1. Used to reduce Tavg to T no-load following a Reactor trip
2. Enabled by STEAM DUMP SELECT switch in “T-AVG” with aeactor Trip

(P-4 Train B) condition
3. Compares Selected Tavg to T no-load and modulates Banks 1, 2 and 3

(Condenser Dumps). A lead/lag circuit conditions the Selected Tavg signal.
This circuit initially boosts the magnitude of any change in Selected Tavg.
This is to make the steam dumps respond in an anticipatory manner and to
prevent overshoot.

4. Output limited to 49% steam dump demand, which is not enough of a
control signal to open the atmospheric steam dumps.

C. Steam Pressure Controller (OBJECTIVE 4)
1. Used during S/U and S/D at less than 15% power. Can be used if Load

Rejection or Plant Trip Controllers are not operating properly
2. Selected by using STM PRESS on the Control Board at the STEAM DUMP

SELECT switch (OBJECTIVE 5)
3. This controller compares Selected Steam pressure, provided by the steam

lines upstream of the MSIVs, to a pressure setpoint put in by the operator
on the STM PRESS CTRL SLIM Station on MC2 or the DCS soft control.
a) Selected Steam pressure is provided by a median steam pressure

signal from each steam line (4) inputted into four median select circuits
whose outputs (4) are sent to an auctioneered-high circuit that will
produce the second-highest steam pressure of the four (4) steam line
pressure signals.

b) An Alternate Action associated with the Selected Steam Pressure input
will automatically transfer the controller input to the SM Equalization
Header pressure provided its quality is satisfactory. If Equalization
Header pressure quality is not “good”, the controller will shift to Manual.
(OBJECTIVE 13)

OP-CN-STM-IDE(DCS) FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 05
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(b) “MANUAL” - can be selected again and the PORV
repositioned by using the “0” to “10” pot. (SM isolation
signal does not have to be RESET to select “MANUAL”).
“MANUAL” will allow reopening the PORV with an SM lsol
Signal present.

c) If a “MANUAL” SM Isolation Signal is initiated and the SIG PORV’s
are selected to “MANUAL”, the PORV’s will stay in manual and ffl
not close on the SM Isolation signal.

5. S/G PORV Isolation Valves

a) Safety Related and powered from 600 volt ESS MCC’s.

b) S!G PORV Isolation valves receive an “OPEN” signal when ASP
“LOCAL” control of PORV’s is selected.

C. S/G Safety Valves (Obj. #10 & 11)

1. Provide over pressure protection for SM.

2. 5 valves per steam line

3. Open at setpoints of 1175,1190,1205,1220 and 1230 psig. These
setpoints are set at different values to prevent valve chatter.

4. Provide 100% steam relief capacity. (5% per valve).

5. No manual controls provided except local lever

6. Safety Gags - Mechanical devices may be installed to prevent actuation
of the safety valves should hydrostatic pressure testing of the SM piping
be required. These devices will be brightly colored or otherwise clearly
and easily identifiable.

D. Instrumentation Taps (Obj. #21)

1. Upstream of MSIV’s has 5 pressure transmitters.

2. Pressure transmitters provide functions for:

a) Main steam isolation signals

b) Low pressure alert annunciators

c) S/G PORV operation

d) Indication on MC-2, (Gage and Recorder) ASP, computer and
AFWPTCP.

3. Taps located in the doghouse.

4. Flow transmitters off of restrictor provide flow indication to MC-2 and
ASP. They are also used for SGWLC and FWPT speed control.

5. Steam temperature taps provide input to computer.

6. One pressure transmitter on equalization header for steam dump
control and indication on MC-2.

OP-CN-STM-SM FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY REV. 41
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